
Isaiah i. (1) 1. M

Yesterday we looked at Isaiah 24 and we saw what the first half of the chanter is

about. and I exect the evidence is quite conclusive. With the first half of the chater

though it does not mention Jerusalem s-necifically, nor Israel specifically, nor Judah

specifically. it talks about Judah and about the coming exile. I think there's little

doubt that this is the case. And we have a continuous prediction of misery and trouble.

of oeople being scattered into other countries, the land left desolate, with few neoole

in it, with the joy gone .because they have broken God's covenant and transgressed His

law. And then we got to verse 13.as we noticed that 13 refers back to the whole of

the first twelve verses by saying when thus it shall be in the midst of the land among

the people. And then it states something which could be simply a further statement of

the deDopulation which has been mentioned several times in what oreceded. that it shall

be as the shaking of an olive tree and as the gleaning of the grapes when the vintage is

done, in other words, there is very little left: simply more of the declaration of God's

ounishment of the land. But while this could be that there is also the ocssibilty that

this is a statement that, though there will be great depopulation, it will not be complete.

There will be a remnant of grapes left. There's that possility, and conseuently we

cannot say that there is a definite teaching here that God's mercy is continuing with the

Teop].e, that He's not through with Israel. that He has a continuing blessing for a faithful

remnant: but we can say there is a strong possibility in verse 13 that that is suggested.

There is a strong hint given here. If we have slipped in with other things elsewhere, we

can say we are here told something or assured of something which is taught elsewhere. If

it is not taught anywhere else, verse 13 is not in itself enough to build a teaching uoon.

But it so haDTens that we find our proof of it. not by looking to other sections of the

Bible, but lust by going right on to the very next verse because the very next verse makes

a complete change from the whole tone of the oreceding. Suppose, you didn't have verse 13.

Verse lL would seem utterly incongruous after the previous 12 verses or anywhere in the

midst of them. All is gloom and misery. then it says they shall lift up their voice, they

shall sing to the majesty of the Lord. They shall cry aloud from the sea. But verse 13

makes the transition, it suggests that God's mercy will remain with His people though the

multitudes go off into bondage and misery and forsaking of the Lord, there will be a Godly
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remnant left. This Godly remnant will be filled, with joy as they sing to the majesty of

the Lord who has preserved them through all the misery, through all the exile, through all

the captivity, through all the devastation, He has ireserved them and given them greater

assurance of His existence, His power and His love, so that they lift UD their voice, they

sing for the majesty of their Lord, they cry aloud from the sea. Now. as we said. verse 13.

there are two possibilities. Which of the two is correct is abundantly proven by 14. 14

makes the situation absolutely clear, and it is a definite parallel to ssage after passage

in Isaiah where he Predicts coming exile, tells of God's punishment upon the nation, and

then turns his eyes to the Godly remnant and says, "Yes, all this misery ahead but

God is not through with Israel. He has olanned a glory for His -neor,le. His testimony will

these
go forth. And so here we have a parallel with/many other issages in Isaiah. They shall

lift up their voice, they shall sing for the majesty of their Lord, they shall cry aloud

from the sea.

But now this verse 14 at first sight looks like a very simple work, simol by among

those who are preserved, those who are oraising. still left to praise God. Although we

note as we look at the verse that there is a new thought in it. There is a thought in

this verse that is com-oaratively infrequent: we don't often find it anywhere else. There's

something here that is just a new idea. It is not sufficient to prove the new idea PerhaPs.

but it does suggest it and it's pretty hard to explain, except on the basis of the new idea.

Mr. Steele, you look as if you (51)

Yes. why were they crossing the sea? That is a strange thing. Mr. Steele put his finger

on the part I was interested in but the (6

They will cry aloud, from the sea. Well, there's many a nat-ion where you would find...

You take ancient Greece. the people would to the state. The MAI have won a

great victory, their sailors are shouting. their shins as they go across the Mediterranean

are filled with reoiing. It would he oerfectly natural. But it's not natural for Juah,
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because ludah is up on the hill country. "Tudah is not near the sea. How much do you read

about the Mediterranean Sea in the Old Testament? Very little. Yet from almost ny part

of the land they can see the sea. You clinth a tree and you can see the Mediterranean Sea.

You. get up on any hill and you. can see the Mediterranean Sea. You're on the high hill

country, from there you go down to the foothills, to the low country. then there's that

low plain and it isn't very far, it's not over thirty or forty miles at most, to the

Mediterranean Sea. And yet you have very little about the Mediterranean Sea in the Old

Testament. Why? One reason is that during most of Old Testament history the Philistines

occupied the plains between the Israelites and the Sea, so that they did not have much

direct access to the Sea. Another reason is that the seacoast along Palestine there is

straight. It's practically straight and there's hardly a decent harbor. You get north to

Syria, Phoenicia there and you have these little indentations, harbors all along the way.

Phoenicia, there, the people are shut in in a little narrow space and it's a rather barren

desolate land but with some good products, and then you have these inviting little harbors.

with little islands, and it's the easiest thing to get in the harbor where you have calm

water and not the great waves to knok you over, and to start rowing around there and then

to get out to an island and then to another island, next thing you mow you're getting

bigger and bigger ships and you're sailing across. The Phoenicians became the great sailors

of antiquity. But they 're notth of lestine. And in Palestine you don't have a good

seacoast. The Philistines did4 some sailing but not much. One of the few mentions of it

is where Jonah was called to go to Ninevah so he went in the ooposite direction and

went down to .Tor,a and found a convenient *hi there. Arid there it was a Phoenician ship

with a Phoenician captain. He was not an Israelite. The Israelites were not a sea-going

people. You read. "God has given David a marelous victory. The eocle. have won their

freedom. Let the sailors re,oice and the people on the 8rea shout for Jo.y.11 You don't

(8 3/Li.) . But here you find that they lift ut their voice, they sing for

the rna.iesty of the Lord. they cry aloud from the sea. What does this suggest that the

reople who praise the Lord and who spread His werd are not doing who remain wimply in

that little country of Palestine. They're going to spread out over the sea. They're

going to carry the message of the ma.lesty of the Lord. They're re.ioicing in Him ah
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their Draise of Him across the sea. Does it mean ...well, it's pretty hard to get much

other idea out ofiry aloud from the sea" unlAss they sank in the sea and were killed and

came un aajn and there's not narallel for that in the Old Testament: or unless they were

filled with terror for the sea for some reason: but it seems more likely, in view of the
i means

joyful of the first rt that/they're out on the sea and there they're praising

the Lord. But doesn't it suest that the glory and majesty of God which has been pro

claimed through the history of Israel in the land of Palestine is now not to come to an

end with the exile but it said to be extended and the true believers are going to go across

the seas carrying the message. Well, that's a suggestion. I don't imow of any other way

to interret this phrase "from the sea." And yet, it being resting on .lust one word, at

'resent we might consider it just a hint thus far as we look on to the next verse- The

next verse and a Thalf.

And we find, "Wherefoxeglorify the Lord in the fires, even the name of the Lord God

of Israel in the isles of the sea. From the uttermost Dart of the earth have we heard

songs, even glory to the righteous." glory to the righteous one, of course, the

righteous God. ,From the uttermost irof the earth we have heard songs, glory to the

rtgh1us, not just in the land of Palestine, spreading out over the earth. They cry aloud

from the sea. yes, from the islands of the sea, from the uttermost rts of the earth.

Isaiah looked ahead to see the land of Israel in its turning against God. and the exile

coming, and the gloom and the misery, but no, that's not the end. There are still to be...

there's still to be a remnatt of grace which will praise the Lord and this nraise to God

is to come um, not just from Israel, it is to come u from the sea, from the isles of the

sea, from the very uttermost rts of the earth, and you can see them going across the sea

and carrying the message, and by the day of the apostle Paul he found little groups of

Jews and Jewish oroselytes in all the different lands. Look in the beginning of Acts 2 to

see where they had come from, to come back there, represented from all these countries

across Europe and Asia. They're spread out, and you see Paul starting out to go to them

and to the Gentiles to carry the message. Glory to the righteous God. Glorify the name

of the Lord God of Israel. Glorify Christ the Messiah, the God of Israel. You see Paul

setting out, carrying the message to Rome and osshly even on to Spain. You see the
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message carried on across the sea to Britain, carried further on over to America, and then

going across the Pacific on to China, to the Orient. You see the word being spread out and

extended, the glory of God, not confine the raise of God to little Palestine, but spread

out across the land, as His message is i,rociaimed and His name is glorified in the very

isles of the sea.

And so you find that the hint of verse l'3 is proven to be a reality in verse lL and

that in verse lL the hint or the problem or the mystery of whatever it is, the introduction

of this Dhrase "from the sea" ,is exDanded and developed and you find that it's just the

right word to convey the idea that's expanded and develoned in vre 15 and the first half

of verse 16. So here you have after the exile (?) (12 3/L) , God's grace has n*

come to an end but is extended and spread out as the word is carried on to the very isles

of the sea, to the very utmost Darts of the earth. And so 15 and the first half of 16

develops that thought that is in one word n lL-, but in l we have a new idea too, we have

a hint of something new, something different. Mr. Watts, do you see anything strange in

15? Yes, what does that have to with it? Glorify the Lord in the fires, even the name of

the Lord God of Israel in the isles of the sea. What do the fires have to do with it?

That is certainly the natural suggestion, that the fires would he ersecution or trouble.

tribulation or disaiointment. All those thoughts might be contained in this phrase, "in

the fires." Ac3 yet some say what has the fires got to do with it? lL is all glory.

Draising God: 1 and the first half of 16 is praising God, what do the fires have to do with

it anyway? So does anybody have the Revised Standard Version here? Well, does anybody

have the American Standard Version? The American Standard, yes. well, what

is the margin (lL,,)

The American Standard, I think it's in the margin, it says tte". the English revised says

e for Orient in the text (iLL))

but I think the American Standard only says a footnote but the Revised Standard ut it

right in the , glorify the Lord in the east, even the name of the Lord God

of Israel in the isles of the sea\
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Isaiah 3. ( 3/L)

He could feel the terrors of Hell around him (5 3/1+ to 6)

But he felt the terrors of hell around him, what could he do he said to his professors.

what can I do? And they said. "Oh that's very simple. You can nlease God." They said

there is in the southern oart of France large numbers of oeoDle who are ool)osed to the

church, who never go to mass. All you have to do is put an end to this and you will not

go to hell. And so Louis the XIV.uartered the most dissolute of the trooDs in the

fiil homes of the DeoQle (?' . .. , did everything he could to make

it disagreeable for them. But ti" still got the word out that the

wouldn't have this if they Joined the Roman Catholic Church and some of them joined. One

who did. had a son who (6 founded the higher creed, John Hoskin.(?

But the others, most of them stood true to their faith and finally Louis got so afraid of

the terrors of hell that the Jesuit confessors told him what he must do to end it (6 3/1+)

and finally he revoked the edict of Nantes and he declared that after three months from

the day there must be no more Protestantism in France, and during these three months

all Protestant ministers must leave the country, anyone found in the country after three

months would be killed. But no one who is not a minister is to be allowed to leave the

country. However, thousands of the Huguenots migrated. Many of them came to America--

a large settlement in America of Huguenots. In Germany there was a large grout which kept

up French Protestant services all through the first World War in the city of Berlin. I

don't know about the second World War but in the first World War I know they did. All

through--French services in Berlin. They migrated to many countries and those who remained

were seized. tortured. imprisoned. many of them fled to the woods. to live there in caves.

Protestantism was practically rooted out of France. Atheism eventually took over until

France became largely atheistic although there is a little grouu of very, very fanatical

Romans who are very active in Prance. And as you think of that and how it came because

Henry IV said. Paris is worth a mass (8). And you think of the work that Calvin did and the

wonderful missionary movement he developed which, if it had gone on without this, if Henry
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had said. "Let Paris be seized. Here, we'll take the rest of France and reign in this

thing (f), we will give religious liberty and the right of nrogting the gospel. Paris

or France might have been a great Protestant country today, a country which would not be

knowh today for licentiousness and immorality,as it is throughout the world. And a country

which would have sent just as many missionaries out to the ends of the earth as our Anglo

Saxons. And.. as you think of this, you. can almost see Calvin saying. "Glorify the Lord in

the fires, even the name of the Lord God of Israel in the isles of the sea. But I said

my leanness , the fruit three hundred years later is nothing like It should have

been in France, because of what Henry did. My leanness, my leanness, woe unto me. The

treacherous dealers have dealt treacherously; yea the treacherous dealers have dealt very

treacherously." And so you have here the picture of that which is to come. The Word of God

is to be extended, to be sDread. But there is to be disappointment. there is to be

treachery, there is to be not the fruit that we expect. God has not promised to give us

victory over the world. He has promised to give us a witness in the (9k)

He has promised to bring into the kingdom those who are to be saved in every nation. He

has called upon us to glorify Him in the flesh. To go out, knowing that He will give us

great victory, that e will give us great blessing, that He will give us great success.

But not feeling too discouraged or disappointed when we find that the treacherous dealers

have dealt treacherously and the great Christian organizations that we have built up with

(lO' lots of toil and blood, after fifty or a hundred or three huhd.red years.

have been taken over by the government (1 (10). the treacherous dealers have seized it and

we have to start again on a small scale and bui]A over again for the Word of God and the

testimony of Jesus Christ. So Isaiah had a wonderful picture of t,n(M that

which were to come in the ages ahead and then we have verses telling them how. thouah the

Word of God goes out through the world, we are not to expect that even the gosDel will

establish universal peace and happiness and joy: because the age is to end in m&sery ifliead

of in joy. And so we find the accelerating progress toward the end of the age, fear .rthe

pit and the snare upon the inhabitant of the earth (lOnd it shall come to tass) that he

wOi flefrom the noise of the fear shall fall into the pit; and he that corn4uD out of
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the midst of the i'it shall be taken in the snare: or the windows from on high are open)

and the foundations of the earth do shake. The earth is utterly broken down, the earth is

clean dissolved? the earth is moved *eedflgly."Now this word earth here. our vision is

extended to come out to the ends of the earth. I think we're justified here in taking it

as meaning not just the land but meaning the whole earth. Though -4h earlier where we

started with just the land of Palestine. I think we were jistified in taking it in that

sense.




and
"The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard./shall be removed like a cottage: and

the transgression thereof shall be heavy upon it; and it shall fall, and not rise again."

The age to. ønd, showing man's saviour and man's wickedness. That even the 'X4 rogress

of the gos-oel, great though it is to be, and though many are to be won to Christ from every

tongue and every nation, every race, every (1b&ckg1'0UM , yet that it is not to be a

victory over the whole world but a victory to be extended through the world..

"And it shall come to pass." verse 21 says, 'in that day." that is to say there is to

be a day and a day to look forward to now, there will be a day that it will come to oass,

"that the Lord shall unish the host of the high ones that are on high, and the kings of the

earth upon the earth." And this is interesting. The Lord will fight the kings of the earth

on the earth, but first the high ones on high--reminds us of Ephesians where we read that our

fight is not against flesh and blood but agaist principalities. nowers, against the world

rulers of this darkness. The heavenly hosts of wickedness here God is going to punish. It

is not going to be human flesh that will bring in the mil1enium. It will not be hu1an

effort, not even the oreaching of the gospel, but it will be the divine interposition. the

divine intervention verse 21 tells us, which will punish the host of the

high ones on high and the kings of the earth upon the earth, and thee will be gathered to

gether, as prisoners are gathered in the pit, and they will be shut up in the prison, and

than after many days he'll go and pay them a visit. That's a queer statement, isn't it?

He will seize them, he will nut them in the orison, and then after many days. they'll be

visited. Well, the word is notl3* . The word

actually is the Hebrew word' , and that is the same word which is translated

punish two verses before. The Lord will punish the host of the high ones on high. And so
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the Revised Standard Version says they should be punished in verse 22 also. And after

many days shall they be punished. But as you look forward to the great history of centuries

ahead for thousands of years, and then you see it ending with God intervening, and seizing

the host of the high ones on high and the kings of the earth and putting them in the nrison,

it seems a sort of a lame thing to say. they'll be put in brison and then after many days

they'll be -punished. Why not say God will intervene and punish them? Why say he'll nut

them in prisob and then after many days he will punish them. It makes you wonder what is

the point (1L') , that they're in prison many days before they're

punished. And so it gives a reason to examine the (lL') and see that

this is really what it means. But the word visit' is not Droperly translated

runish. It may mean that, but I think it's better really not to translate it punish be

cause it really isn't -punish at all. The word * TP is translated visit in the

Bible a good many times where it's quite different from our Dresent visit. In fact

I doubt if it ever is visit (141:0 in our

You might say it's visit in the sense in which many a person, about 1940, and those years

received a visit frcm the officials of the United States Government in the form of a

letter.

Isaiah L, (l-)

A myth (i-') upon someone or something that is of lower rank in such a way as to make a

vital change in the situation of the one in the lower rank. The word is regularly

used for levying an army. That is a common use, to levy an army. We find it used in the

book of Ruth where we find that Naomi was over in the land of Moab and she heard there

that God had. visited His eole and given them release from the famine. It is an inter

position to make a change but the change may be for the better or for the worse. The word

is not used in connection withie butler and the baker in Egypt but it uld very well be

used there. Joseph oredicted that there would be a great change in their state before long
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and it came to -pass . This change took place, the butler was taken

out of the prison and lifted up to his place in the court where he again brought the drinks

to Pharaoh. The baker was taken and lifted up upon a tree and hung and killed there. The

one was a change for the better and the other a change for the worse. Now this*(24')

could mean punish. They're put in the prison, they are kept there many days. and then they

are punished. But it can equally well mean they are put in the prison, they are kept there

many days, and then they are free. It can equally well mean that. And perhaps to the

average reader that seems rather strange. Why should God intervene, seize the host of

high forces, the wicked ones, pjt them in prison and after many days lust let them go. We

might think some of our courts would do that sort of thing but we wouldn't expect the Lord

to do that sort of thing. But yet on the other hand. if you're going to stress their being

in prison many days, why bother with it if they're then punished after, why not put it all

together in punish. But if.-it's showing the progress of what happened, and if that's what

happened (3')

And so Felix. the noted German commentator, in his commentary on Isaiah. speaking of this

passage, says, "It is impossible to read this passage without noticing thai close similar

ity, doubtless the precise relationship to the passage in Reelation 20 where it says that

Satan is seized and is cast into the pit and is bound there for a thousand years that he

should deceive the nations no more and at the end of a thousand years he is released for

a little season." It's an exact parallel to this and while this word * (3')

doesn't have to be translated that way, it seems the more natural in the concept to trans-
it

late it that way, and translating/that way. It's such a strange idea that one would have

to put a question mark against it and say maybe that's what it means. It seems more

natural to translate it that way than in the other, but it's a strange thing for God to do.

too strange to just build on Just one little rather cryptic passage like this. But when

you find it clearly stated in Revelation 20. exactly parallel. It would show that God gave

Isaiah a glimpse of that which Re revealed more fully to John in Revelation. And so here

you have a picture of Satan being bound for many days, and after that being released for

a little season. And the next erse tells us what happens while he gone. "Then the
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moon shall be confounded, and the sun ashamed." That, of course, is a figurative statement.

The moon confounded and the sun ashamed, when the Lord of Hosts shall reign in Mount Zion

and in Jerusalem, and before His Elders. I don't think ancients is the translation here,

it'd be elderly, before His Elders. You think of Christ reigning in Jerusalem and. the

Christians reigning with him over the earth for the thousand years, reigning in such glory

that in conrrarison the moon is confounded and the sun ashamed. And so God in this 24th

chapter of Isai3b gave a wonderful picture to Isaiah of the course of this ()

through the time which we are now looking, and on to. the consummation of the age as it

was seen by John in Revelation. And it is a wonderful thing for our encouragement to know

that God revealed this even to Isaiah.

Now our time is passed so that I shou.U not keep you much longer but I would say this.

I'd. like to go through 2. 26 and 27 with you. and there are some very, very interesting

things in thera, but they are a bit difficult. I think perhaps it might be better to take

something a little easier first and then come back to them. And I would like to suggest,

you probably haven't put in Ouch time (5 3/L for today,

there wasn't much time for the lesson today, I didn't expect you to put much time, but

there should be two hours for today whether done before or after, and then next week we

have the four hours, and I would like to suggest that, of those six hours, it would be

good if you could put in quite a sizeable portion of it in looking into to the background

of chapter 28. I would suggest, first, that you look into Isaiah 7. Read the statement

in the first tart of Isaiah 7 which describes certain events that took place there.

ay
From/Isaiah 7, from verse 1 to verse Q. It gives you a specific historical situation. If

you want, also read with it verse 17 and 20. Isaiah 7, verses 1 to 9, 17 and 20. Than

look at rings and Chronicles, at the parallel, and it will be very easy to read. What

happens at that time? What was that situation? Get a good, full, cornnlete knowledge of

that situation. I'm not speaking about the precise meaning of other things'-that I've just'

said, but of the historical background as brought out in these verses, and of the -parallel

Passages which describe it more fully in Kings and in Chronicles. Then, having that in

min, then look at Is&iah 28 and read Isaiah 28 through first rather raDidly, thinking of
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this situation and seeing if you think it is a reasonable hypothesis, that chapter 28 re

lates to the same situation as the beginning itself. That at the beginning of that gyro

Ephraimitic invasion. Isaiah is speaking God's message to the Deople of Juilah. I like to

say he's speaking to the kihg Ahak in Isaiah 7. telling King Ahaz that God wiil?°r ought

not, forever put u with such a wicked reresentative of the house of David as A)3az. He's

going to send His own son. King Immanuel, in !is own time. But that he is going to deliver

the people from Ephraim abd. Syria. as he did. But that here in 28 he is speaking to the

Jw3ean nobles, who know of .Ahas'(E) plans , are working with him, but who are keeving

It from the people. Well now, taking that as a hypothesis, see if you can find in 28

suggestions that fit in with that idea, or that suggest that that is the actual historical

background C8) of

.at the outline of the book of Isaiah. and then we look at chapter 24. and saw the visions

of the long future that God gave Isaiah there. I asked you for today to look into the

historic background of chapter 7. This I dealt with rather fully iii the first part of

the prophet, at least a sizeable portion of it. (8 3/14.) (some class discussion)

So I didn't intend to go into Isaiah 7 in this class, that being a chapter that the

Drophet (9 is aulte sure to deal with at some length. but I thought that I would look

into 28. which I looked into in the prohets course(9), rather rapidly (9')

And in order to do that I wanted to be sure that you had a mood

idea of the historic background. I asked you to study rather thoroughly the historic

background of Isaiah 7 and it Might be good tôive a little quiz to see how well you've

done but instead of doing that supose I just ask you.: how many are thoroughly familiar

now tith the historic background of Isaiah 7. would you raise your hand. Say, now there

are two fellows that cant see at all, would you come up and sit on both sides of Mr.

Ockland,please. I don't like to talk radio talk where you don't see me talking. I prefer

to talk to people.

The main thing, of course, is bvought out in the beginning of the chapter. It came

to pass in the days of Ahaz.. ." 1 hope everyone has an idea what kind of a king Ahaz was.
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And it came in his day that Rezin, king of Syria. and Pekah the son of Remaliah, king of

Israel, went un against Jerusalem to war against it, but could not prevail against it.

So here we have an attack made by the forces of Syria and of Israel agait Judah. That

seems like a rather unequal attack because We have Judah which is maybe an area of a fourth

approximately (1o of Israel, and Israel which is maybe two-thirds as strong as Syria.

And then we have Israel and Syria together against Judah, seems pretty unequal. But, of

course udah has very strong natural defense. And suddenly Judah finds herself menaced by

a combination of these two forces coming against her. "And it was told the house of David.

saying. Syria is confederate with Ephraim." Now how do we get Ephraim in here. We had

Syria and Israel in verse 1, how did Ephraim get in verse 2. Mr. Elton, did you. have a

theory thn that? (ll

But it is incorrect in that the meaning of the two words is so very different. that we want

to explain just how. How can Ephraim stand for Israel? First place, what does the word

Israel mean? Yes. But, as used here now. Israel stands for what? Yes. Israel stands

actually for the whole kingdom. Then it stands for the northern kingdom. being the larger

of the two. And after the northern kingdom is destroyed. the southern kingdom is called

Israel, because Israel actually is all the descendants of Jacob or Israel. And it is only

apvslied. to the northern kingdom here because it's the larger of the two, but actually the

southern kingdom has just as much right to be called Israel as the northern kingdom. So

if you call the southern kingdom Judali you are naming it after its largest tribe. You have

most of what you have in the sotthern kingdom in this obe tribe but you have a little bit

of Benjamin. perhaps a little of him(l2. but most of what you. have is Judah. And then

in the northern kingdom you have abot.t ten tribes but the strongest of them is Ephraim and

so the northern is called Enhraim. s5jply naming its strongest tribe for the whole. In a

way as if we were to say Great Britain or to say England. if you were to say that England

fought very bravely in the last war, the Scots would be very much offended for they would

feel they fought every bit as well. They would never take the term England. they are the

British. The Scots are -part of the British. They rejoice in the name British but they

don't like the name English. (3k)

And yet to the world at large England is used quite commonly to represent the British
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Empire.

Now Epraim was not nearly as large as that, as England is. but it was the largest tribe

and the strongest and the one that was nearest to the thern kingdom. And so they often

use the term Ephraim when they ean the northern kingdom and the term Israel when there

are two kingdoms. Israel is apt to be used for the northern and for the (13 3/Li.)

Then you. have here Ephraim. "And it was told the house of David...Syria is confederate

with Ephraim." What 'Vas the big point of that. Syria is confederate with Ephraim. They

were used to occasionally being attacked by the northern kingdom. EDhraim came and

attacked them. tiEphraim was stronger than they were. (lL)

Ehraim defeated them very badly. Ephraim was much stronger. Though man for man Judah

was stronger. Eohraim had a great many more men. But now they're told Syria is with

iphraim. They told me in Germany how in 19111- when they declared war against Russia and

then they said France declared war against us (111- 3/L). France is right next to them.

they'd been fighting each other for centuries off and on. but then they said England

cared war, they said all over the country eole said (15)

Isaiah 5. (4)

People were simply filled with desDair () . France was already

adversary, but England too was Joining with them, then coming against them. Then in 1918

what actually finally wrecked the morale of the German people was not the force of Axneria.
because America. did very little in World War I (the total, I don't think there was an
American iànk (1) got to Europe in World War I--the total force accomplished by America
in Europe was very, very slight in World War I) but when they began to see American troops
coming and realized that on top of France. on top of England, there was this great body
behind them still, that just seemed to present a iDerable fate and it had a lot to do
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with the end of the war. The morale more than the force.

And so here they say Ephraim has attacked us off and on through the (li-')

Sometimes they've defeated us badly but as a rule we've been able to hold them back. But

now Syria is confederate with Enraim and so the result is what you would expect. His

heart was moved and the heart of his people as the trees of the wood are moved with the

wind. There was terror at the thought of meeting not only phraim which was stronger

than they were, though it did have great obsta1es to overcome with Ephraim, but Syria on

top of that, and they're filled with terror. Now what did they do in that situation? We

are not told here because the people didn't know. But we are told in Kings and Chronicles.

And. what do we find in Kings or Chront1es was done at that time. Mr. Orr (24? Yes.

So Ahaz sent messengers clear across the desert to Assyria to Tiglath-Pileser. we read ih

the Kings ahd Chronicles, and sent great treasure and said here is what I want to give you

in order to get you to come and to fight to deliver us from this great enemy here. He

sends for help, but there's no mention of it in Isaiah 7, that he did that. And. person

ally, my guess is. I think it's a pretty good guess, that he didn't tell the people what

he was doing, that he sent for help but that the people at large did:not realize, because

there's not a suggestion of it here in Isaiah and there's much in what we read that seems

to imply that it was a new idea to the people at large. (student's remark) C3-)

Yes. That was after iglath-Pi1eser conquered them and now we're speaking of the time

bfore he did. Then surely they knew it. But now they are faced with the enenw'. they

say Syria is with Ephraim. what are we going to do. And Ahaz decides what he's going to

do. Doubtless some of his nobles were in on his planning. They sent way across the

desert the other side of Syria and they said the other side of Syria. there is a great

force which will attack them and deliver us from them. So that this plan was made. We

will protect ouelves by gettin Lst±a to come in. Well, it was a plan which from the

viewpoint of immediate success was an excellent plan, because if Syria was stronger than

Ephraim and Epbraim was stronger than Judah. Assyria was far stronger than Syria. There

had been a time about a hundred years before this when Assyria had sent an army to the

east, to the west here, tried to conquer the west and Syria, Ephraim and Judah had all
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stood together against Assyria, and the Assyrian ring records the battle of (5')

in which,(8 B.C. it's dated, the time of King. not Ahaz. but Ahab) in which the

King of Assyria tells of the forces that met him, there were kings from Syria. Damascus.

there were kings from Israel, there were Deople probably from Judah, a whole number, he

names other kings, they all united against him and he says I met them, I fought a great

battle, I destroyed them, I filled their rivers with their blood, then he says he went

back home, it doesn't say he took any of their cities so that it is usually considered that

he (') but actually

he was brought to a standstill and it was many years before he (5 3/a')

again an attack into these . But that was all these countries united which

held Assyria to a standstill. Now you have Israel and Syria against Judah and the Assyrian

thought he will doubtless be able to conquer them but it may require a good heavy task,

not so much because they're so strong as because theyè's so far to carry it, to take the

people clear across the desert, carry sumlies, for a long trio. And so for the

Assyrian it is a rather expensive undertaking and Ahaz sends him great treasure and pay

ment to hire him to come and help him and deliver them. Well, it's a, for the immediate,

It's a very good scheme, just let the Assyrian come in and deliver us and we're rfect1y

safe. But for the ultimate it is not a good idea, because they've been faced with Israel

next to them and they'e usually been able to hold Israel back and Israel is their same

culture, their same language, much relationship, they can usually get Israel to listen to

reason. Israel is between them and Syria. And Israel has relationships with Syria but

now you get Israel and Syria out of the way and you get Assyria right next to them and

Assyria is many times stronger. Assyria has nothing in common with them in culture and

in language. Assyria. if they conquer those, are apt to say well, let's conquer Judah

then. Why leave them out. And so in removing the buffer states, they are in the long

run actually Injuring theztselves. And this would have been obvious to many of the people

and if Ahaz had said, as Mr. Steele ointed. out, when they did come they took Damascus,

they made Ahaz go UD there and swear fealty to Tiglath-Pileser and made him copy the

altar there and take it down as a sign of fealty to Assyria in Jerusalem. So many of
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the people would have said well now this is rather a bad thing to get mixed up with, to

get ourselves tied uo with that force. It's like when we were so afraid of Hitler's

Germany that anything seemed good. as suiort againUt it that we made the strongest alliance

with Russia, just did everything we could to please them, gave them evErything, our only

fear was that they would not stand with us, and the result was now Germany has disappeared
it !OW

a a force and there's Russia right next to us and we're actually twice as bad 'off /as we

were jhen.we faced Germany. With Germany and Russia facing each other, pretty much a

balance between them, we could be absolutely safe and if we wanted to we could have helped

either one of them that got a little weaker, let them .iust:Stad each other off and we'd

have been perfect. But instead of that, we took one side, demolished it, and strengthened

the other defensive state, and we have a force facing us now that humanly speaking it's

difficult to tell whether we can resist them or not. And we're spending more every year

for armaments than we spent in the first hundred and fifty years of our history, all to

gether for all our wars put together. And doing that year after year because of the

situation we've got ourselves into, for calling in the devil in order to help us against

the lesser devil. Instead of standing aside and saying we have nothing in common with

either one of them. Well that's the situation there and it seems the people might have

realized that if it was put up to them. But it as not put up to them. I don't believe

they had anything to say about it. I believe that ere entitled to have something

to say about it. but the amendment (what's the name of the Senator?) the amendment had

never been actually adopted which would have meant that the king couldn't make such

ar1nerts without consulting the eople. The President still has the power to declare

war without a vote of the people and evidently they still had in his day, the power to

carry on these foreign relations without telling the people. So (Bricker) Ahaz here has

made this plan. But, having made the plan, the vital thing is that Syria and Israel do

not demolish Judah before Assyria gets there to protect them. He's got to be safe. So

as far as the people are concerned, we have in Isaiah here what hao-oened. in Isaiah 7.

We find that the house of David. "his heart was moved, and the heart of his people" and

all the people are filled with terror about it, about the Syrians and Ephraim coming.
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qLThey don't think anything about Assyria. d so the Lord says to Isaiah. "Go forth now

to meet Ahaz, thou, and Shear-.lashub thy son, at the end of the conduit of the upoer pool

in the highway of the fuller's field." Now this is a very interesting phrase here. Because

exactly the same p1ae is mentioned later on. As a result of the getting Tiglath-Pileser

in to deliver the land from Syria and Ephraim. the buffer states were removed. Assyria

s right next to them, and so in the reign of Ahaz' son. Hezekiah. the Assyrians came

and attacked Judah. as might be expected, and then7y came from Assyria. the representa

tives of the king of Assyria. to taunt the people of Jui5ah and call on them to surrender.

get rid of the son of Ahaz, we find that the representatives met te representative, of

the king of Judah in chapter 36 where he stood by the conduit of the upper oool in the

highway of the fuller's field. That is where the meeting took place, the very soot where

now Ahaz is met by Isaiah. So we have at that place there the, here it's pro',hetlc, the

failure of Ahaz (12) going to be made ao-arent at

this very soot later on, a few years, maybe twenty years later, twenty or thirty.

So God says to Isaish, go out there, where Ahaz is busy in a defense inspection. insoecting

as they are arranging in order to try tô:test-
)ie

fortification safety in protecting

them from the coming of Ephraim and Syria. and say to him "Take heed, and be quiet: fear

not, neither be fainthearted for the two tails of these smoking firebrands, for the fierce

anger of Rezin with Syria, and of the son of Renliah. Because Syria, Epraim, and the

son of Remaliah, have taken evil counsel against thee, saying, let us go up against Judah,

and vex it. and ...make a breach therein...and set a king in the midst of it, even the

son of Tabeal." In other words they're going to t a iuDpet king in there, and many

historians conclude that what the desire was. that Syria and Epbraim. fearing the advance

O Assyria. wanted to get "Tudah under their control so that the resource of Jiah would

be theirs in the coming battle'th Assyria. And that therefore they waflted to t a

m=et king in place of Ahaz. "Thus saith the Lord God. it shall not stand, neither

shall it come to pass. For the head of Syria is Damascus, and the head of Damascus Is

Rezin" and within sixty-five years Ephraim will be broken, that it will not be a people.

And of course Ahaz says what's the point of that? In sixty-five years I'll be dead and
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gone and most of the people here will be. Supoose Israel is gone in sixty-five years.

long before that they'll have destroyed Judah. We're interested in protection now,

not interested in what's going to happen in sixty-five years from now. And so Isaiah says.

if you will not believe, you will not be established. You. say to Ahaz. don't get excited.

don't get discouraged. sixty-five years from now there won't be any Ephraim any more. So

he says what difference does that make. But if Ahaz was one who believed in God, he would

say if God can edict that Ephraim will be destroyed within sixty-five years. God can

protect us during the sixty-five years. He would feel (lL) . But evidently

Ahaz was a man of political interests, thoroughly materialistic, worldly minded, and he

thought religion was Just for the ueo1e to keep them well -disciplined, subJect to the

state, but he wasn't oartiularly interested. And that's why Isaiah had to go to see him

out there where he was on this, got him itt front of the oeole, where he couldn't Just

turn him aside and refuse to listen to him because it would offend the people who thought

Isaiah was a great proohet. He wouldn't let him in his lace. When you come to the

next generation, with Hezekkah. Isaiah went right into the palace and talked to Heekiah.

He had the fullest of free action there which he didn't have under Ahaz.

So we find that in verse 10 the Lord spoke again to Ahaz. "saying. Ask thee a sign
/ISAIAB 6. (1)

of the Lord thy God: ask it either in the depth, or in the height above He said you're etiTe4

you're worried, you don't know going to happen. Well. God says don't fear. Well,

if you're not willing to take the simple word of God's prophet, ask for a sign. And Ahaz

gives the most beautiful answer. I will not ask, neither will I tempt the Lord. Very

beautiful. Very fine soirit, not to tempt the Lord. But the tone of voice in which

Ahaz said it evidently was such as to show that be was quaking(l) from fear in what he

said. He was not accepting the faith of God and he was refusing to put it to the test.

There is a difference between the attitude that says we can trust God, we need to

ask for a sign, and the attitude that says I don't believe any of us so why bother to

ask of God. There is an extreme difference between the two attitudes. God is willing to

go to any lengths to convince the sincere doubter but he doesn't ordinarily waste time

with the insincere trifler either. He will give him 'rebuke rather than argument.
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And so the Lord said to Isaiah. "Hear ye now, 0 house of David: is it a small thing for

you to weary men, but will ye weary my God also? Therefore the Lord himself shall give

you a sign." a virgin will conceive and bear a son, and 'all his name Iinmanuel. God will

not always put u with this sort of an unworthy reresentatie of the house of David.

Hear ye now, 0 house of David. God will put his own representative in. his God-with-us,

as the king. He will displace Ahaz sometime by this man who will be God-with-us. But,

he says--here's an interesting thing, now you're interested in the immediate situation.

how about delivery from 'rhraim. You think that sixty-five years is too long to wait for

Ephraim to be broken. Well, listen to this. Supose Imxnanuel was born right next year.

He would eat butter and honey when he knows enough to refuse the evil and choose the good.

Because before the child knows enough to make simple choices of what's good and what is

harmful, the land that you abhor will be forsaken of both her kings. Before tMs.very
small smce of time it would take plaee. if this one were to be born right in the near

future. It's not sixty-five years. it's a very brief time, when a child gets-old enough

to make simple choices of what is helpful and what is harmful, to avoid the thing that

will hurt him and to take ahold of the thing that is helpful. Before he reaches that age

both kings will be gone. Peh will be gone, and Rezin will be gone. You don't have to

wait sixty-five years. And then Isaiah, now having the full attention of the ieoiDle to

whom he is giving these catriotic words, and they are quite enthused about it, and the

full attention of Ahaz who doesn't dare to disturb the morale of the people by interrupt

ing him, telling hits to stop and let them go on with the work, at least till he has said

a little more, he turns to Ahaz and he says the Lord will bring on thee and. thy eople

and thy father's house such things as haven't come ever since Ephraim left .Tudah, even the

king of Assyria. And Ahaz says what a funny guess he's making, hitting on the fact the

king of Assyria is going (L)

Surely he (L

But Isaiah predicts the king of Assyria is coming and. (it shall come to pass... the Lord

shall hiss for the fly...in the uttermost part of the rivers of Egmt, and for the bee that is

in the land of Assyria. And they shall come, and shall rest all of them in the desolate

valleys, and in the holes of the rocks, and upon all thorns, and upon all bushes. And
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in the same day shall the Lord shave wit) a razor that is hired that is to say, the

king of Assyria hired for this tribute center (Li. 3/Li.L "namely, by them beyond the river,

by the king of Assyria, the head, and the hair of the feet: and it shall also consume the

beard."

And what's the result going t be? In that day a an shall nourish a young, cow, and

two sheep. And The the abundance of milk they give, he'll eat butter, for butter and

honey shall every one eat that is left in the land. I've beard the statement made that

when it says in verse IA,butter and honey shall he eat, it is a reference to the simple

life of our Lord. I don't think it's any thing of the kind.. I think it's a reference.

as it is over here in verse 22, to the condition of the exile, in which they have not

enough men to DIoW' the land, to cultivate the land, the things that they would ordinarily

grow are not available but there's plenty of land for pasture land so that for the few

'peoDle that are left in the lane, everyone that's left in the land, there's Dienty of the

products of the bees and the cows which have great areas of pasture land on which to go.

There are not a great many cows in the land, but there's plenty for the small number of

people that are left. exilic conditions.

It shall come to pass in that day, that every Diace shall be, where there were

a thousand vines at a thousand silverlinas. it shall even be for briers and thorns."

All the land will become briers and thorns and on all the hills that they now dig with the

mattock, they won't be able to come there for fear of briers and thorns, but will be for

sending out oxen and the treading of lesser cattle. So they have all this fine land for

the few pastures for the few people to pasture. It will be like the west of the United

States in the early days when they went there with the sheep and the cattle and they just

roamed over the area, the tremendous area, and they had plenty of pasture, and then when

more settlers began to come in and they began to fence off land for themselves, for

them to grow things, then you had war between the eoDle who were used to having all

this land for a fvw peoDle, and the new settlers.

Here you had a highly settled land with every bit of ground carefully cultivated,

now the peoole are taken off into exile and the few that are left have got lots of astti'e
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land. It's the exact reverse of the settlement of the west here. And some -places in here.

some of the things we might take, are worth taking more time to go in to to get the exact

meaning, partica1ar1y?h° hecy of Immanuel. but I always go into that fully in the

prophets course. Doubtless it will be done this year too. And so what we're interested

4imply
in now is/getting the historic background of chapter 7. Principally. as relating it to

the historic background of chapter 28 and 29. And we won't take time now to go on into

7, into 8 and ), those very interesting sections. 10 and 11, their relationship to the

he Ive
situation in that day, their wonderful predictions ofture--I ually taken a long time

in the projhets course, along in February and March. and I expect Mr. Watson will. I

just want this much for background to chader 28.

So we turn over to chapter 28. How many of you got a chance to read chapter 2.?

Quite a few. Good. And as you read 28. if you know nothing whateger of the background.

I believe you would agree that it's Just a lot of words. If you don't know the background.

there's just a lot of words, with a few beautiful statements you could cut out (8k)

but in general you wouldn't have much idea what they're talking about. But as we look at

2. and we ask ourselves the question, when was 2. written, or snoken. We ask that question.

and we remember the history that the Enhraim and Syria attacked Judah. As Tiglath-Pileser

came, attacked them (or him) from the rear, destroyed Damascus and incororated it in his

empire, destroye Pekah. king of Israel, and set u a puppet king. Hoshea. who reigned

for about nine years and then rebelled against Tiglath-Pileser. and then the Assyrians

came again and destroyed Hoshea and incorporated 1hraim also. Israel also, in his

territory.

Now as you read the first verse of chapter 28, out of the long career of Isaiah can

you state a time before which this must have been written? When did he write or say this?

....time of Hezekiah, when Hezekiah was king, that he wrote chapter 28. Does anybody

know any reason to say, give proof either that it definitely was in the time of Hezekiah

or that it definitely was not in the time of Hezekiah when he wrote verse 1? Before the

fall of phraIm. In other words. it would have to be before Hezekiah's reign. Becaase

that took 'place in Ahab's time.
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so it's before the fall of Eohrairn because he is sneaking against Ephraim. And nobody

today is going to make a big sueech and say Hitler's a great menace, we must get out

and destroy him. If anybody started to make a sneech like that on the radio. nobody'd

listen. They'd say, is the man out of his mind? Hitler's gone. Why is he forgotten?

He's a figure of the past. You don't start raking a big fight against Hitler today.

Somebody would get up and say. "I don't want Adlai Stevenson for president. against

Adlai Stevenson for President." They'd say, 11Whatcha talking about. That matter's been

settled' That's in the mst, it's over. And so when you start in talking here about

ohra1m, you know that EDhraim is not ast, Eohraim is oresent.

Now George Adam Smith has made a suggestion about this chapter, and I think it's an

excellent suggestion. It is a hypothesis which grows out of examination of the chapter.

And I think that it gives meaning to the chapter. As the chaoter begins, according to his

hypothesis, which I think is a very good one, you have a big banquet going on. And this

banquát .s being conducted by the 1eade a don't know whether this is part of it but

possibly (ii-) the reason for the banquet--but the banaaet is in the hypothesis and I

think very good) but I would say that in view of what is in the chapter, I would say

there's no ouestion, that if it's a banquet, and I believe it is, there is at it (iii),

their reason for it is that the leaders of note who run the government along with Ahaz

are holding a big banquet to celebrate this tready that has been made secretly with

Tiglath-Pileser, and they'renot telling people why the banquet is held. But they're very

happy and they're having this big celebration because they know Tiglath-Pileser is

going to come and destroy Syria and Xphr$.1m. Meanwhile they want the neople to fight

valiantly, to hold Ephraim and Syria back, until the time comes when they get attacked

from the rear by Assyria and an end put, they must hold out. The morale is vital for

the fight (12) but the nobles are already rejoicing at what's going to hapuen.

And so they are having the banquet and in steps Isaiah, and somebody feels like

saying, well, what's this old fellow coming in here, what's he doing here, we don't want

hit. We heed any religion at this banquet. We've solved our oroblems, we've nude

our peace treaty. We worked it out. It isn't known to the world at large yet but it's

all right. We're having a big celebration. We don't want any damfling, chilling
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atmosnhere out in here by this religious fanatic coming in. And so they begin to look

around and wonder why the nn in charge of the banquet doesn't tell one of the servants

to throw the fellow out. But while they are wondering, Isaiah begins to talk, and his

first words disarm them because what he says is exactly what they want to hear.

He says. Woe to the crown of pride, to the drunkards of Bphraiul." and they want the

people to be all stirred up to fight valiantly against Ethraim and hold them back. And

he says, woe to the drunkards of Eohraim. "whoLe glorous beauty is a fading flower.

which are on the head of the fat valleys of them that are overcome with wine t Behold. the

Lord bath a mighty and strong one, which as a tempest of hail and a Edestroying storm,

as a flood of mighty waters overflowing, shall cast down to the earth with the hand. The

crown of pride, the drunkards of Ephraim, shall be trodden under feet: And the glorious

beauty, which is on the head of the fat ia1ley, shall be a fading flower, and as the

hasty fruit before the summer, which when he that looketh upon it seeth, while it is

yet in his hand he eateth it up." Here is lhthraim standing there in glory. raim is

going to disappear, just suddenly, like when you eat up a piece of fruit. Wonderful.

We can go forth with confidence of victory and we will accomplish more. The ueople

will be havoy, they will fight aliantly because they don't think that it's a hopeless

battle. They feel they're going to win. That's grand. You know, if he continues in

that string, he can talk a little longer. We won't stop him. So they settle back and.

let Isaiah go on talking. And Isaiah continues with his talk and as he continues here

he now gets in, for two verses, some religion. But they say, well, that's all right.

A little religion won't hurt, it will help encourage the people.

Isaiah 7. (i.)

.giving them a good mtriotic message to stir them up, now if he wants to bring in a

little religion, all right. Like, was it King George VI of England? He--you know the

king of England is the figurehead.. Whoever is the Prime Minister runs this goverAwnt and
the king of England is supposed to makA eerybody happy and not to mix in Dolitic8.
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And so if the Conservatives win the Conservative Prime Minister writes a speech and the

king of England gives it, bend.g the Parliament, tells them how these great Conservative

principles must be held. If the Socialist gets in. they write a strong social speech and

the king of England reads the speech to Parliament. He gives the soeech ooenlng, and it's

written by the Prime Minister. And when one of the Prime Ministers there a little back,

he wrote this speech and he gave it to the king and said here's the speech for yr'u to

give, and you can revise it a little here and there if you want, of course, make it a

little more flowery. The king looked it over, and he came to a -'lace cm it, it said

refer to AG. And he said there must be something in here that needs to be referred to

the Attorney General. So he sent it to the Attorney General. The Attorney General sent

it back. He said I don't see anything in that Tart of the speech that needs any legal

advice. I don't know why you referit to me. Well, he said the Prime Minister said

refer to the Attorney General. Well, he looked at it. Refer to AG. What on earth

would he want that referred to the Attorney General. o they asked the Prime Minister.

The Prime Minister said, oh. I meant refer to Almighty God. I wanted to put in a little

Dious reference at that point that would make a good impression. That's a true story.

At least I've read it as a true story. He wrote that in, put in a little religion.

Well, they figure if Isaiah, now he's giving a good patriotic speech, he'll put in

a little religbn, they won't ob.iect, so long as he gets back on theriotic beam he's

been on. So Isaiah says, in that day, there is going to be a day, when the Lord of

hosts will be for a crown of glory, an for a diadem of beauty, unto the residue of

his people, "And for a spirit of judgment to him that sitteth in Judgment. and for

strength to them that turn the battle to the gate." Well that's all right. He makes

the people of Juah they are the good, fine people with high ideals and fine 'bcs.

They are the Lord's people, they're going to defeat these drunkards of ET)hraim and

these peorle that have all these wicked practices up in Eraim, they'll get rid of

them. '"hey '11 fight valiantly. That's a good line. That's all right. But now look

what he says next. Isaiah says, "But they also hae erred" and the "they also" I think

"these also" might be a better way. "They"--he's pon at the nobles, but they
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also have erred through wine and strong drink.ar '-' out of the

We've talked about these drunken EDhraims but look at here, look at the drunkards in

front of us here. "The Driest and the Drophet have erred through strong drink, they're

swallowed up of wine, they are oUt of the way through strong drink; they err in vision,

they stumble in iudgment. For all tables are full of vomit and filthiness, so that there

is no place clean." If he had started in that way, they'd have thrown him out quick. but

he gave his good Datriotic start and so they got sort of settled back and letting him go

and now they hear this and they sort of settle back (3 3/14)

of letting him continue and they're hot very hapW about it but maybe he won't continue

on this very long, but they begin to murmur (Lv) and so it's a pretty theory that verse 9

is not what Isaiah says but what the nobles say. And in verse 9 they say. "Whom shall he

teach knowledge?! and who's he going to make to understand doctrine? Those that are

weaned from the milk, and drawn from the breasts. For preceDt is on precept, oreceDt on

precept, line upon line, here a little, there a little. This simple ABC kindergarten.

ethical talk about drunkenness and so?hat he's getting off here, well, it is true our

DeoDle would fight better if they didn't do autte so much drinking, it might be good to

imiove the morale of the troops and im-rrove their effectiveness, but he's not only

attacking the troops, he's attacking the leaders here having this banquet, and that's not

good, so they mutter. In verses 9 and 10 they say, who's he going to teach now. does he

think we're little children, he's giving us this simple stuff. preceDt on oreceDt. line

on line, here a little, there a little, and then in verse 11 Isaiah answers. And Isaiah

says, this "For" can Just as well be rendered "But". I think it's But. There's a For
(L5')

but there's a We, but there's also a change here. But.Isaiah says, "with stammering lips

and another tongue will he speak to this people." Isaiah says if you won't listen to

simple precept on precept, line on line, a simple presentation of ethical teaching, God

will talk with lips that will seem to you to be stammering because they're talking some

thing you don't understand and it sounds like gibberish, as you hear those Assyrian

soldiers coming through, talking their language as they (5k) on the

land with another language he's going to talk to these peoPle. Another tongue, that
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sounds to you like stammering lips. So to this people Isaiah says, "To whom he said,

This is the rest wherewith ye may cause the weary to rest; and this is the refreshing:."

G said he would deliver you from Ehraim. God said they would no longer be a eole

within sixty-five years. God said he would protect you yet they would not hear. He

said this is the refreshing yet they wouldn't hear. But the word of the Lord is unto

them rrecet on recvt, receton precet, line on line, here a little, there a little,

Isaiah says this is the way you're getting it, it's-going to be plain you, that they

might go and fall backwards, to be broken, and snared, and taken. "Wherefore." now he

comes out good and strong. it's a wonder they didn't fall backward, they let him go to

finish the chapter at least. But it's a wonder they did. because he said. "Wherefore

hear the word of the Lord, ye scornful men, that rule this eole which is in Jerusalem."

He's been talking about Ephraim before but now he's talking directly to them. "Hear the

WDrd. of the Lord, ye scornful men, that rule this people which is in Jerusalem." You

see the arallel between this and charter 7. The same situation in chapter 7 Isaiah

speaks to the king who is leading the people in this plan of getting Tiglath-Pileser to

protect them, to destroy. the states in between. Here he is talking to the scornful men

that rule this eople, who are nobles, who are allied with Ahaz. This is not the top

echelon, it's not the king, but it's the next one. it's the nobility, it's the leaders.

"Wherefore hear the word of the Beca8se you've said. we've made a covenant with

death and with hell are we at agreement. They had made a treaty with the Assyrians.

We are &t agreement with hell, when the overflowing scourge shall ss through it will

not come nigh us. You think that Assyria is on the march. this is the wave of the

future. They're going to conquet Syria and Ephraim anyway but now you're going to make

a treaty with the wicked force of Assyria and then they won't hurt you. they'll protect

you from Ephraim and Syria. You've said we've made a covenant with death and with hell

are we at agreement, when the overflowing scourge passes through it won't bother us be

cause it'll think we're on its side, because we've made lies our refuge and under

falsehood have we hid ourselves: therefore thus says the Lord. here's disaster to your

clever scheme of Tiglath-Pileser. And it could have been read to our leaders a few

years ago with their alliance with Russia too. Fits m'fectly. "Thus saith the Lord
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God, Behold, I lay in Zion for a foundation a stone, a tried stone, a Drecious corner

stone, a sure foundation: he that believeth shall not make haste." Trust in the Lord

and you can be safe but for these who don't, Judgment I will lay to the line and righteous

ness to the olummet: the hail will sweeo away the refuge of lies, the waters will cover

your hiding place, and your covenant with death will be disannulled. and your agreement

with hell shall not stand; when the overflowing scourge shall Doss through, then ye shall

be trodden down b it. And they must have thought of these words when, a few years later

in Hezekiah's reign the Assyrian forces were actually in their land. overrunnlhg most of

Judah,& Israel already in caDtivity. They must have thought of these words Dredicting

this years before. Your covenant with death shall be disannulled. you shall be trodden

down b: the scourge,from the time it goes forth it shall take you,for morning by morning

shall it Dass over, by day and by night, and shall be a vexation lust to hear what's

hauening. Now here's a reference to their treaty with Tiglath-Pileser that they think

will give thea Drotection. "For the bed is shorter than that a man can stretch himself

on it: and the covering narrower than that he can wrap himself in A very vivid

picture showing how this scheme is not sufficient to work. The bed is shorter than that

you can stretch on, the covering is narrower than that you ca,n wraD in it. It would

have fit the Deople in Shanghai very well. Some of the oeople in Shanghai who saw the

Communists come and they said we're not Communists, of course, we have no belief in

anything.of' that sort, but they're the wave of the future, they're coming, we're

going to stand with them, were going to help them and then when they come in and

take over as they're bound to do, they'll fonsider we're their friends and they won't

in.lure us. When the overflowing scourge comes through it won't bother us and so there

were Deople there who, though they had no sympathy with 6ommunism they gave their

suoort--soe acted as spies, others talked in favor of it, threw their interests with

it, and they thought the Communists will figure we're on their side and though we're not

Communists we'll be safe and these others will be thrown into Concentration CamDs. And

so the Communists came in and took these neople and made great heroes of them, and

Draised. them that had stood. on their side, all the (lO-)
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and everything. They were glad eole. But two years go by and they've gotten rid of

the people who've been against them. Now they begin getting rid of these too. Now

they're ferretting out the neople. they began au.ickly to ferret out the neoijle who they

felt belonged to the Capitalist class, the DeoDle who -possessed a store, who'd owned as

much as a couple of horses, who had anything, they were anti-Communist. you could tell

that, their whole life was lived that way, their whole conditioning was, so on one excuse

or another they seized them one by one. and liquidated them. The overflowing scourge

sses through. Their clever scheme to protect themselves by alliance with that with

which they did not agree, in which they did not believe, did not work. It isn't best

and it never is. And so in talking abot a situation long ago, it has great relevancy.

The principles are aDlicable in all (111-)

And so he gives these Drincioles, he says this is going to hapnen because the Lord

will rise up as in Mount Perazim, he shall be wroth as in the valley of Gibeon. that he

may do his work, his strange work: and bring to pass his act, his strange act. "Now

therefore be ye not mockers, lest your bands be made strong: for I have heard from the

Lord God of hosts a consuption, even determined upon the whole earth."

Now our time is going rapidly, we won't take time for verse 23 to 29 except to say

that in 23 to 29 he draws a figure from agriculture, and he shows how in agriculture the

oeonle seem to be hurting their store, they're cutting it up, they're tearing, they're

breaking it over, but they're doing it for a defin±te our-cose. It is a part of their

accomrlishment to bring forth *hat they want and God has a PurPose in what he's doing.

And God is doing, in order to accom-pbish his our-Dose he's using the Assyrian as his in

strument and God is going to use a particular instrument for the particular purpose.

Verse 28, bread corn is bruised. He won't thresh it or break it with the wheel of his

cart, nor bruise it with his horsemen'. He used softer means with softer things. He

adants the means to the particular thing. And Go is working in all this. God is

acconmlishing his our-pose and if you're on the Lord's side you can know that it will

work out to your good. But if you are trying to ally yourself with hell, making unGodly

plans in order to orotect yourself, it won't work. The copromise with evil never
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works out. It always results in on the ,art of the one who makes it.

Who was it, was it Churchill, somebody said that when you give u' iustice for the sake of

'neace you soon find you don't have either t'eace or .lustice, and it doesn't work. Ybii cannot

give 'i'n what is right in order to get along. Soon you find you're not getting' along nor

getting what is right. That is. unless you give u'n your Drinci-ples all together. If you

do that you're going to get along (l3-) . But the 'nerson who tries

to compromise, to keeD good princi'oles and to work with (l3

And so in 29 you go right on. Now does he continue to s-oeak there at the banquet.

or does he get outside with this message to the people who were interested in listening,

they followed along. Or did he get home and write down the message he'd like to have

given the 'neo-ple if he'd had a chance before he was kicked out. We don't know. But

whichever the situation was, the fact is that it is God's message to the 'peoule there.

We lose the vivid background of the banquet after 2.. but we still have the same Deople

addressed. We have a message to them. It may be like when Calvin wrote his Institutes

in order to convince King Francis of France that the Protestants were a retty good

oeo'ple after all, they weren't such a bad sort as thei king thought they were. The king

may have zxtt not have read it but many, many other Deople read it and saw what he

was saying to the king of France even though the king of France didn't Dersonally read it.

And what if the nobles eer heard what was in 29 or not. Certainly the mass of the

Deoole heard it and it gave them the message that isaiah wanted. to get to them and

r ached the true believers. And so 29 goes right straight on. It has a rerrar)ble

tarallet to Isaiah 7. It goes into the situation. I would suggest that for tomorrow you

s'nend as much tide as you é'an looking over 29 and seeing what you can gather from it.

first of historical background, indicate all the verses in which the historical back-

ground is given. Secondly, see what you can get of the siecific message he's bringing
were&nd what there is -parallel to chapter 7. Now ±- tomorrow IM six days instead of one .Id

asked you to read chapter 29 as usual. (l5)

But the others you probably wouldn't have time to do in one day but 29 is a facainating

chapter. Look into that. ---- -
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Yesterday we looked at Isaiah 7 and at Isaiah 28. We only looked at Isaiah 7 rather

briefly because it was not turpose in this class to study Isaiah 7. Isaiah 7 I've al

ways taken u, auite thoroughly in the course in the proDhetical books and I imagine Mr.

Watson will do the same and I don't want to overlap any more than I can hel'o with his

course, but Isaiah 7 is vital background for these other chapters into which we are going.

And so I just want to review for a second or two the basic thing about Isaiah 7. First,

the historic background: there is a crisis. Syria and Ephraim are attacking. And in

that situation Uzziah has made a clever Bécret arranent to hire the king of Assyria

to come and deliver him. God. sends Isaiah with a message to Ahaz, a message of rebuke

for making this wicked alliance with Assyria, for finding this human exDedent for de

liverance in this situation where only God can truly give deliverance. God predicts

that Syria and EDhraim will soon be destroyed. God says that he will not forever out up

with such an unworthy representative of the house of David as Ahaz, but will in his owh

time send his own son, Immanuel, to be the tfi&i sciOn of the house of David and he says

that this scheme of AhAz is going to backfire. Instead of giving ace and security to

them, it's going to result in bringing exilic conditions and misery to Judah as well as

Israel. Now that is not stressing to any great extent the very imDortant Messianic pre

diction of Isaiah 7 but it is fitting them into their froter Diace in the immediate local

situation as the general Drediction (2)

but that's not our urpose here. Our .1rnose lere is us totee..these main things in

Isaiah 7 as background for 28. While we notice that chapter 28 is given in exactly the

same as 7, that it is dealing with the same subject, but he is talking to the nobles in

stead of to the king, who are associated with the king in this same wicked scheme. He is

talking to them and he is declaring that the scheme will not work. It will not succeed

in its rurpose, but will fail of its purpose, the overflowing scourge will actually in

jure them instead of passing over them without injur4ne, them, but he ends up with his

agricultural picture, that God is working and God i adapting his means aecording to
the end he desires. That is a general summary. Oh yes, in adcition to that Euhraim
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1s to be destroyed the first few words have very specifically revealed. That is with two

or three brief touches of Messianic note in the chapter. In verses and verse 16. But

that is a summary of the teaching of Isaiah 2. which Darallels many features of Isaiah 7
to we have not yet seen a narallel. I don't want to

but there are certain features/which

mention what they are at this moment but I hone you have them in mind.. I hone you know

what they are or that you will recall what they are with a little thought because Is&iah

is not fooling. (L) Isaiah 7 begins a section that runs through chapter 12 and in the

pro'hets course taken maybe ten lectures, ten to fifteen lectures, covering that

section. Now I want with us to go into this section which begins with 28 and runs on.

And as far as the direct parallel is concerned, the only thing that vitally concerns us

is that (L4) everybocy knows chaDter 7. There are other things that might be Darallel

or helpful but not sufficiently-so for us to go over at this time (Li. 3/Li).

But we want to go into chapter 29. And so we look at chapter 29. I believe yester

day and today there's very little time and it's not at all surprising that some of you

have not been able to give even a minute of study to this portion that came yesterday

and today. I certainly expect everybody who is taking it for undergraduate credit to do

four hours of study on it in the cse of the week, and anyone taking it for graduate

credit, six hours, in the course of the week. But I expect you to get a great deal

between Tuesday and Wednesday. And so if you haven't looked, at 29 I'm not at the moment

criticizing you but I'm interested to know, how many of you have looked at 2, would you

raise your hand. Quite a few have. That's helnful. And you've got an idea of 2 then,

several, I gather. Let's ask this question. As you look at 2 the first thing immediate

ly to do is to say either what Is the general subject or what ar the subdivisions.

Sometimes you can immediately see a general subject in that ( 3/Lb)

Sometimes you can Immediately see some vital subdivisionl in something and that makes a
good starting point. Now we look at the first verse, we have a general theme sugested,
and can somebody say how far this theme would be followed before another vital theme
would come in. Starting with verse 1 how far would you make a main division of the
chapter. Who could make a suggestion? Up to verse 9, and, on what grounds?
You seem at 9 to have a certain note introduced which has not occurred before, which isa good suggestion for starting a new section of the chaoter at verse 9. There's one other
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thing, however, which should be noted. Is there a unity to 1 to 8. There's considerable

unity to that. It's all about fighting, isn't it? It's all about fighting, it's all

about war, it's all abot.t difficulties. There seems to be, this is just a suDerfici&k

nian, there seems to be quite a general unity to the section.from 1 to 8, and then a

rather severe change in verse 9. Now that doesn't say but what 9 on may be closely re

lated to what recedes, but there at least is a change of gener'3 apDroach or soectfic

subject which occurs at 9. So from 1 to 8 would be a section which we shu1d look at and

we should ask abot.t this section, 1 thrh 8, it is talking about war, isn't it, talking

about war, talk11'g abott trouble, it's talking al!ott distress, and, of-course, you'll

have to decide whether 29 starts with a brand new unit or whether it's closely connected

with 28, if it's closely connected. It may have definite relation with 28. But before

looking at that it might he worth while to say, what's this talking about. What is 29

talking about? What does 29 say about this Ariel, is it good or bad? It's bad, isn't it?

Actually you have to take 29: 1 and 2 together, don't you? xwa

He says "Woe to Ariel, to Ariel, the city where David dweltt add ye year to year;

let them kill sacrifices. Yet I will distress Ariel, and there shall be heaviness and

sorrow: and it shall be unto me as Ariel." Is this an exhortation to sacrifice? How

many think it's an exhortation to sacrifice? "Let them kill sacrifices." Isn't that an

exhortation to sacrifice. Suppose I said, "Let the students study their lessons." Isn't

than an exhortation to study their lessons? If I said, "Let them study their lessons.

They're going to flunk anyway." That would be tarallel to this, wouldn't it? Yes,

exactly. This is a statinent which has to be it.érpreted in context. It doesn't how

much you sacrifice, it won't do you any good. It is not an exhortation to sacrifice.

heiBut it is a declaration that they're in a condition where! f ice won't do them any

good. To the let them kill sacrifices" is a statement which you can't take absolutely

literally, it's a figure of soeech. "Let them kill sacrifices. Yet I will distress

Ariel." He says they're carrying on (9-') with the sacrifices but what good does that

do in view of the situation? Here is Ahaz. having great sacrifices done, they're going

through all. the forms of religion but they're not trying to Dlease the Lord and so
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.they've got misery in sni-te of all their formal religion'. It is valueless unless the

heart is right. Well, now what's he talking about? Woe to Ariel. Ariel. What is this

Ariel anyway. There's a book written by a French writer called Ariel. I believe it's

the story of the life of Shelley. I don't know whether any of you have read it. What is

it, Maurier, something like that. I read it years ago. Very good. You would also like

the Lord. Byron. Is this talking about Shelley. the Doet. do you think? That Ariel in

his book is suDDosed to be some kind of a svite or snirit or something (104) symbolic

which he thought Shelley's life was like. So he dalled his 'book Ariel. You don't think

that's what Artel means here. What does Ariel mean here, Mr. (lot)

What makes you think so? That's a very good Doint.

It's the city where David dwells and it's the place who-re they went to sacrifice. Now
had

anybody who's ±tmZ my course in Pentateuch would, of course, immediately know that

Jerusalem was the only lace where sacrifice is éritt8d. Therefore, we give first.

as Mr. did, the sacrifice. But to neople not 'rticularly familiar with

that course I don't think the sacrifice (11')

They might think of Solomon's sacrifice at Gibeon. They might think of Moses' sacrifice

in the wilderness. They wouldn't immediately (ll')

But the city where David dwelt would certainly suggest it's one of two olaces. It's

either B'thlehem or Jerusalem. one of the two it must be. (ll?

Daniel offered sacrifice at Bethlehem

At least he said that's what he came for. But the sacrifice (11 3/Li.)

and even more obvious than that is the city where David dwelt. This Ariel means the city

where David dwelt. Is the city of Jerusalem ever called Ariel anywhere else in the Bible?

Does anybody here recall any other Diace where Jerusalem is called Ariel? I mean outside

of Isaiah? In Psalms? Now nersonally I do not recall any other ôase 'there it is called

Ariel. (l2

have nlenty of reference books here and so I can immediately look in here and look un
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Ariel and see what young says. _.,_.----- ---. He says Ariel 4i a person whom Ezra

sent with others

*2 a symbolic meaning for Jerusalem. Isaiah 29:1-2:6. Those are the only references

Young gives. Now Young can make a mistake. (12 3/L)

Now Young says Ariel, Lion of God and what does Lion of God have to do with this?

I don't know what it has to do with it and, a a matter of fact, I don't think it's what

it means. There's a word (l-) which means lion and another word

which means hearth, a hearth is the p1ab where the heat is, the place where the fire is,

the Diace where the sacrifice is, the place where you have the burning. And the

commentators suggest the two oossibillties: (13 here meaning the lion

of God, or its meaning the hearth of God. As far as the word is concerned both of them

are (13 3/L) . As far as the context is concerned here, you

would immediately say the hearth of God. It fits the concept quite well. But we don't

see any obvious reason for it to be the lion of God. Woe to the hearth of God, the

hearth of God, the city where David dwelt j add ye year to year: let them kill

sacrifices. Well, the sacrifices fit right with the hearth, wouldn't it? The place

where God sacrifices, the hearth of God. Yet you think, as you go on, about the misery

of Ariel, maybe the place where God is going to have his burning, where God is going to

make his test, where God is going to give (4) accomplishment and work,

maybe that's where his hearth is. It seems to suggest the reason why he calls Jerusalem

Ariel rather than a lion. In some other connections lion of God might do very well.

The place where the lion of the tribe of Judah (l12',, the kingship is settled there, etc.

Yes, it wouldn't be an inappropriate name for Jerusalem. Pbe lions of God. But in this

connection perhaps the hearth of God is more likely to (13 3/L

has in mind.
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.on with this theme, whether the lion of God or the hearth of God, Derhns hearth of

God. Woe to the hearth of God, the hearth of God, the city where David dwelt'. Has he

said anything about the city where David dwelt before? In verse 16 he referred to Zion

which is David's palace. He ha been talking about the leaders in Jerusalem in this book

before, talking directly to them doubtless. In fact, in verse l)4 he said. "Wherefore

hear the word of the Lord, ye scornful men, that rule this peoDle whi'h is in Jerusalem."

So he's been talking to the Deoole of Jerusalem and telling khem that their clever scheme

to prevent Syria and EDhraim from conquering them is not going to work, that the over

flowing scourge will tread them down when it tasses through, their covenant with hell

will not stand, the bed is too short for a man to stretch on it and toot narrow,tIF

cover-ing,,,.-.towra himself in it. It won't work but woe to Jerusalem. Go ahead and iike ybur

sacrifices, what good will it do. For I will distress Ariel and there will be heavtness

and, sorrow and it shall be unto me as Arlel. Well, this certainly doesn't mean the lion

of God here. There will be heaviness and sorrow and it will be unto me as the lion of

God. It will be unto me as the hearth of God. It fits Derfectly in this verse and I

suggest that that's what he means,,the hearth of God. It will be unto me as the hearth

of God. There is trouble and difficulty ahead for Jerusalem. Now in the light of

historical background, we ask to what trouble is he referring. What is the difficulty

that is going to pass. As a result of the scheme of these oeovle to deliver themselves

from E-ohraim and from Syria by calling the Assyrians, what is the trouble that is going to

pass. The trouble is that the buffer states are taken away, Assyria, comes rlghtnext

to them, even in this attack Assyria is not going to stop at their border, they're going

to overwhelm a tart of Judah. But eventually they will overwhelm all of Judah. The

whole country will be overrun with Assyrian troops, all excet the city of Jerusalem,

and it will look as if Jerusalem itweif is soon going to be taken by the Auyzrians. And

when will that hap-nen? Will that hapen the next year, the year after? Will it happen

when Ahaz is a little older? When will it happen? Who knows? This is a very important

bit of background(3) iiezektah, in the reign of the son

of Ahaz, we have the account given in Isaiah 35 and 37. We have it also given in Kings
and Chronicles, flow when Hezekiah was king, the Assyrian king Sennacherib came with
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his army and he overran the whole of Judah, took all the fenced cities except Jerusalem

and it looked as if Jerusalem was next in line, it looked as if there was absolutely no

hope, Jerusalem was going to be taken. And if you will read chapter 1,6 and 37 you see

the course of those events and how that they were under that tremendous danger and it

looked as if there was absolutely no hope for them but Hezekiah took the letter from the

king of Assyria and brought it to the Temple, gage it to Isaiah who spread it out before

the Lord. The Lord sent Isaiah with the answer and he said (Li) that boastful king.

And he tells what he's going to do with him, for he hasrnot reckoned with God. He has

he will not actually injure Jerusalem at all but he will go back the way he tame. Than

we read that in the night the angel of the Lord came and slew thousands of the Assyrians
\. .,(

and the Assyrian king had nothing left to do but go back home, give 14) the plan to conquer

Jerusalem. Fe had taken all the fenced cities of Judah. The next largest of them was

Lachish ( L 3/Li.), another great city but nothing happened to Jerusalem. And in

Sennacheribts bed chamber which has been excavated we find a great monument showing the

conouest of Lachish and though other cities much bigger than Lachish he conquered (5)

he those Lachish for this great big memorial to try to make himself forget that he failed

to conquer Jerusalem. I call it Sennacherib's consolation , this great oicture of the

wonderful of Lachish, which he wouldn't even have mentioned if he's taken Jerusalem.

And the Bible says that God. intervened and (5*) prevented him from

taking Jerusalem, and that is described at length in Kings and Chronicles and in Isaiah

37. Yes? The hearth. It is the place in the old-fashioned houses where they had the

fire, where ie co.':ec an' wLerc they made the heat for the house. And the hearth of

God would be the place where God would perform his burning, making the chemical changed,

submitting things to the fire, to the stress and the strains of changes, and mold it and.

pke it as he wants it. And, so (6) do you gather, the figure for Jerusalem going through

all this, that God has a head for it an yet remaining the center of God's peoDle and

the place where he would bring hè son into the world in the end. It makes it

a-rrnrooriate. And I certainly appreciate your raising the point. Please don't anybody

in this class particularly dust take a statement I make and write it down in your
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very
notebooks and say it must have a/definite mea4 or he wouldn't say it and you'll

thi* it over later and figure out what it is. Raise the question here.
Because

class I want to discuss these things with you and go into every sort of question that

occurs to yt. And anything I say that may be nerhaps bnfounded I want to have it ex

posed and anyth1g that isn't clear I want (6-i)

In this class more than in a large lecture

class and that's our. -ourpose, to study the scriptures together. Mr.

Yes, it is Isaiah 3 and 37 and there you will find specific cross references in Kings

and Chronicles. If I recall correctly it's Chronicles 29, II Chronicles, and Kings-

I forget the exact reference, II Kings 18, is it? Thank you. Yes? (7-i-)

Well, I think that what he specifically predicts in 7 is the depopulation of Israel

and of a portion of Judah. But you have to go on u-o to 9 before you get the actual

(7 3/Li) . There isn't so much about Sennacherib's in

vasion but from definite touchesIthihk 10 has a very definite though (8)

but it comes a little bit later. I don't think it's specifically

Well, now we see the meaning of one and two. They relate to char 29, don't they?

You have this clever scheme to defend yourself. You think Syria and Israel art going

to hurt you because you hired Tiglath-Pileser to come. Well, that's your clever scheme.

But God says you deliver yourself from a minor enemy to get a major one. You go from

the frying pan into the fire. He says Jerusalem, not immediately but before too long,

is going to be a serious situation. Yes? (student--




)

What chapter? (student---

Yes, that I believe is parallel with (student-

Yes, they are carried away. That is what is referred to in chapter 7, I believe, where

it describes the fact that they came but they didn't take Jerusalem. They attacked

and they brought much deastation but they'didn't take Jerusalem. Then they went

through and it looked as if they were going to make another attack and then you
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you read in verse 16

they have sent for the king of Assyria to helo them. This is recorded. It may be the

very attack (10) . They came but they did

not prevail. They made much (*) devastation but they were driven back hefore

Then he said to the king of Assyria and now we find that

says Jerusalem has misery and heaviness. I will distress Ariel, there will be haavinesa

and sorrow. It shall be unto me as Ariel. And I will camp against thee round about,

and will lay siege against thee with a mount, and I will raise forts against thee.

I don't think we hav to take chapter 2 literally. I don't think he means that there

verse 3
will be/an actual siege against Jerusalem but there will be a situation. He doesn't

say the Assyrian is going to raise a siege, he says God will raise it. They will be

in a situation where a siege appears inevitable in the very near future. That's what

they're goirng to be in. With the Assyrians in most of Jud.ah and threatening to come

and attack Judah most any time, God pictures himself as And will

lay siege anst thee with a mount, raising forts against thee, and thou shalt be brouht

down and shalt speak out of the ground, and thy speech shall be low out of the dust, and

thy voice shall be as of one that hath a familiar spirit, out of the ground, and thy

speech shall whisper out of the dust. Now take all of verse L and summarize it. How

would you summarize it, Miss Gosset? (student)

Yes. Just miserable. Doesn't the one word cover it? Verse L says they're going to

be miserable. That's about all it says. It enlarges on that thought. They're going

to be miserable. Why are they going to be miserable? It doesn't say in verse

Where does it say why they're going to be miserable. Verse 3. They're going to be

in a condition where God is defeating them. I don't think the Assyrians defeat them

but God is defeating them by bringing the Assyrians to conquer the rest of Judah

and make it appear that at any moment the Assyrians will begin to defeat them.

And in that situation there's misery. You see, sometimes a verse has a lot of thought

in it. Other times it has a little thought which is enlarged upon in literary ways.

Verse 1 doesn't have a great deal of thought. Just woe to Jerusalem, all,

isn't it? Woe to Jerusalem. That's 1 and 2. God's going to bring trouble to
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Jerusalem. Thats all he says. Verse 3 he says they're going to be in a condition where

a siege seems inevitable. Enemies are all around. Verse Li., they're going to be in

misery. Now you can work into the details here, but the details are a beautiful, liter

ary development of this one fundamental idea. Now if that's the idea, verses 1, 2, 3

and 14., how many can give in ohe word the idea of 5? One can take out of five an immense

number of enemies. But, at the beginning of it, it looks very much like that, but if you

read to the end of it, I think you will find there is quite an alien idea to immensity.

Immensity is a singular. If we just had. the first half, we'd say (13 3/Li.)

But the last half brings in an entirely different idea which can be

the idea of the first half. That's what the end sounds like, doesn't it, the chaff that

goes away, that's what it sounds like. Well, that doesn't fit with the first four

verses, does it, I mean it's a new idea. The first four are just one idea, enlarged

upon for four verses. But now we have a new idea and let's look at it in the Hebrew.

Let's everybody please turn in your Hebrew Bibles which I trust everybody has here

because this is the class of the study of the book of Isaiah, not the study of the

English Isaiah but of the book of Isaiah. We look at 29, since I have not assigned

it to read this in the Hebrew it will be perfectly satisfactory to have your English

Bible open in front of yout.

Isaiah 10. (")

...immediate moment, that you have your English Bible o'oen in front of you, and your

Hebrew Bible. I would 1ik everybody to see both of them, and I would like to ask Mr.

Fawcett to read to us with his English Bible open, to give us a very literal rendering,

word for word, of verse 5 from the Hebrew. If there is anything he doesn't know in it

he can get it from the English Bible. But I want the Hebrew word for word.

We know then that it is the multitude of thy strangers and it shall be like small

dust, the multitude of thy strangers. Now Mr. Fawcett read the beginning of the verse

a little bit differently from the way the English reads. Mr. Ritter, do you see any
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difference, any marked difference, in the way he read it anc the way the English reads?

Mr. Fawcett gave certain words and. the King James version gives certain words and Mr.

Ritter feels that the idea is very different, the idea he got from what Mr. Fawcett

said and the idea the King James gives. But as far a I recall, there was very little

difference in words between what Mr. Fawcett said and what the King James said. That is,

most of the words were almt identical. (1 3/4)

but what words were there that were

different? Mr. Bu.rdan?

Verse 5here has several possibilities of meaning. And can mean--I'm going to tell

you another fact about it---and can mean--I'm going to tell you what comes next. It can

mean either one. When you say moreover, you are selecting one possible meaning of the

and. The meaning here is an additional thought. So when he says "Moreover the multitude

of thy strangers shall be like small dust," it sounds a if you're saying, "here you're

besieged, you have a great crowd around you and I want to tell you one more fact about

it, They're like fine dust." (2)

Well now, the Hebrew could mean that irfectly. And the multitude of thy strangers shall

be like small dust can mean another fact, but it can equally well mean going to tell

you what haoens next, the multitude of thy strangers shall become like small dust.

So the Hebrew has, un to this point, two possible interpretations. One is that this

great multitude becomes just like small dust, it becomes of no importance. One is that

this great multitude is like small dust, it's innumerable. It's (3)facts

The two are equally possible interpretations of the first phraeein the Hebrew, the first

nMèclauaes in the Hehrew, and as Mr. Fawcett read it, I would feel that either of the

two ways could be taken, and that is a literal translation which gives the idea that is

in the original without adding any idea that's not in the original.--but leaving it up to

us to decide what is correct. Now if it's perfectly clear in context what is the correct

idea, we have a right to so translate as to bring out the idea that we have in context.

But we can bring it out best in one of two ways. We can take the and and translate it

then. Then the multitude of your enemies will be as small dust,, That shows it's the
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next thing that happened. Or Moreover the multitude of your enemies will be as small dust,

shows another fact about the situation. You have the two possibilities. And the King

James translator has chosen one of the two oossihilties, and, as Mr. Fawcett has said,

then he would have chosen the other of the two possibilities. But he didn't do that,

that wasn't what I wanted him to do. I wanted him to give a literal translation, which

leaves it up to us to decide which of the two. And UD to this Doint you can't decide,

you have to look on into the rest of the itere. And the rest of the verse whould tell you

what to do. The first half could stress the size of the multitude, it can stress the

destruction of the multitude, but it continues, and the multitude of the terrible ones

will be as chaff that passes away, and then it continues, yes, at an instant, suddenly,

and certaihly your last phrase stresses sudden destruction, your middle phrase could still

mean multitude but sounds almost certainly like destruction. Your first one could be

either and so you take the three together and we are justified in saying what verse 5

says here is another step, after the distress their comes a sudden destruction of the

enemy and that thought is lost in the King James translation's And this is
important

a. samole of the way in which just a little knowledge of Hebrew fan be tremendously/in

interoretation. You may not know the word for multitude, you may not know the word for

chaff and you may not bother to look them up but you know the word "and" and if you look

at this beginning you should be able to see that it's and, and that and doesn't have to

be interpreted moreover. It can be moreover, but it can be then, or it can be (5 3/4)

it can be yet. All of those senses can attach to our English word and. We will be be

sieged and the besieger will be an innumerable multitude. "And" gives the idea of "more

over." We will be besieged and those who besiege us will suddenly be destroyed. The

"and" gives the idea of "then" We will be besieged and we will not fear because we

will put our trust in God.. The "and" gives the idea of "but. All those ideas are in

our English "and," as they are in the Hebrew. Watch (6). But in English we have

other ways in which we can make explicit which of them it is. So to my mind it is very

valuable for a man to be able to interpret the word thy enemies, thy strangers, here

and interpret it and show the shades of meaning and get a lot of valuable information
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out of it from the Hebrew, that is very, very valuable. But to my mind, a hundred times

more valuable is for him to be able to look and see and either that is an "and" so it

doesn't have to mean "moreover", it may mean "morevoer but it may or it may mean

"then" and I have to look at context and see whether the King James was right in making

it "moreover' and personally I think it s wrong. I think the rest of the verse *kes

it absolutely clear they were wrong. Yet it is not an added fact but something that comes

after. Now maybe in old English "moreover" would give that. I don't like to criticize

the translators of the King James version. It may be that if we knew old English the

way they know it, may mean now here's the next thing that harmened. But It

doesn't give that idea to us today. So it is very valuable to get all the intricate

points of Hebrew you can. But I say most valuable it to get the common points

so you get the meaning of that, and get them first, get them vitally, and then go on

with all the intricacies you can. But you can all the intricacies in the world but if

you don't have the common points, I don't think they will be of much value. You have

the common ones, then they're a tremendous help, a very vital addition. So here, just

from that (7 3/4)* I "" we find that as you read the verse and see the
p' s,-,a' L

latter tart of the verse and see how the first 'part of the verse, which is .-r-tfi of the

two interpretations, is naturally to be interoreted in line with the last pert, (P)

they are become as then the *(8*) '1 V for present day English would

be much better translated either just "and" *z but "moreover" to us today is con-i

fusing. It does not give the meaning. I don't think if you take out a hundred people

in the church at random and you say, "read these five verses," I don't think they would

catch the point, that verse 5 is telling the next thing that hapiened after verse 4.

And if you had "and" instead of 'morevover1 I think that fifty of them would catfh the

point. And if they had "become" instead of "be" I thihk ninety-eight of them would.

And (8 3/4) * 17
-N /7 could be "become" just as well as "bell, in fact in my

opinion it nearly always means "be." Be is all right because be often means become.

He looked and it was black , he looked and it was red. What it means is it became black,

it became red. It is very common for us to use was to indicate the result of a be-
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coming. And so it's perfectly all right to translate it that way but it's active, it's

dynamic, it's a change. It's not just the condition. If it's a condition they don't use

(93.)* CPtil.A in Hebrew. They would simply put the two nouns next to each other, as

a rule, in most cases in Hebrew.

And so here we have a picture in verses 1 to 1 of the terrible results of this

clever scheme. It's going to reduce them to misery. And then we have a ticture of the

fact that God is going to intervene and deliver them. Verse 5, the in this awful con

dition but there's going to be a deliverance, a prediction, a wonderful DrediCtiOn of

the deliverance from Sennacherib. And verses 6 and 7 carry that out exactly. And now

unfortunately our time has run on rapidly. We really need several hours on this to do

it -properly, but I'd. like to ask you for:inett time to be sure you get in four hours of

study this week on it, if you're taking it as an undergraduate course, and whatever' s

left of that time, do before next Tuesday. If you can do two more for next Wednesday,

all the better. But here's what I'd like you to do. Look on in the chapter. First

glance on to the rest of the chapter, get a general idea, second--starting at the be

ginning here, looking closely (10-4) , see how verse4 see

what verses 6, 7, and 8 have to do with 5. Are they elaboration of it or is there a

new idea? How do they fit in with 5? In case of any word or any question like this

"moreover" that is vital, be sure you look to the Hebrew and see what light it throws.

Then look on from there and ask this question, ''what is the bearing of what thought?"

What is it talking about? Does it have any connection with what precedes. What does it

mean? Is there any parallel to chapter 7? And go on that way, I would think in the

time available it would be possible for you to get through this chapter arid have very

good ideas of either what everything means in the rest of this chapter or what the pro

blems are, what it may mean or may not mean or what you understand, What t're

problems are. Look at verge 12, what does verse 12 mean, I mean 16. What does verse

16 mean? How does it relate in any way to verse 14? Does it have any conneetion

with verse 17? What does verse 17 mean anyway? Those are the verses I'm particularly

interested in your having (11 3/LiP) definite ideas about.
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But see what you can do with that length of time. Vow whatever time you have *ft to

look into the Hebrew , to look at (12) fine points

of the Hebrew, to look at the light it throws on interpretation, be sure and look.

But this specific assignment, this time, is not a specific Hebrew assignment but an

assignment of interpretation of chapter 29. And see what you can do and be sure you

put in ycur fu1 tin.-.e or. it please. An then we'll continue there nc:t Tuesday.

Isaiah 11. (4)

We last time began looking at Isaiah 29, a most interesting baoter, one which I dare

say that no casual reader gets the full significance of. You have to study it, you have

to get into it to see what it's about. But it is not extremely difficult and I don't

think that it's questionable. I don't think that it's speculative, I think that when

you see the clear evidences, the teaching of it is quite plain. Getting the words,1

seeing what the words are, seeing their relationship to similar words wlsewhere, seeing

th parallels to other DassaAes, seeing the meaning in light of context, I think makes

it quite clear. Well, we noticed that the chapter 29 follows imediately on after 28.

Is it a continuation of Isaiah's message at the banquet? Or is he carrying on the same

thought in what lie's writing later? We don't know. It could be a continuation of the

banquet, if they'd let him go that long. It's dealing with the same theme, anyway. Yes,
(student)

sir? /It is certain1i dealing with(l 3/1+) the same passage, but I would question very

seriously whether it is a new message at that time, because it seems to me ttt it ties

right on to the previou one. That $. he is saying the result of Ahaz's scheme would

be to do r.way with the buffer states. And to bring the Assyrian right next and then

what's the result? And the result occurred in Hezekiah's time. But it wou1 semto

me that while he's talking about Hezekiah's time he's dealing with it from the view

point of Ahaz's day. So I would not think it (2*) to write saying

that it's a new message because it is looking forward on into that time. Yes? (student)

I don't think he's right on that. I don't believe so because it fits perfectly with

the one, with the (2 3/1+) . And the description which he gives
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of the people of Judah and God's punishment upon them, is a description which is arallel

with Isaiah' s in criticisms of Ahaz and. his peonle. While he does not speak that way

about Hezekiah, of course, in Hezekiah's day there wasn't a complete change, but Hezekiah

was standing with Isaiah and--it would seem to me that when the thing is actually on them

his tune is one of comfort and help but that in advance, looking forward, he is rebuking

the things that get them into this situation. So that I think the Egyptia' -4affce is

in view before very long. But I don't think it is in 29. I think that is very soon in

view. But now the chapter begins, woe to the hearth of God. And he says, add ye year

to year; let them kill sacrifices, and I don't think there's any question as to what that

means, that it is not a command of God but that it is a rhetorical statement, that it

means even if you do this all your formal serice won't do you any good. The meaning

then is quite different from the literal wording but I think that all people use language

that way. I don't think there's any question about its being the correct interpretation

of it. Then, yet I will distress Ariel, the distress comes from God. Why does it come

from God, why is he going to bring this? Because the people bae made this wicked

all1ice with Ahaz. Ahaz made this wicked, secret alliance with the Assyrians, hiring
Jerusalem

them to come, the result is that they think they're going to deliver Jal, but God is

goi g to bring actual punishment, actual suffering, actual trouble to Jerusalem the

hearth of God. I will camp against thee round about, and lay siege agaiist thee with a

mount, and raise forts against thee. Who is going to? Not the Assyrian, but God. Does

the Assyrian know? The Assyrian does not. We read. aiojt the attack in c'rapters 3 and

37 of Isaiah and we read that God said then, the Assyrian will not build a tower against

us, he will not dig a ditch, he will not make an attack. They were shut in closely for

three years with the Assyrian army in Palestine, going back and forth, they were ex

pecting at any minute that siege would come to them as it had come to all the other

fenced cities of Judah but it did not come. So here God raises forts against

thee, that is God shuts them in by having the Assyrian around. And the Assyrians

threaten to do it but never actually do it. Now that may seem a little bit funny but

(5 3/4) . You have a verbal contradiction between this state-
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ment and the promise given over in Isaiah 36, 37, that they will not build---lay siege

against them. Here he says I am going to but they are laid siege against in the sense

that the Assyrian is in the land. and may actually besiege them in tie. And then verse

14, of course, certainly describes the condition of Jerusalem. When they're shut in,

they can go out of the city but they have to be watching closely because the Syrian

forces might come at any time. Small Assyrian bands are wandering across the land and

the big army may come at any time and make a strong invasion. Then chapter 5, I mean

verse 5, simply begins with The and can be interpreted moreover. I think both

but or then--I am suggesting for the Scofield Bible that it say better, "then," because

the then conveys the idea of a change and "and" can express then. There's then,

of course, but doesn't give the time idea. If you say "but" you would also have

to suggest that instead of "shall be" "shall become" which it could just as well be,

but I think "then" gets the becoming idea in all right.

Then the multitude of thy strangers shall be like small dust. "Then" would mean

afterwards. I should think that would get across the idea. Now maybe not. Maybe "then"

could mean at the same time instead of afterwards and. it might be better to say, but

they shall become, but I' suggesting the Hthen anyway. They shall be like small that

and the multitude of terrible ones as chaff that passes away. And this is very

interesting to see the progress of God. They will be like small dust. What does that

mean? Multitudes? Here during a terrible situation, they are besieged, the multitudes

of the strangers will be like small dust, they'll be just innumerable. Well, you could

say that's what it qeans if that's as far as it went. But then the next says, the

multitude of the terrible ones like chaff that passes away, chaff that passes away is

not a figure for multitudes at all but it is a figure for destruction. And therefore,

since small dust can be either mult&ttde or destruction, it carries back the idea Vnat

that is the idea there, and, it's a transition a little like the transition we had in

chapter 24, when we find something that could fit in with what precedes and just be a

further statement, which could be interpreted in another way, and. as you go it's proved

it is. And I think that's what we have here. This proves that the one before is to be
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destruction rather than-- yes? (student)

I wouldn't think so. I've never heard chaff used as a figure for size, for multitudes.

It's used as a figure for passing away, the wicked are not so but are like the chaff

which the wind driveth away. But why you would confuse chaff as a figure for iu1titude

any more than you'd use the wheat as a figure for multitude--I don't see any reason to

select the one out of the two. Your wheat and your chaff are more YNO or less equal

in the amount (9) . Your chaff is thinner, it's small, it's

lighter, there may be more volume to it, I doubt if there's more weight to it, erhaps

not as much weight. don't quite think would be--would suggest multitudes there.

(student)

I don't think so. I don't think you can get that idea out of chaff. Suppose somebody

said to the Germans, they were holding all of Europe,iey had fortress Europe absolutely

strong there in 1943. You'd say well look, these great American forces, they're going

come over here just like chaff that blows over. Nobody would ever say that. You

wouldn't think of chaff as a figure for multitudes. You'd say your army will become

just like chaff the wind blows away. That would be a natural iure. But you

think of chaff as that which is destroyed, that which disappears, that which is

valueless. You think of chaff as something which is strat and numerous and

effective. I ji.ist can't imagine chaff being used for such a figure. But the small

dust could be either one, but the chaff it seems to me is quite definitely the destruction.

And then the last part of the verse, we had a look at it in Hebrew--yes, I agree with

you fully, but I think that on first hearing of dust, fine dust, you could think of

multitudes, but as you think about it, you wotd come to the realization that it's

not multitudes but it is tenmorary multitudes, that which will mss away. What's

before is telling of the terrible invasion and then when you say they're like small

dust, if you said they're like sand you might think oh what a tremendous number.

You are like small dust, you think does that mean it's a tremendous number, and yet

you think of dust more as something that blows away. Then you go on to chaff that

blows away and you think yes, the dust here doesn't mean numbers. The ouestions you
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might have, are proven to be correct by the (11*) context. Dust is well selected to

convey tha idea as you find, the (114)

idea of destruction and . Even though it seems like a terrible army

that's going to become just like dust, just like fine dust, and like chaff that the

wind blows away, the Lord sneaks and in one night the multitudes are gone. But then

we read at the end of the verse,"yea, it shall be at an instant suddenly." Read us the

Hebrew of that, Mr. Fawcett. 29:5. Yes, the last of the first part. What is the Hebrew

for yea? There's no actual--the;ye is like the moreover, it's just and. And read it

on, Mr. Pawcett, Dlease. (student)

Yes, and it shall be (3-) It shall be for an icalant, as an itant,

as an instant, And * b12 suddenly. And it shall be as an instant, suddenly,

and continue. * 19h You know . Does suddenly go with what

precedes or with what follows? How does the King James take i4 with what precedes or

with what follows. Yes, anybody know how the RSV takes it .

...a great difference between the RSV there and the King James. The King James says "yea,

it shall be at an instant suddenly." Period. "Thou shalt be visited of the Lord of

hosts with thunder," and so on. The RSV puts the period after "chaff that passeth away."

Period or semi-colon, I don't know what they have there. Then they start a. new sentence.

At an instant suddenly you will be visited. Now which is correct? What are the evi

dences in favor of the King James? And what are the evidences in faor of he RSV?

VSVxXiUxkRxXiXijtSft

Isaiah 12. (4)

I would really question that because it seems to me that in both constructions here,

they both mean exactly the same thing. My question was (3/4)

Here was this multitude and one
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Jerusalem

day a tremendous force could come up there and just wallç over The next day they're

gone. (i) and suddenly they became like chaff the wind drives away.

Here are this great multitude one day. That night the Lord smote them with a pestilence.

They die. (1) It seems to me that as far as the history is concerned

they (1*) . But, of course, looking at it

from the viewpoint in advance, you wouldn't know wh the history is,

and is there any evidence to show you at least how somebody thought as to which way
(student)

(li) ? /No, no, no. Yes, as Mr. Steele points out,

whoever out in the verse divisions made a verse division at the end of "it shall be at

an instant suddenly." So whoever out in the verse division thought this went with what

-preceded. Now they might be wrong. But that's the (1 '3/U)

It goes with what precedes. That's an argument in favor of putting it with what precedes.

No a conclusive argument by any means. But it is an argument in favor of putting it

with what precedes. Now as to an argument for putting it with what follows is doubtièes

that the RSV translators thought it stood just alone. And it shall be like as an instant

suddenly you will be visited of the Lord of hosts with thunder. They thought it ought

to introduce something. But I would question, I would think as a.cainst that, that the

fact that the next word starts without an and would sound ?nore like a new beginning than

like a continuation. Because in a continuation, after the t2) * 1

you're pretty apt to hae another one. It is usual to continue with (2 3/Li.) * "7 (Wrtwj

Now that's a matter of øxixii(2 3/Li.)

when you go from this to the next and then to continue straight on, unless you have

(2 3/Li.) * , / (wflw) or something to connect. And it will be at an instant suddenly.

It will happen in an instant suddenly that you will be visited. It will be you will be

visited is not normal Hebrew syntax. It will be yot will be visited. It will be that

you will be visited. It will be and you will be visited would be the more normal

Hebrew way to do it. They don't--in English we use be as an auxilliary verb, it will

be you will be this, or even in English we are not apt to use it. It will be you will

be this. It is more apt to be, that you will be. It will come to pass you will be
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this. It is more apt to be, it will come to pass that you will be this. I don't

think it's normal just to have it leading directly on to a verb with no (3)

So it make any difference because as far as the thought is concerned, they

both have it. But if this goes with what follows then the verse-divider made a bad

mistake. And they have made some bad mistakes, but not (3 3/i4.)

and I don't think it's necessary to agree with (3 3/Lu the verse-divider here. I think

he's stressing the two thoughts in the first verse, the com-r,leteness of the destruction

and then the suddenness. Then he goes on in the next verse and stresses them again-

the completeness and the suddenness. And then in verse 7, what is the point in verse

7, Mr. (L.)

(Q)

It could be, yes. But I rather question it here. The next verse may be does it, but

in this verse, the Assyrian will be as a dream. That would sort of seem to me that in

this verse the thought is more of the oeoDle of Judah having the dream. Why, they're

shut in, they can't get out, they ex-cect the enemy to come at any moment. It's a

terrible situation. All of a sudden it's gone. It's like just as if it was a dream.

Was it ever so? A dream just -passes away like that. It's just gone. But I was in

clined to think that in this particular verse that Ariel which is in such terrible

misEry has all these awful number of enemies around them when all of a sudden the enemy

seems as if they were just a dream, gone. I was inclined to think that in this verse

the dream is Israel's dream, dream, rather than Assyria's dream. But the next

verse it's probably Assyria's and so if you want to insist that he two have to be

quite consistent you might carry the argument back to the next verse and say you mis-

Is
be in

rerresent scripture. But this verse impresses me the sSddenness of it, brought ot

with the theme , as if they'd just been dreaming that they were in this situation. It's

all gone and it seems like a dream.

But in verse e. certainly it's the Assyrians. /flt shall be as when a hungry man

dreams and he hats. But he waits and his sou1 is emoty. Or a thirsty man dreams and

he drinks but he wakes u-p and, he's faint, his soul has appetite. I remember one time
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I was un in the mountains and I couldn't find a spring. I was getting thirsty. I lay

down and I slept, and as I slept I dreamt that a stream of water just flowed over my

head. I was so thirsty I just opened. my mouth and none of it came in. It was very

annoying. (student) Well, this was

no glaciers there. Largely (5 3/L4)

(5 3/Li.) will be as if a man was dreaming that he was

hungry and he wakes up and. he's got ts of food. Or a man was dreaming and he was

thirsty and he wakes u and. he's got Dienty to eat. That might describe the people of

Judah, mighth't it? Shut in, early siege condition, can't grow anything, just pick

what grows Itself. (7*)

But this is the reverse of that. Here the eoole have got everything when they're

dreaming, and they wake up and. they haven't got anything. He says so shall the multi

tude be that fight against our God. So that was the (7-k-) of the king of

Assyria. He is just ready to go up and get everything, and all of a sudden he wakes up

and finds it was all a dream. He hasn't got them at all. And, of course, that might

carry back to the previous verse, in the previous one also the Assyrians had the dream.

Though I am inclined to think that in the nature of the three verses, the other.

But the suddenness is again the thought, isn't it? All through these verses it is the

suddenness of the delivery which is struck. Thatts the theme. Mr. (8) 7

(student) Yes. No, I think we must sy that verse 6 is a figure. Verse S is a

great change brought about by the Lord, a change which is as sudden and as complete

as the coming of thunder and earthquake and great noise and storm and temoest. The

flame of devouring fire. Here's all this enemy around, you say how could he ever get

rid of them. Then as if, not by anything they do but the Lord just takes them away, as

if he sends a great thu.ndrous cataclysm of nature and it's all done. (student)

It could. be. Yes. But you see, Jerusalem is addressed in verse 5, the multitude of

thy strength shall be like small dust, the "thy" there is the peonle who are strangers to
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Jerusalem. And verse L4., thou shalt be brought down. Verse 3, I will camp against thee

In verses 1 and 2 he's talking to the people, add year to year. He's speaking in

the third person of Ariel, but in verses 3 and L he ath9.resses them directly, I will
raise forts against thee,

camp against thee/and verse L thou shlt be brought down, thy speech shall whisper out

of the dust, but then the multitude of thy strangers shall become like small dust so

that the thy in verse 5 is definitely Jerusalem. And that being the case I am inclined

to think that the thou in 6 is not addressed to the Assyrians but is again addressed

to Jerusalem. Or you could take it as she and Jerusalem as she, though having just

addressed Jerusalem in so many verses as thou, of course in verse 7 it's she again,

it's "that distress her" so that in line with 7 it could be she, in line with 5 it

could be thou. Then again, thou would be masculine, yes always masculine. (student)

Yes. "Thou shalt be gisited," he's addressing the people, "thou shalt be visited."

Yes? (s1bdent)

It is common in certain pronhetical internreters to find everything pointing to the end

of the age and everything looking at those things, and if it has an immediate significance

to say there's a two-fold significance, a double one. Well now, the idea of

two-fold significance certainly exists. As if, for instance, someone were to say, "there

will be," if someone were to say in 1900 in Europe, "what does this United States amount

to anyway. Just a little country, way off there in the west." You could say, "why, in

the future armies will come from the United States and will decide European wars."

Well now that could have two fulfillments, the first world war and the second world wars

There would be a double fulfillment but it would be exnressed in the plural. But now

sunpose somebody said in 1905, said, "you just wait and see. You will find that a

great army will come from the United States and will decide the victory in a great

Nuropean war." Suppose they said that. And then in 1918 the American forces began

to tome in sufficient numbers that the Germans completely lost hope and surrendered and

you say, "Well, the American force certainly decided this war," That Dro-ohecy was ful

filled. Supnose then somebody else would say, "No. That was fulfilled then but that's

only the first fulfillment. There's going to be a greater one.' And you say, "What
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makes you think so? He said. this was going to happen, it has hatmened, and it's fulfilled)'

But suppose that he had said in 1Q05, "An American army is going to come to Europe and

is going to march across great areas of Europe, it's going to go clear two-thirds of the

way across Europe with great forces and settle a great war there." 1Q18 comes, the war

comes to an eM. It was the few American trooDs that were in Prance which gave the picture

of the great number that were gong to be behind them and really decided the war, but it

wasn't those troops, their number, they weren't enough to make much difference. There

wasn't a single American tank got to Eurooe in that war. Somebody could have said then,

"Well, now this man who made this prediction back in 1905, he had a wonderful visioh of

the future. We can believe what he said. He said. an American army is going to come to

Europe and is going to march across two-thirds of Europe and decide the war, while all we

have here is a few battles in which there've been a few American soldiers interspersed

among the French and British regiments and in themselves they've done very little." But

behind them it is true there's a great number. If the war would go on another year, there

would be a tremendous force here but that force hasn't gotten here. You could say,

know, I don't think that was fulfilled yet. I think the fulfillment of that is later."

And then the second war comes and we find General Patton's regiment going clear to Czecho

slovakia and (13--) turned over

to the Russian force, jet while all that hapened, and you say, "Well now this is fu'

filled. I guess that the man who said. that in 1905 wasn't thinking of the first world

war at all, he'was speaking of the second world war." You see.

row i would say, if this fits what happened in Sennacharib's day, and it's given

shortly before and it's given in the cotext of criticizing these udean nobles for

mak-ingtheir scheme thot is going to do away with the buffer states and bring Assyria right

next to them, if ft i:ids a complete fulfillment in that, it's fulfilled, and I see no

reason to say it's going to have another one. Now you may find somewhere else a clear

jrediLio: something similar in later times. You can say that scene in later times is

going to be like this, and this gives us an idea of what that's going to be like, but to

say this is a prediction like that seems o me to be beyond all evidence, if there is a
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reason to think it is fulfilled then. Likewise when we read that, well, let's think of

one of the prohecie about Christ. He's going to be born in Bethlehem of Judea, "But

thou Bethlehem art very small but out of thee shall come a great king." Well, he cane,

he was born in Bethlehem. But you say that's only the first fulfillment, there's going to

be another great fulfillment. Well, we have no reason to think there is. When he comes

back, his feet will stand on the Mount of Olives. There's nothing said about his coming

out of Bethlehem again. It's fulfilled. And I would incline to think that if a thing

has been satisfactorily fulfilled we may say there's going to b something similar later

and. this gives us an idea, but we have to consider the prediction. But if we find tt

it is greater than what's already happened, then we're justified in saying, "No, I don't

think it's yet fulfilled. I think it's still later.

Isaiah 13. (4)

...I really don't think so, personally, no. K feeling is that that scene to those peoDle

there was just about a big as anything could 1e. When their city was shut up, all the

other cities taken, this army for three years down there on the Philistine plain,

threatening to come up any time. They couldn't go out and plant their fields, it was

too dangerous, all they could do was rush up there and see what grew of itself as
iater nd they didn't know when

Isaiah tells USA an bring t in/ they would come and treat them like they had

other cities, and you read they knew what the Assyrian king had done in other cities,

you read bow he tells of one city, he says "I marched against this city, I took it, I

marched the inhabitants out, many of them I flayed alive, others I cut off their heads

and piled them up in great heaps, others I imiled on stakes all around the city."

You read the terrible blood-thirsty things that he &id in other cities he conquered, and

they were looking forward to this and here in this terrible situation, and then all of a

sudden it's gone. And I don't think the (14)

that the Lord give us. I don't feel that we have any reason to apoly this to anything in

the future, except by way of alalpg3r.. If we have (1 3/Li.) outward a clear evidence of
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something in the future that sounds similar, we can say, well, now we saw what God did

oné te redicted here.; thds thing in the future will probably be like it, but be merely

an analogy, it wouldn't be saying this is the Drediction of the future. It impresses me

that this has been completely fulfilled in that way. Now the only thing against it is

the place Mr. Sutton just pointed out, earthquake and tempest and storm and all that, and

I think you have to take that as figuratie (2k), I don't think we have any reason to

think that that's going to happen in the future either. But it'll be siilar to that,

but God is going to do it (2-), it will seem like just a

Well, now, the suddenness then is what he has stressed. In verse 5, 6, 7 and 8,

the suddenness is stressed. Now is verse 9 stressing the suddenness? How mahy would

say it is, would you please raise your hand? Verse 9 has nothing in the world to do

with suddenness. It may be talking abott misery, it may be talking about something else,

but it's not talking about suddenness. There's not the slightest suggestion. Suddenness

is the theme of 5, 6, 7, 8, a sudden deliverance. Those four verses go toether. The

first four verses, a condition of misery into which God brings them. The next four

verses, a sudden deliverance. In verse 9 there's no suddenness and there's no deliverance.

Yes, Mr. Fawcett? (student)

That's oo far ack, I can't remember that. All I say is I did not gath.the impression

that there was an immediate awareness of an answer on the iart of anybody. Maybe I was

entirely wrong in failing to catch what was in People's minds. But I was a little dis

appointed in not getting an immediate response (3 3/LiP)

And maybe just keeping quiet was a way of giving it, so it

was my ohtuseness that failed to see it.

But there is a sharp break between verse 8 and 9. Now in verse , is he talking

about the destruction or is he talking about the misery or what is he talking abot.t?

Who's (14) 7 Well, who's the they? (student)

The word noble I like there because it seems to tie it up with the previous chapter. I

don't think he's here talking about the people of Hezekiah's day who were going to be de
livered. And I don't think he's here talking about the Assyrians who were going to bring
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them misery. I think he's talking about the people he's addressing, the people who are

making this wicked alliance with Ahab, which is going to bring these terrible results.

He said before they're drunken, now he says, "Look," he says, "They're drunk, tiey're

drunk with wine, yes." says, "there's a drunkenness that isn't due to wine."

There is a situation here of confusion which is not the result of wine, it is something

else. And what is the condition of confusion? The condition is that these people are

not -paying attention to God's word, they're not trying to follow Him, they're working

these clever schemes and their own ideas of making out this alliance with this wicked

Godless power, thinking that way they'll grt rid of the buffer states, and as a matter of

fact, all they're doing is rutting them right next to them so the next thing they'll find.

the satellite going through the sky that this other power has put up there. And there

they'll be. And they are bringing with their Godless alliance, in helping them out,

they are 'bringing terrible results, which won't come for a while but which will come

( 3/)4) , and in this case, in about thirty years.

But he is addressing, I believe, to these peoole here, he's showing the wickedness

and the confusion of the minds of these Judean nobles which God is going to runish,

and it's the parallel to chapter 7 where he says to Ahaz, "Hear ye now, 0 house of David.

Is it a small thing for you to weary en, but will ye weary my God also? Therefore the

Lord himself will give you a sign." God will send his own Iinmanuel, his own son, to

replace this Ahaz as the head of the house of David, a man, a king of a different type

altogether, one who is worthy.

And so now he says to them, he says, "You're in this terrible condition of confusion,"

and he says, it is true that it's the result of God's action, looç at verse 10, the

sovereignty of God, they turn their eyes ay from the truth so God lets them believe a

lie. God sends them into confusion when they turn ay from the truth. "The Lord.

hath poured out upon you the spirit of deer sleep, and hath closed your eyes: the

oroohets and your rulers, the seers hath he covered." This is describing the condition

of the people that he talkd. to all through chapter 28. And then the vers 11 and 12

go together, don't they? They re one sentence in English and there's a Brallel between
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first word
the last part of the xz and the first part of verse 12. Can anybody in ohe xxzg, in

two words, tell us what is described in verses 11 and. 12. (student)

I think that's what we have in verse 10, and it certainly is in verse 11 and 12, but is it

the thing that is struck in 11 and 12, is it not back of what's there, is not what's there

something else? (student)

I don't think that's what's in 11 and 12. In 11 and. 12 we have two types of people pre

sented, don't we? He comes to a man here and he lays to this man, he says, here, he says,

read this. And. this poor fellow who's never had any education says, I'm sorry, I can't

read it. He says, sorry that I read it because I don't have an education, and.

he hands it to another man who doesn't have any knife or any means to oen it and he says

to this man, read this,and. the man says, I can't read it, I haven't got anything here to

o,en it with. That would be inability. But that's not what we have here. Yes?

(udent)

Yes, that is the idea. It is deliberate ignorance. It is intentional ignorance. It is

inability which deserves Dunishrnent because it is intentional and willing. He says the

situation here as these people have deep sleep and all that, God has covered. your eyes, and

so on, yesa the situation? The vision is like the words of a book that's sealed.,

and a book that is sealed and you come up to a man and he can read oerfedtly and. you

say to the man who can read, the highly educated man, you say read this. Oh, he says, I

can't read it, it's sealed. Why doesn't he break the seal and read it? What's stopping

him? And then they come up to another man and they say to this other man who can't read,

they say to him, read this, and he says,well, I don't have any education, don't bring it

to me. He doesn't go o the fellow got an education and say, look here, I'm breaking

the seal on this, you read. it. Neither one of them is interested. They are making ex

cuses. They are like the peolDie that Christ tells about who were invited to the wedding

feast and they've all got an excuse why they can't come, and so here each type of nerson

has the excuse that,.he try to do anything to get around the excuse, he just makes

the excuse and settles down and is satisfied. to remain ignoranU. The book is the Lord's

but they don't bother with it. They all give excuses. The man who can read perfectly
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doesnt bother to break the seal. The man that cantt read, he doesntt have to make the

excuse he can't break the seal, he doesn't bother to get somebody to read it to him, he

just says he can't read. Yes? (student)

I think verse 13 proves that that's the interpretation but I think you would interpret

it that way apart from 13, though it might not be quite:-so certain. But I do think that

that's what you would come to, because they deliver the book to a man who an read, the

sealed book to a man who can read, and he immediately declnes. I can't break the seal.

So then they deliver it to a man who can't read and he simply says I can't read. They've

each got a reason but it's not inability. It isn't sleep, it's lack of interest. Yes?

(student)

Yes, well, there, of course, I don't think there's really a mrallel, I don't think that's

a parallel there, I think that they're not worthy to open it. They say, who is worthy

to open it and nobody was found worthy. It isn't that everybody said,I'm not worthy,

but nobody was worthy. Some peoDle might have offered to and they'd say no you're not

worthy. I don't think that there's any suggestion there of a. lack of desire but of a

lack of worthiness. And as we face the mystery of life, what is the answer to it?

And all our great ohilosoohers make their attempts to explain it, and our great religious

leaders, and none of them really solve the oroblem of life. And it isn't solved until

the lion of the tribe of Judah has orevailed. He's worthy. He's got the answer and we

look for the lion and we see a Lamb, a Lamb as it had been slain. We fiád the answer to

the problesi of life in this One who alone is able. But in this case there's no

suggestion that they're not able to do it because the one who can't read doesn't even

mention that as an excuse. He can't read and he just gives that. And I don't think

there's a real ral1el, because here the imlication seems to be that he could break

the seal if he wanted to bother. And the other man,who is no more able to break the

seal than he is, give that as an excuse. He simply says, what's the use of break

ing the seal, I couldn't read it if I did. (student)

Yes. No. It's not clear but I don't thiik there's anything else that would be clear.
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I think that, as you look at it, it would soon occur as a possibility and I don't know of

many other possibilities you would think of that would really fit the verse. And. when

you would think of others, I think you'd find they didn't fit. I believe we would come

to this conclusion without 13, but I think 13 proves that it is. And it is helpful to

look ahead and then carry it back and see if it fits but I think it's good. before we

.jt'c'
look ahead to see what we can get out of this first. Because often we don't have the

commentary . i.
ee*ie¬ to tell us the answer. We find the parallel (i1)

So that here are these people who are not interested. They're indifferent, they're

careless, they're not trying.

Isaiah lL. (..)

So he proceeds to condemn these peole in verse 13, saying what their situation is, and

this verse is quoted in the New Testament, the scripture in the people's tongue, Christ

had that attitude, and in verse 14 he says, because the people are this way, as described

i verses ii and 12, and made more explicit in 13, 'because they are that way, therefore

God is going to do something, and what is He going to do? What is he going to do? Well,

verse 114. may give us an idea, verse 15, what is 15 talking about. I think we have t

background to give us a pretty good answer to what 15 is talking about. What is l talk

ing about? And what does 17 predict? That is a very interesting question and is there

a parallel to chapter 7. We've had many parallels so far. I think there's a marked

parallel with this and I have given the parallel two or three times in my general intro

ductions here, last time and this time. Is there such a parallel? I mean live given what

I think is the parallel. Is there such a one? Can we work it out in detail? Now,

between now and tomorrow, I don't know how much time you'll have to do some work, but in

addition to what you've already done thus fare but if you can, work very specifically on

these verses here, and then continue on through in the light of what you're working on

here and see how it fits together. To me, this is one of the most thrilling sections in

the Old Testament. (2*)
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I'm afraid. Mr. Smitley got tied up there. I brought a man for him an hour ago to do some

things and. he's still with us. We're looking here at Isaiah the 29th chapter, and wetre

getting to some very interesting problems. In a y I'i glad Mr. Smitley Isn't here

because I ran over thewe hurriedly two years ago in Prophet but I hit on the main

essentials which I'd like you to sort of lead into rather than just to remember from

Pronhets (3*) now I hope Mr. Ritter doesn't remember. (student) He probably doesn't.)

I mean I don't care if you do or not but I'd rather have the rest sort of lead into them

than simply be told. what I said before, that's all. But were it now, working a little

t1an in that class
more slowly/to try to ope4 it up the y I'd like to there, but this wasn't required in

that course it was sort of incidentally touched.

Now we have looked. at this chapter 29 and noticed that I believe we're justified in

saying it continues 28, that it is not a new subject, but it is a continuation. At least

it's very closely related and it seems to be a reasonable result of what we have in 28.

We notie verses 1 to L distress, and the distress is the result of the people's secretly,

the nobles' secretly making this deal with Tiglath-Pileser. Then verses 5 to 8 are

sudden destruction for the opponents, a sudden deliverance of Jerusalem, a promise of

God's free grace, something which in the light of context they certainly do not deserve.

They got them into this situation by their wickedness but God is going to deliver them

from it by His wonderful grace and His marvelous power. And in verse 9, despite the

fact that God is going to delltver them out of this situation, they should hever have

gotten into it and there's lots of misery with it, even though God does ultimately de

liver them from it, and. so he rebukes the people who are getting them into it. In verse

9 he rebukes these nobles who are getting them into this situation thrbhgh their tin

Godly scheme of trusting the arm of flesh instead of following the Lord. and trusting him.

And verses 9 throh 12 rebuke them for their indifference to his will and their lack

of interest in trying to determine what He wants, instead of going out on their own

selfish plans. They don't seek---they've got all kinds of excuses to keep from seeking

to understand his word and know what his will is. And so in 13 they the verses 9 to 12

are summarized. The Lord. says forasmuch as this people draw near with their mouth, and
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with their lips honor him, but have removed their heart far from me, and their fear

toward me is not taught by the precept of God, by God's word, God's plan, but is taught

by the precept of man. They're saying they're going to serve but they're doing it accord

ing to their human wisdom and their human clever schemes and their human compromises,

with that which is evil. Therefore, what is God going to do? That's our present

question. Previously we said tae result of their plan is to do with away with the buffer

states and bring terrible misery for Jerusalem, but God's going to deliver them out of

it. Now we are told, their character being such as it is, God is going to do something

about it. Now is this the same thing as before, or different. I think it's probably

different, because its different terminology used though it's the same situation. One

is in the political area, the results of their wicked scheme. The other is in some area,

erhaos, what he is going to do as a result of this attitude of the nobles. We've seen

what he's going to do about the attitude of King Ahaz in chapter 7 in precisely the same

situation. But how what's he going to doout the nobles. This people draw near with their

mouth but they remove their hearts from me, so I am going to do a marvelous work among

this people, even a marvelous work and a wonder. Now that marvellous in modern English

has overtones which I don't think it has here in the context.

Let's look at that. I say--I got on a car, a bus in Chicago fifteen years ago, going

from one station to the other, coming fromtwestern railroad, coming to-an eastern rail

road, and just in front of me there was a young woman who was coming from the west, and

evidently a friend, an older man, had joined her, and she evidently was going to

Swarthmore College here, because he said, "How do you like Swarthinore?" She said, "It's

marvellous." What did she mean when she said it was marvellous. Did she mean there were

magical things happening. Did she mean that therewere things you can't understand,

wonderful, marvellous, going on? That's not what she meant at all. What did she mean

when she said marvellous? (student)

She meant it was nice, didn't she? Marvellous simply meant it was good. About four

years ago I was terribly shocked when I spoke to a student down at the University of

Pennsylvania about my giving a series of messages at a little conference they were holding
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for the Christian students there and he asked about the subject. e and the staff worker

were asking about subjects and I outlined a possible list of subjects. He said, "That's

terrific." What did he mean by terrific? When I was a boy if something was terrible, or

terrific, it was just awful. And in fact, I can't get away from the habit now, if you say,

my that was quite a storm, wasn't it? I say,tbhtit was terrific, it just tore down trees,

uprooted houses, it was frightful, it was terrific. But I find that in this generation

terrific has completely reversed its meaning. And it means good, it doesn't mean bad.

Well now in this case, we y that it was, that God's going to do a marvellous work, isn't

that grand? He's going to do a marvellous work, but when you read on a little the marvell

ous work is to make their wisdom perish, and he says voi to them in 15 and 15 continues 11+.

The word marvellous here would not sees to mean anything good. And so I think that it is

valuable when you strike a word like this, I always say if you want to know exactly what

the King James version means, it's very simrle to know what to do. Get busy and study all

the Elizabethan dramatists, and the letters and the sermons that we have from three and

four hundred years ago, and find out exactly what words meant then. You see, if you ask

me what terrific means I'd tell you what it meant fifty years ago, no I guess forty maybe,

say, I'd tell you what it meant forty years ago. But you're interested in somebody's using

it today and what it means today, and it has reversed its meaning. I don't know how many

of those forty years there is between what would be the latest date at which it commonly

meant what I understand it to mean, and the earliest date at which it commonly meant

what it means today. But a change has taken place, a conrnlete change. Well, now, we're

nb4 interested in the King James version and knowing what those words mean today, we're

interested in knowing what they meant in the time of King James and, of course, it's

early in King James' reign, it's right after Elizabeth reigned and in anything religious

people use language a little different, antiquated, just a little bit (iO-)

so it's definitely Elizabethan English, not Jacobean English. It's the English of the

century before. So that it's four hundred years old, this language. It's a wonderful

translation, never was a better translation into any language, but it is the language of

that time, and if you want to know exactly what it means, study all these books from

that period and find out exactly what these words mean. And after you've put in ten
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years of studying that very thoroughly, you will be in a osition to know exactly what

the King James translators thought that the Old Testament meant. In my oDinion, its

less effort to study the Hebrew and find, out for yourself what the Hebrew means instead

of what the King James translators thought it meant. So if we were living in the time

of King James we could take our King James Bible and we could find out what those Godly

men thought it meant and get a very close idea of what they thought it meant and ii would

be tremendously helpful. We could run rapidly and get the general idea, we could go

slowly and get the precise meaning of words as they thought the Hebrew meant, and of

course they might be wrong. You'd want to check by the Hebrew but you'd have a marvellous

(you see, I mean good when I say rnarellous) instrument for the understanding of the Bible

in the King James version. We still have a very good Instrument in it becausewe can

understand in general what the language of that long ago means and we can run over rapidly

and get a rapid survey of meanings from it, and you--if you're going to just use the

Hebrew or just use the King dames, for most of you, you'd do better to just use the King

James, because you can't read the Hebrew fast enough to cover big areas and get a real

idea. If you're just going to use one, just use the King James. But you shouldn't. I'd

say use them both. Now, of course, 1 you lived

that time you could find out exactly what those Godly men thought the Bible meant. Now

today you can take the RSV and you can find just exactly what these Wgodly men think

that the Bible means. It's in your own language, you know what the words mean. But

you've got a groan of men, not the Godly men like the King James, but men who deny the

deity of Christ and men who deny that the Old Testament predicted the New, and in general

they tried to give what it meant and bu an get much of value from it. I think that you

get more value from the King James than you do from the RSV. But you can get value from

using both of them. But if you're going to nut in twenty years of just studying Hebrew

you can get till you just read it in the Hebrew and never look at an English translation.

I think for most of us it's more useful to take the English and run rapidly and get ideas

and then see the points at which you want to check the English. Check a good deal, do a

good deal $ directly in the Hebrew but you want to cover larger areas and for those
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larger areas, decide from these where you're going to check the Hebrew. And now, as you

look at this you say, I'm going to do a marvellous work, isn't that wonderful. But then

he says its going to perish and that doesn't sound very wonderful. And then he says,

woe to them, and unless there's a sharp break between lL and 15 that certainly means it

isn't wonderful. So immediately you have a clue that this word marvellous here may be a

word in which the King, James translators have made a bad blotch *± the,/ translation,

that's possible but unlikely. More likely that it is the case where they used the word

marvellous with the meaning it had in their day and today it has a different meaning, and

it immediately directs you to a case, here is a word in which you should check your

Hebrew and see exactly what it means, and see whether you have been misled by this word.
made

And it isn't just because it's four hundred years old because a translation/thirty years

O might translate terrific in the opposite meaning from what it has toe-ay.

Isaiah 15. ()

So we then ask the question what does this word mean, and not asking you now to

translate he whole verse and go into ai the fine points of it. Maybe some of you have

done that and it may be very helpful n your interpretation but I think it would be an

excellent thing if, coming to a point like that, you all look at the word marvellous in

the original and see what it is, and then check on precisely what that original word

means. And, of course, we're not greatly interested in what the King James people meant

to say, though that is valid (1), but we're interested in what the Hebrew does say. What

are its Dossibilities.

And so we look at 29:1U and what is the Hebrew word which is here translated marvell

ous? Mr. (1*) I-/Arr. ? (student) Yes. Yes, you have that word twice.

You have, therefore,behold, I am going to go on again, to do onee more, to continue, your

(l)i , to do, (l) to Lperhans Iebrew woi , to do wonderfully in relation to this

people, or to do (1 3/14.) * . It is a verbn of course in the biphil.

To do * >I? 'EJ to this people, and he says (1 3/14.) * J?2SuJ
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and then he says (2) * . You get the same root three times there, don't you?

And in the English they say, I'll proceed to a marvellous work, even a marvellous work and

a wonder. And it's (2k) * d- JPNJ R . And will oerish continually (?)

with them (2t,) . So that it is the verb related to this

adjective (2) * . And we translate that wonderful, the same root

is used when we speak of Christ in Isaiah 9. His name will be wonderful. But now in

modern English, when we say wonderful, we mean it's good, it's nice. But actia11y

wonderful doesn't mean nice, it means something to marvel at. It means something that is

magical or t'.--.t is supernatural, something that is beyond ordinary things of life, not just
mean when you use wonderful today.

scmething nice, as you But let's look at

() * J and right hcr I would say the most useful (3k) Brown Driver

and Briggs. can be very useful, because it can give you your words, give you ail i

w' what ther feel the root meant, and they an divide up its uses into different types of

use, and give you references wider each, but the vital thing with Brown's unabridged(3)

is not its definitions and Its references. They give you a meaning, then they give you

a refereice to sup-port it, and you can check whether you think their reference is supported.

And when they give a lot of references, you can say the chances they've made a mistake are

slight, but when they give only one or two for a meaning, it's very possible they have

niinter tdae-a-&ak¬e But it gives such a good number of refrences which makes it such an

extremely valuable book.

But you can go at a thing like this more quickly in many cases by looking in this

Englishman's concordance, because there you have all the cases of this root put together

with the English concepts and that give you a quick introduction to it. I think it is the

most useful tool for Old Testament study there is, this Englishman's-Hebrew Lexicon-

Hebrew Concordance. I was aLtet publishers for ten years trying to get them to maX a

reprint of this, different ones, they were repriñting good old books and I said if you'd

reprint this it wou1r. be aluab1e. I picked ie up second-hand. But then I was so

bppy a few years ago when it was reprinted and is now available. And I feel that every

one who takes the Old Testament seriously ought to have it.
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So now we look u in it, any of you ó\hAve it, it would. be a very useful thing

to bring to class, because we could. look up together on tters like this, it's a

thousand times better than any pocket dictionary of Hebrew. A pocket dictionary is all

right for the first semester, not much good after that. A pocket dictionary--every time

I think of a pocket d.ictionary,I didn't notice you had one-they can help for a quick

looking up), but every time I look at a pocket dictionary, I think of the first day I was

in Germany as a student. I had a little pocket dictionary and I used it for about four

days and after that I pretty well abandoned it except once in a rare time ttd look something

up in it, when I wanted something in a great hurry. But I had. a little pocket dictionary

and I went into a restaurant and ate and when I got through eating they didn't bring me

any bill, and I was in a hurry. They don't bring you any bill over there but you ask for

it. They consider it very discourteous to bring a bill to you so you're supDosed to ask

for it. One of our fellows made a joke, in the American (5-i-) Association.

He told about how he'd gone into a restaurant and he'd eaten his meal, he said. And when

he got through he pulled a novel out of his pocket, thought he'd read till they brought

him his bill. He said, three days later he finished the novel and looked up and there was

the waiter, eyes (5 3/Li.)

Of course, they wouldn't do that, they would have asked you long before that. But I was

in a hurry and I wanted to get my bill and go so I pulled out the little dictionary and

looked up "bill." It gave two German words, I d&d.n't know which word it was. So I took

the two words and looked in the back section where you looked u the German word and saw

what the English was to it. They gave two words: Schnabel and (6*)

I looked up Schnabel and it said the bill or beak of a bird. was bill or

account. So if I said, waiter bring me the schnabel he'd have thought I was plain out

of my head I am sure. He would never dream that when I said schnabel I eant

Well, if you have nothing better it can be very helpful.

But, we look here at (6 3/L4) * . Thy love to

me Is wonderful, this is the Lord's doing, it is marvellous. Now both of those could be

nice, couldn't they. Thy love to me was wonderful, that could be very nice. It is the
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Lord's doing, it is marvellous. But Proverbs 30:18, "There are three things which are

too wonderful for me What are the three things which are too wonderful for me? Let's

look at Proverbs 30:18. (7-i-)




serPent
What are they? "The way of an eagle in the air." The way of a ei4 on a rock, the

way of a ship in the midst of the sea, and the way of a man with a maid. Now the three

he mentions first, the eagle in the air. Is that wonderful, is it grand, is it lovely?

Well, maybe soule people think it was, but the way of a serpent on the rock, I don't think

many people would think it was just nice. What he's noting here about these three things

is not that they are nice but that they are mystericus, they amysterious. The way a

ship goes on a sea, it leaves..no track behind it, there's nothing visible of where to go,

but a good pilot knows how to find his way. It's mysterious, it's wonderful, it's beyond

my understanding. I'm not adept in this field. The way of a serpent on a rock. What's

the serpent going to do, which way is he going to turn? The way of an eagle in the air.

We can't get above the earth in our ordinary (8) . This eagle flies through

the air. It's not that it's nice, it's not that it's graceful, but it's wonderful, I

can't understand it. The way of a man with a maid. He's had two or three experiences

and found that they were just the oposite of what he had exected. It's beyond my corn

irehension, I don't understand (8 3/4) . It's too

wonderful. So it's not wonderful in a modern sense at all, it's mysterious. And we find

that the same word is used in Genesis 18:14 where the English translation is "Is anything

too hard for the Lord?" Well, now the English doesn't translate (9) *

there, is anything too wonderful for the Lord. Jcause that wouldn't give the idea even

four hundred years ago. Is anything too hard for the Lord. It means the mystery of it,

the problem of how to do it is beyond what the Lord could accomplish. Is anything like

that? No, of course not. But the English says, is anything too hard for the Lord. What

does hard mean? It means it's solid, if you pit your head against it, it's going to

break it, break your head off. But that's not what the Hehrew means. There's nothing

about solidity in (9k) * ? . But it's difficult, is anything too difficult?

It's this same word which is otherwise translated j wonderful. The essential meaning
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of it isn't difficult but it is perhaps--requires some working that is beyond our compre

hension, beyond our normal understanding, that there's a difficulty which is perhaps the

difficulty more of how to do it than of mere simple matter of force involved in it.

Exodus 320, I will smight ypt with all my wonders. Well, the Egyptians didn't think

it was very wonderful ")what God did in his plagues, they did think it was wonderful in

the sense that it was beyond their understanding, how he could work these marvellous

plagues which brought suh terrible calamities upon Egypt, because they would not let the

Israelites go. But it wasn't nice, it was a wonder, it was a miraculous thing, it was

something that was a display of God's wonderful power in ways beyond ordinary human under

standing. When you look through, you see these inferences here you have of the use of

(10 3/14.) * , of the verb and of the noun, and you see that where there are

cases where it is wonderful in the sense that it is good, beyond our understanding,

there are just as many where it's evil beyond our understanding, bad beyond our under

standing. It is something that,--now Deut.28:59 says, "Then the Lord will make thy

plagues wonderful." Would that be a good translation today? Then will the Lord make

thy plagues wonderful. We'll be all over them and it will be wonderful, won't it? That's

not what the idea is. The idea is the Lord will give you plagues which will be so bad

you dust can't understand it at all, how he could do such a thing. There'll be factors

in it that are just beyond your understanding. Then heLord--if you don't observe the

words of this law, the Lord will make thy plagues wonderful, and the plagues of thy seed,

even great plagues, and of long continuance, and sore si&nesses, and of long continuahce.

And he will bring on thee all the diseases of Egyrt. That wouldn't be a wonderful plight

would it? Oh, why this man, it's just wonderful what's happened to him, he's got cancer,

and he won't live long, just wonderful. We'd never say that. Wonderful, we mean nice.

We'd say terrible. I would have said terrific, but they wouldn't say that today. But

it means that it is something beyond our comprehension or our power or our ability. It

may be wonderfully good or wonderfully bad. And that's the word which is translated

marvellous here. I proceed to do a marvellous work among this oeople. Re means a work

which is something that man would not understand, man would not expect, man would not be

able to do. It is a divine work. We say, thatts divine, we often mean it's nice. But
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it's divine in the sense of power involved. It does not mean it's divine in the

sense of being pleasant. "I will proceed to do a marvellous work among this oeople."

That is the work of tremendous understanding, of tremendous power, something that you

never extect would happen. It doesn't mean it will be good, it may be good, it may be

bad, but it's beyond your normal understanding. What is the marvellous work he's going

to work among them? What does the last part of the verse say? He will do a marvellous

work among them, that what will hapoen? The wisdom of their wise men--they think they're

very wise, they made a clever deal with Tiglath-Pileser which protects them--the wisdom

of their wise men is going to perish. The understanding of their rudent men is going to

be hid. These great wise peoDle that are so wonderful, they won't be wonderful any more.

They are so outstanding in their abilities and everything. Well, God is going to reduce

teir abilities. He's going to make their wisdom and their understanding perish. Woe to

these people that think they're so wise and try to hide it from the Lord, and make their

clever secret plans with Tiglath-Pileser. They say who knows anything about this. You

just look and you'll see how wonderfully the land is protected by our clever scheme.

Look at this awful Hitler thing. We've got to be protcted from it so we're going to

make a deal with Stalin. Our President meets an the center of the Atlantic and makes the

Atlantic Treaty with Churchill and they say we're going to orotect the world, we're going

to give it freedom of speech, freedom of religion, freedom from fear,id freedom from

want, that's what were going to do. Wonderful. Now if they'd take the (lL)

platform and stand on it, it would be grand. But what's the next thing they do? They

say, well, we can't defeat Hitler and got a wonderful principle we stand on, but

we haven't got power enough to meet Hitler, to defeat Hitler, so we're going to get

some people that, even if they stand on the exact opoosite orinciple to what we've been

talking about, we will unite WJth them and work with them.
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t such a bad
fell-ow after all but here's the--they don't talk any more about their Atlantic Treaty

because they talk about freedom from fear, everybody in Russia is in constant terror for

his life, for torture and misery if he says a word that could even be jisunderstood to

be against the regime. There's no freedom of speech, there's freedom to believe anything

you want and (1) and you don't say anything about

it, but if that's freedom of religion. There's freedom to bow down before a shrine but

there's not freedom to tell anybody else about God's marvelous work for them, because

that's counter-revolutionary talk again (1*)

Now all the freedoms we claim to stand for, they were against, and yet we make a deal

with them in order to destroy Hitler. No wonder that after Hitler is destroyed we soon

find we are faced with a worse menace than Hitler ever was. And so that's exactly what

these men have done there, and the Lord says, woe to them that seek deep to hide their

counsel from the Lord, and their works in the dark, and they say, who sees us, who knows

us? God says, your turning of things upside down shall be esteemed as the potter's clay.

They were turning things upside down instead of letting God plan and standing by the

ideals, standing by the principles, and doing what they feel is God's will, they're act

ing as God, they're thinking we can plan that we're going to do in relation with Assyria.

We can use Assyria up to a certain point and then when the oér]wing surge lasses

through it bother us because we'll be safe because we've made friends with them,

and it'll help us. And there's many a man in Shanghai in these last few years--in Peking--

who thought that Chiang Kai Sek wouldn't have the power to hold out and. we'd better

get on the winning and so they began to give their support and hem to the Communists.

And then when the Communists came in, I don't know how. mush their help helped them to

get in, it helped some probably, after they came they said they are our friends and we're

strong for them, and then after a year or two they decided that these people were counter

revolution. They hadn't said or done anything except to have been known in the past

as people who had a little store of their own or owned a little property, so they were

predisposed not to stand for Communist ideology and they either took them out and

executed them or -out them in prison or subjected them to brain-washing. And. they were
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making themselves gods, they weren't going to stand on princioles, they were going to

rneuvër things in the world to bring things out the way it ought to be. These reooie

have been tryihg to use God, and to use the Assyrians, and to use the great forces as

potter's clay. They were molded and shaped like a potter molds and shaDes his vessel.

God said, your turning of things upside will be esteemed like potter's clay. You think

that God is Dotter's clay for you you're going to be potter's clay for him. It will be

esteemed as potter's clay. He said, the work say of him that made it, He made me

not? or shall the thing framed say of him that framed it, He had no understanding?"

God says stand for my principles, don't compromise with evil, if you're true to the Lord.,

He'll protect you and if He puts you though anything and you're really true to him, you'll

know that you shouldn't feel bad about it because it's part of his will for you and is

"in th
going to bring you blessinghey sat, were going to work things out according to

our clever scheme. He has no understanding of it, he isn't working things right, wetre

going to work it out. "Is it not yet a very little while, and Lebanon shall be turned

into a fruitful field, and the fruitful field shall be esteemed as a forest?" After

talking about these nobles, talking about these wise men, talking about their treating

God as potter's clay, he's going to turn around and treat themes potter's clay, then all

of a sudden he starts talking about Lebanon and the forest. Why does he bring agriculture

in all of a sudden. Why should we quit talking about peoole and talk about the forestr

of Lebanon and about a fruitful field. Who would give an answer to that? Mr.(L 3/U)

Steele? (student)

Yes, inOther words the suggestion is that this isn't talking about agriculture at all

but that it is a figure here. When you find something which 1iterallr doesn't fit, ask

yourself, can I see a way in which it can fit literally. But, if not, or even if I do,

is there a y to fit better, taking it as a figure instead of a literal expression?

And Mr. Steele suggests that since it doesn't seem to fit literally there might be some

y it could. But at least it seems more natural to think that it is a figiwtd4ree

pression and that the fruitful field, he isn't talking about some field, and that he isn't

talkng about a forest but he is using that as figures and they are opoosite. The wild.
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forest out there and the fruitful field where you grow all these lovely things--they're

opposite. And he has said that your turning things upside down is going to be esteemed as

potter's clay. I'm going to do a marvelous work, the wisdom of their wise men is going to

perish. He says one of these days you'll find that there's going to be a comlete revers

al. What is the reversal? What are the opposites involved? Which of these would repre

sent the nobles and wise men of Israel? Would they be that which is considered to be

Lebanon up in Syria? Or would they be that which is the fruitful field? Jesus talked about

the vineyard that doesn't bring forth the fruit and. God wants it to. And he curses the

vineyard because it's God's vineyard but it isn't bringing forth the fruit and so he lays

the curse upon it. And here we haze a fruitful field and we have Lebanon which is not in

Israel at all, it's up there in Syria. It's the forest, wild area outside the land, and

he says, isn't it--one of these days this territory outside, this great forest up there in

the heathen country is going to be a fruitful field. And the fruitful field where they've

known the law, they've known God's word, they've had access to it all these years, it's

going to be considered like a forest. What could that represent? Did it have anything

to do ith the wisdom of their wise men perishing? Did it have anything to do withtheir

turning things upside down? Did it have anything to do with their unwillingness to know

hit word and to understand and to read the book, making all kinds of excuses? What does

it actually mean? Was this fulfilled in the time of Abaz? Was it fulfilled in the time

of Hezekiah? Has it yet been fulfilled? Is there anything which would correspond to it

and reoresent a fulfillment O it? (student)

That would be a suggestion, wouldn't it? You find that in Ahaz, Ahaz was the wicked

leader, supiosed to be the leader of the house of David, but he's not obeying God. God

is going to replace him by his own king.

Now you have the nobles, the Jewish leaders, they're not ollowing the Lord. What's

he going to do? Is he going to consider them as outside the -pale? Consider them as a

forest of Lebanon, and, take the Gentiles and consider them as a fruitful field? Is it

possible that you have here a suggestion--just as you have in Ahaz there a prediction of

God's sending his own son instead of this wicked Ahaz--here a prediction "of God's turning
to the gentiles instead of the Jews? Is it possible that this is a prediction of this?
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Well, it certainly looks possible in the context, doesn't it? (student: very well.

) Yes. In that day, I think "in that day"

is better rendered "there is a day"--I mean for (9k) colloquial use, will be a

day". And there's goin,g to be a day, or you can take it "in that day" the day we've just

been talking about here, when Lebanon is changed, in that day you're going to find peole

we1ve thought of before as deaf and blind, that is they were outside the pale, they knew

nothing about the God of Israel, they knew about his love, the deaf and the blind, the

outsiders, they are going to hear the words of the book, they are going to see out of

obscurity. The wisdom of the wise men of Israel is going to.:erish but the blind and the

deaf are, out of obscurity, going to see, and the meek will inciease their joy in the Lord,

and the i,oor among men shall rejoice in the Holy One of Israel. Not the poor in Israel

will rejoice in the Holy One of Israel, but the poor of mankind, the people who were just

outside the tale, they were the Gentiles. They didn't amount to anything, they are going

to rejoice in the Holy One of Israel. And so--now this Bible here I have has no references,

Where is that verse quoted in the New Testament, number 13 and 14? Any of you have a

reference Bible, it probably has a note in the margin. (student)

Is it Matt. 15:8 and 9? Matthew 15:8,9, Jesus says, "Ye hypocrites, well did Isaiah

proohesy of you, saying, This people draweth nigh unto me with their mouth, and honoreth

me with their lips: but their heart is far from me." He takes it as a description of the

leaders of Israel in his day as well. Is not the other quoted, verse 14, is there any

reference to that? I have a feeling it is. (student (ii) )

1 Corinthians 1:19, he says, "the preaching of the cross is to them that -oerish foolishness:

...For it is written, I will destroy the wisdom of the wise," --.,.-,There he's sneaking in

general of the turning away of those that, with their background and their knowledge, you'd

think ought to understand it, but they haven't done it. They haven't accepted it.

Well, if that is what this means and if that's what this eans in Isaiah 29, it

certainly makes perfect sense to the context and all these different things fit together.

If it isn't what it means, what does it mean? Is it just a lot of words, just a lbt of

sentences? There would seem to be a very definite meaning. Let's look at Romans 11.
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And there in Romans 11 we find that Paul gives a figure of an olive tree, which evidently

stands for God's testimony. He starts 11 with the words, "Hath God cast away his people?"

He says, "God forbid." Then he says, there is an olive tree, God's testimony, an

olive tree, and he says in it that this olive tree, he says, in verse 17, if some of the

branches he broken off, and thou, being a wild olive tree, were graffed in among them, and

with them partakest of the root and fatness of the olive tree. Verse 20, well, because

of unbelief they were broken off, and thou standest by faith. Be not highrninded, but fear.

For if God soared not the natural branches, take heed lest he spare not thee also. Behold

the goodness and severity of God, on them which fell, severity; but toward thee, goodness-

the one from outside who was brought in. Verse 2L,., if thou wert cut out of the olive tree

which is wild by nature, and wert graffed contrary to nature into a good olive tree,how

much more shall these, which be the natural branches, be graffed iiitó their own olive tree?

For I would not, brethren, that ye should be ignorant of this mystery, lest ye should be

wise in your own conceits; that blindness in part is happened to Israel, until the fulness

of the Gentiles be come in. And then all Israel shall be saved.

So Paul says there is an olive tree of God's testimony and that was all of Israel, and

then, he says, God has lopped off a lot of the btanches of it and has grafted in other

branches from wild olive trees, he's turned to the Gentiles and brought the Gentiles in,

but he says, the time is coming when all of Israel will itself be grafted back into its

own olive tree, and so all Israel will be saved. Well, now, this would. seem to be to

the first Dart of that a parallel, wouldn't it? The lopping off of the natural branches,

the wisdom of the wise men iDerishing, the turning of things upside down esteemed a

potter's clay, Lebanon is turned to a fruitful field, and. the fruitful field is turned

into a forest. And so the deaf and the blind, those who were outside, they now hear the

words of the book, they now understand it; they see out of obscurity, because the terrible

one is brought to nought, the scorner is consumed, all that watch for iniquity is cut off,

these who have been going into wickedness, they're cut off. Then verse 22 continues,

therefore thus saith the Lord--who is the Lord?--he's the Lord who redeemed Abraham.

How did Abraham get into the olive tree of God's appointment. Did. he get ahead because

he came of a certain family! Did he get ahead because he was such a good man? He got
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in there because the Lord redeemed him. It was odIs work that rut Abraham into it, it

was God's work. God redeemed Abraham.

Isaiah 17. (i.)

.the "thus saith the Lord" that redeemed Abraham shows pretty well that the Jews get

into the Olive tree of God's blessing, God's testimony, because God chose to out them

there. Well he says the Lord who redeemed Abraham aaid. of the house of 7atbb, "Jacob

will not now be ashamed, neither will his face?x .oa1e.t Well, why won't it? Jacob

sees that all these descendants of his who were the wise men, the scribes, the dis-outers

of this world, the leaders in thought, the nobles of Israel, they're cast off. God has

cast off his people, they haven't accepted Christ, they're not in the line of testimony.

Well, you'd think Jacob would wax pale, but no, he says, Jacob won't be ashamed, nor
1ut

would his face wax pale,/when he sees his children, the work of my hands, not his children

by natural generation, but those whom God has taken as the work of His hands, and grafted

into the olive tree, so that they are part of the true Israel of God. They are tart of

the testimony, art of the olive tree, but they were taken out of a wild olive tree, and

grafted in, contrary to nature, They are Jacob's children but they are that, not bedause

they happened to be born naturally that, but because they're the work of God's hands. And

so when God redeems Israel (1 3/1+) that Jacob sees his children, the work

of my hands, in the midst of him, they will sanctify my name and sanctify the Holy One

of Jacob and fear the God. of Israel. And so Jacob the ancestor, you think of looking

ahead at Israel, and seeing their turning away and the casting aside of &lrge portion

of Israel, can rejoice because he has so many new children who are the work of God's

hands, who were grafted into the olive tree, but, verse 21+ parallels the end of Romans 11:

they that erred in spirit, not those who were blind and deaf, those who were outside of

the testimony, but those who were in but have erred in spirit, have been cast out, they

also are going to come to understanding, and they that murmured, they're going to learn

doctrine. And so all Israel shall be saved when they are grafted in again to their owh

olive tree, and, think, Paul says, what that's going to mean to the world, when they
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re brought In wi.tn. tue otherb. And so if this is the correct interpretation of the last

half of this chapter, it parallels Isaiah 7 with its declaration of the appointment of

God's own king in place of this unworthy descendant of the house of David, by the replace

ment of the leacers, of the nobles, by people from the Gentiles who are God's selection,

who are grafted into the olive tree, justifies that they that erred, are cast off for a

time, are eventually the nation to be brought back and all to be grafted into their own

olive tree.

And so if this is a parallel to Romans 11, all these many things just fit into place

and it gives you--I would say it's the key that unlocks the chapter--it gives you an under

standing of the progress that is described in this chapter. And if it isn't, as far as I

can see, it's just a mass of unrelated. verses. Which, of course, you could have in a

chapter, just condemnation, condemnation, rebuke, and the unrelated. But there's a

progress in this chapter. And the progress seems to marvellously (not marvellously)

to parallel the picture that Paul gives. It seems to me that very often in these chapters

you may have to hunt and hunt for the key. I felt that I'd found it when I decided to

(l)watch what was the correct interpretation of 17. When I saw that for 17 and apolied that

key to the rest, it just all fell into place. And then I saw the New Testament parallel

(L) Mr. Lawrence? (student)

Well, in Isaiah 7, the kg has made his clever scheme and God says it will come to naught.

Here, the nobles have made their clever scheme, God says it comes to naught. And God says

to Ahaz, hear ye now, ye house of David, behold the Lord will give you a sign, he will

send his son Ininianuel. And. that is to say, he's rebuking him. Here is Ahaz, he's an

unworthy descendant of David, sitting in David's place. God is going to send his own

appointment for it, his own son. He says to the nobles here, you are leading them astray.

You are working your clever schemes instead of trusting God. God is going to work a

change, the wisdom of you wise men will, perish, and he will substitute those of hiw own

appointment to be for a time the leaders of God's oeoole, until the time eventually when

they're (j-) . Yes? (student)
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Yes, I would think so. It is dealing with the future as to the Gentile nations. Well,

of course, in Isaiah we're told that Christ is going to be a light to the Gentiles.

That's very clearly told in the book of Isaiah. (student)(5 3/U)

Yes, I would. say that to some extent. I wouldn't quite say it that way. I would say that

nn is here to do his best, to use his brain, and to use his body, but he's to use them

in line with God's commands and God's purposes, and when he starts twisting and compro

mising and going against the clear -orinciples of the Word, thinking he will bring good

out of it that way, then he comes under this condemnation. (student)(6--)

Yes. That's right. But you can show even the unbelievers how they're turning aside from

standing on principles. Yes, that's right. But it's a step in the direction of the know

ledge of Christ, to see that there is such a thing as ethical Drinciles, that's a step

in that direction. And to see that thetr lever schemes that disregard ethical principles

don't work. I think that's a step in that direction, not a big step but a definite step.

Oh, I would think so. I would think that Christians are the salt in our civilization.

They're what keep it together and keep it from putrefying, and the Lord wants us to be

the salt of the earth. The Christians are the salt of the earth. And our -primary duty

is to lead others to know Christ. But as a side activity, we do good to all men, and

our very presence gives them a protection and a happiness which they could not have

otherwise, which comes from the passing on of ethical principles to them, to some extent.

Which doesn't o them any good eternally unless they go a step further and actually tome

to believe in Christ, but which is a help to them in even their life here. We are the

salt of the earth. We are the light of the world to lead them to Christ, but were also

the salt of the world that does them good while we're here. Yes? (student)(8+)

I would think that the immediate future is dealt with very definitely from verse 1 to

verse 8, and the situation of the people, 9 to 13. the present situation is dealt with

but Jesus says it also fits the people of Et-dky. But I would think that verse 14 to 24

is not dealing with the immediate situation but showing the evehtual results which are

- -
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going to come from the attitude which is visible in the immediate future. (student)

Yes, but he's saying the marvellous work that he says here is the wisdom of their wise

men perish, and. I don't think that the destruction of Sennacherib was the wisdom of the

wise men perishing. It doesn't seem to me that that can possible be apolied to that.

But that is rebuke to Israel rather than victory. I would question whether this could

be applied. ott1iy to anything except that in the (9*)

But he first , and they

each are soecific. I don't think we're justified. in taking the first 8 or 9 verses and

saying they describe somethifl.Ye. 9 baew., I think they (9 3/!4)

and I question whether you can find any really satisfactory

that hapoened before the time

of Christ. But it certainly seems to describe what happened after Christ, right after,

and then it points on to the end of this age when all Israel will- be saved. (student(lO)

Yes, well, of course, verse 15, all of what follows here is in the light of their oreseht

attitude and their present attitude is described very definitely in verse 15 as it is in

9 through 13. It is in view of the attitude which they showed then, and which will con

tinue to be shown by the Pharisees, it is in view of that attitude that God Is (104)

the turning of his favor away from Israel. He will

eventually bring them back (io) . (student)W` 3/Li.)

Yes, that's one of the big, things we learn, is to learn how to re-think it. But I think

that we bring obscurity rather than clarity when we try to say that in everything he is

using both. That everything is both near and far. I think we can see some things that

are definitely near, some"-.things that are definitely far, somethings may give the

principle that apolies all the way through, but in most cases if it's a specific event

we can hunt for something to show whether it's the nearer or whether it's the farther,

but i all will be logically related and all of this is related to the situation and
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the attitude theytve show Its going to have an immediate result of misery but odIs

going by his own power to protect them from the immediate result of misery. It's going

in the end to mean that he turns his favor away from his eople for a time. Not just

the fact those people hae this attitude but the fact that that attitude is continued

as shown in Jesus' day. Anc1 that's going to mean a turning away for a time but eventually

he's going, of his own. grace and purity of his grace, again to bring them back and to

bring then in. But I think in most cases it's helpful to say this-is it, unless it's

clear that the principle (12) , is it near or is it far? And

there may be cases which apply to both but I thihk they're few, very few. Well, that's

fine. I judge from the way you people are putting your books away that maybe it's

getting near twenty after. So we shall have to mention the lesson for next time very

rapidly, and there's one other thing I w*ttt to mention too. Z may have to be away for

about three weeks in the course of the semester and therefore I posted on the board-

I mean they've put on the schedule--a special hour for church history and a special hour

for systematics. Now we don't have Mr. Fawcett here, or Mr. Bu.an, either one. Well,

then I cant raise the question today. I was going to raise the question about some-
qne of

times using/those special hours for this class instead of one of them. So we could

make up for the three weeks I'll be away. But those of you who are here in Church

History or in Prophets, it wouldn't make the slightest difference whether we have a

special class in Church History or a scecial class in Isaiah. But for a man like Mr.

Burdan or Mr. Ritter and perhaps Mr. Fawcett (13*) can be done on a small schedule.

And for Mr. . It might make a difference. And you see those special

hours I have are Tuesday at 2:30 and Thursday at 2:30. And I could take one of those

to--let me ask, is there anyone for whom Tuesday at 2:30 would be very inconvenient?

Yes, you mean you work till then? (student: 3 o'clock) And that's alo/ Thursday?

You work till three? You couldn't give till 3:30 either then? So If we made up two

or three hours either Tuesday or Thursday you'd hato miss it. (student: I would miss

(13 3/L) . Yes. But if you did, it would be

immaterial which hour it was. So that as far as you're concerned, whether it's Tuesday

or Thursday is immaterial, in either case you'd have to (l14)
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How about you, Mr. . Yes. Tuesday will be far better for you than Thursday.

Well, maybe we ought to try to make it Tuesday if we can, rather than Thursday. 3ut we

won't *e it next Tuesday. (iZ4)

we could do it on a Tuesday even on short notice, couldn't we? Cause he's usually here

anyway. Well, we'll see then. But Thursday would be bad for you? Although, of course,

has the recorder
sirce Mr. Ritter ha it-epee maybe you could look at the recorder. Maybe that wouldn't

be so b (lL) . Well, then, as to the lesson--I

better talk rapidly since the time is moving along. On the lesson for next time, please

everybody who's taking this for undergraduate credit be sure to get in

Isaiah 18. (")

See if you can see in vere 30 on each verse what is involved. Is thts a picture of the

coming of Christ? Is this a picture of mak.ng a treaty with Assyria? Is it a picture

of relation with Egypt? Is it a picture of the turning to the Gentiles? Is it a picture

of the defeat of Sennacherib's army? Can you give an idea of the main thought of the

verse? Now there may be a lot of verses that it would take a lot of study to decide.

I'm not asking you to bother with that now. I'm asking you to ae what you can get

that's obvious about each verse in 30 and if possible in 31. And see if you can find

certain subjects which occur quite a bit in one or both these chapters. See if you can

see anything about a general outline of the two chapters and then go in to the specific

study--say, I think we'd do better to --yes, let's look at 30 and 31 but particularly at

31, rather than 30, and it wouldn't even hurt if you looked entirely at 31, and see what

ip it talking about.
you can decide about specific meaning of 31--what/the J--4M4c4--about-. Also 30 as

much as you have time but take 31 first. That's reversing the order but I think it'll

save some time.

Last week (?) we went over the rest of chapter 29. We had several absent which I

was sorry for because it was rather inmortant material. I trust that everyone who either

was here last time or who has heard the record of last time understands fully the re

lationship of chapter 29 to chapter 7 and also to Romans 11, and has seen how every
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asoect of this latter part of 29 fits right in to the teaching and to the progress of it.

Unless--if anybody wasn't here and hasn't heard the lecture I wouldn't feel right to go

over the material (3)

But anybody who has done either of those two that would have any questions or anything,

now is the time for it, otherwise we'll go on to chapter 31.

And as I explained to you last time, I think that it is wise for us to take 31

b'fore we take 30. Now 30 only has 33 verses and 31 has 9 verses, so that actually 30

is three and a half times as long as 31. I trust that everyone was able to get a good

thorough understanding of 31, and also to get a very considerable analysis of 30. I

asked you to study 31 very carefully and then to study 30 iDerhaDs superficially, of

course, to see its relation to 31. This may seem strange to reverse the order of two

chapters but I think the reason*" will become apparent as we go on. Now how many of

you would-- (break in record)

...three expositions of this and they've agreed in certain things and they've disagreed

in certain things and I don't want to say this fellow right on this point and this

one on this and this one on this point, I want to look at them definitely to see they

taught. We've had. three rather interesting presentations. They've all agreed on certain

things. One thing I must say that I like that Mr. Steele did was to tie this up with

Hezekiah's deliverance from Sennacherib. I don't remember that being specifically

mentioned though it may have been in mind, but Mr. Steele specifically tied it up to

all that, and I would like to suggest that perhaps that is a good point of taking hold

of it. We, of course, are following on 28 and 29. There could be a sharp break but we

assume there isn't unless we find evidence there is. We studied 30 yet so we

up o On the assumption--or let's not say on the assumption--are just assuming,f. the present, /e make a hypothesis and then we examine it to see

if it fits. And the hypothesis is that 28 and 29 are followed by 30 and 31. Now to see
would be

whether this hypothesis fits or not, one thing to do ix to see whether the sharD break

is at the beginning, middle or end of 30. That I don't want to (5k)

with now. So that element we leave aside for the present. But the second thing to see

whether it follows after is to see whether it is related in thought to what precedes.

Now you remember 28 dealt with a wicked alliance, and this wicked alliance was an
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alliance to deliver Zion from an Ephraimitic attack by allying with Assyria. And what

he said is that this will not work because when the overflowing scourge comes through

you'll be trodden down. In other words, you're making this alliance with Assyria,

thinking you're going to be safe from everybody by getting Assyria on your side to

deliver you from the rest, but actually Assyria is going to be just as bad to you as to

anybody else. When the overflowing scourge comes through, you'll be trodden down. So

that--but then in the end God works in his appointed time so it may not necessarily come
29

immediately. It will come if it be the Lord's will. Then immediately after that, aiia

starts with Jerusalem in a very miserable situation, which we said represents Jerusalem

in the situation produced by the Assyrians, when the buffer states are removed, then

eventually Assyria will come right to them. Eventually Assyria will attack, will take

most of Judah, Jerusalem will be as if it was shut in, threatened with siege any minute,

but after showing Jerusalem in a bad situation, verses 1 to 14., God says in verses 5 to 8,

God will suddenly, marvellously, miraculously intervene to deliver Jerusalem from the

Assyrians. Now here we have a progress of thought to the future. Here you are, wicked

alliance with the Assyrians. God says it serve its ourpose. It will protect you

from the Israelites but God could do that if he wanted to. But as far as Assyria is

concerned it brings right next to them, so it puts you in a bad spot. You're going to

get in this bad soot and have the misery of 2q:l.L4 but God is going to deliver you out

of it. He doesn't say you deserve to be delivered. He doesn't say you're going to

repent. He doesn't say you're going to turn to him. He says he, of his own marvellous

grace, is going to deliver you. That's 29. Then, of course, he goes on in 29 and

shows the objection of (7-i) people to their wickedness.

Now in 30 the suggestion is made that in verse 8 we have the Assyrian falling,

fleeing from the sword and his young men discomfited and he passes over to his stronghold

in fear. Well, that would sound like a defeat of Assyria. Is that parallel with the

defeat of Assyria in chapter 29:5-8 of which the historical books tell us that it is in

volved in the attack of Sennacherib failing because of the terrible nic which destroyed

so much of the army. Well, it might be. Verse 6 is certainly simply an exhortation.
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That can be anything. That's not a prediction. Turn to him from whom the children of

Israel have deeply revolted. That doesn't say they're going to repent. It calls/ them

to repent. It calls them to repent, and it says that they ought to turn to God. Well,

you can say in Ahaz time they ought to turn to God. You can look forward to Hezekiah's

time and say you should turn to God, you can look at any time when you should turn to

God. But here he says turn to God because the day is coming when you will see the

worthlessness of your1ols. That can be looking forward to the invasion of Senracherib.

The time when the peoDle see there's just no help from these idols, Senracherib is just

bound to get us, there's nothing we can do. But God says, God's going, to deliver you

from the Assyrian. The Assyrian is going to fall, with the sword of a mighty man. No,

not with the sword of a mighty man. What does that mean. Well, now it's not going to

be a great big strong giait, it's not going to be Saul the King of Israel that delivers

the people from Goliath, it's going to be little David, an insignificant fellow, just

a kid, a mean man, not a mighty one. So we say, then shall the Assyrian fall, not with

the sword of a mighty man but of a mean man. But that's not what he says here. Not

with the sword of a mighty man, and the sword, not of a mean man, shall devour him.

Well, what kind of a man is not a mighty man or a mean man, is that just a man sort of

in the middle? He's not strong, he's not weak, he's just sort of in the middle. What

do you think he means? (student)(lO)

Yes. It woritt be any kind of a man, it won't be a strong man, it won't be a weak ian,

it won't be any kind of a man, it will be the Lord. The Lord, the Angel of the Lord,

tomes forth and smites the troous. And so it is not the sword of a mighty man, it's

not the sword of a mean man, it is the power of the Lord that destroys. Well, when

was the Assyrian destroyed by the power of the Lord. Surely that's pointing to the

destruction of Sennacherib. So it would seem that that phrase would pinpoint this

pretty closely, wouldn't you think. That we have here a prediction of the deliverance

from Sennacherib, exactly as we had/it before, as we had in chapter 29.

Now Mr. Fawcett said it predicts they're going to repent but I don't find that,

I don't see any mention they will repent. He calls on them they ought to repent,
but I don't see, in this partiularp&ssag any prediction they're going to. I was
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afraid he was going to jump to a conclusion because I didntt see the evidence of that.

I ththught he had many points that were very excellent but that particular one, I thought

he had erred. Because he mentions what God is going to do but it's God's free grace.

It's not response to man's repentance, I see no mention that man does repent. (student:

(11)

Yes. That's a rossiblity, that their putting away their idols could mean they're going

to repent but I think that what it means is not they're going to repent but that they're

going to see that the idols can't do anything foi' them. You're going to get into such

an awful situation, you're going to say, aw what's the use of trusting these idols.

They can't do a thing to help us (l1).

Mr. Ritter? (student (li)

The sword not of a strong man, the sword not of a-mean man, well whose sword? The sword

of the angel of death. (student (11 3/Li.)

Yes. I think that Sennacherib woke up in the morning and. behold these thousands of his

men were ji't dead corpses. Well, then he may have fled from the Sword or he may

have fallen from the Judean's sword, because he had so few men left that if the

Israelites had come now, he be able to resist them. He flees from fear, I

think is the main thing there. He flees as a result of God's sword, but he still, he's

afraid of the sword of the little Judah, it's more than sufficient for what's left of

his army after the Lord's gotten through with it. Yes? (student (12-)

Well, it certainly includes the idols but it may go farther than that. (student)

Yes. And they find that nothihg else is any good, they're just at the end of their re

sources. They're like the man, the captain in the boat, who said we're in a terrible

situation. We can only look to God for helo. A woman said, "We must look to God for

help? Has it come to that?" Terrible to be in a situation in which we must look to

God for help. Of course, what he means is theie's nothing else we can do. It's God

or nothing. We always should look to God for help but when we find, that we have nothing
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else we can look to, it's either God or nothing. And there's these people are. We go

along with our petty little concerns and we work everything out so nice and neat and

everything's fine and then all of a sudden the Lord sends an interposition xE we find,

they're just useless, nothing we can do. We've got to trust him, there's nothing else

to trust. And it siin-oly is a pidture of people at the end of their resources, as they

certainly were when enachribg forces were around them. There was just nothing more
could

they ii do. Mr. Sutton, you had a question? (student (13 3/Li.)

Yes, well let's not go back to three--oh, what about 3b, fine. (student)

Isaiah 19. ()

Let's leave that for the moment because I'm trying to work my way back to that. I'm

starting at the end, let's come to that a little later. I'm starting at the end simply

because we have something to take over. We have something here which seems to tie

with the beginning of 29. And it connects u-n in the tie. It's as if the people are-

he's saying--you get the Assyrians to help you from Ephraim and from Syria and you'll

find the buffer states are gone, you'll be face to face with the Assyrians, you'll be

in an awful situation. You will be in the situation which is described in the beginning

of 29 in which Ariel, the hearth of God, the city where David dwelleth, is in a situation

of such terrible distress and misery. You'll be in that situation. But then he says in

verse 29, God will deliver you out of it by his own strength, by a powerful, sudden

interposition in ways that man could not accomplish. Here, he says, the Assyrian is

going to fall by no man's activity, but he's going to fall and flee and be discomfited,

and pass over to his stronghold for fear, and his Drines will be afraid of the ensign,

saith the Lord whose fire is in Zion, and his furnace in Jerusalem. Where is your fire

and your furnace? At your hearth, isn't it? So it ties right up with the hearth of God.

We start in chater 2r), woe to the hearth of God, the city where David dwelt. It's the

hearth, it's where they make their sacrifice. They're killing all these many sacrifices,
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but it's not going to do them any good, making it a hearth in that sense. It's going

to be the hearth where God has his fire, his furnace where God. podrs out his wrath,

where they feel God's misery, where God shows his power. And now we hark back to that,

we say, the fire is in Zion, and his furnace in Jerusalem. making your

sacrifice, you're making it your fire, your furnace, but it's God's fire, for he shows

forth his wonderful work, he nuts them in this terrible situation as a result of their

sin, and then he takes them out of it by his marvellous work.

So the last verse of 31 ties right up with the first verse of 29. So that 8 and 9

are describing the deliverance from Assyria by divine power. 6 is saying you should re

pent because the time is coming when you're going to be at the utter end of your re

sources, there's nothing you can do about it. But God is going to deliver you from it.

Now what about 5. Do you find anything in 5 that connects UD with any of the thoughts

we have been speaking about? Is five telling about God's judgment or God's deliverance?

It's talking about the deliverance, isn't it? He's talking in 5 about a deliverance,

a deliverance of Jerusalem by the Lord. So that ties right up with P and 9, doesn't it?

He says, in P and 9, God's going to deliver from Assyria. Don't you think he says in 5

God's going to deliver from Assyria. The Lord's going to defend Jerusalem. Who is he

going to defend them from? Unless he's talking about the istmediate situation under Ahaz

of deliverance from Ephraim and Syria, it must be Assyria. So verse 5 may be parallel

to P and 9. Now can it be parallel to P and 9? The Lord is going to defend Jerusalem

and deliver them. All right. And he's going to preserve them. He's going to defend

them, going to deliver them, going to preserve them. Three terms for the fact that

the Lord is going to protect Jerusalem. But now how is the Lord going to protect

Jerusalem? Is he going to send some big bombers? As birds flythe Lord will defend

Jerusalem, isn't that a prediction of big bombers to come to defend them. The big

bombers don't defend, they attack. And anyway they never heard of bombers in those

days. Anyway it's men that send bombers, not the Lord. The Lord might conceivably

use men for the purpose, but verse 8 says the Assyrian will fall with the sword, not

of human beings. Now here t says, as birds flying, the Lord will defend Jerusalem.
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Passing over he will preserve it. Defending also he will deliver it. Don't you think

that the idea of the birds flying, in this connection, would suggest simply birds hover

ing, just like a mother bird, you might say, over a nest. Or perhaps a bird, you see it

up in the air, it flies past, there's nothing you can do about it. They didn't have guns

in those days. There's nothing you can do about it, and yet there doesn't seem to be

anything that it can do to you, it's something that is quite remote from ordinary human

activity. Not with a great force coming, not with an army comng, not sth a ans,

but in a way that is beyond human effort, just like birds flying past. The Lord passes

over and defends Jerusalem, the Lord uses his supernatural power in a way that you cannot

touch in any way, it's his d¬fence of Israel, not of a mean man, not of a mighty man,

just like birds hovering, the Lord defends his people, the Lord. is going to do it.

So that would fit again with the supernatural deliverance by sending his plagues to

kill Sennacherib's forces. And this certainly is a nicture of God's deliverance, God's

protection, so would not verse 5 then, and 8 and 9, go together? Then we come to the

question, what is verse 4? Is verse L a part of the first three, 1 to L? Or does verse

L. go with verse 5? Now in 1 to 3 there's a rebuke, from 1 to 3 there's a condemnation.

Is verse Dart of the condemnation or is it part of the unexpected, gracious deliver

ance? Well, as it stands in our English it says, the Lord will come down to fight for

Mount Zion, and for the hill thereof. That is he's going to fight for them. Well,

of course, then that's deliverance, so that fits with what follows. That must this

(6 3/1i) ? The Hebrew says in the end of verse

there that the Lord "will come down to fight," (7) *

to fight * mount Zion, and * the hill. And that word * *J' is un

fortunately rather ambiguous. It may mean upon. The Lord. will come down to fight upon

mount Zion. You're going to have the Lord fighting at this place, but which side is he

going to be on? It may meati the Lord is going to fight concerning them. He's going to

have such an interest in them that he is fighting there. That could be fighting for them.

Or it could mean the Lord is going to fight against them. The * very often means

against, so that you are just exactly in the situation where you say, America and Germany

fought together in the last war, America and England fought together in the last r,
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and they're both true. Amerifa fought with Germany in the last war. Ameria fought with

England in the last war. With in one case means against, in the other case it means by

the side of, and " has both possibilities. So from the Hebrew in this case you

cannot tell whether the King James Version is correct or not in saying that the Lord is

fighting on their side. There are two possibilities there, verse Li, the Lord is fighting

against mount Zion, or the Lord is fighting on the side of mount Zion. They think it

means on the side of mount Zion. If that is what it means, then it goes with 5 and the

first three go together. If it means against, then it goes with the first three verses.

Thus saith the Lord-now let's take each of the hypotheses and see what we get.

Suppose we take the hypothesis that it means fighting on the side of Jerusalem.

Thus saith the Lord, just as a lion ahd a young lion when it's roaring on its prey, a

multitude of shepherds come out but he's not afraid of them, they can't affect him, he

doesn't hold back at all on account of that. So when the Assyrian hots are here all

around, threatening, God can just come down and fight for mount Zion like birds flying

he protects them and delivers them, and &ñ. this great Assyrian force means nothing to

him. That fits perfectly with what follows, if you take it that way.

Now if you take it the other way, thus the Lord has said, as the lion and the young

lion stands arid a multitude of sheDherds can't do anything against them, so the Lord

comes down to fight against mount Zion, and all the oeoDle of Israel aren't able to do

amything to deliver themselves from his attack. But when would that be? I don't know

when the Lord in those days made an attack on mount Zion and destroyed it. He did later

on. He sent the Babylonians a hundred and fifty years later and they destroyed it. But

there's no mention of the Bah3rlonians in this chapter, and the chapter ends with the

Assyrians and it would be rather strange to look to the destruction of Jerusalem and then

come back to the deliverance under Sennacherib. (student (10) Where do you find the

destrudtion of Jerusalem?) Were fighting against them. (student)

No. but to fight against... (student)

Where? (student)

Well, let's say, verse 4, as Mr. Smitley suggests, all this multitude of shepherds
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make all their noise and their racket but the Lord will do what he wants in spite of it,

against mount Zion. But then, in verse 5, he'll defend them, he's going to fight against

them but as birds flying he'll defend them. In that case, your sudden, sharo transition

comes between verses L. and 5. In the other case it comes between 3 and L.

Now what are verses 1 to 3 talking about? Verses 1 to 3 are not talking about the

Assyrian alliance. I think I wobid suggest first a hypothetical thing. Here are the

nobles. Isaiah imagines the nobles talking. They don't talk to him, they want to get

rid of him, out of the banquet hail. But he imagines them talking. Perhaps he writes

this up later,ake the words he gave in the banquet hail and then go on and deal with

the future and distribute them. Perhaps he goes out and says to the people, here's what

I did in the banquet hail, I said this to them, and then if I'd had a chance I would have

gone on and talked this way. I mean -- we don't know. But at least, I think, in

imagination, or in reality, he's talking to the nobles. And he's saying to the nobles,

you are not going to be able to deliver yourselves from the Assyrians. Here you go and

you make an alliance with the Assyrians in order to deliver you from Syria and Eohraim.

That's not going to orotect, if you get rid of the buffer states you'll have Assyria

right against you. That's going to nut you in a worse situation than before. The

nobles come back and say, well, supoose it does. Suppose we find that the buffer

states are gone and now Assyria facesnd we're in real danger from Assyria and our

orinciple of the balance of power is no longer any good for us, well, in that case we'll

just make an alliance with Egypt. There's that mighty empire of Egypt on the other side

and they won't want Assyria, they're just too strong. So if Assyria gets that strong

and they're a menace to us we'll just send to Egpot and Egyot will help us. Arid Isaiah

says, well, he says, so you're going to carry on your game principle of trusting in

the wicked, that you've used for Assyria, now you're going to look to Egypt for help.

He says, it won't help you, it won't do any good. Well, now that is a hypothesis to

a suggestion for the meaning of verses 1 to 3. The verses fit in perfectly with that

hypothesis. But we don't have to leave it as a hypothesis because I believe we find

evidence that they did exactly this thing. That they did send to Egypt and get help
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from Egypt against Assyria, or tried to get it. Now, I didn't look up before coming in

to see where evidence is hutoi
this

I think I've located some fairly readily. Let's

look into Isaiah, the historical account of this, chapter 36 and 37. There we find,

in chapter 36, that in the 14th year of King Hezekiah, Sennacherib came against the de

fenced cities of Judah and took them and the king of Assyria sent Rahshakeh from Lachish

to Jerusalem to King Hezekish with a great army.

Isaiah 20. ()

Verse U said, And Rabahakeh said to them, say to Hezekiah, thus saith the great king of

Assyria, what confidence is this on which you're trusting? Verse 6,, Lo, thou trustest

in the staff of this broken reed, on Egypt: whereon if a man lean, it will go into his

hand, and pierce it so is Pharaoh king of Egypt to all that trust in him. Now why did

he say that if Hezekiah was not, or either actually doing it or his nobles were urging

him to, making an alliance with Egypt to get Egyptian help against Assyria.

Now if you look over to chapter 37 you find that verse 8, Rabshakeh returned and

found the king of Assyria warring against Libnah: for he had heard that he was de

parted from Lachich; and he heard say concerning Tirhakah king of Ethiopia (who, by the

way, was also king of Egypt at this time. He was the king of Ethiopia who'd become

also king of Egypt), he is come forth to make r with thee. And when he heart it, he

sent messengers to Hezekiah. So they heard that the king of Egypt was out there to

help Hezekiah against them. So there's evidence here that actually they either did go

to Egypt for help or they strongly consIdered3't least, that there was a movement,
turned to

when they etee against Assyria, looking fi the Egyptians as a source of helD.

God says, it won't do you any good. You look to Assyria for help against Israel and

Syria, you just nut yourself in a worse position, you're facing Assyria with no buffer

states between. Now if you look to Egyt for help against Assyria, thatvon't do you

any good. You'll find Assyria is more than a match for you and Egypt put together.

But, God says, I'm going to deliver you by my own strength and my own force. Nothing
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you do is going to do it but Itm going to intervene just as a wonderful evidence of

mighty power. And so he delivers them from Assyria.

Well, these first 3 verses then start with our theme, Woe to them that go down to

Egypt for help, and trust in chariots and horses. They don't trust in the Holy One of

Israel. And yet the Lord also is wise, he can bring hard luck to you, d!fflcu1ties to

you. He won't take back the words that he said, if ye will arise against the house of

evildoers, and agains the help of the wicked forces like the Egyptians. The Egyptians

are men, and not God, their horses are flesh, and not spirit. When the Lord stretches

forth his hand, the Egyptian force will prove to be useless to help you and you who are

to be helped will fall down, they will all fail together, you will be in an awful plight,

you'll be in the plight which is described in the first four verses of chapter 29, when

you're shut in with the Assyrian forces all through your land, ther''s hothing you can

do, you're absolutely at the end of man's resources, the situation described in verse 7

when every man cast away his idols of silver and gold, there's nothing y' can trust in

because they!-Fe no good to him, but right n that situation when you're at the end of

your resources, the Lord of hosts will come down and fight for mount Zion, and for the

hill thereof, as birds flying, so will the Lord defend Jerusalem, defending he will

deliver it, rssing over he will preserve it. The Assyrians will fall, not by human

instrumentality, will be discomfited and flee and God, whose fire is in Zion, and furnace
a

in Jerusalem, will give he visible evidence to all of Jerusalem to remember forever
ix Kings, and

and to write uu at length in Isaiah and/in Chronicles, of his wonderful power in deliv

ering from the mighty Assyrian forces.

Now, well now whether--I must say to me, for thus /ha.th the Lord spoken, beginning

of L, suggests to me more strongly that L goes with 5 for all general (L4)

But on the other hand, I don't think you can prove it, I thihk you can interpret U in

such a way as to mean the Lord is going to bfing all this against mount Zion, he's

going to (Li. 3/Li.) and bring in the Assyrians. But,

in verse 1 so the Lord will defed you. You have a sharp transition, it's either be

tween 3 and U, or between U and 5. As far as the thought is concerned 1 to 3 is clear

what it is. 5 to 9 is clear what it is. 4 (5)
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can go with what follows. And whicheverU put it, it just adds one more verse to

that, it doesn't affect the thought, either way. So, though I incline toward thinking

that the transition is a little less sharp, and a little pore natural, if 4 is with 5,

been nroven
than with 3, I don't think it's eee1ie4, I think that a Derson is perfectly at

liberty to make the other judgment if he wants. But as to the main teaching of the

chapter, there's no question. 1 to 3 on one side, 5 to 9 on the other. Which side is

4 going in? Well, it doesn't affect the thought. It doesn't add anything new in either

case, tt merely $ substantiatand enlarges what is In either one, whichever one you
'1.

(5 3/4) choose.

The Lord is so strong that the Jeww and the Egyptians together can do nothing against

him, but the Lord is going to defend Jerusalem by his own power. Or they're all going

to fail together, they can't defend you, but the Lord says he is like the lion in the

shepherd's camp (5) and he is going to defend Jerusalem.

(6*) . 1 to 3 are clear, 5 to 9

are clear. I believe that in chapter 31 we have a clear presentation of a movement of

thought to trust in Egypt, the trust in Egypt proving to be nothing. But God intervenes

by his own mighty power and deliverance because he (6k)

Now if you look back to chapter 30, look at verse 31. What do you think 31 suggests?

For through the voice of the Lord shall the Assyrian be beaten down, which smote with

a rod. Preceded by 30, the Lord will cause his glorious voice to be heard, and shall show

the lighting down of his arm, with the indignation of his anger, with the flame of a de

vouring fire, with scattering, tempest, and hailstones. It's God's power, not man's.

Remember we had very similar figures to those in chapter 29, where we read, verse 6,

Thou shalt be visited of the Lord of hosts with thunder, and earthquake, and great noise,

with storm and tempest, and the flame of devouring fire. Do you think that chapter 30

then has in verses 30 and 31 a parallel to the last part of chapter 31? And what about

the beginning of chapter 30? What does it begin with? Woe to the rebellious people,

that take counsel not of me, that walk to go down to Egypt, to strengthen themselves in

the shadow of Pharaoh. In other words, the reason that I suggested taking 30 first was,
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because in 31 we have a brief summary of the . And in 30 we have a parallel

to 31. Instead of giving the thing in brief and then enlarging, he does the reverse.

He gives the thing in full and. then he summarizes the parts of immediate significance.

So that in 31 I question if we have anything that looks on beyond the wesent time,

that is beyond the time of Hezekiah, to distant times. I feel that everything that can

be explained is poingint to that time. But in 30 we have the same discussion of the

immediate time, with some glances along the 'y at its meaning in relation to God's will

as he looks on at God's dealing through perhaps later pe*iods. And so I think that that

gives us oerhaps an approach for 30, in taking 31 first. And then you light say, 30,

Woe to the rebellious children that do these things, well, what about it? And in 30,

verse 6, we find an interestg thing, that in verse 6, he begins the burden of the beasts

of the south. Well, now, you remember that chapter 12 is the burden of Babylon, 14 is

the burden of Tyre, I believe, there's the burden of the Valley of Vision, there are a

number of burdens back there. Does this start a new section as those words do, the

burden of the beasts of the south? Does it start a new section? What country is called

the beasts of the south? What is he talking about? What is the relevance of it?

Look at those (10) . Look at chapters 13 through 23, which we've al

ready looked at and see how burden is used there. Then ask yourself how is it used

here? And look the word up in o.wLs(l0*) rv'*, Y)i 4 dictionary, and

see the exact significance of the word.

And let's look at 30 then, as thoroug}ly as you can for tomorrow. I guess our time

is about up. And I think most of you would find it just as easy to make up an hour on

Thursday as you would on Tuesday. That is to say, those who would find it difficult

Thursday find it equally difficult Tuesday. Those who could come either time could come

Thursday as well as Tuesday. Isn't that right? (student)(10 3/Li.)

It's to make up for a week I'll have to be away. I'll have to miss about three weeks,

so I'd like to make up those hours. *-r

(Smooth place in record, begins again at l2).. and we looked yesterday at the 31st, and

we saw that the 31st in its first, at least in three verses, possibly even Li., it is dealing
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with the folly of looking to the Egyptian for help and showing that God is the only one

who can help them in the present emergency, the Egyptians are unable to give any help,

both the one who helps them will fall and he that is helped will fall. ut that God is

going to deliver them in spite of this, and so from verse 14 or 5 on to the end of the

chapter, God is gdng to deliver them from the Assyrians by his own mighty power without

human intervention, as birds flying will defend Jerusalem. And this, of course, s the

destruction of Sennacherib's army. Now that, then, we have in chanter 31, which is

summarizing the materials which are vital fa' the immediate situation, after ha'cng given

this material already in conredtion with further look into the future and to sod's gener

al relation to the people who are showing indifference to his law and unwilliingness to

trust him.

Now yesterday we had a very inter-sting presentation of the contents of chapter 31

by three of our members. We hope to hear from them off and on today but I'd like

first to hear from the/other members from whom we did not hear yesterday. And so I'd

like to start with asking Mr. Elvig, shall we say, if he could tell us about chapter

30 whether there is anything in 30 and, if so, what, that is similar to the first 3 or

4 verses of chapter 31. (student)(lL)

Just to give us the answer to this will be all right.

Isaiah 21. (k.)

(student)

Yes. You'll find material criticizing the idea of looking to !ypt for help in chapter

30. Like the first three to four verses of 31. And where do you find such material?

(student)

Yes. The aiticism and warning in verses 1 to 7. Nothing more in the chapter? Nothing
more snecific? (student)

Yes, verse 15 may deal with the general matter of failure to trust in God.. But the

specific matter of trusting Egypt and finding that that doesn't work, that is very

marked from 1 to 7, as Mr.(l) just pointed out. But not as specifically
though it's (1 3/4) it is not specifically
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mentioned further on in the chapter. Vow shall we ask Mr. Sutton if he can tell us

whether there is something in the chanter 30 that is similar to the last part of chapter

31? (student)

Well, that relates to the first Dart of chapter 30. Mr. Elvig told us that the first

part of chapter 31 finds a parallel in the first 7 verses of chapter 30. Now I'm inter

ested in knowing whether the last part of 31, verses U to 5 on to the end of the chapter,

hae a parallel in chapter 30. From 27 to 33, you say? Well, we certainly can be sure

of 31, can't we? no question of 31. And 27 to 33 seems more or less of a unit,

so that we might investigate, as a separate question, whether all of this is under a

head, but certainly it seems to be related together and 31 is very definite. And in 31

we read, through the voice of the Lord shall the Assyrian be beaten down. God speaks

and it's done, which is very different from saying God will enable the Israelites to

defeat them. God will raise tp a force that will drive them back. There's nothihg like

that here. It is parallel to what we have in the next chapter, that as birds flying,

God will defend Jerusalem. It is divine intervention. And, of course, as the previous

verses have that general theme certainly, now let's look at 30, and see how similar

verse 30 is to the expression which we had in chapter 29 about God's force suddenly de

stroying. Thou shalt be visited with thunder, earthquake, great noise, storm and tempest,

and flame of devouring fire. And here the Lord will cause his glorious voice to be

heard, and show the lighting down of his arm, with the indignation of his anger, with

the flame of a devouring fire, with scattering, and tempest and hailstones, the same

sort of thing. The picture of divine activity, rather than human activity. God's de

liverance and, 31, specifically about the Assyrian.

Well, now we have then the two sections which are parallel. And we want to look at

them more in detail and then we want to look at what's in between, see what it's re-

lationship (U 3/U)

Verse 1 is very specific, isn't it? There's no question of verse 1, it is dealing

with the fact that the people are looking for help from other sources than from God.

They're not yet connected with Egypt but we're told they're looking elsewhere than

God. That could just as well fit the original looking to Tiglath-Pileser for help.
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It deals with this uarticular fall of the peoDle. But verse 2 goes on and shows that

it's not dealing with the expression of that fault in relation to Tiglath-Pileser, but

with a later expression of it, that if Tiglath-Pileser comes and removes the border

state, well, were going to get heli, from Egypt, all right, he critices them for that

They want to go down to Egypt without it's being God's direct will. God might have

ordered them to do that but here they are do Ing it from self-will and they're looking

to Egypt for help, to strengthen themselves in the strength of Pharaoh, to trust in the

shadow of Egypt. Verse 3 rebukes them for it-therefore shall--rebukes them and declares

it will not be of any help. Therefore shall the strength of Pharaoh be your shame and

the trust in the shadow of Egypt your confusion. And then the next verse refers to
-'(I

Egyptian cities with which their representatives have gone in order to look for help,

Zoan, Hanes, but they're going to be ashamed of a peorle that could not profit them, nor

be an help nor profit, but a shame, and a reproach. God is going to cause that there's

no help for them. Mr. Field? (student(6-)

Yes. We know that, because in 37 we have very definitely the statement that they looked

for help there and that Sennacherib said there's no use to looking for help there. You

won't get it. And then we know that they didn't ge1itt. We know that actually the

(7) was unable to do anything to help them. Eventually he

himself was defeated (7-)

So that, In verse 6, then, we have a peculiar start, the burden of the beasts of the

south. Do we have any other narallels anywhere to this heading, the burden of the

beasts of the south, Mr. Ottman (7k)? (student)

Anywhere (student)

Quite anumber. And what are they like? There's first, the one that I know of, the one

in 'vère 13, the burden of Babylon, what does that mean? Well, the parallel would

certainly suggest it strongly, wouldn't it? It meani a prophetic utterance, in all

these other passages at which we've looked, from Isaiah 13 up to this time. But now,

here, if it means a prophetic utterance here, then we've been talking about Egypt,
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verses 1 to 5, now we start a new section, the burden of the beasts of the south.

Previously, it's always seen the burden of a country, of an area, of a desert, of a

valley, of a city here's it's some animals, isn't it? Is Isaiah giving a pessage of

God's wrath against some animals. Is he calling the Egyptians animals? What is the

buiden of the beas'ts of the south? And why does it not tome at the beginning of the

chapter instead,bf here. That is, of course, if it's here, maybe we have a new section,

and start a new paragraph. But in that case why do we get back to the Egyptians in

verse 7? (student)(9)

Yes, that sounds like a very sensible suggestion, that he's now talking about the

beasts that carry things into the land of Egypt. But pevion1y he's been talking

about two things, about the Israelites that trust Egypt instead of trusting God, and

about the Egyptians to whom the Israelites trust. And he is declaring that God is not

going to allow the Israelites to receive their help from Egypt nor the Egyptians to be

of any real help to them. Now is he changing his subject and going to talk about the

animals? (student ( 3/t)

Oh, we're talking about Egypt, this whole section is very definite. But the buuden of

the beasts of the south.-personally, I would say that I do not think burden means a

pronhetic utterance here. I think the whole book of Isaiah is prophetic utterance, of

course, and this is one as others, but in the other cases he heads the prophetic utter

ance with the words, the lifting up, the burden, the lifting up, meaning the message

God has given me about this, but now here he gives a message about Egypt, he's right in

the middle of his message, it runs from verse 1 to verse 7. Here verse 6 starts with

a title, why do you want a title in the middle of it, I don't think it is a title. I

think here he is talking not of that which Isaiah lifts up to give, but of that which

the animals lift up to carry, and as you go on through the verse you see that it says

that into Egypt they will carry their riches on the shoulders of young asses and their

treasures upon the bunches of camels, to a people that will not profit them. And so it
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seems to me that here he is simply making an exclamation in the middle of his message

which runs from 1 to 7, oh look at all the burdens these animals are carrying. Look at

all the stuff they're taking down there, all of these heavy loads of tribute that they

re bringing, down to Egypt, all this tribute, all these gifts, all this to get Egyptian
4 \

help and actually it brings nothing of hel So that it seems to me that at first sight,

in view of the peril, a prophetic discourse is the right thing to look for, it's the

technical means of the times. But on investigation, I think, you take the term th its

common use rather than its technical use. The thing earned, the burden. And he

pictures here all these animals going down to Egypt, Carrying all this tribute, all

this stuff they're taking to Egypt, thinking they're going to get lots of help from

Egypt. And actually he says they're carrying it to a peoule that will nat profit them.

is a warning against the great danger of, because something is a technical term

sometmes assuming it must be every time. Very often (l2)

Yes? (student)

Yes. Well, there it is, of course, a prophetic utterance. (student)

Oh yes, or to (13)

wither in what's written or even in something he gave(13) . Yes?

No, I don't think he's interested in the beasts, I think he's interested in the Egyptians

and the Israelites. And he's interested in the fact that the Egyptians are sending

great loads of tribute on the hacks of animals down there. And so he is speaking of

the weight, the burden, the weight which they're carrying. He's seeing the long

Caravan going down to Egypt, carrying all this heavy booty, tribute ,R the Egyptians

in order to insure Egyptian orotection. We, of course, have done just the opposite
1 1

nowadays, we look to/the little countries were going to help, and we send them (13 3/14.)

stuff. But in those days the people who needed help sent money to the big ones to

help them, they hired them to help them. (student (114.)

In the literal sense of it the burden, the thing lifted up? L)' Any exact oarallel for

it? question? Equipped here (iQ) We look in

the Englishman Concordance. Now what is the exact
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1 masculineform of the word here, is it

Isaiah 22. ()

.it is easy to note that it is derived
from the verb * which means to lift up and very often we make nouns by

suffixing the main, just like we make nouns in English by adding ness to a word.

(student (3/Li.) Yes. Well, it is the

commonest. There are various suffixes which are added are out to fou verbs to make
1.
nine. But by far the commonest of them is (i) . So whenever you find

a word beginning with a possibility is that it is a participle. Another

(i) possibility is that it is a
noun., form. Now as a

similarity, it isn't a true similarity (11) somewhat similar

we say eat and what we eat we call meat, put an m before it. But the two languages are
to make

unrelated so it's not a sample. But they do that regularly, they put an m before it as

a noun. Usually the noun (i) made with an m is either a plate or something touched,

or it is an instrument used for doing something, but not always. md so a

possibility when you find a word beginning in, ft's a possibility that it is derived

from a verb making a noun, just like we would say handsome, handsomeness, or eatable,

eatability (2), we would add certain endings. They have certain endings and also

certain orefaces. So this (2) *

is doubled beeause the ' is similar. It becomes * .ih

And this form of * which is derived from to lift up and therefore must mean something

lifted up, in its literal meaning would be anything you lift u- or carry is a load. A

load, that which you carry. We read in Exodus 235 about the ass lying under his burden.

In Numbers Li.:15 the burden of the sons of Kohath, what the sons of Kohath carry as they

march. And we have the word burden used a great many times for that which we carry.

But then we have these olacew in Isaiah where it is used in a figurative sense, for what

the Prophet lifted un, which God gave him. The burden which the prophet carries is the

message God gives him for his people. Mr. Sutton? (ttudent)
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No. If you form from this a (3) Darticinle it would be

a,e-oh first
Yes, it's a 1ong,it would be * and - would be the

one (3) causing to carry. If it was a laxnedh he then it would be " A lamedth

ale.

So that this word which has its common meaning of things you carry, though it is used

quite frequently, it's used in Nahum 1:1, the burden of Ninevah: Habakkuk 1:1, the

burden of Habakkuk the prophet, it's used a good many times for a message which a prophet

is given to ,resent, but is used still more times of something which somebody carries.

It's translated prophecy in Proerbs 31, (L) Drophecy. In 31:1, king

Lemuel, the prouhecy that his mother taught him, literally it's the burden. But in

this case I believe it's simply the load, its not the prophetic message. It's what the

beasts of the south carry, it says in the same verse, they carry on their shoulders their

riches, their treasures, on the asses and on the camels, to a people that will not proftt

them. For the Egyptians shall help in vain, and to no Durpose, therefore have I cried

concerning this, their strength is to sit still. What a thing to say about the Egyptians.

Their strength is to sit still. You put a lot of trust in the Egyptians and you will

find they will take all the money you give them and they'll just sit still, they won't

do anything. There's ho reason to trust because they'll just sit still. Quite a con

demnation of the Egyotians asr as an ally is concerned. Now Tiglath-Pileser was quite

different. He didh't sit still, he came out and did somethihg, did what Ahaz wanted him

to. But the result, of course, was to bring him before the invading army, to remove the

buffer states.

So we have verses 1 to 7 which are parallel to the first part of 30 and also

parallel to the first Dart of 29. No,not parallel to the first Dart of 29 except to

this extent, 20 starts with ahistorical thing(5 3/Li.) which parallels the end of 30,

and then goes on to accuse the peonle in verses 9 following an indifference to

will, to criticize them for it and tell them they're going to be punished. Now here

he goes on 1uzt the same as he went on after the historical section of 29, he here goes

on after the historical section at the beginning of this, that is the section dealing
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with the immediate situation, the situation within the next fifty years. Then he goes

on to give them God's rebuke uoon the peonle. Yes? (student (6*)

Yes, oh yes, they are the beasts . Like you talk about the Sothhern

Railroad, the railroad goes south, the Northern airlines, the airlines that take you to

the north. The Atlantic steamships, the steamsbtos that go on the Atlantic. The word.

(6 3/LL) * simply means connected with. We in English very often use of, meaning

belonging to, but we also use it in the sense, connected with, andhe Hebrew the con

struction is somewhat broader than our English (7) construction, it can be quite a bit

broader, though in English it's quite broad too. We sneak about a hammer of iron, we

don't meanthauimer belongs to iron. A rod of iron, we don't mean the rod belongs to

iron, we mean the rod is made of iron. And. we speak about the sing of kings, and we may

mean the king over kings or wnay mean a king among kings, a king par excellence. Yes.

drought
The word (7 3/U.) * originally means 4,e. 'then the word refers to the dry

*
section of southern Palestine, is specifically tla-ii.egat3ve-. Then the word. comes to mean

the direction toward, and so it comes to mean south anywhere. It is the Hebrew word for

south but it has its specific 1ite'a1 meaning, then it has its derived geographic mean

ing, then it has from that its derived directional meaning. And of cours that's true

in every language, words take on meaning like that, and so the beasts of the (8*) *

here is doubtless the beasts of the south although it could be the beasts that are

Evpt
going to the * , heading for , it could be that. But I think it means

more than that, I thlhk it means the beasts that go on beyond the (8k) *

that go clear down to Egypt. It describes them here going down to Egypt, the beasts

headed south. (student) (8k)

Yes. Well, I'm not so sure, who says that? The question is--would be this, that in 28,

2. he is dealing with the plan to get helD from Assyria, and the plan to get help from

Egypt against Assyria is something that comes twenty years later. So unless 28 (student)

yes, well, there's one possibility, that 28 and 29 are one
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discourse and twenty years later he might give another discourse which is similar in

nature and therefore nut next to it in the book, that's a possibility. Personally, my

conjecture is a little different from that, my conjecture is that he's talked about the

immediate situation in 28 and 29, and then in this he imagines them saying Oh, well, you

can say that Assyria will be right next to us, and there'll be no buffer state and our

getting Assyria to helD is going to put us In bad, well if that hai,i,ens we'll look to

Egypt. And then he looks forward twenty years and describes what's going to bapren,

describes how they send the beasts down to Egypt and they'll make all this effort, but

even if you do it won't do you any good. That's my conjecture whkch makes it one con

tinuous passage but there's no proof that it isn't a distinct (lo) Yes. (student)

Yes, but the Hebrew tenses are different from English. Hebrew tenses show action, the

types of action, they're either actions completed with a perfect, or action taking progress

in the imperfect, and they can be used in the present, past or future. There is the
Y1

pronhetic Derfect in which the future is being certainly viewed as the present (ii)

that has

so I don't think from the tenses you can determine that it is the earlier time. Though

that be mentioned as a factor worthy of ccEsideration but I don't think itts conclusive,

but it is a factor. It might well he investigated. But as between the two, I don't

think it makes a great deal of difference whether these are two discourses given twenty

years apart dealing with similar subjects and therefore eventually put together in the

book, or whetherlt is given at the same time, looking forward to the results of (llZ-)

the nobles here, the coming of Sennacherib. There is such a unity

in it that they get rid of the buffer state, the result is Sennacherib tomes, but God's

going to deliver them from Sennacherib. Well, we'll get help from Egypt. Well, if you

try to get helo from Egynt, that won't profit you, but God is going to deliver you.

And then , of course, there's a marked parallel to chapter 29 in that after the

immediate material at the beginning, then he goes on to tell abt the future, he

describes their character and tells how God is going to punish them (12+) for the

Egyptian plan.
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Well, then, it's good to get these different possibilities before us and as we see this

matter of the tenses, I do not feel it is conclusive at all, I feel that the unity is

the strongest point, but it could be investigated further, both of these and you might

incline more one way or the other. I think it's a very important thing n any intercreta

tion, to see what's definite (12 3/4), you can 'stand on and to see what there

is that it may be this way, it may be that way. Well, now, maybe it's this way, maybe

it's that way, but in either case, this is so. Well, then you've got something like

that then you have something solid to stand on. Maybe it's that, maybe it's that, but

in either case the result is this. Now in this case there may also be a result, here in

this case there may be also a result, you can't stand on either one of them for sure.

If it's not absolutely which of the two it is, but they may come together in something

that definitely haene- whichever way, and there you have something very definite to

stand on. Just as we noticed yesterday about verse 4 of chapter 31 which Mr. Smitley

seemed to feel must go with the first part rather than the last, well, it does not

affect your teaching of the chapter as a whole which of the two it goes with. But if

it were an isolated case it might have a very great difference of meaning. As it is,

it only means which one is (13 3/4) more, which doesn't mean what

So that in verse 8 he begins his direct dealing with the character of the people.

He says now go, wrtte it before them in a tablet and note it in a book, that it may be

for the time to come fbr ever and ever. Now here is a good verse on the difference be

tween the proohetic discourses given orally and the prophetic discourses written down.

I think there's no question that all the proohets gave many discourses that were never

written down. But God thought that they should write down that which was of value for

the time to come. Ajd in add iton to writing what was of value for the time to come,

to write other things as will make it easIr to interpret that which is of value for the

time to come. So we do not have slnrnly a record of what these ororthets said to their

own day. Nor do we have just that which is of value for the future. But we have that

which God intended to be preserved for the futu±e including some of the ephemeral
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material which would make the future material easier to understand. But b very definite-

it have
ly-was intention that the DroPhet's messages should se-a meaning not merely for

their own times but also for future generations.

Isaiah 23. (i.)

...God ordered that they should be written down in order to carry or the work of the

prophets which involved messages to later days as well as then.




that
Well, now this suggests that he's going to talk about things/are going to happen

away off, doesn't it? Write it before them in a tablet, note it in a book, that it may

be for the time to come for ever and ever. Now this word for ever and ever is what in

the Hebrew? How's that? Give us the... ;' j,JJ
-

.forever and ever is hardly a literal rendering of the (1+) a

there are several phrases that could be rendered there for ever and ever. This is one

of the (1*) less ones.




: Well, now,

does a mean eternally? I remember reading a book by a man who said (li) a

must mean eternally because if it doesn't, what does it mean? Now what kind of an

argument is that. It must mean eternity because there's nothing that would mean eternity.

Well, that's no way to Drove what something means. You can say there might be in this

language a word for chair, no, say boat. There must be in this language a word for

boat. These people were travelling on the water all the time, of course they had boats.

They had boats and if you don't know the word, why, you just find it out because there

must be a word. Now, supPose you have a groun of people who are living up in the heart

of Alaska and have never seen a lake, have seen frozen lakes, ice, but have never seen

a lake, never seen water flowing except just ehough to drink out of, never seen a place

where you could get in a boat, their language would naturally not have the word (2+).

Is every people goirg to have a word for eternity necessarily? What does eternity mean?

It's rather a philosorhic concept, isn't it? Time going on and on and on with no end
whatever. Nobody eveinakes a plan and carries it out to eternity, no human being, because
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no human being has ever lived that long. And so it's a philosoDhical idea and it's an

idea people may come to, and have a word, but it's not an idea which we can assume there

will be, you have to take a word and examine it and see what is the meaning of that r

tieular word. And when we take up this word (3) * and we want to know just

what it really means, the way to do is to see how it is used.

".. he word (34) * sDecifically means forever, eternity, and cannot

mean anything else, then it must aiway mean that, if it doesn't always mean that, then

there are two possibilities, one that the word has twneanings, the other that the meanQ

ing of it isn't actually eternity in the sense of endlessness at all.

Now look at e'ee Genesis L8:L.. What does Genesis L8:L. say?

...this land and thy seed after thee for an everlasting possession. Well., now maybe that's

a possession for eternity, we're not in a position to judge, are we? But at least it

means for a long time. How about Exodus 21:6--if the serant shall plainly say, I love

my master, my wife, and my children, I will not go out free: Then his master shall

bring him unto the judges: he shall also being him to the door, or unto the door post:

and his master shall bore his ear through with an aul: and he shall serve him for ever.

Now suppose they make the arrangement, he's going to serve him for ever and then the man

up and dies, he can't serve him forever. Or supnose that the master goes to hell and

the servant goes to heaven, how can he serve him then? Certan1y he couldn't if it was

the reverse. So that they cannot bind a man or eternity, he shall serve him for ever

here means that he shall serve him as long as he lives. (L 3/Li.)

Now if you look at Genesis you find in Gene*is 6:& that the word is not trans-

lated as everlasting; these are the mighty men who live for ever. Are they? These are

the mighty men of eternity. No, he says way, way back, in nart of the antiquities (5)

there were giants in the earth. Their children, he said, became mighty znen which were

of old, meli of renown, men who were way back, way back. And then there is a place

somewhere where it says to remove hot the ancient landmarks, where is that? Do you

remember? Is that in Deuteronomy? It seems to me it's this word. Maybe it would be

better to look up under landmarks to find that because it would be a less common word.
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I think it's in Proverbs, isn't it? Yes, Proverbs 22:28, remove ot the landmark of

* and 23:10 is translated old, remove not the old landmark, that means

the landmark that's way back. So the word for (6) *




.1 1 Is looking way on

in the future ôr is looking way back to the back, but the concept of endlessness is cer

tainly not in these Darticular instances which we have looked at, and it is my contention

that you have to have something else than the use of this word to enable you to say that

it means endlessness, that the word means a long way, and you cannot build simply on the

word itself. !Tow, Isaiah 6l:Li., they will build the wastes of (6) *

translated they will build the old wastes. Isaiah 63:9, he carried them all the days of

old. Isaiah 3:ll, then he remembered the days of old. That's if it's way back. Way

back or way ahead And so I don't think the everlasting is necessarily in the word.

Now I take this much time for it now because the word occurs, not only in Isaiah '38,

but 32:lL1., and '32:17 and 33:lLi., 3LL:l0, 3L:l7, and 3:l0. In 32 we have a number of

cases where we will use the same word in this ssage in Isaiah, in these chapters.

So that I wanted to get a definite idea what the word means and I believe the instances

I've looked at with you are sufficient to establish it. That the word means way along,
ahead or
way back. It does not in itself ccnvey proof whether it Is endless or not. Well, now,

the y it was used here in this verse was that this is meant to be for way off in

eternity, endlessly, this is of value, of inmortance. He is saying, tlong time the

future. I think the (8k) as he looks forward to a

time of trium-oh. That way out there, there are going to be certain vital things haonen

which relate to the characteristics this people have showh now. This is something we

want stated for way on, I don't think means eternity (8)

But he says write this down as may be for the time to come and even a time way off, write

this down. Not .iust a time say, twenty years off in Hezekiah's time, when

Sennacherib comes, but way beyond that. Just how far we don't know. So here is the

order to write down and preserve prophetic material which is meant, not just for the

immediate futur but God's message on (9)

And what is it he's to write down? That the Egy-ptians are rebellious reonle, lying

children? Is that what he wants written down? Mr. Ritter doesn't seem to agree with
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that, why not, Mr. Ritter? (student)

Yes, but it's a very vital Dart of it. I said did he want to write down for the future

that the Egyptians are a rebellious people, lying children, is that what he wants written

down for the future? I'd like a categorical yes or no on that. No. Good. That's what

we like, a positive answer. If there's evidence. If there isn't, of course, we don't

want one. But is there evidence? On what do you base it? What does he say about them.

They are people that won't hear the law óf the Lord. Had the Egyptians refused to hear

the law of the Lord? We have no evidence that anybody has been giving it to them. They

are people that say to the seers, don't see, and to the prohets, don't DroiDhesy right

things to us, speak to us smooth things, proDhesy deceits. All that is certainly a

description of Israel. It is not a description of Egypt. So I think it is very clear

that where in verse 9 he says, this is a rebellious people, that he's talking about

Israel, not abott Egypt. W±ite it down for the future, that these Israelites are a re

bellious people, they are lying children, they are children that won't hear the law of

God. They say to the seers, see not, to the pronhets, prophesy not unto us right things,

speak unto us smooth things, prophesy deceits. Have we had any parallels to this in

any material we've looked at this semester, Mr. Fawcett? We dontt get many reactions

from the northern end of the third row, northern three-fourths of the third row, we

don't get many reactions from there. I had. a fellow in Wilmington there who used to

fromsit back in the second row s the back and I always got the impression he wasn't much

interested and didn't do particularly good woPk and then one time I moved him up to the

second row from the front and he began to take real interest and ask questions and give

intelligent answers and went on and came back and toot a Master's degree. And when I

was in college in a course in Psychology in which there were 60 people present and we

all sat anywhere we wanted to, the orofessor at the end of the year had us all, everybody

in the class mark eeryhody else. Of course, he marked us on our exams but he posted a

statement of how everybody marked everybody else. There our marks were 1, 2, 3, Li, and

5 was failing. And he posted on how we marked everybody and then he posted his marks,

baeqd on the examination and we saw in nine cases out of ten we had marked one another
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exactly as he had marked us. Except that the average of the class marks was a little

higher. Naturally they didn't like to fail anybody so the people that should fail,

they gave them the lowest mark and then they moved up some from that. But was much

interested to notice that the jeot,le, though they sat anywhere they wanted to, they

always took the same seat, and the front row was almost entirely the l's, the second

row was the 2's, the third and fourth rows were the 31s, and the back row were the LiV's.

It was almost exactly that. And I think one of the reasons is that the peoole in the

back don't hear so well. They hear just as well if they listen but it's more easy for

their attention to wander and they miss much, and then they don't get that and they

don't get what follows, and so for that reason if there are people (13*)

for I feel they get much more out of it.

But I'm asking Mr. Fawcett for an answer on this question as to whether he recalls any

thing we've had this year at all that was strikingly similar to thii passage. And if

he doesn't answer I'll ask Mr. Burdan. All right, Mr. Burdan? (student) (l3)

Don't conjure anything. I don't want anything conjured. I just wanted to know if you

know something. Yes? Maybe we'll give Mr. Yes? What's that? Good, yes. Yes, that

is a very striking parallel. But in what we've had this particular term. Mr. Correll,

can you think of anything? Yes. Well, I mentioned a few minutes ago the fact that in

chapter 29 we begin with looking forward to what God is going to do in the immediate

tituationuture and then we deal with the/character of the people. And here in 30 we deal with

the immediate situation, the Egyptians help being of no (l1)

then we go on to rebuke them for their character and in 29 he said, in verse 11, 12, the

vision is like the words of a book that is sealed, and they say read it, and they say

I can't read, its sealed, and the other one says I read, I can't read, and they

all give excuses, they're not interested in getting it. And here we read about this

neople, they're children that will not hear the law of the Lord, that say to the seers,

see not, and say to the proohets, prophesy not unto us right things, it seems to me that

it's in that parallel to the same place in chapter 29, it's the same thought exactly
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in other words, one peoDle is re.ding God's message and the other is listening to the

seer give it, but it's the same indifferent attitude which was here portrayed.

Well, we'll continue to look at that next Tuesday and next Tuesday, you'll remember,

we are going...

Isaiah 214. ()

...two hours, two-thirty and again at four-thirty. And we'll see if Mr. Ritter can

arrange with somebody else to take a tape recorder of the material from two-thirty to

three-thirty and then any who can't get here from two-thirty to three-thirty can listen

to that material from three-thirty to fou'thirty so they are ready to know what was

dealt with in that hour and be ready for the next one, and we can meet then all of us

together from four-thirty to five-thirty and we want to go on in thaoter '30 and try to

look at these verses and think what is their relationshio to the beginning of the chapter,

what is their relation to the end of the chapter, what did he say about the peoole, is

is rallel to the material we have alre.dy looked at this semester, or not? Is he

answering an attitude they are taking (l)

Is he dealing with something that God is going to work out in relation to them in the

future? And if he is, has he ever worked it (1 3/14.)

I think that's very important. You remember what we found in 29 (1 3/14.) looking forward,

do we have anything here looking forward in relation to the character? We'll look

then two hours next Tuesday and one hour Wednesday.

(314-)

In order proDerly to understand this thirtieth chapter of the book of Isaiah, I think

it is vital that we have in mind what we've learned from chapter 28 and 29 and the

parallel in chapter 7. And also what we find in chapter 31. We looked at 31 first, if

you remember, because 31 might be said to be a summary of 30. 31 takes the things in

30 that deal with the immediate situation and drives them home by renetition in other

words. Sometimes it's good to take the gist of a thing and give it first so neople's
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minds are open. Then give it again and add the other important things that come out of

it. That's the way I'm going to do. But the way Isaiah did it here was to give the

message as a whole first, then to take the matters that apply to the immediate situation

and drive them home by reoetition afterward. But we're reversing his order in order to

get a better understanding of chapter 30. We found that 30 starts exactly like 31, re-
in

buking those who are looking for their help from Egypt instead of em God. And ends

exactly like 31 with a declaration that God is going by his own power to deliver the

Israelites from the situation into which they are bringing themselves by their wickedness

at this time. The difference between 30 and 31 is that 30 goes on beyond 31 to look at

things going far into the future, and that of course makes it narticularly interesting

to us. Now the keynote of 30 is given right in the first verse. You notice it is not

simply prediction, it's for you.

Woe to the rebellious children that take counsel, but not of me, that cover with a

covering but not of my spirit, that have not asked at my mouth, they're not trusting in

God, they are trusting in their own clever resources and their clever schemes, and so

God is rebuking them and then he proceeds to deal with the immediate thing, not immediate

I think when iiah first wrote, but immediate to the situation that the people come in

to as a result of their refusal to trust God, as they're making the scheme with Assyria

that does away with the buffer state. Now they begin to look to Egypt for heir, as they

looked to Assyria for helu against Syria and Ephraim. God says it won't do them any

good, and so we've already looked at it up to verse 7 and have seen how he's dealing

with that sCheme, but it's all rebuke, rebuke, saying it won't do you any good, the end

of the chapter which (5 3/14) says though it won't do you any good, I'm going to deliver

you out of that situation. But in between he takes this note of rebuke and carries it

forward. Now go write it before them in a table, and note it in a book, verse 8 says, that

it may be for the time to come for ever and ever. So here is the note of futurity in

verse 8. We are not just dealing now with the immediate danger from Egypt or from

Assyria, we are now dealing with something about the character of this peonle, as that

character has been shown and will continue to be shown, that it ay be to the time to
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come for ever and ever. This is the rebellious peoole. Now we've noticed that ever and

ever doesn't necessarily mean eternally. It means this goes on and on to the distant

future, that this is a rebellious people, lying children that will not hear the law of

the Lord. And then he says exactly the same thing about them that he said in verses 11

and 12 of chapter 29, They are a oeople that don't want God's word but are looking for

religion as a means of helning them to carry through their own personal schemes and plans.

They say to the seers, we don't watt to hear the word of God, to the prophets, don't

prophesy that which is true but give us smooth things, pronhesydeceits. In other *rds,

we YOU
they're just like the congregation which says to the minister they want m to bring

us comfort every Sunday, we want something that makes us happy, make/as feel what good

people we are, and how fine it is that we go to church, we are the right kind, of people,

we want you to give us comfort, we want you to give us peace, we want you to give us

what's smooth, we don't want you to disturb us or to upset us any, or to give us anything

that will make us uncofortable, not that the minister should necessarily make people

uncomfortable, people need comfort, neonle need to he given the mace of God, that is a

vital fart of his message. The contrast is not between what is comfortable and what is

uncomfortable but it's between what is right and what is merely (a-) comfortable. That

which is right improves comfort and also gives rebuke. But their emphasis is on they

want the comfort rather than they want the truth. Yes, sir? (student) (P)

No. There might be a slight difference of approach, but they're both used for the same

man. One looks at him as a man who knows something, who sees the inner working of

things, who understands what the truth is: the other is a man who is God's mouthpiece,

that no one can see the future except as he is God, and they're both used for this

same man. But in this case it's just a sitnle parallel. (student) (8-h)

He is a forthteller. Foretelling--he may foretell because he tells what God wants him

o and God may want him to foretell. But he is a forthteller, he is one who gives out

what God gives him, and what God gives him can very well (8 3/4) foretell the future

because God alone knows the future, but it doesn't necessarily, it may not at all,

then again itmay.
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He is not primarily e foreteller but he is a spokesman for God. And they say to God's

spokesman you give us what we like. Now some mftisters think they should give them what

they don't like, that they're real ministers if they're giing them what they don't like.

Well, it may be God's will to give them what they don't like but it isn't necessarily.

The thing should be what is God's will in this particular situation, not what (9*)

So he rebukes them for their indifference, for their failure desire to know just

what is it that God's word. says, and there are plenty of fundamentalists who have to a

certain extent that attitude. We have the truth of God and it's wonderful. Now we tit

to stand for it, we want to oresent it, this is what we want, but we're not looking to

see what further God has to tell us out of his word. We're not interested as the

minister delves into that word and finds what it really ways and get us God's truth and

God's message so we can understand it. We know a few grand truths God has given us, now

we just want him to repeat those grand truths, and give them, and they're good for us

and they're good for other peoole, and that's all fine, that (10*)

but it is not the full attitude that God wants

people to have, he wants us to go on to say what is it that God further wants us to know,

he's given us a whole big book and there's a great deal (101)

a new situation. What

is the word of God for this situation? God said are too many of us interested gust in

saying is this man presenting that which we already know and need to be reminded of in

stead of really delving into God's word and seeing what God has for us.

So he says, this is a rebellious people that isn't interested in finding what is

really the will of God. In this case they want comfort but often comfort consists in

going in the rut we're accustomed to, maybe it's a good rut, but God want us

just to go in a rut, he wants to be looking for His will, to find out what it is. So

he says that they say get you out of the way, turn aside out of the math, cause the Holy

One of Israel to cease from before us. They are, I don't supoose they'd ever actually

use these words, but this would be the thought which was in mind. We don't want God

interfering with our plans, and our comfort, we want him to cease being an obstacle to
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us, we want what is good for us. Religion--they don't say it is the opiate of the

people, but that's what it amounts to. Religion is what keeps other people decent

and makes the world a decent world for us to live in. It's a good thing to give to

them, we'd like to help out in this situation but were not interested in seeing what

it should mean to our lives and our hearts. It's interesting 4e-e" how verse ii

would seem to be,wou1n't it--quoting what these oeonle are thinking. It's not God

speaking to the people but it's God quoting what the neo-nle are thinking that they

want the prophet to do. Cause the Holy One of Israel to cease from before us. Where

fore thus saith the Holy One of Israel, because ye despise this word and turst in

oppression and perverseness and stay thereon, therefore this iniquity shall be to you

as a breach ready, to fall, swelling out in a high wall, whose breaking comes suddenly

at an instant. And he shall break it as the breaking of the 'notters' vessel that is

broken in pieces: he shall not suave, so that there shall not be found in the bursting

of it a sherd to take fire from the hearth, or to take water withal out of the pit.

His breaking is going to come suddenly. So you read here Egypt isn't going bo deliver

you, you're going to be wrcked like this, you think the Assyrians are going to take

them and lead them off (13) then of course he goes on

later and shows them how God is going to dfend them. So when you find that later then

you must reach the conclusion that he is saying here that this oerverseness of mind

which is characteristic of the people is going to continue, he's predicting that, and

even though they are goirg to be delivered from (l3) he's going

to trove to them they should trust in God to deliver them. They're looking to Egypt,

they're looking to all these things, God can deliver them and he's going to dit, to

prove to them he can. He will deliver them from distress but nevertheless in the end

their attitude will catch up to them and he will give them over to a terrible (l3c)

And so he predicts the ccming of this awful destruction whici,as we look at it, now,

we say this is not the defeat by the Assyrians because later in the chapter he tells us

he'll deliver them from them and he did actually butthis is a destruction which is to

come later on, beyond the (14) Well, what is it? Is the Babylonianc
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take them into caDtivity? Is it the Roman conquest later on? Just what is it specific

ally? He said I'm going to tell you what's going to happen for ever and ever, tell you

what will happen. He's looking to a series of terrible calamities that are ahead for

them on account of the attitude that they are taking.

Isaiah 25. (3/L)

Yes. it would fit admirably with the Roman conquest but would it not fit pretty well

with the Babylonians. It would fit very well with that. I would think that if it has,
I would think if it has just one thinge---4nk it refers to G-Bae+4aae it's the Babylonians, because that is nearer

and sufficiently (1) But is it possible that it fits for ever and

ever (1)

Now this is not double fulfillment where you have two very different things (1+)

It's a series of events

the
Yes, verse 11 reminds us of the language of 2, burst them like a potters' vessel but

of course there he's speaking of what's ong to hanen to the Gentiles, and here he's

talking specifically about Israel. So there was a similarity of language, I wouldn't

think it was the same event. (student)(l 3/L.)

I would incline to think that it's yes. Now there might be Jews (2)

but it certainly is not exclusively and this

(student (2)

He certainly is condemning ignorance in verse 10, verses 9 atid 10, they are condemning

ignorance very strongly. And certainly in chapter 29, verse 13 and 14, are condemning

it. (2 3/14.) Refusal to study the word. of God to see exactly what it teaches,

that is verse 11 of 29. But this particular word, because you trust in opression and

perverseness and stay thereon, iis pretty strong language. IY almost incline to think
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that he refers to the proDhets (3+) people who actual:y are trusting in oDpression

(student)

Yes. Well, then, unless there's further comment on this point, we go on to verse 15,

and in verse 15 what a wonderful mobto we have, returning and rest shall ye be

saved: in ouietness and in confidence shall be your strength." It's a wonderful motto,

isn't it? But that's not the whole verse. In returning and rest shall ye be saved,

in quietness and in confidence shall be your ttrength. He mean just be quiet,

he means confidence in God, trusting in Him, resting in confidence, returning to Him.

But now the first part of the verse, what does the first part have to do with it? Let's

look at the Hebrew version. The Hebrew nerfect is regularly translated as having. He

has killed, we have said, they have said, that is the regular Hebrew in the nerfect.

And it's a thing I repeat over and over to you. It isn't the little fine points that

are going to give us the great help, they're valid, but it's the big, common (Li. 3/14.)

Is this (5) ' an article? Why the article?

Is it a vowel? Those are the things (5)

Then we're ready to go on

I
It's vital that we get the Hebrew command, anybody can (5-)

with4.e just the basic Hebrew you can get that.

Now in this case, why on earth does King jamesre says, if what the Hebrew says is

has said? Why should that be? Mr. Sutton? You mean the King James writers think it

is here. It certainly is not talk. Well, in 99 cases out of a hundred, I believe (5 3/14.)

the King James version renders (5 3/L * as bath, without a

and the inioerfect with the (6) ; conversion is regularly rendered as a tst.

Look at the very next verse, but you said, you have said, that's the imperfect with a

(6) conversion, you have said. But this particular word (6-) *

is used in the Bible over and over and over and over when the nronhets introduce their

message, aM the proc,hets come to the 1on1e and say, the Lord has said, and they go

ahead and give the Lord' s message. But the message the Lord has given them is meant to
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be something that is now a present * the Lord has told him, I'm telling

it to you, it's the message that the Lord wants you to have and so we regularly

translate the perfect of this word said where you introduce a message fromhe Lord

as thus saith the Lord. The Lord gaith, we take the nerfect and we render it as a

(6 3/L) contrary to normal use because of the fact that it

is the normal way to introduce the message to the' time. And consequently the King James

Version insists in only rendering the nhrase in the way that it normally renders

Hundreds of other cases, but it is an abnormal rendering for the particular form, the

form should be the Lord has said but it becomes sort of a technical (7+)

God has said, thus has said the Lord, come my

people, and so on and so forth, the Lord has said to the oronhet, the oroohet is now

saying it means the Lord wants the people together now, so we very properly translate

it, not literally, but as it stands. But in this narticular
case
144 King James Version

has followed the established custom of rendering this word:, not literally but in an un

usual way, a way which the word does not face, simply because the circumstances call

for that unusual rendering, when it's an introduction to a message from God. Thus

the Lord has said, thus saith the Lord. But this is not such a thing. In this case,

if you render it in its simple, literal, obvious way you get what's incongruous (8*)

instead of rendering it in the unusual way it would be used if it introduces a prophetic

discourse. Because what he's saying is here if you didn't have those last few words

it woul..d be perfectly all right. This is what's going to happen to you because thus

saith the Lord, in returning and rest shall you be saved, in quietness and in confidence

shall be your strength. This is God's message. That would be very fine except for one

thing, it would make no sense in the context. Because, suopose that he were to say,

Why should you be disturbed about these Assyriars God is going to orotect Jerusalem,

he's going to give you deliverance, God is going to control all things. Thus says the

Lord, in returning and in rest shall you be saved, in quietness and confidence shall

be your strength. That would make perfect sense, wouldn't it? But that's not what he

says. The verse before says, there is going to be a sudden destruction, he won't spare
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and there won't be found a single thing left it, you're all going to be utterly wrecked

because thus says the Lord, in quietness and confidence shall be your strength. It's

utter nonsense, utter nonsense. absolute nonsense. Because (9*)

and then assures :srou of it from the very (q1) It is as if some

body says, this place here is going knocked comnletely flat, absolutely level with the

dust, there won't be a stone left on toD of another, after all the Lord has said I'm

goig to protect this building (9 3/Li.)

It would be utter nonsense, and that's what you have here if you translate it,thus

saith the Lord. But it isn't that way beeause the end of it shows that it isn't. It

ends, and he would not, the verse is saying, I'm going to destroy these things utterly,

why? Because thus the Lord has said, he gave you an offer, and you rejected the offer.

He offered you to trust in him and receive peace and confidence as your strength, you

reject the offer, you would not, therefore (iO)

So thus saith the Lord is hot here used as an introduction to a message from God, but

said
thus has the Lord is used as an introduction to a reminder of the fact that God made

"-facts /L.
you an offer which you rejected. So it is referring to past time not the oresent time.

And therefore, the unliteral translation, which the King James Version has here, which

is a correct translation of this phrase many, many times, is absolutely incorrect in

this one. Just a simple little written word (11)

So the Lord says I'm going to utterly destroy you because the Lord, the Holy One of

Israel, has made you a wonderful offer that if you put confidence in Him you will be

saved, in quietness and confidence shall be your strength, but you refused to accept his

offer, therefore you can't get these benefits. If you don't accept it you get

any benefits, of course.

So that here we have, unfortunately, this thus saith the Lord translated where

the phrase could perfectly well mean that but in this context it doesn't. It means

you're going to have this utter destruction, why? Because you refused to accept his

offer, thus the Lord had promised, the Lord had said, in returning and rest you shall

be saved, in quietness and confidente shall be your strength, but--and see, here, how
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the and would be well translated but here. We're low, but not had you been willing,

(12+) - to be willing, would not--this is old English, ye would not, I think

you were not willing would be more accurate now, but you were not willin,, 1ic not

accent his offer. You didn't accept his offer, what did you do then? You notice here

how there is a description, these chapters are God arguing with the people. God says

you've made a wicked alliance with the Assyrians, the alliance is going to wreck you.

The people way, well if it does we'll call on the Egyptians. And God says, well, God's

not going to protect you then, the Egyptians won't protect you, God says I'm going to

protect you, God says you've got this terrible spirit of trusting yourselves and

doing your own objectives and not nuttin confidence in Him and then they answer and

what do they say? Verse 16? God says I asked you trust me, you wouldn't trust me. You

say we're going to trust the Egyptians. Well God says the Egyptians won't give you any

help, they'll sit still, they'll be of no use. What do they answer? You said, no,

we'll flee on horses. All right, if the Asyrians come after us that bad we'll get out

of the country, we'll just flee. God says therefore shall you flee. You say we'll

ride on the swift, he says well those that pursue you are going to be swift too. And

then he goes on and gives his prediction of what is going to be the result of this

refusal to trust in the Lord's wonderful promise to rest upon him but they insisted on

following their own way, going the way they think is wise which is contrary to his

will. One thousand. shall flee at the rebuke of one, at the rebuke of five shall you

flee, till you be left as a beacon on the tof a mountain...

Isaiah 26. (3/4)

(student)

Yes. I was just wondering about that foot, is that a matter of a Hebrew word. there?

You said, not so, (1) * on a horse we will flee, therefore, they

said (1*) * - , he says therefore *

he says therefore you will flee. (1+)

They say we'te going to flee on horses, he says well you'll have to flee. You say If
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worse comes to worse we're going to flee, he says you'll have to flee. not quite

sure (l)

And then they say upon swift we will fly, he says the Dursuers they will be swift too.

If you think you'll be swift, how do you know (2)

Yes? (student)

Yes. Well now that would be interesting to see if Brown, Driver and Briggs has any light

tl2

(3) * flee or escape. Oh

You escape, therefore you will flee. You'll run (3k)

But it is used in most cases for running away, trying to get away. Oh, now, (3)

flight or a place of refuge

But this end of this 17th verse is very interesting. He says you will flee, you will be

scattered until you're left how? How will the Jews be left after God nuruues them, after

he drives them away because they trust in their own clever schemes instead of him and it

all fails, they're going to flee and they say well we'll get away, we'll make our getaway.

in such a case, well, he says yes you'll be trying to make a getaway all right, he

says you'll be on the go all the time, wandering jew, remember the story (Ls')

flee from one country to another, persecuted, hated, pursued, remember how they, through

the middle ages, Germany was the one country where the Jews felt (Li. 3/L)

and they were driven out of England driven out of Spain, mistreated

in most nations, but Germany () treated the Jews better than any

other nation, and I remember Miss Pankhurst(?) at the end of the first world war, she

said wherever you find Idws in Dogroms (5)
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sinrnly means a Jewish diaLct of German and maybe one percent of Yiddish is Hebrew

and the other ninety-nine Dercent is German, with the vowels changed around, the

pronounces English
dialect, the way the East-side Jew t&te-today (5w)

that's what Yiddish is, is a dialect of German, Jews felt more at home in Germany than

anywhere else. Germany ( 3/14.)

and it's the history of what the Jews had gone through.

And the Lord said you will flee, you will be pursued, you'll be driven about till you're

left how, just like a beacon on top of a mountain and an ensign on a'-hill. But look at

the figure of the Lord. The result of their indifference, of their turning against God

is they're going to be pursued, they're going to be driven about, they're going to be

chased, but are they going to be destroyed? They're going to be left as de beacon on

the top of a mountain, as an ensign on a hill. They say that Frederick the Great once

was quite a cynical man, remember, a close friend of Voltaire, and he was asked, he

turned to his court chaplain, his oeo'ole were very nious, and it was a very, very

(6'-) orthodox group in this section of Germany over which

he ruled, and they had their very orthodox services, and he turned to his chaplain one

day and rather cynically said,"n one word, give me some proof of ( 3/L) Christianity,

in one word." He said, "the Jew." They are a fact, they a:e the dews the people of the

Old Testament.

Here they remain, the Assyrians are gone, the ancient Egyptians are gone, the old.

Romans have disanneared, the old Greeks have disappeared but you fidd the Jew scattered.

They are pursued, they re dtiven, they are nersecuted, but they remain like the

beacon on the top of a mountain, like an ensign on a hill, there aren't many of them,

but ynu see them. Before the war in Germany there was I think half a million Jews,

hat halfout of maybe sixty million Germans, and yet to hear Hitler talk you'd think ee

a jillion ws the curse of (7-) . You'd think they'd gotten every

thing in their hands. You'd think they had the financial Dowers absolutely in their

hands, they were just controlling and he was (7c)
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and then on the other hand you talk to some of them and you'd think that all the art

and all the literature and all the science and everything good in Germany(7 3/L)

the Jews. They were (7 3/14.)

They were like a beacon on a mountain, like an ensign on a hill. A few of them scattered

here and there but remaining continually (8)

though hated, ridiculed, sneered at, cursed, yet retaining (8)

a proof of the fact that they were Gods chosen

people, to whom God has given (8*)

And so they flee until they are left just like a beacon on the too of a mountain,

just like an ensign on a hill, but you know, notice he doesn't say, till you're left

just like the last rose of summer, till you're left just like the last stone is left

out of a wall that falls, no, you're still on the mountain, you're on a hill, you're

a beacon, you're an ensign, youre an (8c) insignia, you're an illustration, you're an

evidence that God's word is true. And that God, though he allows his chosen people to

suffer, to be oersecuted, to be scattered, he maintains hheir interests, to hold their

lot as a beacon, as an ensign, as an evidence of the truth.

No, I think it's wonderful how Isaiah used these verses to describe something which

of
1he day of

I-arhsurely no human being &I Ve_4GOaY COU ever have imagined (9)

Nobody could ever have thought of such a thing in those days, that they would be

scattered all over the world. He says they're fleeing (9+)

and yet scattered

but to remain as a beacon. And so we have this section of the rebuke, after the dealing

with the Egyptians, the EgyDtians aren't going to deliver them from the Dresent emergency.

Then he says these people that are indifferent, rebellious, refusing to trust God, God

is going to send them sudden destruction, he's golrg to send them catastrophe, they

think they're goihg to escape but they will find that instead of escaping they're

actually fleeing, they're getting% into more and more difficulties, more and more

dangers, but they're left as a beacon on the top of a mountain, an ensign on a hill,

a picture of the Jews through the times of the Babylohian tiVitYright on through
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today.

And then n verse 18 we have a transition, and we have a transition here, we've

been speaking un to this point of rebuke upon the people but yet God says, God says

they are indiffereht, they are hostile to his will, they receive their rebuke and yet

they are his neo-ole and he is not leaving them. And that nerbaps is suggested by these

words, the beacon and the ensign, there is (10*) And now he rasses

from rebuke to blessing and he passes to giving the way that the Lord is going to be

gractous to them. He says therefore the Lord will wait that he may be gracious unto

them, therefore will he be exalted that he may have mercy upon you for the Lord is a

God of judgment, blessed are all they that wait for him. What a note here, that

though the peo1e as a whole have gotten into this attitude and it is an attitude that

will continue for a long time, it is a rebellious 'neonle which God is going to punish,

yet the Lord will wait that he may be gracious, he will bring wonderful blessing.

What are the blessings he's going to bring? We pass on here and we have a descrintion

of blessings that God is going to bring to the people. What are the blessings that

the peonle are to receive? It runs down through verse 26, doesn't it? And here we

have the way that the Lord is going to bless them, he's a God of judgment, blessed are

all they that 'wait for him, those that through the long period keen theit trust in him,

keep looking for him, longing for the blessing he's going to bring. What's going to

happen, verse 19, the people will dwell in Zion at Jerusalem. Surely that means a

return, doesn't it? He's going to bring his people back to Zion, thou shalt weep no

more, he's going to bring them back to Zion with an end to the period of sufferizg,

the period of weeping. I don't think this is saying that they're going to stay there

now, that the Assyrian is not going to take them away; this is bringing the back,

neonle will dwell in Zion, I don't think this is a continuation, he's told about all

this fleeing, I thirk this is later on, a return. They will dwell in Zioh at Jerusalem,

thou shalt weep no more, he will be very gracious unto thee at the voice of thy cry,

when he shall hear it, he will answer thee. And though the Lord give yoithe bread of

adversity and the water of affliction, now this sounds like rebuking them, doesn't it?
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Sounds as if he's starting a passage of rebuke but yet is Does not the end of the

verse trove the contrary, yet shall not thy techers be removed into a corner any more

but thine eyes shall see thy teachers. Is not that(l2 3/14.) the covenant he's going'-to

make, that he will make a new covenant with them, that he will put his law in their

hearts so that they will follow his word, they will understand, though the Lord give

thee the bread of adversity, and the water of affliction, yet shall not thy teaehers

be removed into a corner any more, he's going to bring them into an era of soiritual

blessing, a oromise of a great era of spiritual blessing. Thy teachers will not be

removed into a corner any more but thine eyes shall see thy teachers, and thine ears

shall hear a word behind thee, saying, this is the way, walk ye in it, when ye turn to

the right hand, and when ye turn to the left. When you start to go in the direction

immediately you'll hear a voice saying no, that way, this is the way, walk ye in it.

A statement that God is going to give them a time of spiritual blessing, a time of real

consciousness of his presence (13 3/Li.) in their midst.

And you will defile the covering of your graven images of silver, and 611 gold,

you're going to get rid of all your idolatry, you're going to cast from you all these

things ...

(lL) ...despite their turning away from God, God is not going to turn away from them,

He's going to bring them back to thorough-going loyalty to him
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...and then he says in verse 23 that they are going to have prosperity eventually.

Does this not seem to suggest that there's going to be spiritual blessing before (3/L)

Verse 20, though there comes the bread of adversity and the water of

affliction, yet there will be a loyalty to the true teaching, and there will be the

presence of God guiding and leading, then in 23 there will be pasture land, there will

be all of the blessing of material oronerity described in verse 23 and 24. Material

orosoerity described in terms of agriculture, in terms of nlenty of food. Then in verse

25, there will he on every high mountain, on every high hill, rigers and streams of

--now isn't this a oeculiar
waters 4-e-4ay-e-e ending for it--in the day of the great slaughter, when

the towers fall. In the day of uoheaval and turmoil, there will be a divine (1 3/l)
the divine hy1ciah

oosttion, there will be the waters/in the day of the great slaughter, when the towers fall.

The light of the moon shall be as the light of the sun, and the light of the sun shall be

sevenfold, as the light of seven clays, in the day that the Lord bindeth up the breach of

his oeoole, and health the stroke of their wound.

So we have had first the declaration that the!i wicked to trust in Egypt, Egypt is

not going to be able to deliver them, verses 1 to 7. Then verses 8 to 17 the attitude

of rebellion and refusal to trust God is going to end in being scattered, being perse

cuted, being spread abroad, being made into a beacon on the top of a mountain, an ensign

on a hill. But the next section, verses 18 to 26, even though that is what is coming in

the future, yet they are God's people, they are people whom God has called for his own

purposes and God is going to carry out his gracious purposes of love to them and he is

going to bring them back to himself, he is going to bring them back to Zion, he's going

to give them a soirttual loyalty to the truth, he's going to lead them definitely, he's

going to cause them to turn aside from and cast utterly from them the graven images and

all the signs of idolatry and wickedness and certainly that (3k)




there was

apostasy, following after idols, they have been characterized for centuries now by their

absolute op-Position to idolatry, they have been willing to suffer anything rather than

nd livingto (3)stand for idolatry. They have stood for belief in the one
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And that, he says, they'll cast it from them utterly, and then he promises them material

prosperity, then he says there will be rivers and streams of waters in the day of the

great slaughter when the towers fall. So there's evidently going to be another day of

catastrophe, another (L) but one thioigh which they will be delivered,

and then there will be the wonderful light in the day when the Lord bindeth up the

breach of his peoole and healeth the stroke of their wound,.a time of rejoicing, of joy,

after that (L) , and then vers27 to 33 comes back to the present situ

ation of his day. Now as an earnest to the people which God has (La)

and as a warning to avo1dture misery that comes from the wanderings and the indifference

to His word, he is going now to show his power, he says you're trusting in Egypt for

protection of yourself but God is going to give help from Assyria by his own right hand,

by the hand not of a mean man, not of a mighty man, but by God's power alone, there will

be protection from Assyria and through the voice of the Lord, verse 31 says, shall the

Assyrian be beaten down, which smote with a rod. Now if you have any time between now and

the next hour, you might look into 32. The others who weren't here ian, I hops, hand

those Dapers in between now and 3:30 or L:30, and then we'll be able to go on with

the latter part of this chapter. (student (5k)

I would think so, yes. It would seem to me that 20 fits rather definitely (5*)

introduction.

..the very end of this age, the battle of Armageddon ()

No, I would think hardly that.

They would see the Lord and be converted to him as a nation born in a day just at the end

of this age ( 3/i) a bit before Of course t ere are individuals

who believe

Now we were looking at chapter 30 and we ran over DerhaDs fairly hurriedly but we

got the main trend of the teaching, there would be much in detail that would be inter

esting to go into beyond that, but I think the main trend of the teaching is Derhaps the

most imDortant thing to get and then we can go further in detail sometime or you can or
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we can go on into other passages. But any time you have questions 1rI- -4oie. on

rrecise details in the word, don't hesitate to ask them please. We noticed that verse 25

he spoke of the day of the great slaughter when the towers fall, and this coming after

that long passage of blessing, it would seem as if it were indicating that the end of

the seven days a time of great upheaval. Then verse 26 ertain1y sounds like athillenlal

picture, the great increase &n the light of the sun, and of the moon, and the day the

Lord binds up the breach of his people and heals the stroke of their wound. It is a maked

similarity to the last verse of chapter 24, and would seem to me very definitely to be

a millenial picture. The question that might occur is about the time relationship of

verses 19 to 24, to 25. Is ig to 2L', does it chronologically precede 2? Or does it

bleslInisfollow 25? And naming these different here, does he then after 25 give the

introductory situation and then go on to further description of it in 26? I would

in-lineto feel that probably what is described from verse 19 through 24 precedes the nd

of the age. The reason I was inclined to feel that way is that the prediction of the

complete turning aside from idolatry has surely been fulfilled. But more than that,

that the reference to the bread of adversity and the water of affliction, spiritual

blessing even when there's hot material blessing seems not to refer to the morning but

to what precedes. On the other hand it does seem to go very far, these wonderful spirit

ual blessings, I'm nbt certain on that, it may be that they go too far 9)

Israel before the Mil'enium. I don't q&tte see any basis

here for making a jump, saying that this is the nation of Israel uo to verse 17 and then

this verse 1 following, the spir.tua1 Israel, it could be the spiritual part of Israel

or it could be the spiritual part of Israel in conihination with others as there could be

a picture of the olive tree as in Romans 27. I would feel there should be more indication,

seem more to be a contrast of the same people at two different times. I don't think

that we will get the further answer to these orohiems just in the study this time, but

we'll get it from the (101) naralleis, the light of other factors, other

factofra turn some light on this and enable us to go further (10+)

At present there are those questions in niy own mind. Some of you may have suggestions
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that will throw further light on them and help to illuminate some of them, or lDa"ticular

rthrases you'd like to ask about. If you do. I'd be much interested, otherwise to go on

to 27. And unless someone has a reason to want to linger further on this very interest

ing passage from 18 to 26, we'll go on to look at from 27 to 33 which I think is surely

a unit, and I don't think is a picture of the last days of the world but that it is a

picture of the destruction of the Assyrians. In the comparatively near future to the

time when Isaiah sneaks. I think we're justified in saying that from the specific

mention of the Assyrian, verse 31, though that in itse1f(1 not prove because the

Assyrians could be used a figure, for a figure or a nation like the Assyrians in later

times, is in some cases. But I think that points definitely in that direction. And

then I think the close parallel with chapter 30 where we have the first part similar

the first part of this chapter and where the second part is about the destruction of the

Assyrians, the fact that this seems to fit with the divine destruction of the Assyrian

in verse 31, says through the voice of the Lord, rather than through any earthly force,

the fact that the strong figure about the lightning of his arm, the indignation of his

anger and the scattering and tempest and hailstones, have an exact parallel in the de

scription in chapter 29 of the destruction of Sennacherib's hosts. It--and of course

also, no I guess not, further over is 31, nit there are just these very brief (l2-)

extremely troud.

It certainly maintains the symmetry of chapter 30 and 31 much better than to have

here a picture of the last days, though the passage does not have a great deal of the

specific in it. The name of the Lord comes from far, burning with his anger, his breath

is an overflowing stream, sifts the nations, and there's a bridle in the jasw of the

peo-ole, causing thei to err. Well, this could be a picture of divine power coming in

the last days of the age but it seems to me that it does not go beyond what could be

said of his coming against this mighty host of Sennacherib from many nations,coming
preventingthere to conquer Judah and causing them to err, putting bridle in their jaw, tt4n

them from moving ahead with the tremendous force that they hive to the destruction of
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little Judah. Ye shall have a song as in the night when a holy solemnity is kept ;,and

gladness of heart when one goes with a pine to come into the mountain of the Lord, to the

mighty One of Israel. There's a calmness, a solemnity abott verse 29 which would fit

with the t,eoDle sitting by and seeing the Lord win the battle, which fits exactly with

the time of Sennacherib it seems to me. The Lord shall cause his glorious voice to be

heard and shall phow the lighting down of his arm with the indignation of his anger,

and the flame of a devouring fire, with scattering, temiest and hailstones against, all
a

picture e4 supernatural intervention and exactly the same figure is used in chapter 29

to show the destruction of Sennacherib's hosts. And then verse 31, through the voice

of the Lord shall the Assyrian be beaten down which smote with a rod, is certainly a

good presentation again of the fact of his divine power, divine interention, not

human fight that destroyed the Assyrians. And inery place where the ground staff

shall pass, which the Lord shall lay upon him, it shall be with tabrets arid harps: and

in battles of shaking will he fight with it, shows *gain the Lord /1aying upon him,

the Lord moving as with musical instruments, the Lord coming in with a stately pro

cession rather than a big army of human beings fighting.

Isaiah 2.. (.-)

...and verse 33 Is, the general import is certainly very clear, if we are talking about

the Assyrian up to this point. There is utter destruction ahead for the Assyrians. That

much is clear. But what is the destruction of which he is steaking? Is he si,eaking

quite figuratively? Or is he soeaking rather literally? Well, the one thing that

hapDenecl was that this mighty (1) that the Lord sent made a destruction

of hosts and it was necessary to dksDose of the bodies, and they must have

made great nits in which they put much wood, made great burning in order to consume the

great number of the bodies which were left when the great numbers of the Assyrian army

were destroyed, a ophet was ordained of old, the word ToDhet seems to mean a place of

spitting, a place of revilement, a place looked upon as a place of destruction, some have
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thought it is related to the word burning but that's not certain, but the term was used

for the place of burning, the place in the valley of Hinno where Ahaz sacrificed one

of his children to Moloch and of course there might be a Diay of words on that because

it is for the king, melech and moloch is the same consonant, and there was a reference

in 2 Kings 16:3 I believe, 2 Kings 16:3 to what King Ahaz did, that he made his son to

-pass through the fire, according to the abominations of the heathen, whom the Lord cast

out from before the children of Israel. That would seem to mean the sacrifice of his

son, as an infant Drobably,following this wicked heathen custom. And this place in

thenthe valley of Hinnom where these sacrifices took place seem to have/been used for the

burning of garbae, (3) fire, burning all the time ahd. using up the

refuse there and it's used as a name, the valley of Hinnom, passes into a figurative use

as Christ used it, Gehenna,for a figure of eternal fire. And so this, here, could be a

description of the great fires that are necessary to consume the dead after the Lord's

destruction of the Assyrian army, it could mass on from that to the king hise1f specific

ally. You remember that we are told about Sennacherib in chapter 37 is it now, where

Itah Dredicts that he will go back to his own land and there he will die and we read at

the end of 37 that Sennacherib departed and went and lived in Nineveh and he lived there

about twenty years after this tide but then as he was worshipping in the house of Nisroch

his god, Adrammelech and Sharezer his sons smote him with the sword, ahd. they escaped

into the land of Armenia and Esaaddon his son reigned in his stead. So here is the

king, this tarticular king of Assyria, died an assassin's death and he lost his army,

his plans were wrecked, eventually he died an death, or it can look beyond

that to the ultimate plate to which he came, to the eternal burning which the Lord has

declared. Now, I don't think we can deduce from the passage specifically and certainly

which of the three is here in mind. Certainly all three are true, and all three

happened. The terminology is true as apolied to any one of the three, and there's even

a fourth that can be thought of. Bef.use bhe city of Nineveh which was the great

enemy, the great center of the Assyrian aggression, the city of Nineveh within a few

years was attacked by its enemies and conroletely burned and utterly destroyed, and
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never regained its strength. The whole book of Nahm deals with the destruction of this

great aggressor, this terrible enemy, which was thus utterly, God had -out an end to more

than any other great city of ancient times.

So there are those four different ways in which there was a great ultimate destruct

ion which may have be involved in 3'. All were true, all Maybe he looks

ahead and makes a general picture including them all in the picture. It would seem

though that the on that it mosttypically represents would be the first, the destruction

of so many people that this great fire is necessary to burn them up, or even better the

ultimate destruction of the king in the eternal fires which would be the breath of the

Lord. Of course, it was the breath of the Lord which sent the pestilence which destroyed

the army. So that we have an interesting structure in this chapter, I thihk, the immedi

ate situation, then the immediate attitude looked at and God's punishment shown against

us as a picture of the law of the future which is wrath upon the people and yet the±.re

naming as a beacon and an ensign, then a picture of the, of God's blessing in the distant

future to his people, that he is going to bring them to himse'f, give them a spiritual

blessing, and then a look at the nearer picture of the deliverance from the Assyrian.

Now do we have further questions? If not, we might mention again tit chapter 31 takes

the two things, the beginning and. end of this chapter and reiterates as being that which

is going to come fairly soon, the great eventual lessons of the chapter are vital and

imoortant, given here. They're for future ages, they're written down on tablets, they're

to be preserved, to have a meaning or all of us people in the future, but he stresses

that which is to come within the next twenty years in order to make that very much clearer,

direct to their consciousness, he stresses in chapter 31, repeating
h
different words

the first fourth of this chapter and the last fourth, and bringing out much more than he

did in chapter 30, the fact of the divine destruction without any human agency an it's

interesting how 31 ends similarly to the end of 30, that he will pass over to his

stronghold for fear and his princes shall be afraid of the ensign, says the Lord, whose

fire is in Zion and his furnace in Jerusalem. Here is the Assyrian king gone, the
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fire of the Lord was consuming the bodies of these great multitus he'left dead

there in the Philistine plan. The Lord whose fire is in Zion, the Lord who can destroy

the great power of the Assyrian when he chooses, but the Lord who is working out his
molds

fire, his furnace in Jerusalem and wee-to his oeople as the potter molds the clay, sifts

them and repares them for his ultimate nurpose. So the verse larks right back to
4.

the beginning of what he calls the hearth of God (8 3/Li)

I think it is further evident that he is correct in rendering it the hearth of God,

where (Q)

Well, now, 32 starts very interestingly, takes us right back to chapter 7, doesn't

it? Chapter 7 and this very same situation. We had God condemning Ahaz. Hear ye now,

o House of David, is it a small thing that ye weary God, but must ye weary men also.

The Lord himself will give you a sign, a virgin shall bring forth and shall call his

name Immanuel. Now he's been talking snecifically of the nobles and of the people as a
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weary land. I think it's most remarkable and surely the divine leading of Isaiah in

bringing these two ideas together which are usually seDarated. There's a great king
the

who is going to rule in Zion, and his law is going to go out, and there is great

sufferer, the servant of the Lord, who bears the sin of many. But here we have the two

thoughts right together, fit right (ll)

that we get comparatively seldom. And he is going to com he's going to

eyes of
be a hiding place from a wind and the 4&a them that see shall not be dim, and the ears

of them that hear shall hearken, the heart of the rash shall understand knowledge, the

tongue of the stammerers shall be ready to speak plainly. This is not saying surely that

everybody is going to understand, the eyes of them that see shall not be dim. Not saying

that everybody is going to get a clear vision but there are going to be great numbers

who will see him and receive clear sight from the Holy Spirit who will illumine them

and hable to understand. It goes back to the wonderful Dromises of spiritual bless

ings in chapter 30, but it doesn't tie it un so specifically with the peonle and their

situation (l2) it's sneaking of those who follow him and could include

any neoile who follow him. The eyes of them that see shall not be dim, the tongue of

the staminerers shall be realy to sneak nlainly. When they saw Peter and John and

recognized they were ignorant men, Galilean peasants, they nrvelled at the boldness

of their soeech, at the clearness with which they pointed out the messages, and they

saw they had been with Jesus, the tongue of the stammerers was ready to speak plainly

as they followed him who was a hiding nlace from the winds and a covert from the temnest.

And then we have verse 5 and 6 and verses 3 and 4 we notice could be a nicture of

sod's people after the Holy Spirit comes or Even during the lifetime of Christ, it could

be a picture of the followers of this man, it could be that, You might say no, verse

3 is a picture of the millenium, we see through glass darkly now, then it will be

face to face, a wonderful time it's going to be then. But what about 5? Is 5 carry

ing on the same thought as 3 and 4? Is 6 carrying on the same thought as 3 and 4?

What about 7? What's your judgment on these verses? Mr. (lL-)

have you some ideas?
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to say, a.od's 'neoDle are going to be able to see. They are going to be able to

understand and they are going to be able to think clearly. Now what about the vile

person? Is he going to be able to speak? He will speak? verse 6 says. And is his

heart going to be affected? Is he going to be converted? Whatts going to happen to

him? Yes, was it that - was it the apostle Paul somebody said everywhere he went,

he either caused a riot or a revival. And the Lord says that they that reject the

truth gives over to wickedness that they may believe a lie. Is it not true that there

are times when we can just drift along, not very good, not very bad., after all what if

(i), but when Peter and. Paul came preaching the gospel and giving the

message and saying, this is the way, walk ye in it, then it is a vision, and. you either

go this side or you go that way. The vile person shall no more be called liberal.

The vile 'nerson is made claim that he is false. He 'nractices hypocrisy. It claims

that he is evil, but verse 8, "but the liberal devises liberal things by liberal things,

so it is there. There's the two, here's the wicked, and. here's the righteous. There1s

the churlest, there's the liberal. There is a division made by the clear speaking which

comes from this man who is at the hiding place of . The wicked. are

become apparently wicked, and the righteous 'become clearly righteous. You must take it

one way or the other. There's room for this drifting along. Mr. Richards?

(2'k). Just that there are - these are developments which come. God is going to

destroy the Assyrian, but in His own time God is going to 'bring His king. God is going

to deliver the people for a time. But they have later, they have these punishments,

but eventually theye are great spiritual blessings to Israel. Not merely to them but

to the world. A king was going to reign in righteousness. But before he actually

reigned t tht in righteousness, he is as a man a a hiding place from the wind, and a

covers from the temple, with rivers of water in a dry place, and what are the affects

of his accomplishment? The people have no spiritual vision. They see things clearly.

They understand knowledge. They are able to speak out, and present the Word. of God.

effectively. And when this happens, it doesn't say it happens to every body. It is

only to those who follow Him. But when it hapiens, then we find certain effects that

follow it, and these effects don't come everyday, every where. After all, the Gospel
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goes out and touches this tart, and that part, and the other part of the world. t

basntt ever reached the whole world at any one time. But as it goes out, we find that

wickedness is made to appear wicked, and the vile person ceases to be called liberil,

and the churl said to be bountiful. Sin is called by its right name. And it becomes

apparent, which side people stand on. The vile person is going to speak villiany,

his heart works iniquity, and practice hypocrisy. He's going to do this wickedness, but

it will become apparent that he is doing it. The instruments of the churl are evil,

he devises wicked devices, but the liberal devises wicked things. And so as the Gospel

goes it makes a division. It makes a sharp designation. The division of the people

into the two classes. Those who are with the Lord, and those who are against Him.

Yes? Well, it impresses me that, the statement, "the tongue of the starnmerers

shall be ready to speak plainly," must refer to one of three things. It must either

refer to the miracles that Christ wrought, the healing of the blind, and the death,

and the dumb. But it doesn't seem to me to be so. Or it must be a description of
glory

millennial iia, and it doesn't really seem to be that. You don't need a hiding place

in the end to cover the sense of death. There is no death. Or it is a picture of the

time when we know this one who has been (5-)

will be expected to , and if it is that it certainly would fit with

these timid men that fled. when Christ um proceeds to so change when the Holy Spirit

came upon them, that the tongue of the stammerers spoke plainly. And the heart of the

rash understood knowledge, and the people saw that these men were gifted. I'm not going

to be dogmatic on this, but I'm saying, here is a key which seems to fit. The key to

unlock it, and the statements used in the context, in relation to what precedes, and

the general relation to the whole passage, it is a key that fits. And. it would seem

to me that when you have a key that fits, your first question is, does it really fit?

That we can show serious points at which it seem to fit, that is a very strong

argument against the thing. Its the correct interpretation. Or if you can offer an

alternative view that fits better. That is the very best possible

interpretation It's a free translation or another one fits better.

But I know of no other that fits temporal blessings. It does seem to me to fit. It
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doesn1t make it so specific, that there33 no question about it, but the Lord doesn1t

do that. The Lord is giving us glimpses of what is happening in time, laying it out

for us so we can see. (question here). 7. No, I would incline to think that after

this telling of the verse 9, he passes to his strong hold in fear and his princes are

afraid of the ensighe, and. sa*s the Lord who's fire is in Zion, is burning in

Jerusalem. That the Lord procedes to contrast the downfall of the Assyrian group,

with the raising up of his own group, his own king who is going to reign in righteousness,

and whose nrinces will rule in judgment. And. then after mentioning the fact that one is

going to do so, he then tells something else about this individual, which doesn1t

necessarily have to be at the time when he is reigning, which in the light of
he

knowledge gained from what actually happens in the New Testament here,/is justified

in saying, precedes the time when he sets up his actual reign in righteousness.

And of course there is an interesting parallel there again to Isaiah 10 to 11, where

in the end of chapter 11 we have the destruction of the Assyrian host. We have the

downfall of the Assyrians, which the boughs are lopped with terror and the high ones

of stature hewn down, and the thickets of the forest are cut with a mighty one, and

Lebanon falls, meaning the Assyrian empire, but in 11: 1, contrast there, domes forth

a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a branch grows out of his roots. And. you go

right from the destruction of the Assyrians. The human power no that they are to show

the Divine power that precedes, and that here you have the same thing but after

mentioning the king who is going to reign in righteousness, then you precede to tell

something about him, which precedes the actual ritime of his coming. That would be my

suggestion about this.

I know there are those who say that the church is not in the Old. Testament.

There's nothing about the present ge in the Old Testament. But what do they base

that on? That can be based - a statement like that can be based on one of two things.

It can be based on a clear dogmatic teaching somewhere in the Word of God that the

church is not in the Old Testament. That we find that is proven. Or it can be based

on an inductive study. If we go through the Old Testament very carefully and never

find that that proves it, but if we go through the Old Testament and we find not merely

this but many other passages, perhaps I should not say many, but at least a number.
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Which seem rather clearly to describe, not merely the coming of Christ, but the

outworking of Christ1s work. Then we certainly are not in a position to deny that

these are a picture of the period between Christ's first coming and His second coming.

Unless we have a categorical, dogmatic statement on this. And this certainly, here's

a passage which may be. It's a lot of separate statements (10) with interesting

little models, and no particular relation. But my observation is, that aside from the

book of Proverbs, there's about half the book of Proverbs, there's very few passages

like that in Scripture. Of course, as a rule you do find a definite relationship and

a progress has started, and sometimes it isn't made clear. Sometimes you have to know

later develoDlnents in the Bible, in order to have it clear. But that when you find the

key you find that it fits into the first one.

So then if that is the correct interpretation then verses 5 and through 8 are

the picture of that which is going to come, not a destruction of the wicked dead.

Not an overcoming of the wicked. Not a physical putting down of them, but a making

plain and clear what is wicked and what is right. Then in verse 9. In verse 9 we

find that he calls upon certain people to hear his voice. He calls upon them. "Ye

women that are at ease. Hear my voice, ye careless daughters." And. who are these

people to whom he is speaking now? Is he now speaking to the nobles in front of him,

or to their families? Is he speaking to the immediate situation in his time? Is he

looking forward here to the Jewish women in the future? Or is he looking forward to

something that is related to what he has just been talking about? Is he looking forward

to those who are the followers, direct followers or the - connected with the followers

of the one whom he has described. Well, we say we have the three possibilities. Let's

look on and see which of the three these will fit. Which won't perhaps fit at all.

Or which will fit best. How well they may fit.

Well, as we continue we find - "rise up, ye women, that are at ease. Hear my

voice, ye careless daughters. Give ear unto my speech." And of course, cities are

very often spoken of as women. The feminine is very often used for a personification.

So this may be literal women, or it may be used for groups of people, or for something

like that, including most of them. Both are possible. But he calls upon them, "these
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that are at ease. Rise up, hear my voice. Give ear unto my speech. Many days

and. years shall ye be troubled, ye careless women, for the vintage shall fail, the

gathering shall hot come. Tremble ye women that are at ease. Be troubled, ye careless

ones. They shall lament for the pleasant fields, for the fruitful vine. Upon the

land. of my people shall come up thouns and briers. Year, upon all the houses of joy

in the joyous city." Is this a picture of the people there with the exile ahead?

That would certainly not be out of place. In the statement we've had before about the

Assyrian is not going to conquer, but there is to be an eventual exile. Is it the

reference to that? You people that are now taking it easy and enjoying life, and. not

bothering about whatts ahead, like he describes in Isaiah 3, where they are giving

all their attention to the earthly pleasures. You were satisfied with these things.

God is going to send. the exile. He is going to send a time of misery, and a time of

suffering and he said, "They are going to lament, for the pleasant things they had

before. Upon the land of my people shall up thorns and briers." That would be

speaking of the exile again, wouldn't it? "Yea upon all the houses of joy in the

joyous city, because the palaces shall be forsaken. The multitude of the city shall

be left. The forts and towers shall be for dens for swam a long time. A joy of

wild asses, a pasture of flocks. A picture of a coming of destruction - of a

degestation, of the withdrawing of his savor to his people. This long devastation

pictured. Is it going to last forever or is there to be a cessation of it.

Isaiah 30.

The question may not necessarily be answered because this appeal doesn't mean

that this lasts up to that point and then stops. It may. But it may mean that it

lasts up to this point and then it keeps on. I remember hearing a Baptist minister

in Los Angeles. He came out and spoke at Occidental College, when I was there in

1917. He used language I don't like to quote, and yet it illustrates the ooint

here very clearly. He said, "We are going to go after the Kaiser until hell freezes

And you might think that that meant, well as soon as hell freezes over

stop. We'll let the Kaiser go on then and conquer the world. But he didn't. He

said, "until hell freezes over, and then we'll go after him on skates." Well, the

Dicture as you see was - we are going to do this, up to that point, and then we are
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going to do this. And weill do this until that ththmn main thing. When th that bapnens

wetil stop. We'll going to keep on with this and not even that. So that we can't

jumo to a conclusion when th you say this happens until that time. That that means

an end. It means a continuance. There are several passages in the Bible, where I

think that is important to have that in mind. Don't jump to conclusions. Well, "The

sceptre shall not depart from Judah, until Shiloh comes. D oes that mean it is going

to depart from then when Shiloh comes. As a matter of fact, it remains with Jtidah,

because Christ is from Judah, and it will always he with Judah. It does not depart

from then, when Shiloh comes, but it continues after. And it will not depart from

him. It will stay there until that happens. I'm going to keep after this. I'm going

to keep passing this up. Well, how do you say that? I'm going to keep passing this

up until it stays there, and then I'm going to quit passing it up then. There

wouldn't be nothing there. So that wouldn't be a very good statement. But, here it

says &t any rate, that there will be this desolation until the spirit before the

romise on high - "until the spirit be poured upon us from on high, and the wilderness

be a fruitful field, and the fruitful field be counted or a forest. Now that's an

interesting verse isn't it. Now what do you think that verse could mean? "Until the

Soirit is ooured upon us from on high." God withdraws his favor from his people.

There is a great forsaking. A great desolation. And. his favor is withdrawn from his

oeople until the Spirit is poured upon us from on high. Now what does that mean?

Surely one thing it could mean would be punishment. It certainly would fit exactly

with punishment. Until the spirit will be toured from on high, and the wilderness

be a fruitful field. The wilderness be a fruitful field, and the fruitful field be

counted for a forest. Did you ever have language like that before? (Student).

Yes, the exact parallel isnt it? We were told then1 that there is going to be
a reversal of the situation than it had been before, That Lebanon will be turned into

a fruitful field, and the fruitful field esteemed as the forest. Now we read that this

exile is continued until the spirit is poured on us from on high, and the wIi1m wilderness

is a fruitful field, and the fruitful field is counted as a forest. That doesn't mean

that all in Israel are put outside the pale or does it mean that all Gentiles are brouht

in, not by any means. So one view point, that Paul. describes - the middle rhelm of
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partition is broken down, There Is no 1oLer Jew nor Gentile, bond nor free, But

there is the other fact, it says here, that the majority who came after that time,

in a few decades proved to be Gentiles, And that the bulk of Israel was outside

during the resent age. So you have the - It is not a sharp line. You have many

Gentiles who have utterly rejected, and you have many Jews, who accept Him as

saviour. But you have a general reversal so that the center of the olive tree for

a time are the wild branches that are graffed. in. And he says, there is exile

coming as a result of their carelessness again they are indifferent. Their

unwillingness to teach the word of god, and put Him first. There is coming exile.

Desertion of (-). There is coming that situation which will last. Which

will continue, and then there will, be, after it has been continued for a very considerable

time, there will be something that is described, as the Spirit being poured upon us

from on high. And about the time when the Spirit is poured upon us on high, we find

the actual accomplishment of that turning up side down, which is described in chapter

29, that the wilderness becomes a fruitful field, and the fruitful field, is counted

as a forest. And then judgment dwells in the wilderness, and. righteousness remains in

the fruitful. field. And the work of righteousness is peace, and the effect of

righteousness is quietness, and assurance for ever, and my people shall dwell in a

peaceable habitation, and in sure dwellings, and in quiet resting places. Is that a

picture of the millennium Is thés habitation, where the man of verse 2 Is being a

hiding place from the wind and a cover from the tempest, so that they have peace within

their heart, even though the storms rage about them, or is At a time when the storms

are brought to an end, When Satan is bound, and the actual millennium is here. Which

is it? Does the next verse make it clear. My people dwell in peaceful habitation,

and in sure dwellings, and in quiet resting places, when It shall hail, coming down on

the forest, and the city is brought down. It is brought low in a low place. When

there is destruction, there is turmoil, there is that raging around them, but within

the heart there is peace and safety, because they are in the rock, which is the

shadow of a great forest, in a weary land. And. during that time, during that long

period here described, what are they supposed to be doing - they who are now his people?

Who are dwelling in the shelter of a weary rock - of a mighty rock within a weary land?
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What are they supoosed to be doing? What does verse 29 say'? "Blessed are ye that sow

beside all, waters, that send forth thither the feet of the ox and the ass." Ye that

don't think ye can just sit back in your houses, in your peaceful. shelter of the great

rock in a weary land, but go out and sow beside all waters. And. send out the ox and.

the ass, carrying the message, and spreading the word, the salvation that He wants you

to take. Is that what verse 20 means? It doesn't say so explicitly at all, but it

fits it. And if it isn't what it means, what does it mean? What's the sense all, of a

sudden. Blessed are ye that sow beside all water. It fits perfectly. It fits the

key. TheS key just fits in right into it. What else does it mean?

Why when you are giving a discussion 6f Nuclear Physics, all of a sudden you say,
my
*a isn't it wonderful. that they are plowing today? What's that got to do with it?

When you are in one subject and you drag in a sentence about another, but if you are

discussing a subject which will fit into it, even though the language be somewhat

figurative, then you have the key. You have just a lot of unrelated statements.

9-(Question: That's not impossible. It is not impossible because the dwelling

of the peaceful habitation, a sure dwelling, a quiet resting place, We do have the

statement back in chapter 26, where we have the resurrection from the dead. Come ye

into my chambers for the Lord goes forth. He comes out of his place to reap his

destruction on the earth. But it doesn't quite seem to me that the destruction is made

strong enough here. The hail coming down on the forests, and the cities devestated.

It doesn't seem to me to be quite strong enough to describe the tribulation. And verse
? rapture

20 would certainly be impossible of realization during the last rites I would suggest.

I would think that verse 20 would probably be looking back to what precedes and deals

with what is to come. It would seem to me, that my people shall dwell, hardly shows

sufficient of a change to indicate that. It is worthy of consideration, but I don't

think the indications are sufficient for it. I do think they are in 26.

101 Yes? No, I would incline myself to claim that in verse 9, he looks back to

the people of his own days, I 'would incline tothink that - that he looks to them,

because I believe he goes on to describe the exile here. So would say in view of

the exile seeming to be ahead, that after looking forward to verse 8, then that he
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comes back to address the people of his own day, and call upon them to turn aside from

their stupor and. their indifference, in flew of the fact that the Divine punishment is

ahead for them, and that the captivity is here. It is coming, though it is not coming

for a hundred years. So 1 would incline to think in view of what follows, that that is

a picture of the contemporary Israel. Yes?

ll-. No, the people upon whom the Spirit bore were all Jews, at Pentecoste.

I would incline to think that verse 15 is looking forward to Pentecoste, rather than

to the ultimate end. Though the other is worth considering. Well, we have chanter

33 next, and then - there's the contrast pictured in 34 and 35, and then I thought

we might jump after that over to chapter 56. And let's just between now and tomorrow

look ahead at 33, which we certainly ought to look at next, but look ahead for just a few

minutes, at chapter 56, and. tell me this for tomorrow, I wish everybody would give me

a judgment tomorrow, what do you think about chapter 561 What is the theme of the

chapter? Is it a unified chapter? Are there one or two or three equally important

dividing points within the chapter? Do you think that the dividing points at the

beginning and end of the chapter are more important than any you see in the middle

Look three or four verses before, and three and four verses after, and just see how

it fits. Make a judgment on those things. I would like to take a few minutes on that.

Because I may want to look ahead at it before long.

Isaiah 31. (next class).

If I understand you correctly Mr. Ritter, you feel that chapter 56, the first
after what preceded.

part goes right on thmM m Latara. But you don't feel that the last part of 56

belongs with 55. Well, you would call it review? We have these three who are trying

to do this that 1 mentioned yesterday all agreeing, that chapter 56 is not a unit.

It starts in with blessings. It ends up with rebuke. It is not the usual type of

blessing. It is not just prediction of mriadm good things for the future, but it

does contain a good bit of that, and it is that which is helpful to people who are

following the Lord, is the first part. Blessed. is the man who does this. My

salvation is near to come. Let not the sun of the stranger feel that He is let down,

because the Lord says that the stranger that follows him, he will give a place better

than sons and daughters, and his house will be a house of prayer for all people. l
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here all this wonderful note of Droeress, of blessing, of happiness, and a certain
very much

amount of advice put into it. I don't like the heavy ethical instruction/because there

is not much of instruction in keep ye judgment, and do justice. It is a very general

statement. It's like, be a good boy. That's not giving this little boy instruction.

It's just a general exhortation. I think this is an unfortunate heading here in the

Scofield Bible. 6, ethical instruction, because I don't see much instruction. I see

some as a blessing. And then in the last part of the chapter there's no ethical

instruction. Look at the last verse. 'Come ye, say they, I will fetch wine, and

will fill ourselves with strong drink: and. tomorrow shall be as this day, and much

more abundant." That's not instruction. That's rebuket That's pointing out these

neople who are so indifferent to they scoffingly say all things continue as they've

been from the beginning. We don't need to worry about this exile coming. The things

will go on just the way as they are. Let's eat drink and be merry, enjoy ourselves.

And it is a rebuke, pointing out that which is bad.

Now one thing which is very interesting about the book of Isaiah, and Jeremiah

particularly, and then about the prophets in general, that it is a very common habit

of the prophets to start their messages with rebuke. Isaiah starts that way, Jeremiah

after his call in the first chapter starts that way. Look at how the book of Isaiah

starts. He starts with the rebuke to the people. He says, verse 2, "Hear, 0 heavens,

and give ear, 0 earth, for the Lord has spoken. I have nourished and brought up

children, and they have rebelled against me." verse Lj "Ah sinful nation, a people

laden with iniquity," Chapter one is very largely rebuke. And then after he has

rebuked them and urged them to be good, and turn back to him, then you rind, some

toward the end of the chapter, and particularly in the beginning of the next chapter

you find that he looks beyond the rebuke, to the blessing.

He is saying, God is going to punish this people for their sins. Oh., people,

stop this terrible sinning. Turn away from it. You're going on in this way, and.

God must punish you, And he describes the punishment to come, and then it is as if

he looks at the Godly among the people who are implicated in this sin, deserving some

punishment for it, and yet are thoroughly dissatisfied with it, and. wanting to do what
is right, and then to feel discouraged and say, there is nothing but misery ahead for

us, for we are a sinful nation, He looks then, and says, Yes, God is going to punish,

�
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but beyond the punishment there't' that wonderful vision of the future. We had the

same thing in chapter 24 with which we began our years work, this year, you recall.

Charter 24 began with the picture of exile. The Lord is going to send the

people into exile, and into captivity. He is going to bring misery and suffering for

their sins. Rebuke for sin. Telling how God is going to punish. And then from verse

13 on, we say, beyond the rebuke, beyond the punishment, God has a purpose of grace for

his people. Blessings beyond the threatened punishment, the rebuke that is described.

Well, now when you get to chapter LO of tsaiah you start a new section. Charter

39 is a historical section. Chapter 36 to 39. Different from everything which

precedes and follows. But with chapter LO you start a new section, and this section,

the old critics used to say, runs through chapter 66. They said, there are two

Isaiahs. The first Isaiah to 39, and the second isaiah thth from LiO to 66. Well, it

certainly is true there are two par6s to Isaiah, just as there are two parts to the

Bible. 39 books in the Old Testament. 27 books in the New Testament, 39 chapters

in the first part of Isaiah. 27 chapters in the second part of Isaiah. An exact

paraèlei to the Bible. But the parallel is very interesting when you first notice it,

and yet actually when you get into it a little further, you find that the last part

of isaiah is not such a unit after all. And. today there are no critics that I know of

that hold to the two isaiahs theory. Most of them hold to three Isaiahs. And the

reason is because the difference between the chapters from Isaiah 40 on and the latter

chapters of the book are just as great as Lit between the early chapters of Isaiah,

and the chapters from Li.O on. And so they say, there are three Ieaiahs. Well, actually

of course I believe there is one Isaiah. But I believe that there are various portions

to the book. And there is a very vital portion to this book of Isaiah which begins

with chapter 40. And this is a section in which Isaiah looks to the people, sneaks to

the Godly who are convinced the nation is going to go into exile. They see the

ptnLshmertt for sin, the punishment that is certain to come, and they tend to feel

terribly discouraged about it, and Isaiah says to them, yes, but comfort you my people.

Comfort my people. Beyond the punishment God still has purposes of blessings for

Israel. He is going to bring them back from it. But he says, not only is lie going to

bring them back from exile, he is going to deal with the most vital question of all,

o account of sin.
the thing that is back .1' the exile. Why do we go into cx e
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Well if he doesn1t deal with the sin auestion, theytil come back from exile and they'll

have another exile. tut e is going to deal with the sin question. And so in Isaiah

140 to 55, he is looking to the people who imagine themselves already in exile, and. then

he is writing it down so it can be of special benefit to the people in the exile,

after they've been there awhile, telling them that God is going to deliver you from

exile, He is going to bring you back, but better than that, He is going to deal with

the sin question. And so He gives them the promise that -which reaches its climax

in Isaiah 53. how their in is going to be borne by the wonderful saviour, and. then

after 53, the promise of the deliverance from sin. You have chapters 514. in which he

tells of the spreading out of the message of salvation, and. you have that wonderful

verse 2 of charter 514, which was William Carey's verse on which he went to India to

carry the gospel. "Enlarge the place of thy tent, and. let them stretch forth the

curtains of thine habitations. Spare not, lengthen thy cords, and strengthen thy stakes."

Why? Because verse 3, "for thou shalt break forth on the right hand and on the left,

and thy seed shall inherit the Gentiles, and make the desolate cities to be inhabited."

it is a missionary task of 514 following the great picture of redemption in 53. And

then 55, is the wonderful message of salvation, based on what he described in 53.

"Ho, every one that thirsteth, come ye to the waters." Why "do ye spend money for that

which is not bread? "Come, buy wine and milk without money and without price." The

wonderful offer of salvation in chapter 55. With God's wonderful promise of blessing,

Instead of the thorn shall come up the fir tree, and instead of the brier shall come

up the myrtle tree. And this note of blessing which is constant from 140 on, with very

very little receivement in 140 to 55 scarely entered into it, constant pictures of

blessings. The rebuke is more in looking back, and seeing why they've gone into exile.

Then rebuking them for sin, and say there are going into exile. And there a great

deal of that. But it is a - from God's wonderful promise of blessing, it continues into

56, and in 6 we have this promise that the blessings of 53 through 55, are blessings

for all people. People, the strangers, the people from a distance. Ills house is going

to be a house of prayer for all people. And the Lord, verse 8 says, "which gathereth

the outcasts of Israel saith, Yet will I gather others to him, beside those that are

gathered. unto him." Blessing, wonderful promises, based on Isaiah 6.
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And so it shouldn't be from 40 to 55, it should be from 40 to 568. And that is

one section of the book. That would make a book itself. Pm very tempted to write a

book myself. An exposition or discussion of Isaiah 40 to '56:8. 1 think that that is

one definite unit, which is not widely understood. I don't think there are many

people - there is not a Christian living, who doesn't know some verses in this wonderful

sections, That Is, a Christian who is at all intelligent, who doesn't know some verses

from this wonderful section. And there is not a person who has done very much study

who does not know a good many things from this section. But there are very, very few

people who have any continuous idea of the section as a whole. The development of this

idea, and a presentation of its problem, and the type of material that is presented.

This wonderful symphony of salvation that Isaiah gives us here, in chapter 40 to 568.

And so that this wonderful section here, from chapter 40 to 56:8, as I say, it is

not understood. People realize its real bearing. Its real progress thii1i

described. And I'm thinking very seriously if I ever get time, to write a book on the

subject which I think would be a real contribution to the world. I have thought of

once of writing one on Isaiah as a whole. Now I'm thinking of just taking these chapters,

40 to 56:8. But as has been pointed out, at 56:9, you have a sharp contrast of what

precedes. "All ye beasts of the field, come to devour." What is the blessing in that?

Well, somebody says, he is going to gather others to them. The beasts of the field of

the Gentiles. They are told to come in and eat. Share in the gospel blessings. Well,

if that is what it means, well, we ought to say, come to eat, rather than come to

devour. But if someone wants to make an argument on verse 9, be is calling the

Gentiles to the feast of the field, and carrying on the note of salvation, and spreading

out the note of salvation, I'm not going to object. My guess is that it ends with 8,

but we won't argue if someone wants to put 9, there. But certainly when we come to

10, there is an entirely different area of thought. "His watchmen are blind. They are

all ignorant." That would seem to fit with the beast of the field coming, wouldn't it.

The watchmen can't stop them. It certainly wouldn't fit with the Gentiles coming to

receive a blessing. His watchmen are blind, they are ignorant. They are all dumb dogs.

They can't bark. They are greedy dogs. They never have enough. They are
shepherds that can't understand. Come they say, I'll fetch wine, and we'll fill
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ourselves with strong drink." We wont bother with what is going to happen. We wont

bother with keeping on the job. It is just the indifferent sort of carelessness. You

have nothing like verses 10 to 1.2, anywhere between Isaiah 40 and 56. Nothing. You are

starting an entirely new section. And they say tomorrow is going to be like this.

They are not watching they are not guarding.

57 goes on, "The righteous perisheth, and no man layeth it to heart. And the

merciful men are taken away. None considering that the righteous is taken away

from the evil, to come." It is all rebuke, misery, punishment, in verse 10, 11, 12.

1, 2, 3 - continuing. "Enflaming yourselves with idols under every green tree,

among the smooth stones of the stream is t1r portion. Thou hast poured a drink offering.

Thou went up to the mountain to offer sacrifice, to the idols." It certainly is a

passage of rebuke. And the - there are the who say, Isaiah 40 to 66, is divisible

into three parts. As proof that it should be divided into three parts, they say,

look at the end of chapter 57, "There is no peace, saith my God, to the wicked."

Notice that ending there. It doesn't seem to have a great deal to do with what

precedes does it? Yes, it does. The wicked are like the troubled sea when it can't

rest. The waters cast up mire and dirt. There is no peace, saith my God, to the

wicked. It fits perfectly there. Now look 'back at chapter 48.

Verse 22 of 48. "There is no peace, saith the Lord unto the wicked." There it

doesn't seem to have a great deal to do with what precedes. But it fits right in,

in 57, with what precedes. And then you look along to 6. And there at 66, you find

that there is - the last verse says, "they shall go forth, to look upon the carcases

of the men that have transgressed against me. For their worm shall, not die. Neither

shall their fire be quenched. And they shall be an abhorring unto all flesh. Surely

that is a picture of no peace for the wicked, It is the very last verse in the book.

Surely that is a picture of no peace for the wicked.

And so you can say, you have chapters 140 to 48, with this verse, there is no
peace salth the Lord to the wicked. Then you have 49 to 57, ending with the words,
"There's no peace saith my God to the wicked, and then there is 66, ending with this
Picture, of the wicked in a state of restlessness and misery lasting for all eternity.
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showing no peace to the wicked.

Isaiah 32. Sontimes

I think very definitely in the Bible two or three section! start with a similar

phrase, and it is given to us as an indication of how to divide it. And it would be

possible that Isaiah put these in, to divide it. But when you look at the context,

you find that there is no division between 48 and Ls9. 49 and 48 is part of one

contlnuious, and there is no reason for a first part of the book to go to 48, and to

continue from 49 on. From 40 to 48, and 49 to 56 are bound together tightly, so there

is no divison. And when you look here at the end of 57, we find at the end of 57

this statement, but how does 58 start. "Cry aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice,

show my people their transgression." They are a nation which take light in approaching

God, and does a lot of fasting, but what good does it do Verse 4. "Ye fast for strife

and debate, and to smite with the fist of wickedness." "Is it such a fast that I have

chosen?" It is rebuke. It is criticism. It continues the same note as what you had

in what recedes. So in this particular case, I don't know whit we have these three

similar verses, but they are not reasonably taken, as dividing it into three parts.

Now you will find good commentaries who say they do. That these are the three main

divisions of the book. But I don't think examination will support that theory.

Whenever you see something like this, it looks like a clue to a definite division.
I clue

Look into it, and see what is the material, that backs up the idea that it is a proof.

And if the material backs it up, then the clue is very helpful. But if the material

doesn't back it up, then say it isn't a clue. I've found the wonderful clues in the

Bible, time and again. And when I traced them down I found they really called my

attention to a really vital thing. And then I found other times like this, where they

- there just isn't. And I'm quite convinced of this.

But between 57 and 58, there is not much of a break. And between 6 and 57 there

is no break at all. And so we can say this, from chapters 40 to 6;8, or 9, if you

want to say, that that section is a definite unit. Here is 17 chapters which is unit,

a book by Isaiah. A unit in itself. But then at 56:8, or 56:9, amal or 10, you start

a new unit. And in this new unit, the question would be, how far does it go? Is there
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a continuous unit, or is there a sharo break? And I would like to suggest, that you

start in at 56:9, or 10. Start in there, and look ahead and see how far you can say,

what he is doing, is rebuking people for their sin, and taying that punishment is

coming. How far can we go that way? Well, when you look at chapter 56 verse 2, you

might say, that is blessing. ''hat is praising the people. But when you look at verse

3 you find that it isn't. That 5) is - I was saying that 40 to 56 is a unit by itself.

One section of the book. And then I gave a false clue at the end of 148, and then 57,

which I think is definitely a false clue, but this is a true division I'm sure. 40 to

6. And then from 59:9 or 10 if some one prefers - from there on, there is a new

section which develops. And in this new section, we are pointing out people's sin.

Criticising them for their wickedness, saying God is going to punish them. All that I

lumped together under the general term rebuke. And. practically every chapter is like

that. Now I've reversed them in this chapter.

Now take chapter 57:15. Well, in 57:15, there may be a little note of blessing.

But 57 - but verse 17 says, "For the iniquity of his covetousness was I wroth, and

smote him. I hid me, and was wroth,' but what did. he do? "He went on frowardly in

the way of his heart." That surely is a continuing rebuke. He went ot frowardly in

the way of his heart. So that I think that you're pretty steadily in rebuke. Now

you might raise the question. Is 57:15, blessing? Is ].4, blessing? Is 16 blessing?

Is 17 blessing? There's a question to raise. You might put a question mark oDDosite

those verses. But certainly up to that it is steadily rebuke, pointing out their sin,

preparing God's wrath against them. And then you end 7, "The wicked are like the troubled

sea, when it cannot rest, whose waters cast up mire and dirt." And 58 starts, "Cry

aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice like a trumpet," And. so you continue with rebuke.

Now the question I would like you to take up is to start in with 56:10 and to see how

far you say it is definitely rebuke. Look at these verses I just spoke of tords the

end of 57. 1 don't say now. I mean later. Are they blessings? Or do they continue

rebuke? Well, if you are uncertain, mark them with a question. If you come to the

conclusion they're still part of the rebuke, like a rebuke may contain, a recollection
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of past blessings. He may say, you are going on in wickedness, you are going on in sin.
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You deserve punishment. My, he may say, how I led you out of Egypt. How I brought

you with care. How I did everything 1 could to save you from trouble. But in spite

of all I did, you turned against me. Now that is a description of blessing, but it

is past blessing, shown for the purpose of strengthening the rebuke, so 1! would still

be received in a rebuke passage. There are blessings in a rebuke passage. But you

want to see the relation before you are sure. Otherwise you will say there is a break

at the end of the blessing. After the rebuke we start blessing. So I would like you

to go on from 57 and see if you can, how far is the rebuke? Where does it change to

blessing? How far does it continue with blessing? Where does rebuke again start?

And so on. And see what kind of classification, you can make of the section according

to this division, which is often a very helpful division, in the prophetic books.

A.nd try to see long sections if you can what is the main theme that he is dealing

with. That is - try to make a grouping of verses together into large sections,

accorting to specific schemes, and specific approaches. I don't mean to make a detailed

ana)ysis. But one where you will try to get an idea, an analysis of the main key

divisions from here on as far as you can get in the time you have.

Now go back then to chapters 30 - we were on 33. And in 33 we have a

section which I am not nearly so ready to speak positively, as I was on 30. Or on 32.

There are, I think, phases in 33 that would come out clearly from further study than I

have yet given to it. After the presentation I've given you of 30 and 31, 32, 1 think

that there should be a background of method, which will probably put some of you in a

position, to give me valuable suggestions on portions. We might look at 33 together.

1 don't feel nearly so confident as I do on everything we've looked at thus far.

Well, let's just take a minute before we look at 33 - let's look on. From after

43, 34 is a passage which seems to be pretty well unified.. It is a description of the

land of Edom, in a state of desolation. And 314. is pretty much a unit with this subject.

The land of Edom in a state of desolation. And 35 is th land of Israel in a state of

L%ing. They are companion chapters. They are concepts. Now it is interesting to

study each chapter and see the type of misery that is to be there. That are desolation

The type of blessing that is to be to the others. See the contrast between the two
chapters and ask ourselves what is the time to which they are looking. What is the

situation to which they are looking? I think I would suggest this heading in 3U.
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The cofield Bible here could be impooved uoon perhaps . The day of the Lord

Armageddon. Armageddon, I think of as war. Battle. Well., In the early part of

this there is that which suggests battle. But certainly the latter part of this is

showing the result rather than the battle itself. Maybe to put in a new subhead

would clear that up. But its results - it is a situation of desolation which follows

that in the latter part, in fact the greater tart of chapter 3)4. It is the wonderful

aralieI, opposite parallel, of 35. Now that leaves 33 then. That between 3)4 and 35

the general import of which is quite clear, and. 28, 29, 30, 31 and 32 the import of

which is quite clear. Are we going to say that 33 belongs with 3)4 and 35? Are we

going to say that it belongs to 29 to 32? Or are we going to say the whole thing

belongs together and this is simply a section of it? Well, there are some very clear

things in this chapter. Other things that aren't nearly so clears

Look at verse 19 of 33. What do you think verse 19 Is saying? Do you think of

any parallels to 19? 33d9. "Thou shalt not see a firerce peonl.e, a neonle of a deeper

sneech than thou canst perceive: of a stammering tongue, that thou canst not under

stand." What does that mean? You mean that the man is going to be blind so he won't

see these fierce people? Or what does it mean? Yes? That's an interesting suggestion,

that 19 is that you won't get the real import. They are something, you will see them,

but you won't see what they really are. Vow I feel that there is a little different

idea involved in it. Because in it of a parallel to another passage. Can anybody

think of a passage? No. I don't recall. What is it you have in mind? Well, if you

think of it let me know, because 1 may have suggested some connection I don't think

of at this instance, but -Recall that in chapter 8 he said, in verses 9 the noble

said, "Whom shall he teach knowledge? And whom shall he make to understand doctrine?

Is he going to treat us like people who are weaned from the milk, and drawn from the

breasts. With precept upon precept, precept upon precept, line upon line, line upon

line; here a little, and there a little." isaiah says, "But with stammering lips and

another tongue will he sneak to this people. To whom he said, This is the rest

wherewith ye may cause the weary to rest. And this is the refreshing. Yet they

would not hear. But the word of the Lord was unto them precept unon precept that they
might go and fall backward, and be broken, and snared, and taken."
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Cod is going to speak to them with another tongue. How is he going to speak to

them with stammering lips and another tongue?

Isaiah 33.

Well, before the captivity. The coming in of the enemy, the Assyrian coming in.

I was with a man in Germany this summer - a man from Holland.. And we were with a Very

fine German Christian, with some very fine German Christians, and we were talking

together and I don't know Dutch, and. the Germans didn't know Dutch, so this Dutchman

knew English well with the Germans, so we talked - the Germans didn't know English

well, either, so we all talked German. We all talked in the German tongue. And one of

the Germans there was with us up in Scandinavia, and he mentioned how the Danes wouldn't

talk German with him. The danes have a much more bitter feeling against the Germans,

than the Dutch Lo. That was strange for the occupation was much worse in Holland than

it was in Denmark. But the - I mentioned this to the Dutchman when he and I were

together afterwards, and he said yes, but in Holland they use the German much more now

than they did a little while ago. But he said, his wife doesn't like to hear us speak

German at all, and she just doesn't like to hear it. He said, it reminds you of so

many things during the war. He said, when if you have a little light on , i,retty soon

you hear somebody yelling, and then giving the German words, light out, light out. And
Connected with

you would hear these things, thiaiuliag the occupation in the language which was different

from your own language, and which was tied up with that, and connected with it. And of

course, German is fairly near Dutch. It is not difficult for one knowing either of

these languages to learn the other. The languages are very similar. So the Dutbh had

very little difficulty in understanding what the German soldiers of the occupation

troops were saying, but they did have -it sounds sorter like stammering. It is clear

what it is, but it is sort of like stammering. It is a little different. It is

awkward, and unpleasaat, and certainly during a period of conquest like that.

Well now, here, the Assyrian army has come in and their language is somewhat

similar to Hebrew. Just about like German and Dutch. But it sounds as if they were

stammering. They are talking about something that sounds queer. You just don't get it.
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You don't know what they are talking about. And yet yo--. cantt figure it out, but youve

got to figure it out for your own safety. And God says in chapter 28 here, I'm sending

you precept on precept, line on line, simple and clear teachings of the prophets which

you will take and understand. You won't accept any. But he says, with stammering

lips and another tongue will He speak to his people." That is, the Assyrian army comes

marching in, talking to you in what sounds like stammering. It is another tongue, but

it is a disagreeable thing to you. You won't take the simple, pleasant exhortation

from God's prophet. You have to take the harsh cruel commands of the conquering horde.

And so in chapter 28 that is the prediction of the exile, of the conquest.

"With stammering lips and another tongue will he sneak to his people." Now over

in chapter 33 where he says, '1thou shalt not see a fierce people, a people of a

deeper speech than thou canet perceive. Of a stammering tongue, that thou canst not

understand." Wouldn't that seem to be a promise that there will be - that they will

not have an exile or a foreign conquest or that they will be in a situation where that

sort of thing will be in the past, so much so that you can think of it as a bad dream.

You won't have to bother about it anymore. It won't be there. It just be there.

I was in Maintz in Germany in 1927, 28 I was there. Here there were signs up around in

French. And people said to me, ten years after the war and still in 1927, still French

troops here. And rrench signs around and all that. There were these signs of conquests,

of occupation. And when the time comes you just don't have anymore there. It is gone.

You don't see them anymore - a fmm fierce people. You don't see a fierce people with

a stammering tongue that you can't understand. So that this verse 19 would seem to be

a promise of deliverance from foreign aggressions. A promise either, that you will not

have to submit to that sort of thing, or that you will - that it will all be over, and

JI won't ever come again. And look at verse 20. "Look upon Zion, the city of our

solemnities. Thine eyes shall see Jerusalem a quiet habitation, a tabernacle that

shall not be taken down; not one of the stakes, thereof shall ever be removed, neither

shall any of the cords thereof be broken." Surely this is a description of a time when

there is peace, there is joy. There is the continuance without the threat of desolation,

or destruction. Well, that is, I think quite clear in verses 19 and O. Now, verse 18.

"Thy heart shall meditate terror. That word meditate isn't a good word, I think.
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Meditate. If you are going to meditate terror toward us, it suggests you are going to

plan terror against others, doesn't it? But in the context surely it means you will

think about the terror. You will look back upon what you've gone through, and you will

say, "Where is the scribe? Where is the receiver? Where is the one that counted the

towers?" Where is this tax collector from this foreign conquest we had to face. It is

all gone now. It is a bad. dream.

A nd of course that fits with verse 17, "Thine eyes shall, see the king in his

beauty. They shall behold the land that is very far off." Is this a description of

coming back from (6k). Is it a description of an establishment of a time

of peace and safety which will continueZ A time when there is no longer any fear of the

sort of thing that we've been previously told is going to come. That then would seem to

give us a hint for the continuity of a number of verses here. That it would. be the

presentation of a time of peace and safety and prosperity which would be of very long

duration. Is that a picture of the millennium? Is it a picture of something that has

already occurred? What is it a description of? Now certainly that doesn't seem to be a

picture of the church, does it? We do not rule out that Israel may be used as a figure

for the church. Assyria can be used as a figure for any anemy. Certainly, Assyria,

being the great enemy. Certainly Israel can be used for a figure for the church. We are

told in the New Testament that we are the Israel of God. It is possible that it can be,

but it is rediculous everytinme you see a blessing to say this is a picture of the church.

We have to consider the passage to see what it was talking about. And. when we look at

this now, is this a picture of the church here? Well, it Is a question to ask of any

particular passage. What is it a picture of? Well, of this picture here, thOu shalt

not see a fierce people. You will not have to face this sort of thing. Well that's not

a picture of the church in any age that I know of, yet. The true church bf Christ has

had to face tribulation, persecution, suffering. If it describes the church, .t is the

church in the Millennium, It is not the church in this age. So certainly it could not

apply to the church in this age. It is a picture of something which the church has not

experienced. Is it a picture of something that Israel has already experienced? Or is it

a picture of something which God's people, whether it be Israel or the church, are yet
going to experience in time that is still future to us?
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flext class.

I asked you to work ahead along to lines. One of them was continuing in the

chapters where we were. We have looked at 28 and 29, which make a steady forward

progress of thought. Then we noticed how 30 and 31 follow 29, but they parallel each

other. You have a rather full discussion in chapter 30 and. then you have a summary of

immediate asDects of it in l. And of course this is a very important pedagogical

device, this repetition. To go through a thing at length as 30 does, expounding the

whole thing to us, and then to gome back, and simply to take the immediate aspect and

guide them home. it is a very good way to make At clear to the hearers. The Bible is

not a book of logical discussions arranged in one, two, three, a, b, c order like a text

book. It is a book of discourses presented to people in order to drive truths home to

their hearts and consciences. It uses a device which we would use in discourses in order

to get the thought into people's minds and to make them lasting.

Well, now we want to continue through 32 and 33 but before we do that I'd like to

call our attention again to the other aspects of our discussion, which we began looking

at last time. As we noticed that in chapter 56 you have a section that first Dart of

the chapter which is the conclusion of the section from chapter 140 up to that point.

One book, one closely, tightly bound together book according to this part of 56. I've

thought some time of writing an exposition simply of this section. To take this part

of Isaiah- chapter 140 to this place in 56, because it is so tightly bound together in

such a unit by itself that I think it could be very valuable to have a thorough

discussion of simply this section of the book. But then in 6 we start a new section.

And we notice that there is - can be a little question as to whether it begins with

verse . or with verse 10, but it certainly does not begin later than verse 10, and it

certainly does not begin earlier than verse 9. So we have a section beginning either

with verse 9, or with verse 10, which is very, very different from the earlier part of

the chapter and very different from all the chapters that precede it, until you get way

back to a very early portion of the book. It is denunciation, it is rebuke. It is

criticism of the people for their sin, calling upon them to tuen away from their sin.

Telling them that God is going to punish them for their sin warning them to flee from

the wrath to come assuring them of the judgment that is coming. It is a typical type of

material that we find in the prophetic books and I simply made the title for it - rebuke.
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To cover this type of material. And if rebuke then starts with either verse 9 or verse

10 of chapter 56, how long do we continue with just rebuke before we get anything of a

different type? Anything that can not be put under this genera 1 category, of rebuke.

Isaiah 34.

You feel that 57 - the first 10 verses goes with these last 2 or 3 verses of 56?

That it is all rebuke? Does anybody differ with that? Does anybody think that in the

course of this material there is something that is other than rebuke. Yes? I think if

you take chapter 57 one as Mr. Faucette points out -. that is quite different from all the

other verses isn't it? At least from most of them. Now, I don't mean one, I mean two.

Is one different? "The righteous perisheth, and no man layeth it to heart. The merciful

are taken away. None considering that the righteous is taken away from the evil to come."

In other words, there is evil, there is sin, there is misery, there is indifference.

er iThe righteous perisheth and no nn takes thought. I would question whether 57: 1.

is different, but 57: 2 could easily be thought of as different. "He shall enter into

peace. They shall rest in their beds, each one walking in his uprightness." There's no

rebuke in that verse. If that verse stood absolutely alone I we think we would certainly

say it is a description of the blessing of the righteous. But since it is an isolated

verse, certainly the next verse is rebuke, and certainty 57: 1 is rebuke. It would seem
fate

to me that verse 2 is just very briefly contrasting the Lathibli of the righteous, that God

is going to be with the righteous, and bless him. That is blessing rather than rebuket

But there is only one verse. So 1 think that we would consider that it is a very brief

turning the attention to God's blessing on the Godly. It certainly is not dealing with

the wicked in this verse is it? It certainly is dealing with the Godly. It is only the

one verse. Only a slight glance of that side of the picture which connects up with what
went before. The righteous perish and people are indifferent to it. The merciful man is

taken away and people don't realize that after all, perhaps the righteous are better off.

To be taken away from these. Well, we are rid of that fellow. He may realize that he is

better off. God is giving him rest, blessing. Yes?

Exdept for this one verse you would agree that as far as 10 is agreed, that you
would suggest that it was first? Yes. Then up to verse 10 we agree that there is a
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chapter. The last three verses, the three or four precedtn, and. up to 10 here, but then

the question is how much further does the rebuke section go? And verse 11 is certainly

continuing rebuke isnit it? And. verse 12 - "I will declare thy righteousness, and thy

works." That could certainly be praising the righteous couldn't it? But he says,

for they shall not profit. So that certainly isn't praising the righteous but is seeking

his condemnation upon those who deserve his condemnation. And verse 13, "When thou

criest, let thy companies deliver you. But the wind shall carry them all away. Vanity

shall take them." The first half of 13 is still rebuke. But the last half of verse 13

- "But he that putw his trust in me shall possess the land, and shall inherit my holy

mountain." There is certainly a half a verse which is blessing. Now is this like verse

2 probb1y is, of 57, just a brief glance for contrast to the condition of the wicked

at the righteous, or does this continue? Is there a longer passage that is blessing?

How about verse 14? Is lL rebuke or blessing? Miss Correli? Continued blessings.

You would think that blessing is 13b and also l&L. How about 15? 15 also. "Thus saith

the high and lofty One that inhabiteth etermity, whose name is Holy. I dwell in the

high and holy place, with him also that is of a contrite and humble spirit, to revive

the spirit of the humble, and to revive the heart of the contrite ones," That certainly

is blessings, verse 1. How about verse 16? That is blessing isn't it? "I will not

contend for ever, neither will I be always wroth." It is as if he's been giving this

terrible rebuke to wickedness and the last part of 56 and on through 57, and then he

sees the righteous tending to give away to despair. He sees the condemnation of the

nations for their sin, and he knows he is implicated in the sin, being a part of this

wicked nation, not having done anything perhaps to advance the wickedness. Certainly

not doing all, that he might have done for the harvest, for the hindrance, for the

witness against it. He is implia cated in it and he tends to almost give way to desnair

as he sees that there is nothing but misery ahead for all the nation and the Lord contrasts

here the condition of the righteous and shows the opportunity for them. "He that puts

his trust in me shall possess the land." They are going into exile. "That he that puts

his trust in me shall possess the land, and inherit my holy mountain. And shall say,

Cast up, prepare the way, take up the stumblingblock out the way of my people.,, The
land is going again to be possessed. The stumblingblocks are going to be removed.

The Lord is going to revive the spirit of the humble. The exile will not last forever.
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e will not be always wroth. He will not contend forever, lie sends his judgment, but

his judgment is not continuous or permanent as far as his people are concerned. Mm He

is chastising them rather than destroying them. There is a chastisement. There is a

punishment, but there is to be a reestablishment. A further blessing.

So that he is giving these promises to the righteous of blessing after the

condemnation of the wicked. After the judgment that falls on the nation as a whole.

What about verse 17? What is verse 17? Mr. Sutton? Yes. Verse 17 has the strain of

rebuke again, but seems to be an isolated verse. Therefore it would. not seem to be the

beginning of a new section of rebuke, but rather of -a glance in the midst of this

passage of blessing at the contrast. And here it isn't telling of the coming of

punishment of the wickedness. It is looking back on the punishment that has come.

It is looking forward to the time that the exile is there, but then looking back from

that and saying that God has punished Israel. God has smitten them because of their

sin. God has hid Himself. Let them go off into exile. But he says "though I have

done this. Though I have sent the punishment, yet I have seen his ways and will heal

him. I trill lead him also, and restore comforts unto him and to his mourners. I

create the fruit of the lips. Peace, peace to him that is far off, and to him that is

near, saith the Lord, and I will, heal him." So we have the promise of deliverance from

exile. The promise that God's wrath is not forever. The m promise that He is dealing

with His own in chastising, but not in destruction, and that there is blessing beyond it.

They are going from l3b right on through 19. And then the blessing section ends with

just a brief contrast again of the condition of the wicked. "But the wicked are like

the troubled sea, when it cannot rest, whose waters cast up mire and dirt. There is no

mace, saith my God., to the wicked."

We might want to start a new rebuke section, in verse 20. Because 20 and 21 are

certainly rebuke. Or we can consider that 20 and 21 are in this blessing, that it is

another glance at the condition of the wicked. In view of the question that may be

raised, does 58 1 start a new section. It certainly looks like a more reasonable place

to start a section then 57: 20, because 57: 20 is so tightly tied to what precedes.

So that there are the two ways of dealing with 20 and 21. Start your new rebuke passage

in 20, or say it is just the slight comparison with the wicked in this blessing passage
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from 13:b on. It ends this smaller section. This smaller section which begins at 569

and which continues through the end of 5? or through verse 19 of 57. Then with 58: 1

or if you want to start it with 57: 20, there starts a new - or there starts further

rebuke, and how far does this rebuke go, Mr. Watt? He says that verses 1 to L are

definitely rebuke. Does anybody question that? It goes at least through LI.. I think we

would. agree on that, wouldn't we? Through LI.is definitely rebuke. Now Miss Correll

suggests that verse 5 belongs with what precedes. That it is still rebuke. "Is it such

a fast that I have chosen? A day for a man to afflict his soul? Is it to bow down

his head. as a bulrush, and to spread sackcloth and. ashes under him? Wilt thou call this

a fast, and. an acceptable day to the Lord? Is not this the fast that I have chosen? To

loose the bands of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens," Well, verses 5 and 6 are

surely tightly knit together, aren't they? And 7. 5 to 7 is a unit and this unit is

discussing the nature of fasting. And it is, you might say, verses 5 to 7 is a

criticism of putting confidence in ceremonialism. It is a declaration that the ceremony

without the reality is worthless. There is a great principle there which can apply

to any of our churches, to any of our religious activity. "Is this the fast that I

have chosen?" For a. person to go through simply form etc. Well, that has a value.

But that by itself does not. There must be a reality to it. There must be a change

of heart. There must be a real interest in helning others. And so verse 5 to 7 is a

discussion of fasting, and the necessity of thete being more than the exile. There

must be the reality to it too. And this ties up with LI., doesn't it? Because LI. lie

cusses the wickedness of their wrong fastirigs. Their fasting which is for strike and

debate and to smite with the fist of wickedness. People go through these ceremonies.

They perform this ritual very carefully. But they are only doing it for advancement

of their own wickedness, not of really seeking God's blessing. And I think perhaps a

question might be raised about 5, whether 5 is still criticising externality or

whether 5 is saying, "You are smiting and not really afflicting your soul."
simply making your voice heard on high. You're going through things, but actually you

should afflict your soul, and you should have more reality. But I think that it is

very hard to be sure about 5. Whether 5 is continuation of what is wrong with the fast,

and whether it is the beginning of what is right with the fast. Perhaps then Li. to 7
ought to be the section of fasting. 3 to 7. They say, why are you fasting, and. you are
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not doing anything for us. Look, we are doing all this fast carefully and yet God isnt

blessing us. Well, he says, you are not fasting right. Then he goes on and discusses

what is right. So that, certainly 3 is rebuke, and certainly L is rebuke, and the sub

ject of fasting discussed in 3 and 4 goes on through 7 and. to show the right y to fast.

Shows the right attitude to ceremonies. They must express the attitude of heart, and

show themselves in service to others. Yes?

Isaiah 35.

Yes, I think a good argument can be made for continuing the rebuke right through

7. A very good. argument can be made for it. It can be - Verses 5 through 7 can be

simply a discussion of fasts. What is the right y to fast? But the purpose of the

discussion is to show how wrong they are in what they are doing. And how reasonable

- how it is not surprising they are not getting their nrayers answered. And consequently

a good argument an be made for including this whole section under rebuke clear through

verse 7. At any rate it is definitely rebuke through verse 1" Verse 5 may be included

in it and a good argument may be made for considering the discussion of that which

certainly can be definitely considered a unit, from 3 to L to 7 as a portion of the

rebuke. Now we don't need to be dogmatic on this precise division. But I think it is

quite important to recognize.

In a way it is like the shores of the ocean. You go out in the ocean a little

ways and you are in the ocean. no question about it. You come in land a little

and you are in land. But just exactly where the ocean ends and the land begins nobody

can tell because there is a shift in tide. There is gradual change. There is usually

not a sharp sudden change but a little bit of a transition. And sovery often we can

sometimes we can say exactly here is where it happened. Sometimes in the middle of a

verse there is a sharp sudden transition, from one type to another. But very frequently
you have a amm transition which is not sharp or dudden but which nevertheless is very
real as can be shown by the sharp difference between what is a little before and what is

a little after. And it may be a somewhat gradual passage. And gradually the idea is

brought out of the transition. And at any rate if you were to consider through verse 7

as rebuke what would you say about verse 87 Mr. Auckland? Yes. There is surely no

question that verse 8 is a wonderful picture of blessing. That verse 8 is a. picture of
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the onderfuJ. blessing that the Lord is going to give. Verse q is wonderful blessing

lie is going to bring. They say in verse 3, "We've fasted. And you ont see us." We

ont get any answers to our trayers. W1l verse 9 says, "Then shalt thou call, and the

Lord shall answer. Thou shalt cry, and he shall say, Here I am." There is a wonderful

promise of blessing which will come. There is something of a conditional element in the

blessing. But there certainly is the blessing promised. There is a definite promise

even though somewhat conditional of blessings that the Lord is going to bring which goes

on through verse 10 and 11 and verse 12 certainly looks beyond the exile doesn't it?

"They that shall be of thee shall build the old waste places. Thou shalt riase up the,

foundations of many generations. Thou shalt be called, The repairer of the breach,

The restorer of paths to dwell in."

The critics over a hundred years ago decided that at chapter 14.0 there was a sharp

change in the book of Isaiah - that you were no longer predicting exile but you were

wedicting deliverance from exile. And the exile instead of being predicted was taken

for granted. And therefore they said from chapter 10 to 66 is not written by Isaiah

but it is written over a hundred of years later and it reflects the atmosphere of

Babylon wather than of Palestine. And they said, 140 to 66 is the second Isaiah, and

got put into the same 'book with the first Isaiah because of their great similarity of

suddeness etc, It was written over a hundred. years later by a great unknown. And that

was the attitude which the critics began to take and some of the great arguments as to

whether 140 to 66 was by Isaiah and from the time of Isaiah or whether it was from a

later time and reflected a Babylonian background instead of a Palestinian background,

and there was a great argument with many liberals writing strongly for the two Isaiahs

and many conservatives writing strongly for the unity of the book of Isaiah and then

somebody no.iced that most of the liberal arguments were based on chapters 14.0 to 55,

And most of the conservative arguments were based on chapters 56 to 66. And so another

liberal came along and suggested, well, he said, the second Isaiah is only from 40 to 55.

And he said, from 6 on is a third Isaiah, which is not predicting the coming of exile

or of looking on to restoration, which does not have the Babylonian background of the

romiees of return from exile from Babylon, but which is a picture of the people a

still when they are back in Palestine and they are in a land in which

they hadn't built up in the way they expected to. It is still pretty much in ruins and
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they are not making the progress the, Lad hoped and here is this orophet who rebukes

them for their bad. ethics and. tells them that if they will. truly return to God with

their whole heart, He will give them wonderful blessings in Palestine. well, I do not

think that it is necessary to say that any of the three, were later than the time of

Isaiah, but I do think that Isaiah in chapters 40 to 55 looks forward to the time of

exile, speaks to the heart of those people who know the exile is certain and who are

grieved about it. Who are Godly eoole and God assures them that he will bring them

back from exile. And this which he writes to give comfort to the people in his own

day is something which also brings - is useful for the people a hundred years later to

read and to see God's wonderful promise f return from exile.

Now then when we go on into this third section of the book, it is true that it is

not primarily a section promising return from exile, but is it a section which does not

have any prediction of exile. Is it looking entirely at the situation after exile, or

is it back at the time of Isaiah originally. Well, I believe that it is back at the

time of Isaiah, but the question isn't so much, is it here at that time, as does it have

that time in mind? Does he have some references to the going into exile, such as you

don't find in 40 and 40 to 5. But I do think we can say that in this section, He does

look to some extent beyond the exile, bore than he does in 40 to 5, I mean, 40 to 55

look way forward to Christ, but not much t6 the time after the return, but in this he

looks on to the time after returning from exile. And so here we have these promises

that they will go into exile, but they will come back and. now we have in verse 12 this

stress on the rebuilding. They will rebuild, they will raise up the old places. There

is definitely a thought of the new days after the return from exile.

8(uestion: Well, I don't know. It is very hood. But he'll satisfy your soul

in drought. He'll make fat your bones. You'll be like the water of

I think surely we can take that promise for ourselves, too. But would not true

believers at the time from exile he in there? It is very strong, but I'm not sure it

goes beyond what true believers could have spoken. 110w do you mean? What about the law?

Woubdn't have to be that. It could be at the same time, tribulation, or it could. be

earlier. Either one is possible.
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(QuestioN: I think that in a sense it could apoly to those in exile, but

more particularly perhaps to those who have returned. The drought suggests that

there is difficulty around. I think the drought suggests the possibility that he is

referring to people here, either in the exile with misery around them, or after they've

returned, and. are disappointed because the buibding u isn't going as fast as they

thought. But it is certainly not a picture of millennial conditions I would say.

To satisfy your soul in drought." It is the millennial condition to do with the

drought. There is everything that is prosperous and going forward and there is no

external danger around, external misery. But here there is a suggestion of external

misery in the midst of which one is made like a spring of water, whose waters fail

thee. And God gives you blessing even though there is difficulty around. So 1 would

feel that that hrase in drought would suggest that the Lord is guiding and satisfying

people even though they are going through difficult times.

(question: A good guess. They don't find any suggestion of any misery around,

except on this one word, and let's get rid of it. What is the Hebrew word exactly?

So this root, if you take the word. exactly as it is, it only occurs in the

Bible at this place, so that it is all the ancient Hebrew that we have, so you don't

have much evidence from which to determine what the word means exceot tradition. Of

course you have tradition, you have your septuaint translation, and you have your

interpretations etc. You do not have other passages where this word occurs.

But you have in in Psalms 63:8. and. then

you have this which seems to be dazzling, clear or bright. There is

a word -) which seems to me to be from which there is a

which is used in Isaiah 5 for parched with thirst. Isaiah has a much larger vocabulary

than most other books. It uses words which we just don't find in other books. But all

our M ancient Hebrew literature we have is just what's in the Bible, and that's not a

great deal. So when we have words that occur rather seldom, we have tradition to go on,

to see what light it throws on the meaning, like the Septuaint, and the Pargums and so

on. What is the tradition and then we have etimology which may throw light, similar

forms even though they are not identical, and. from both of these lines we seem to get

this idea of drought, or dry places. Now the RSV doesn't think that fit_
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the context, very well, so they just say, lets just say good things. But I don't know

what they base good things on other than a guess. And it seems to me that sort of guess

is nonsense. But they don't even suggest a drought. They simply say 'good things" and

put a footnote, The word. is obscure." That is, there are times when we have to make a

guess from context when we have nothing else to go on. Certainly we have sufficient to

go In this case that we can at ].east say that the meaning of drought or of dry places

is worthy of consideration. Which is definitely stated, and which does present an idea

here, and a very reasonable idea. While good things add nothing to the thought, whatever.

Of course, you just take the thought of it as it is, and there is no new idea introduced.

If you take the word drought there is the idea of drought - God's blessing in the midst

of misery. But you don't have that stressed very much elsewhere in the particular

'nassage - as the word stands alone, there is nothing to prove what it is. I wouldn't

build too much on it. But it does seem to me that we need more than just their guess.

That we can't decide something which is traditionally as well astablished as this is.

Isaiah 37

(question: Yes, the Se'otuaint is very helpful because there were people who knew

much nearer the time of spoken Hebrew, and knew doubtless a good. deal of Hebrew that

we don't know, who made a translation. And so it is not proof - it doesn't prove it,

but it is very valuable. And then of course the Targums, the translations which were

made into Aramaic, by the Jews, and. quite early, they showed what they found. They

don't prove anything certainly, but they are vital. The one difficulty with the

Septuagint is that in the course of transmission it has duffered considerably. That's

one difficulty. And therefore there are cases where in the course of copying, the

Septuagint has become corrupt, that it was not preserved with the same care. People

didn't think of it as the Bible. It s just a popular translation of the Bible.

Now of course, we have copies of parts of the Septuagint earlier than the 2

and. much earlier, then our Hebrew manuscripts were before the discovery of the Dead Sea

Scrolls. But there is quite a gap before that time. A great many changes have come In

which can easily be recognized as errors in copying in the Septuagint. And so the

Septuagint is a very useful thing as preserving the old tradition, but there are cases

where the words are hopelessly confused.
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Well, we have then this passage of blessing here, so we notice the structure kiath

thus far, of this section of the book. We have begun with chapter 56, towards the end. of

the chapter there, and we've had a rebuke passage ending with a blessing passage at the

end of chapter 57, a brief blessing passage. And yet several. verses or more. Then in

chapter 58, we've had a rebuke passage, running through not over seven verses, unless you

include two verses, immediately before that, which of course would still be not over 9,

maybe less. And then we have a passage of six verses - no,seven verses which is clearly

1essing. It is wonderful blessing that he gives, with a certain conditional element.

But wonderful blessing which God had promised, and it seems to say - not that there is a

chance that you can get these blessings, but there are going to nmn be many who get

these blessings, and those who do, will be people who satisfy those conditions described.

So we have had two sections with rebuke, followed by blessing. Now what do we get.

What does 59 begin with? Mr. Sutton? In what verse? Which verse is that? Yes, 59: 1

says, 'fThe LordY $ZII can save. Don't blame the Lord for your condition. But what does

verse two say? "Your iniquiLties have seDarated", in verse 3, "your hands are defiled

with blood." Verse 14, "None calleth for justice." Verse 5, "They hatch cockatrice's

eggs. Verse 6, "their works are works of iniquity." Verse 7, "Their feet run to evil."

Verse 8, "The way of peace they know not." Verse 9, "Therefore- we wait for light, but

behold obscurity." Verse 10, "We grope for the wall like the blind." Verse 11, "We

roar like bears. We mourn sore like Verse 12. "Our transgressions are

multiplied before thee. Our sins testify against us." So from verse 2 on, for quite a

long distance we seem to have very clearly a section of rebuke, don't we? God is just

as great and able to save as he ever was, but you have gone into sin, and have brought

terrible misery upon yourself, and punishment is due to the wickedness that is on you.

That is verse 2 on. And verse one is the introduction to it. So we have a long rebuke

passage here at 59, introduced with a reference to the possibility of blessing which

people are rejecting. And this long rebuke passage here in the beginning of 59, goes

how far? .
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Through 9 you say? At least through 9. We can say that definitely. Through 9

is certainly rebuke. What about 10? Is that rebuke? There is a first in the third

peron the description of their wickedness, through verse 8. Then they confess their

wickedness, and they confess the misery Lrñi that they are in as a result of their

wickedness. I think that there is a definite break at 8, as Mr. Steele points out, but

it still is rebuke surely. It still is rebuke. It is confession of sin, recognition of

punishment which is upon them. The condition they're in. "Our transgressions are

multiplied before thee. Our sins testify against us." Judgment is turned away bakm

backward. Justice stands afar off. Truth is fallen in the street. Equity cannot enter.

"Yes, truth fails, and he that departs from evil makes himself a prey.' Up through the

middle of 15, surely is rebuke, isn't it? Though there is a sharp division within it,

between 8 and 9. But up to the middle of 15 is certainly rebuke. And then we continue

and the Lord saw it,"aadi. Here the Lord does something. Tip to here, they've been

confessing their sin, and telling what misery they are in, as a result of it. Now the

Lord saw it, and it displeased him that there was no judgment. And he saw there was no

man." My Bible has a Daragraph mark at the beginning of 16. It seems as if surely it

should be in the middle of 15. Because 16 t just continuing what the Lord aid. "The

Lord saw it, and it displeased him. There was no judgment. He saw that there was no

man and wondered that there was no intercessor. Therefore his arm brought salvation

unto him. His righteousness sustained him." This is quite a change. This is the Lord

entering in and doing wonderful things. Yes?

8 (Question: Yes, I would think that it is a description of the condition which

we find wherever vi1 becomes established. That Lhose who are involved in gangs or

wicked groups, o forces of iniquity, when they want to, they become rebuked in their

heart for it, or become disgusted with the wickedness of the others with hom they are

associated with, and they decide to leave them, and they depart from evil, and immediately

they make themselves a prey. They make themselves immcC.iately singled out for destruction,

by the forces of evil. The one who wants to m turn way from wickedness and enter into

what is good, ordinarily he receives blessing from it, but it is very, very difficult for

one who is involved in wickedness to leave this and to make a new start. It is very
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difficult, I read in the Readers Digest I think, or first in the newsiaper, two or

three years ago, about a nn who was in Arizona somewhere, and I think he was in the

automobile business and he was a good respectable citizen. Everybody thought well of

him. He'd been there for six or eight years, and nobody had the least bit of thought of

anything wrong with the fellow. One day he came out and he put his m foot on the

starter and immediately there was an exnlosian and he was killed in it. And they found

that he had been a member of one of the gangs in Chicago, and he left the gang and tried

to go straight. He had nothing more to do with it. He went way out to Arizona, and they

traced him out to there, and they proceded to do away with him. And it told in this

article about three or four men who had left this gang. They had gone to different

Darts of the country and. one after another they had been killed by the members of the

gang. It said that there was one left, and nobody knew where he was. He hearing of

these others would certainly be trembling, at what might be ahead for him. And. it is a

- I rembmber there was a family I knew in a church we attended in Los Angeles and they

had a son who went into Annapolis. He was in the Naval Academy. And then I heard he

was fired from the Academy. His sister told me, he had driven an automobile and. that

was what he was fired for. Whether she had the true story or not, I know. But

ten years later 1 heard, he was a lawyer in Los Angeles, and very prominent, and then

someway he got in between two gangs there and he shot his way out, and they had a big

trial, and in the trial the women in the jury declared that they considered him one of

their very finest citizens. He was acquitted absolutely of this killing he had done,

and they felt that he had. gotten into this situation, and he had. to shoot his way out,

and that's what he done. I don't know any of the details. But it just fits in with

I think what is in this verse. That in a condition where wickedness becomes strong,

the one who tries to depart from evil, immediately makes a prey to evil. Immediately

he puts himself in grave danger. And of course it is danger to those who have never

gotten implicated, in evil, and are not apt to be. And there is a description I think

of a condition of wickedness.

Well now, this - we see here rebuke followed by a passage of blessing. ±hi Rebuke

followed by a passage of blessing. Then rebuke again, and then a passage which we might

ball blessing beginning with the middle of verse 15. It is certainly the Lord coming in
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to do something vigorously. And there are many verses that lead us, at least to some

extent, I think could call it blessing. set's look on from there and ask this

question. How far do you go before you get definite rebuke again? We've had 57 - starts

with rebuke, and ends with blessings. 58 starts with rebuke, and ends with blessing.

59 starts with rebuke, and ends with blessing. Does 60 follow the same pattern? Or is

60 a continuation of a blessing? How ar do you go before this section ends? Before a

new section begins And if you find out how far, then take the section, and see if you

can divide it, into main divisions, and see if you can notice its structure. I feel

that I have noticed a structure. A definite structure. And I would. be interested to

see what you would work out of that. How it would. impress you. Now we - in taking

these two different things, will look forward to chapter 30. I hope that you've all

done a fair amount of work in chapter 32. 32 is not particularly an easy chapter. But

I think that once you get the key it is fairly simple. But it is not a1ys easy to

find the key. And I think that the best thing for us tomorrow would be to continue

with 32. I don't believe that any of you have worked on into this section in 59 and 60.

Have you? Has nobody here worked in 32? We didn't get into 32 at all. We went, 30 and

31. If nobody has done anything yet, - did. we get into 32? I didn't realize it.

I don't recall doing anything here in 32, but we want to go ôn into two passages.

For tomorrow let's continue with this 59 and 60 and if you have questions or problems

in the section, 57 and 58, bring them up tomorrow. But if you have time to get on

ahead and see if you can find out anything about structure, that would be something I

would like to discuss as soon as people have it sufficient in mind, to make it worth

while. Well, we'll continue then, in that section tomorrow, and then maybe next week

we can come back to 32.

Isaiah 37'

Yesterday we looked at the - instead of going further on chapters 32 and 33/ we

turned our attention ahead to the section beginning in Isaiah 56. And we noticed there

a passage of rebuke, followed by a brief passage of blessing. Then a passage of rebuke

followed by a somewhat longer passage of blessing. And then we noticed a passage of

rebuke, in Isaiah 59 which sudden-'-y in the middle of verse 15, turns - stops, and a

period of blessing follows. It is rather strange to make this transition right in the
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middle of a verse. Put there are a number of cases lliçe that, in the Scripture. I

think the very outstanding instance of that sort of a verse division is in psalms 19,

I believe it is, where you find that you have a Psalm there which begins with a subject

about the kky. The heavens declare the it glory of God. The firmament shows his

handiwork. Day unto day utters speech. Night unto night shows knowledge. There is no

speech nor language where their voice is not heard. Their line is gone out to all the
and their

earth, in 1ar words unto all, the world." Thete is a stanza of nerformance. Then

you have a new stanza. "In them hath he set a tabernacle for the sun, which is as a

bridegroom coming out r,f his chamber, and rejoiceth as a strong man to run a race.

His going forth is from the end of the heaven, and his circuit unto the ends of it: and

there is nothing hid from the ehat thereof." So you have here two stanzas in the poem,

and the last sentence of one, and the first phrase of the first sentence of the second,

are included in one verse. It is just an illustration to show that whoever made the

verse division was certainly not inspired. As a rule, the verse divisions are quite

reasonable, but there is an occasional place like this, where in Psalm 19, where it is

just about as bad as it could possibly be. And I think over here in 59, it is probably

just about as bad, "Truth faileth, and he that departeth from evil makes himself a

prey, and the Lord saw it, and it displeased him that there was no judgment." Well,

that might not1, be so 'bad for one sentence. But actually the first half is the end of

your previous 'nassage, and the next starts a new passage, and continues right straight

along, for a number of verses. And so we sta±t our passage of blessing here, at 15:b.

and we notice that the next real rebuke that we find is where Mr. Sutton? Mr. mth Ritter,

where is the next ria rebuke that you find after the last part of 15. Now of course

there is a element of rebuke in this that follows. God is destroying iniquity. So it

i punishment for sin in a way. And yet it is more a specific piCture of the wonderful

thing he is going to do in the future, not so much connected with immediate rebuke. So

leaving that aside, arid taking this as a start of a new section, a section of God's

marvelous intervention here, where is the next real rebuke that you find? Mr. Ritter,

w-ere would 1bt! the next one be? The other section at the beginning of 63, there is

no specific speaking of speaking of specific sin, and punishment for them, no urging
1
people to turn away from sin, and to turn to God. Nothing of that kind. m It is a
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description of a marvelous future intervention He is going to make. And the

intervention does involve a punishment of sin, and. so it could. be mwináñnh

considered. as rebuke, but it doesn't necessarily need. to be that. It is quite

similar in this regard to the end. of 59, isn't it? You could count them both in a

sense as rebuke, because they are a description of punishment for sin. Or as a

Divine intervention against sin. But they are certainly quite different from the

ordinary sort of sin. Well, then, how far did you say, Mr. Smitley? To verse 6,

and what follows that?

This has the same sort of situation as * the end. of 9 and the beginning of 63.

It could be called. rebuke in that sense. Although this is very brief. But it has

that. It is like them. There is no clear rebuke. It might he rebuke, or it might be

Divine interposition on behalf of His people. (That would be blessing wouldn't it?)

Then it would be blessing. And of course, every thing that God. does is really blessing.

So that when we make a division, we'll thinking of the immediate relationship. If he is

pointing out to people that they are sinners, and they should turn from it, and God is

going to punish them for it, He is rebuking those people. But if He is pointing out to

somebody, as so often in the Psalms, that those around Him are injuring him because of

his Godliness, because of his loyalty to the Lord, and. that God. will deliver him from

them and will punish them, that is blessing upon the one whom he is addressing. It

depends upon the one to whom it is addressed in it. All of works are really works

of blessing, to those who belong to him. And they are all works of vengeance against

those who ultimately oppose him. But in the particular passage, the emphasis is one way

or the other, and sometimes it is difficult to tell which way it is. But in most cases

it can be pretty definitely narrowed. down. And we've had these very miii

typical rebuke Dassages in 57 and 58, and the early part of 59. Now from this

Doint in 59,

mft

on we have quite a sharD change.In the main it is blessing and where it

isn't, it is not specifically addressed to people who are sinning, and warning them

what is going to happen. But speaking in a general way of God's punishment upon them,

which could be addressed. to them, or could be addressed to God, showing the carrying

out of God's great work. So that there is a passage there which is worth taking up as a

unit and breaking up into parts, and seeing what these relations are, of rather long
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Dassage. From the middle of 59, to the middle of 63. And it just does seem unfortunate,

that this Dassa,e should begin in the middle of 59, and. should end. in the middle of 63.

The Archbishop, I think was rather hurried when he was in this section. It would. surely

be a very natural -place for a sudden chapter division in the middle of 59, much more than

at the end. And certainly at the middle of chapter 63, would be an extremely natural

Diace, for a chapter division, because that is a rather vital division in the book, at

the end of verse 6 in chapter 63, you start something that is very different than that

which -precedes it. You seem to have, not God speaking to people, but people sneaking to

God, or speaking about God. And they start in with speaking about God., and very soon he

seems to be speaking directly to Him. Certainly verse 15 is a prayer to God. Verse 17,

verse 19, chapter 6Li., verse 1. 6L4-: 5, 6 (confession), 8 (prayer addressed to God.,) 9

(be not wroth very sore), 12, "Wilt thou refrain thyself for these things, 0 Lord?

Wilt thou hold thy peace, and afflict us very sore?" From verse 7 on, we have people

talking either about God., or to God. Much of it is a orayer, or confession, of

intercession, or request from God, It is highly questionable whether there is any

need of a chapter division between 63 and 6/4-, because that material is so unified,

and so utterly different from what orecedes it in 63. Certainly of all places not to

put a chapter division, 63:7 is one of them.

Now of course 63: 1 looks like quite a natural chapter division. "Who is this

that cometh from It gives a very natural picture and it breaks somewhat from

what precedes. It is quite natural for the archbishop to have made a break here at 63:1

and. then having done so he perhaps didn't think to make an other so soon in six verses.

So he looks on and. finds a place after 19 verses. This isn't much of a break anyhow.\

Warp While after 6 is a tremendous break. I personally think that 63:1 is a very good

place for a break, am but I think an even better nlace would be 63:7. I don't see what

harm there would be of having a charter with six verses. There are quite a number of

chanters with six verses. But here is a main division in the book at 63:7, and that

continues right to the end of 64. Now have any of you looked at 6 and. 66 at all? Two

have? Nobody else? Let's leave that for a little later. There are definite interrelation-

shins between 63: 7 through 66. It makes a oortion of the book that can be taken as a
unit, even though there are subdivisions within it.
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But we have a vital section of the book than, from 9 - from the mith1le of 59 up to

7anc this is more or less uniformed, though there certainly are divisions within in.

Now you want to find what those divisions are. And we want to see what he presents. Now

what did you do for today? Did you look this whole section over with the thought of

making divisions auite a bit or did you start at the beginning of it, and look forward

slowly, studying to see what you have Let's start in slowly, unless someone feels that

they are not ready for that, let's start in slowly at 15, at the middle of the verse.

"The Lord saw it and it displeased him that there was no judgment. And he saw

there was was no man, and. wondered there was no intercessor. Therefore his arm brought

salvation unto him, and his righteousness, it sustained him. For he put on righteousness

as a breastnlate, and. a helmet of salvation upon his head, and h put on the garments of

vengeance for clothing, and was clad with zeal s a cloke. According to their deeds,

accordingly he will repay, fury to his adversaries, reconroence to his enemies to the

islands he will repay recompence." Now certainly there is a very close union between

everything from the last half of 15 to this r,ortion. 19 could be very closely connected

with it, but 19 is thinking more of the blessing upon His Deo'Dle. But this is thinking

of Divine intervention An intervention to make great changes in the earth. An

intervention which is performed by him alone on his own initiative. A tremendous

intervention. An intervention which brings recomence, and furlyto his enemies. Now

have we had anything in the book so far that would seem to rather closely parallel this.

Does this closely narallel the deliverance from Sennacherib or not? I don't think you

would feel it does, would you? There is not much in there, of God coming in in a great

forceful way though God delivered Jerusalem, without human intervention. That's true.

But the loss of the Assyrians is not pictured there as a punishment upon enemies, or as

great divine destruction of sin. It rather pictures the deliverance of Jerusalem. And

that is what the whole stress is on there. The deliverance of Jerusalem. There is no

picture of God coming in with such overwhelming power as this.

Is there anything that we have looked at pi that you might think is a closer

parallel to it than the destruction of Senna.cherlb? I ib wonder if any of you would

think of Isaiah 24, which i the very first thing we looked at. In 24 we found great

commotions and upheavals in the earth, toward the end of the age, and then we find in
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verse 21, "it shall come to pass in that day, that the Lord shall punish the host of the

high ones, on earth, and the kings of the earth upon the earth, and they shall be

gathered together as prisoners are gathered together in the pit, shall be shut up in the

'orison and after many days shall they be visited." There there is a greet divine

intervention which nuts an end to the wickedness of this age, in 224. And surely there

is a very similar note in this striking passage here from 15b through 17, through 16.

What do we have in this passage? First we have the Lord seeing that there is no human

force that is sufficient to bring an end to the wickedness in the world. fflMth Displeased

at the lack of strong human oposition to wickedness the Lord Himself intervenes. Then

we find that the Lord intervenes, it is His divine power that comes in, and we have a

description of Him in anthropomorphic language as if he put on arms. "Righteousness as

a breast-olate, and an helmet of salvation upon his head. And the garments of vengenace

- and was clad with zeal as a cloke." A picture of his fitting himself for this great

tremendous tak he is going to perform. And a mention of some of His attributes, as a

description of entering into this great task. And. then the statement that He is going to

deal with his adversaries, his enemies, in the dap distance land. It i5 a great

outsweeping intervention of the Lord, which is here described. Now that's the y this

Dresent passage begin. Where does our present passage end?

Isaiah 3E.

It ends in 63 doesn't it? In 63 before the beginning of that long,address to God,

at the beginning of verse 7. So just before that we have the end of this passage and.

63: 1 begins with "Who is this that cometh from Ed.om, with dyed garments from Bozrah?

This that is glorious in his aparel, travelling in the greatness of his strength? I

that speak in righteousness, mighty to save." Any parallel to hithmft this? We have a

note of Divine intervention. The note of glorious aD'arel. The note of great mvm power.

Mightiness. "I that speak in righteousness, mighty to save. There, be ready to -out on

the righteousness of the breastplate and a helmet of salvation on His head.

art thou reid in tune aarel, and thy garments like him that treadeth in the winefat?

I have trodden the winepress alone, and of the Deople there was none with me." We read

back in 59, The Lord. saw it and it displeased him that there was no judgment. And he saw
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that there was no man, and wondered that there was no intercessor. Therefore his arm

brought salvation unto him. I have trodden the winepress alone and of the people there

was none with me. We read. back in 59 according to their deeds He will re-nay. Fury to

his adversary, recompense to his enemies, to the islands he will pay recompense. Here

we read, I will tread them in mine anger, and trample them in my fury, and their blood

shall be sDrinkled upon my garments, and I will stain all my raiment." And in verse 5.

An even closer parallel. "I looked, and there s none to help. I wondered that there

was none to uohold. Therefore mine own arm brought salvation unto me, and my fury, it

ur)held me." What a similarity between verse 5 here and verse 16 in 59. Therefore his

arm brought salvation unto him and his righteousness, it vuztained him. And in verse

18, he re-nays fury to his adversaries, and then verse 6, "I will tread down the people

in mine anger, and make them drunk in my fury. I will bring down their strength to the

earth. Verse 6 corresponding back there with his relaying fury to His adversary,

recompense to his enemy. Although the two nassages are worded quite differently, yet

there are a number of similarities in them of wording and there is a still greater

similarity of thought. A Divine intervention to bring destruction to God's adversary.

One that is so pictured that one would incline to think that it is the same one, which

is described in the two instances. Beginning this passage with one description of this,

ending this passage with another description. A very interesting nhenomena.

Well now as to the precise interpretation of this, it is certainly - they are both

rather figurative. It is not a literal description of God with His garments sink1ed

with blood, all that, and treading the winepress alone. It is a figurative description

amth but it is a figurative description surely of something in the nhysical, material

world. Surely it is a desciDtion of God coming into this physical, material world, and

overturning it. Unsetting things in order to put an end to the nower of wickedness, in

order with his own mighty act to destroy the forces of iniqutty. This is not a description

of the atonement. It is not a picture of Christ dying for us. It is ratLer a picture of

God intervening, to put an end to the wickedness of the world apart from God. It is

something that could be thought of as a result of the atonement, but certainly not a

picture of the atonement itself.
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Well, now, the one note in 63 that is not in 9. "Who is this that cometh from

Edom, with dyed garments from ozrai1? That's an interesting idea of God. coming from

Edom to rerform His mighty act. If you turn back to the book of Judges, you will find.

that in the book of Judges, the -in chapter 4 and. 5, that the people were under a

terrible oression which comes from the North. From Jabin, king of Canaan, and. his

servant Sisera. And. this has come from the north, this host, arid was holding the

Israelites in subjection, and God gave them deliverance through Deborah and. Barak, and

in chanter 5, Deborah and Barak sang, the song of deliverance and they begin in verse

4 with the words, "Lord, when thou wentest out of Seir, when thou marchest out of

the field of Edorn." S a we have God here pictured as coming from Edom, to perform

His great acts of deliverance of the Israelites. Over here in 63, "Who is this that

cometh from Edom, with dyed garments from Bozrah," which was one of the important

cities in Edom, that region South east of Judah. "Wherefore art thou red in thine

apparel," is Edom iartly used because of the )-jTS' means red. Is it partly a play

on words I don't know. I'm not prepared to give a real answer to the question why

is God pictured as coring to execute vengeance on His enemies out of Edom, but it is

interesting that Deborah and Barak dealing with an enemy that came from the North,

(6-) is coming from Edom, in the figurative language they use. And over

here in this icture of His divine intervention, who is this that comes from Edom?

61 (question: The area to which Jacob - that is Esau went, who is called Edom,

because of his redness, and the area which therefore took its name from him was south

east of Jerusalem, over there towards the wilderness. And the Edomites lived there for

a long time. It was there that Jehoshahat went with Ahab Adtk in order to attack the

king of Moab. They went down south of Judah and came up to Edom there. But later on,

there was the people of Edom, or of Idumaea as it is sometimes called. The Idumaeans

came up into Judah and took over control of JIIdah and. Herod came from there. So we find.

them ruling in Jerusalem in the time of Christ. Now of course that is a long time after,

Isaiah ictures here, and a very long time after Deborah and Barak. And. I would

question whether properly Edom was true Jerusalem.

(Q,uestion: It's an interesting thing to think about, and. I imagine that further

ht can be thrown upon it, and any suggestion on these lines. Any Biblical inter-oretatior
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in fact I say, with any Droblem we are dealing with, anywhere, dontt be afraid of

advancing a sugestion, because it seems, not to Derhans to ado much to it, because ve

often found that a suggestion that I make or that someone else makes, that doesn't work

at all, suggests something that does work. And very often one will be on the edge of

the thing, and on examination, at first examination gives nothing to it, but if one looks

a little further he may find there is something to the suggestion, or he finds that that

suggestion suggests another one, and he wouldn't have thought of that one, which wm

really gives an answer.

Now this, I don't have an answer to, why he comes from Edom. But it is an interesting

tra1le1 to these two, and quite unrelated instances he does. Could it have somethin.

to do with a figurative exoression7 Of the Jews seeming to be coming from that region.

Or that direction for some reason or other, or some tie up with some event in Israelite

history, or something with a relation w to the Edomites. There are many possibilites.

And it may be that there is one very definite answer or there may be someway in which it

does include some definite light on some specific feature of the event at the end of

the age. It is worth thinking about. But I am not at present am not inking of going

any further. As far as I personally am concerned, then what I've already done. But I

hope that you all will think about it, and come up with any suggestion you can.

91- (Question: Mr. Sutton? Well, we have a section which seems to be a uiit.

From 59: 15b. We start a section which is not rebuke, it is not prayer. It seems to

be a description of mighty acts of God. Much of it being a picture of blessing. This

section which starts in 15b, comes to an end at 63: 6, because 63: 7 begins a passage

that is a description of God's mighty acts and ayer to God in heaven, and confession

to God. So that 63: 7 following is a distinct section. So that we are justified in

saying we have a large section here from 59: l5b, to 3: 6. Now Im merely noting the

fact that the big section starts and ends with discussions that sound quite similar.

And in fact, as we look into them we find many similarities. lO.
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Now of course in a sermon you may have an introduction which brings a theme

1_' ore the Deole and then in the end you may discuss the same theme summarizing

what you dealt with in your sermon. That's one possibility. There's the possibility

of the - the thing I mean is the long -assage seems to begin and. end very, very

similar. Yes?

ll.(Question: Well, within the whole passage, yes. Within the whole nassage

there's considerable variation of emphasis, going through the rn.ssage as a whole. But

the em-ohasis on the particular section on which the nassage begins and the section with

which it ends is very similar. The two are very similar. And so similar that I think

we are justified in saying they are talking about the same thing. And. giving it in

two different languages but it is interesting to start a passage with strong stress on

this mighty divine in;ervention and to end the ssage with strong stress on this mighty

Divine emnhasis. And there are so many thoughts that are the same in both passages, min

though there is a little difference in the general picture and a few thoughts in the one

that arentt in the ober. So it is a very interesting, arallel. Well now, as to

further detail of the parallel I wonder if there is much more that you notice that we

should look further into, or any particular question about it. As to when this is, I

think the parallel to that brief statement in 24, the parallel in general to the

general nicture of God's intervention in the book of Revelation and the fact that I

don't know of anything else to which it does really narallel, suggests very strongly

that it is a picture of the Divine intervention at the end of the present age. Mr. Watt?

Yes, Bozrel is a very important town in th ibi Edorn. It is parallel to Eciom.
mentioning

It is mantiiamadrAr Edom, and. then mentioning one of its outstanding cities. Bozrals

modern name is (l3. There is a a town down there at Busara, and

I may have indicated another reference to this. Yes, other scriptural passages refer

to this as one of the leading cities in EdoLl, but I don't have precise reference to

one right here. It doubtless the modern village of Busara about 20 miles South-east

of the Dead sea. But here it is pretty much a arallel, Edorn and then mentioning one

of its cities.

1Li. (question: Yes, there is much opposition to the Edom, ex-oressed in the Old
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Testament. The whole book of Obadiah deals with odI s vengeance uon Edom. And

there are large questions cealing ith Eciom in various other DroDhe tic books. But

this says, the one who comes from Edom. So I would incline to question whether it is

sneaking about ama inag vengeance unon Edom, except he does want the I have done this,
so ?
though nerhaps a good Dart has been left in Edom. It is also true that Edom is

brought out some way as a picture of the adversary of God's DeoDle, and we find that

thIiath in chanter 3L., and 35, we have two parallel passages.

Isaiah 39.

Future blessings upon Zion. This beautiful picture. But it is paralleled by

34 which is a terrible nicture of His future dirii indignation -non Edom. Look at verse

of 3!,. The Lord has a sacrifice in Bozra and a great slaughter in the land of Edom.

It is translated Iduniea in this particular case. But this is - this does Dicture the

Lord' vengeance u-non Edom, chanter 34. And so it may be that He is speaking

narticularly of a vengeance upon Edom here. But I would think that Edom would be to

some extent a picture of all of his adversaries, all of the ungodly, in the picture

just before the beginning of the Millenniun. How a very interesting thing is that

the Israelites in the time of Christ took the word Edom which you write

with a daleth, and the daleth looks very similar to a in Hebrew. In fact, there

are many cases in the Bible, in textual criticism where the seputaguint has translated

a word as if it were a instead of a or a instead of a " They are so
Syrian ?

similar in writing that they are very easily confused and in the serious writings,

of Aramaic, the and. the are identical exce-ot that the has a dot below and

a the the dot above. And the Jews in the time of Christ very often spoke of Edom

as a way of saying Rome without any danger of the Romans understanding what they were

talking about. And they called the Romans the Edomites. They sooke of their getting

freedom from Rome and of the wickedness of Rome, and instead of saying Rome they would

say Edom. And of course the average Roman soldiers hearing them talking about Edom

woulcin' t think it had anything to do with Rome, so that it was a safe way to sneak

ñmta what the Romans would consider as sedition. But I don't think that Isaiah had

that in mind, when he wrote.

3 (Question: Well, now, the - in one theme of course in the book is the
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wonderful blessing that God is going to bring to His -nele in the future. And an

essential element of that is the removal of evil before the beginning of that blessing.

That is not elsewhere in the book as a rule dwelt uon but it is touched uDon, like in

24 where he comes in with forceful seizing of the ungodly forces and 'Dutting them into

the nit, and then the Lord reigns in righteousness. This would seem to be a parallel

to those ideas. This narticular idea being erhas no where else develoned

excet But it is interesting that this long

nassage which is more or less unified, has this thought at the beginning of it and the

saNe thought at the end of it. And the 3 thought is - this God's intervention. God's

nowerful, forceful intervention, sovereign intervention to overthrow His adversary.

Now this is the theme which we find here in 59, 15:b through 18. And in 63: 1-6,

What comes next in c9?

"So shall they fear the name of the Lord from the west, and his glory from the

rising of the sun." Now isn't this a ma queer verse here? So shall they fear the

name of the Lord from the weat, and his glory from the rising of the sun. "When the

enemy shall come in like a flood, the Snirit of the Lord shall lift un a standard

against him." What has that got to do with it? Does this very strange verse, this

19th verse to have those two thoughts in the one verse? I think that it is certainly

worthy of consideration, whether it may be that the first half of 19 goes with what

'Drecedes. God makes this great sovereign interosition,overtbrows his adversaries, and

as a result they shall fear the name of the Lord, from the west and his glory from the

east. The whole world will be felled with the fear of the Lord, as the result of his

sovereign internosition. It might well be that, that 19a ought to be included in the

previous nassage. But see how different 19b is. "When the snirit of the Lord", "when

the enemy will come in like a flood, the Sirit of the Lord shall lift up a standard

against him." It is very strange, but when you look at the next verse, it fits right

in with it doesn't it? "And the Redeemer shall come to Zion, and unto them that turn

from transgression in Jacob, mtt th saith the Lord. s for me, this is my covenant

with them, saith the Lord. My spirit that is upon thee, and my words which I nut in

thy mouth", etc.
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There is a picture of blessing irnon God's eoDlc. And it "begins wjth this statement

aiwut the Snirit o' the Lord lifting u a standard against them. Now do you think we

have any similarity to it in the passage just before the end, of - just before the final

section of our whole Passage, that is 63:1 to 6 is a remarkable parallel to 9:l5b to

19a. Let's see what immediately precedes that.

"God through, go through the gates. Prenare ye the way of the people. Cast up,

cast up the highway. Gather out the stones. Lift up a standard for the eople.

Lift up a standard for the people. Look at 59. "When the enemy shall come in like a

flood, the Spirit of the Lord shall lift up a standard against him."

"Behold, the Lord hath proclaimed unto the end of the world, say ye to the

a daughter of Zion, behold, thy salvation cometh. Behold, his reward is with

him, and his work before him." Look back at 20. "And the redeemer shall come to

Zion, and unto them that turneth from transgression in Jacob, saith the Lord."

7- (question: Well, I'm suggesting - I'm just raising the question - here

now as we look at what follows that passage with which our larger ssage begins, and

as we look at what -)recedes the nassae with which it ends we find that verse 10 of

chanter 62, calls upon people to 'repare the way, east up the highway, and to lift

u a standard. And we find that 5, the passage right after our first assage, as

we noticed the parallel, 59:19b says, "The enemy shall come in like a flood, the

spirit of the Lord shall lift up a standard against him." Now there is not a great

parallel between verse 10 and verse 19b but there is certainly a similarity in the

mention of a standard in both cases. In one case the Sirit of the Lord lifts up a

standard. In the other, God. calls somebody. Is it the Sririt of the Lord? Who is it

he calls upon to lift up a standard for the people2 There is a lifting up of a standard.

Well then, the next verse in 62, "Behold, the Lord hath proclaimed unto the end of
the world, Say ye to the daughter of Zion, Behold, thy salvation cometh:" and 59:20

says, "And the Redeemer shall come to Zion, and unto them that turn from transgression,

in Jacob, saith the Lord." Redemption is coming to Zion, one says; the other says the

redeemer is coming to Zion. Looking at the first 'assage again in '9, he continues,

"As for me, this is my covenant with them, saith the Lord." He is going to give a

covenant that he will -out his word in their mouth and it will not depart from there.
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The other one says, "Behold, Li salvation come".. Tey will




cone them, The holy

'Deonle, The redeemed of the Lord. And thou shalt be called, Sought out, A city not

forsaken," Him A banner is raised and a redeemer comes to Zion in both sections.

Now the narallel between these two sections is not nearly as great as the parallel between

the other two, that we were looking at. But there are some very definite T,arallels, and

it would be interesting to note, that you have such remarkable oarallels, between the

first part and the last part of our long section, and then if you take the few verses

immediately nearer the center of that we do have sufficient arallels to suggest the

'ossibility that they also are parallel. And so that is a very - it raises an interesting

ouestion. If there was structure in the oassage as a whole Jim in which he starts in

with the theme of a Divine interposition at this secific time, Then he goes on to

show great blessings to Zion. A standard raised and a redeemer coming to Zion. And.

then after he deals with other things, he again comes to the great blessings to be

given to Zion, and a standard raised, and a redeemer coming to Zion, and then describes

the great interoosition, a if this great sovereign interposition of God is described

at the beginning of the passage, and described at the end, and then in between he tells

what is accomlished by it. And then returns again to tell that which accom,lishes.

God is going to do these mighty acts. In connection with these mighty acts, he

will raise a standard and. bring a redeemer to Zion. Certain other great results will

come. These great results come when God raises a standard. and brings a redeemer to

Zion, It all comes as a result of His great result of His wonderful divine sovereign

inter)osition to overthrow his adversary. You see the suggested structure there. Now

I'm not interested in your simply saying this is what Dr. MacRae says this assage is.

I'm interested in your seeing the indications that I know, and seeing to how great an

extent you feel they are valid, and. what they suggest, carried a little bit longer to

see if it works out, or whether possibly you find out it isn't working out, and then

see if there are other similar indications as we look further at the assage as a whole.

So that I think we can advance a rather strong hypothesis, in that the first

section and the last is much more than simply a hypothesis, nearly a certainty, that

we have the same sovereign inter,osttion of God described in those two passages.

Those two passages are almost unique. There's nothing in the Scripture that I know of
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tInt is suite exactly parallel with either 1b to 19's, or with 63: 1-5. There's

nothiny else that I know anywhere in the Bible that is as similar to either of these,

as they are to each other. They are remarkable ssages. And a remarkable similarity

is in them. Then the two that are next to them as we noticed, they have such a

similarity that anybody going through the Bible noting Darallels would certainly

give a cross reference to look to the one here. But that doesn't necessarily mean

that they are both correct. But they have a considerable amount of parallelism, and

they come right next to these. We have such a very great parallel.

l3(Question: 11m glad your thought is moving with us on this. The - this

verse, 19 of 9 is a Deculariar verse, and it seems to me we get the best sense of it

by dividing it into two Darts. It is two sentences, but by saying the first of those
the

sentences, belongs to what precedes, the second is introduction to what follows.

how there is such a disarity in meaning between the two that you might question

whether that second really belongs there. Whether it shouldn't be something altogether

different, except that it leads on so naturally into the next verse. It fits so well

with it that that suggests very definitely that the possibility that it is really what

it means. But now when the American Standard Version was made they looked at this

chapter :19 and they say well, that certainly doesn't make much sense. The two

different sentences so unrelated, in one verse, it doesn't make much sense. The

Archbishop must have had an idea, no he didn't make the verses, he made the chanter.

Whoever made the verses must have had a different idea of those sentences such as they

could belong in one verse, and here it was a translation. "So shall they fear the

name of Jehovah from the west, and his glory from the rising of the sun, for he shall

come as a rushing stream in which the breadth of Jehovah dryeth.

Isaiah. tiC.

Saying that the American Standard Version and the King James Version would be

so utterly different on this last half of the verse. And if you take Isaiah - take the

R.S.V. it would be very interesting to see what they did with it. I don't recall. Yes,

they agree with the American Standard, as they so often do. "So they shall fear the

name of the Lord from the west, and his glory from the rising of the sun, for he will
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come like a rushing stream which the wind of the Lord dryeth. That is almost identical

isntt it. Yes it is. It is identical with the American Standard Version. Well, now
?sense

what tense does it (is) He will come as a rushing stream which the breath of
? driveth

the Lord dryeth. It is rather peculiar isntt it, to picture a man is like a stream.

That's a natural figure. But a man is like a stream which the man is driving. That's

a very complicated. metaphor isn't it? The Lord will come like a stream the Lord

driveth. It is a very peculiar metaphor. That doesn't say it is wrong necessarily,

but it certainly raises a question about it. And. he will come like a rushing stream,

which just describes his coming. His own arm bringing salvation, and puts on his

clothing etc. Well, then he comes like a rushing stream which the ma breadth of the

Lord. drives. It doesn1t seem to make much of a - it fits particularly well with

what precedes, and it does seem to fit particularly well with what follows. The way

the authorized version has it, it fits with what follows. But the two are so very

different, that I would like you before next Tuesday, please, to look very carefully

at the Hebrew there. And study each verse, each word, of this last half of the verse.

Very carefully in the Hebrew, and see for every word. of the American Standard version,

or the Revised Standard, because they are identical, see z for each word there, and for

each word of the authorized version, does the Hebrew point strongly toward this word,

or strongly toward. this word, or can it be equally well, interpreted either way? We

do that with each word, as a separate problem. And then summarize it, and see which.

You may find for instance, this occurs sometimes. That you take a passage and

you try to fit it with one interpretation and you find it fits quite well, quite well,

quite well with 9/lOths of it. 1/10th it won't fit at all. You take another

interpretation and it fits rather awkwardly with it, but all of it does fit. There's

no one vital thing that can't fit it. Well, in that case, you have to abandon the

lnterDretation in which there is a strong reason for abandoning. Even though in a

number of evidences there are more for it than for the other. See you have to

evaluate the evidences. And I would like you to study the verse very carefully in the

Hebrew a as between the two interoretations. Now of course also study in relation

to context. It would be more or less in that order. But what seems to you to make

sense in the context, doesn't determine what are those words. But the words just
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be nonsense words. They have to fit a context. Now maybe you canit see how they fit.

But what you seem to see is of valid evidence, not for getting rid of anying meaning,

but for picking between two meanings, one of nub which may be even slightly less of a

problem than the other, aside from the matter. So I wish you would study then rather

carefully this verse and study this passage, in l9b to 21 here, and 62:10-12, Study

that passage, both of them and. try to see what you can about what is involved. Is the

same thing described or is a different thing described? What do you learn about it

from this? What other parallels do you think of in the Scriptures? And then in between

this, you have the section from 60:1-62:9. Is that a unified passage? Or is it a

passage that can be broken up into certain sharp divisions? What is its general theme?

And -or what are the themes of the stecial sections into which you would break it.

What is the best way to divide up that passage, and to note what the key points of

question or 'r)roblem are where we might take special study of the Hebrew in order to

get the answer to this special problem that arises. But deal with it particular one

of this verse, and then we'll discuss that together next Tuesday.

Next Class.

We have here in a section of Isaiah which runs from the iddle of chapter 56 to

the middle of 63. And it is a very definite section of the book. And consequently it

is really too bad that it begins and ends with chapter divisions this way. I mean in

the middle of chapters instead of at the chapter divisions. But that's the way it is

in this particular case. And so we look at that, and we found that we have a passage

of rebuke, followed by a passage of blessing, then another passage of rebuke, followed

by another passage of blessing. And then a passage of rebuke, and then we seem to have

a :iorc or less continuous passage with none of the characteristics of the three passages

of rebuke wetve already had, running from chapters 59 in the middle to the middle of

63. So these four chapters we ware going to see whether we could. consider as a unit.

And looking at them we notice that the whole section begin' and ends with very similar

-presentation. It begins with a pitture of the Lord being displeased that there is no

judgment, and wondering that there is no man. There is no intercessjor, therefore his

own arm accomplishes the mmm purpose, and he puts on the garments of righteousness

and he repays according to their deeds, recompenses fury to his adversary. And so
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shall they fear the name of the Lord. from the west, and his glory from the rising of

the sun. And. then we notice that over in chapter 63, w the passage ends with a close

parallel to this. I think we can safely say that these two passages, are more like each

other then either of them is like any other passage any where in the Bible, that Itve

ever seen, that I've ever known. The first one pictures hiL as speaking. "I saw that

there was none." No, he saw. He saw that there was none, and, therefore he did this.

And. 63 pictures one seeing him coming and. asking questions and, he answers. Both

are pictures of vengeance. Both are pictures of God intervening with supreme power,

which he alone exerts. Both are nictures of the year of vengeance. Of his acting alone.

I looked and there was none to help. I wondered that there was none to uphold. There

fore mne own arm brought salvation. And he overwhelmed. his adversary. The first of

them ends with that note of the 'rm glory - the fearing of the Lord, from the west,

and his glory from the rising of the sun. The out reach of thii God's glory as a result

of this, That doesn1t end the passage in 63, but perhaps the beginning of it is

parallel to this. "Who is this that cometh from Edom, - glorious in his apparel.

Travelling in the greatness of his strength?" I don1t know. There is a question

there, whether the first half of verse 19 should be considered. as part of this passage

or not. It seems to quite logically follow what precedes and yet it doesntt seem to

have much of a close parallel in 63. But except for that you have this very close

parallel between these six verses in chapter 63, and the three or four verses in

chapter 9. So having noticed this parallel then we wondered whether there s a

similarity to the next two passages. The one that follows, first and the one that

nrecedes the last. We noticed that at first sight in the King James version, there ñi

certainly seems to be the possibility of a further parallel, because we noticed that

in both there is mention in the King James of a banner. The Spirit of the Lord shall

raise up a banner, against him, and lift up a standard for the people. And in the

end. of 59 Redeemer shall come to Zion and th in the end of 62 he shall come them the

Holy People, the redeemer of the Lord. Thou shalt be called, Sought out, a city not

forsaken. And. the verse just before it, says he is the daughter of Zion, Behold

thy salvation cometh. Behold, his reward is with him, and his work before him.

It certainly is parallel with, a redeemer shall come from Zion, and unto them that
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turn from transgression in Jacob. And. the mention at the end of 62, the redeemed. of

the Lord, Sought out, a city not forsaken, perhaps has some parallel to 21 of 59,

This is my covenant, my Spirit and my words shall not mr.irrminm depart out of

thy mouth, from henceforth and forever. A city not forsaken. The holy people. The

redeemed of the Lord.

There's not much of a verbal similarity. Not near so much as in the other two,

but there is some. There seems to be quite a similarity of thought. Beginning and

end of our long passage, the Lord intervenes for judgment. In between, the redeemer,

or next to it on each end, the Redeemer comes to Zion. The Lord brings spiritual

blessing, to His people of Zion. It is interesting that verse 20 of chapter 59, is

quoted by the apostle Paul. You remember that Romans 11 tells - refers back to this

verse. Romans 11 there we read that in verse 26, "And so all Israel shall be saved.

As it is written, there shall come out of Sion the Deliverer, and shall turn away

ungodliness from Jacob. For this is my covenant unto them, when I shall take away

their sins." Quoting, a redeemer shall come from Zion, and unto them that turn

from transgression in Jacob saith the Lord, as for me this is my covenant, saith the

Lord." So that there is a definite parallel there and we find that Paul is here

speaking as the previous verse tells us of the time when blindness shall be removed

from Israel. The time at the endness of blindness of Israel, after the fulness of the

Gentiles has come in. When they are grafted in again into their own olive tree. So

that if Paul speaks that way about this passage here and 63 - and the end of chapter 62

is parallel to it, then it would seem that the end of 62 would be referring to the

same thing also.

You notice verse 10, "Go through, go through. Prepare the way of the people. Cast

up the highway. Gather out the stones. Lift up a standard for the people." Now ib is

that a -oarallel or not to - "When the enemy shall come in like a flood, the Sirit of

the Lord shall lift up a standard against him." Now of course, that question immediately

raises the problem - is this translation of the King James version correct, or should we
follow the American Standard version? Which is so similar to the Revised Standard

Version. Well, we take up that question next. And maybe Mr. Watt would. like to come up

front here, and face the class and give an exposition from the Hebrew of the last half of
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verse 11, exolaining what he thins it means and why.

Isaiah L1"

(Mr. Watt. Chapter 9b.19. The King James says, "When the enemy shall come in

like a flood, the Spirit of the Lord shall lift up a standard against him." The ASV

says, (See ASV). Now in order to try to find out what this means we look it up in

the Hebrew and take each word by itself, and. see what it means. The King James øersion

translates it as when, the American Standard version translate it as for.

The next word is which means to go and. to come, or to arrive, and translated

literally would mean will come.)

Then up to this -present point your second word, they all agree with. He shall

come in. He shall enter. There is no problem on that at all. But your first word,

he said the King James said when, and. the American Standard said for. And there is

quite a difference between the two.

(Mr. Watt. The first Dart of the word J)L - is translated either as like
or accord4ng to

or as, '?T7 J is translated as a stream, or a river, or a current. King James translates

it as flood, and the Ameriican Standard Version translates it s stream.)

Now what's the difference between a river and a stream? A river is bigger isn't

it? A stream you could open a faucet. You could turn on the faucet and. let a stream

of water flow into the sink. But it wouldn't be a river. A stream is any flowing water,

It can be very tiny. It can have a stream that is only a quarter of an inch wide. And

you can have a stream that is 10 miles wide. But a river, I read in the paDer some time

ago about Pine Crick, up here in northern Pennsylvania. And, it said it was a very

beautiful stream, and it was very lovely, but it was getting bigger than many rivers,
if

wider than any river, and it was a mile longer it would be a river, but it is only 99

miles long, so it is only a crick. So according to that man, a river has to be a

hundred miles along, or else it is only a crick. I don't know how many people use

river in that sense. But at least a river is something large. Well now, in the Hebrew,

isn't there more than one word for river?

This is where a Young's Concordance can be handy, because I look up the word stream,

and I find that stream in our English reDresents, stream or channel, tube, or torrent.
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" i outouring. A flood, or brook. A stream, flowing,

A river, To flow, , A valley or brook, 17j "717

A division, canal, or track. ) 7 j And then of course the Greek, a flowing river,

torrent, r4'c . So there are all these different words, and they - it would be

quite evident that several of them mm could. be used for little things. But this word

is used for a big river. The wordJf is very commonly used for one

particular great river, the river of Egypt, the Nile. ThattE the , the

great river. But when you say the alone, ordinarily there is one river that is

the river, and that is the Euphrates. That was the biggest river in that section of

the world, that is, in Asia. In that section of Asia. And. so the river is simply

So that the word stream, is not an impossible rendering, but river would.

seem to be a little more accurate wouldn't it, because is something big, not

something small. It is a flood than, well, in old english they use the word flood, for

what we mean by river today. I don't think that flood in Old English would be so apt

to mean in English what we mean by flood today, when the water pours down through the

city. But I think they used the word flood, for a big river.

(Mr. Watt. The next word is 7'$. . As a noun it means oppressor, adversary,

enemy. And the King James takes it as enemy, and makes it the subject of the verb we

had before this. Now *s an adjective it means strengthen, narrow, small. The American

Standard Version uses it as an adjective. And they have it translated as a rushing

river.)

It certainly would be an mall unusual way to say rushing, wouldn't it? If

means, naruow, closely pressed. If you say he is narrow, he is closely pressed,

most people wouldn't think you meant he is rushing. You say the river is narrow, the

river is closely pressed. Does that suggest rushing? Rushing seems like a pretty big

jump doesn't it? The thing that makes the distance in speed is the angle, the

altitude, whether it is going down steeply. If you have a little narrow river, a little

narrow stream on a level plain, it will just meander along gently. And if you have a

big torrent which is coming down a slope, it will just pour down. I would imagine that

the nature of the slope, rather than the width of the river, would be apt to determine
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whether it went fast or slow. I must say that it seems to me like quite a logical

jump - to translate narrow a rushin,. 11m not at all sure at all that that is a

reasonable translation. Is there any other Scriptural niace where they say narrow

when they mean rushing. As a matter of fact, how many times is the word used as an

adjective? Does anybody know? Now there is where Young comes in. You look in the

back of Young, and you can find, now I wouldn't eoend too much on the statistics,

they may be wrong. But they are not apt to be much young. It will give you in

general terms a pretty good idea. And. you look up in the back of Young's here, 7

these two are mkm written exactly aren't they? Whether it is noun or whether it is

verb. And they give you here a noun, which they represent the as ts in here.

They give you - tsar - here as - they give you an adjective here. 1 . . Here they

give under two heads, I don't know why, but they give it. Tsar one. They say here,

-- no, one is tsar and vne is i-. But I : they give - number one, as an

adjective they translate slow, in the King James version once. Translated narrow

twice. Translated small once. Translated straight which is Old English for narrow.

Three times. In other words there are seven times they give it 2 used. as an

adjective and. translated, close, narrow or small, or straight. Then as a noun they

give it translated as adversary one, affliction three times, anguish once, distress

five times, sorrow once, tribulation once, and trouble 15 times. So altogether they

give it here as a noun about 20 times, and. then they say two which they give as

or , so I wouldn't be too sure you could separate them. There one and two

maybe we should put together. That is translated adversary 28 times, enemy 38 times,

fool twice, so there you have a total of 68 times, that is translated fool, enemy, or

adversary. 68, a against 7 times, when it is used as an adjective, and it is always

used as narrow, once translated slow, as *rnm an adjective. So that you have it used as

a noun, many, many times, oftener than you have it used as an adjective. And as an

adjective the only meanings they give for it are narrow, small, or straight. There is

nothing here any usuage - now this is a superficial quick judgment which can be

modified possibly by further investigation, but from this sufierficial quick examination11
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we would say that we question seriously whether any evidence in any parallel -massage

anywhere of the word 7 . being used for something rushing.

Now of course if it is something just used as rivers why naturally the question

immediately comes up, how many things do we have about rivers. But of course in the

Psalms we might have a good many, though perhaps not such a great number. But as far

as evidence goes for this being used. for rushing, certainly we have people rushing.

We have clouds rushing. We have the waters rushing about in the time of the flood..

We have that sort of thing. Now here is , distress. Here they've got in the

Englishman' s, a whole colume of meaning distress, but ) for narrow, all that

the Englishman's Concordance gives here for that is these three, stood in a narrow place

as with a close seal, or a narrow seal on its side, and the strange woman is as a

narrow pit, Now you wouldn't say a rushing pit. A narrow place, you wouldn't say a

rushing place. A close seal. That is, there is no other evidence given in this

book here of the aa.jective ever being used of water. Now that's not to say that it

might not he that it would. be common. That it would be a definite thing for it to be

used by the Hebrews. But at least as far as evidence is concerned we have not at

present.

It is interesting to note that in the very verse before this, it says, he will

a repay fury to his adversary and there it is this same word that is used. 63: 18,

our adversary bath broken down. In all their afflictions he was afflicted, 63:9. So

it is a very common word in Isaiah for adversary. So then we have as far as the meaning

is concerned these two possibilities, that Mr. Watt has pointed out. And would you

like to discuss the four words a little further. What about such things as definiteness

and indefiniteness? Is there any evidence there? As far as you've gone. How many

words have you looked. at so far in which a question of definiteness or indefiteness

could possibly be raised? You wouldn't raise it about a conjunction of course, like

D , you wouldn't raise it about a verb. But how about a noun? What about the first

noun there? Is that definite, or indefinite?

Yes, or the word before it, what is the word before ' . ? 7 J Yes, is that

definjtej or indefinite?
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Well, I would say that whenever you have a -. under a Dreposition or




t , one

of these three prepO.tions, you have a pathah under it and the next letter is

doubled, it indicates an omission of the article. You understand why? It is just as

if you say 74J) 7('). Same as if it had an article. So literally how would you

translates ? Like the river. Now why would you say the river instead of a

river? If you say it would seem to suggest that he is not saying like any-r r

old river, but like the river Euphrates, like the big river. That looks like the

river. That looks like a river would be any river, but it looks like the river, there

is one rticular one that is the outstanding river. To them that would be the

Euphrates,7. Now, that is just the matter of pointing. We can say that the

pointing has been indirectly transmitted, that perhaps it should be7)J ) " WeT r

have the right to do that. But if we do it we should indicate that. As it stands it

is lik4 the river, which would. mean either like the flood, great floods that the Lord

sent, or like the river Euphrates, the greatest river of any. Like the river.

Now how about the 7ˆ . Is this definite or indefinite? It is indefinite. A

word in Hebrew may be made definite in anyone of four ways. It may be a -proper name.

In that case it is definite. Like if this instead of being ˆ was 7 , that would

be the city Tyre. That would be definite. But it may be definite by being a proper

name. It may be definite, by having the article written out. It may be definite by

having a pronominal suffix, like a horse, would be indefinite. My horse, would be

definite, or our horse. And it may be definite by being in a construct before a

definite noun. Like if you say, a horse of a man. That's indefinite. But if you say

a horse of Henry Smith. That's definite. Henry Smith's horse, is a definite horse.
it is construct with a definite noun

So if you follow it by a definite noun, it is definite. That is, those are the ways

in which you make a th noun definite. Now an adjective, so far as I know can only be

made definite, in one way, what would that be? Well, the attributive might determine

whether you want it to be definite or not. The article. ifi An adjective if it has the

article is definite. If it has no article it km is indefinite. And the rule that a

predicate adjective like I say the man is good. That is a predicate adjective. A

predicate adjective must agree with its noun in number, and gender, but not necessarily

ifl definiteness. That is to say, I say, my horse is good. Suppose I said my mare is good.
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Then good would have to be in the feminine. It colnt be masculine. But my horse is

;ooci. My horse is definite, but good is indefinite. It just means that my horse belongs

to the class of goodness. But if I said that my horse is the good one, that would be

definite. So a predicate adjective can be definite, or indefinite. But an attributive

adjective - if I say my good horse. An attributive adjective must agree with its noun,

in number, in gender, and in definiteness.

Now in this case you have a noun, 7/ and you have the word ! an which can

be taken either as an adjective or as a noun. If you take it as an adjective, the

question is - is it an attributive adjective, or a predicate adjective? And if you take

it as either one of those that would have some effect on what it has to be or in other

words what it is. It may have some affect on whether you can take it that way or not.

You see, if you say he is narrow, then narrow can be indefinite. Even if he is

definite. Henry is narrow. The river is narrow. The river is definite. Narrow can

be indefinite. But if you say, the good. man. That must be J ibi] . You

put the article on both. The adjective must agree with the noun. If you say my good

man, it is . The adjective must agree with the noun. Now in this case

as it stands you would have ) ) . . . And. what can you say about if it is

an adjective. What about its agreement? If it is an adjective, it does not agree with

definiteness. Therefore as it stands, it can not be an attributive adjective. It could

be a Dredicate adjective, but in the construct, here there is no place for a predicate

adjective. The river is narrow. is perfectly airight. But that is not what

you have here. You have-JS' . So 7 d J is not the subject. So it wouldn't- _fv- TI

go with river at all, if it is a predicate adjective. If it is an attributive adjective

then if it is like the narrow river, then it should be 1 17-.J Z) , so as it

stands, it cannot be like the narrow river, can it? Now of course that could easily

be changed so it would be all right, by droming the doubling out and getting rid of

the - and making it a " It could be- 1J like a narrow river. But in that

case, we should state that we are not taking the massoretic text as it is, but we are

assuming that the massoretes made a mistake in their oral preservation of the vowel

points in this case. Now we have a right to do that, because they did make mistakes.
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But I don1t think they made a great many. They were very strict.

They put those in. But of course they didntt put them in out of their heads.

You see, the Hebrews had iad it un'oointed, but they had read that. And many of them

knew the Old Testament by heart. Some do today. And they would read it in their

synagogues, and they would read. it in their home services. They were constantly

reading. And. if their young boy s trained to be a scribe, he would read it over

and over, and he would read it and. it would be checked on. And. you can imagine, he

would say 77i , and someone would say, what's the matter with you? !t is

ñ7 ) . How can you say -S -7J 7 There is no such thing there.

He would say, well, there is no dot there. Well, a he would say, well that is right.

It is not written, but everybody knows it, what should be there. Well now, if you go

on century after century, that way, mástakes can come in. It is generally recognized

they were varying and that the oral tradition preserved this critical marking. So

that we feel that it is only the written scripture that is binding on us. We recognize

the possibility of mistakes. And if you are going to say, I'm going to throw away the

vowel points and put in others, then that would be right to do. But we should. say

that we are doing it. And. we find that so generally the vowel points are good, that

our respect for their preservation be concrete. And we do not just to the right and

left throw them aside. We find. there on the whole to be very good. So in this case

that is a vital thing to notice. That as it stands, it is not like a rushing river.

Because in the first place, this word never means rushing a that I matt know of
an assumption

any evidence of whatever. It means narrow. Now to make tht amm*iih'i that narrow can

be used to mean rushing, it seems to me it is better to make the mibm reader make the

assumDtlon. T0 say the narrow river, and expect the reader to understand that when

you say narrow, you mean rushing, unless you have evidence that the Hebrew actually did

say rushing. If they are using narrow as a figure for rushing because everybody knows

that something narrow will rush, well, expect the reader to jump to that himself,

instead of you doing it for him. So I would incline to be very, very suspicious of

saying rushing when the Hebrew says narrow.

But then it says like the river, if it is an adjective, a narrow, and the river
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a narrow, d.oesntt make any sense. So if you are going to change it to like a narrow,

river, we should say so. Now of course that is not to say that when it says like the

river, we necessarily have to translate it like the river, because the difference in the

stress. I say, I went for a walk in the woods. You say, what woods. Well, you say,

the woods I was walking in. So we often use the the without much meaning to it. And

maybe the Hebrews did some too. But if somebody should say I think like a river is a

better translation than like the, because he just meant any big river, I don't think

that's bad. to say that. So 11m k± inclined to think that it might be a little bit

better to say like the river to say like the river and say it probably means like the

big river you see, the Euphrates. But if we are going to say, like a narrow river,

and have the adjective modify the noun we can't do that without changing the vowel

points, because the Hebrews would not have the adjective and the noun disagreeing.

So that for those reasons simply that matter of agreement here which i5 fundamental

Hebrew grammar, it is highly questionable, no I won't say it is wrong to say it is a

adjective modifying it, but I'll say if some one wants to say it is, they should.

point out that they are departing from the Massoretic vowels. This is a thing we

hold ourselves at liberty to do, but we do not often do it. Which anybody can do it,

but go slow, because you will find that it is -oretty well preserved.

So that those are vital questions. Can this word narrow be properly translated

rushing? It is a pretty big jump, from narrow to rushing. Now if you say, we had a

terrific time last night, I translate into German, and. I say they had a good time

last night, well maybe that is necessary, because the word terrific now means good,

and if you translate it in German with the word terrible why they would take it the

word 30 years ago, any American would have taken terrific, as meaning bad. So maybe

it is necessary then to say the word means good. Here we have no evidence I know of

anywhere that this word which is seven times translated narrow, by the King James, can

be properly considered to be rushing. In fact, one commentary I looked at said, that

it .s their observation that when you speak of taking the last part about the winds

roaring along, that the river blowing along on the narrow river wouldn't make much

sense. You would expect a broad river, if the river is to get much to blow, but a
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narrow river might become fast because it was steep. But the wind. wouldn't have much

to do with a narrow river. But a big broad river might just be meandering along, and.

the wind. might make it move raDicily. Would. you continue, Mr. Watt, further on? But you

see why these noints are so vital about agreement and about definitness.

(Mr. Watt. -) I didn't say that. I said there was a serious difficulty with the

other way. I would want the final judgment to be made after the whole thing is

recognized, because the (13) to the other might make a big difference.

Like this particular commentator, he says the last part the wind blows. When the wind

blows uon it, it doesn't fit with a narrow river. And. certainly you couldn1t translate

I I and as a rushing big river, because the word means narrow. If it can

be translated rushing, it is rushing because it is narrow. And I question whether a

narrow river would. necessarily rush. If it is going down hill steep, it will go down

fast whether it is wide or narrow. And if it is level it will go slow whether it is

wide or narrow. Yes?

No, the is used to indicate that a noun is accusative. To indicate that it

is the object of the verb. It is - it doesn't have to be - it may be used, or it may

not. It is like I say - he came in the room. He came into the room. The thwm to doesnt

have to be used. If I say he walked in the room, he may have walked back and forth in

the room or he may have walked in through the door. You don't know what it means. If

I say, e walked into the room, the to makes it clear that he walked from the outside

to the inside. And. the is like that, never has to be used but it may be used,

to indicate an accusative. But there are many an accusative that don't have that, and

no subject has it, unless it is the subject of a pass4ve verb, which really isn1t

theoretically an object, in some event, if not many. Yes

No, if it has no article it would have to be used as an wouldn't it? But you
see, in English, we say the enemy, we may mean an enemy. That's like I say, I went

for a walk in the woods. Which woods? The woods you went for a walk in. The enemy

came. What enemy? Why, the enemy that came. I think an enemy, if it means enemy, more

literally - the enemy. But you say, when the enemy shall come in like a flood. - well,

what enemy are you talking about? Where is the enemy? you aren't talking about one

particular one. If somebody made a prediction before the beginning of American history,
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when the enemy comes in

Isaiah -3.

attention to which I think is very good. If you want a literal translation here, you

would have to say, an enemy. If you say the enemy, you have to understand you mean

enemy, when you say the enemy. But when you say like the river, you can say, well, I

think the Massoretes made a mistake. I don't think there should be a dot in that,

I don't think there should be any comma before it. I'm simply changing the voca1izatio

to say it should. be like a river, and not like the river. But you can say that. But

to say the should be definite, that is different. Because the can't be

definite, unless it has a ;1 before it. And to put a , before it, is not simply

changing the vowels, it is changing the consonantal text. So we say, whether it

is like a river or like the river, is a matter of whether you think the massoretes are

correct in their Dointlng or you think you are going to change the Massoretic pointing

which we have a right to do, though we are not wise to do it very much. But to change
an
*a enemy, to the enemy, is changing the consonantal text, and the consonantal text may

have errors it is true, but that is far less likely than the vowel markings. We go

very, very slow about changing the consonants. So that what it says is an eneny. Well,

continue Mr. Watt.

(Mr. Watt. The next word is 77 , and is translated literally as breath, air,

spirit, life. And the King James translats it as spirit, while the American

Standard Version translates it as wind.) Well, now is the word often used for wind.

You said, breath, courage, but id you say wind. It wasn't? Well, then that is rather

of a question isn't it, to say that it is wind? Well of course, breath is wind, isn't

it? You blow - that's wind. But you say, Oh, there was an awful hurricane. A big

breath came over. You wouldn't say that. So that to jump from breath to wind is not

impossible, I think it is used as wind sometimes. But it is not a common usage. The

thm word 7777 is given here, he lists 77 He says, air, once, anger once,-

blast m,breath 28, cool 1, courage 1, mind 5, -porters 1, side 6, Spirit 232.

Temperance 1, wind ?c 90. Well, wind 90 is quite a i± bit isn't it. So there are 90
times the King James version thought the word. meant wind, only 28 thought it was breath.
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But there were 232 where they translated it spirit. It is the common word for spirit.

It is also used for wind. You know there are those who, where it says in Genesis 1,

"And the Spirit of God was brooding over the 'waters." And there are those, some of the

modern translation say, a mighty wind, s rushing. 5o they translate the spirit of Go

as a wind of God, which would mean a tremendous wind. It says literally a of God,

doesn't, it. But does it say of God here? What does it say? Now how does the

American Standard Version translate it? Of the Lord, yes. They say a wind, of the Lord.

Yes, a wind of the Lord. But they take it as wind, rather than Spirit, which is the

right th±m to do, wind rather than Spirit. But it is the common word for Spirit isn't

it? And used a great deal right in the context. So we should at least consider this,

to be. Yes, well then next.

(Mr. Watt. The next word presents a problem. The word is given as 1

and could either be a po'al from , which means to lift up a banner, or it could

be a piel from which means to flee, to escape. And the King James takes it as

from and translates it as shall lift up the banner. J'&,-id the American Standard

Version takes it to mean,,_'zJ .(5).) And which of these two occurs more often in the

Bible. It is Do'el isn't it? Which is a variant form of Pi'el. A po'el of - you say

from- . What's from (Mr. Watt. Po'al). From 7 Well, then you

mean a perfect. In other words, had. I thought that if you would take it from

you would take it as a qal. As a Q,al active participle. I would incline to take that

as being better. To take it as a qal rather than a po'al, of i)? T Well, at any

rate, the - you take it they take it as a po'el of And how common is that in

the Bible? The po'el of 7 C±. Watt. Once). Well, where is the once. This

place. In other words, you have no evidence of it whatever. If it ever occurs that

way, it is here. It is not known anywhere else. Now what does t)IJ mean? It means,

to flee to escape. Not to drive. Does ever mean, to drive? Doesn't sound like a

good lexicon. Here's , the verb flee, flee or excaue. That's all it gives here.

Flee or escape. And a it gives here a po'el. And the po'el it gives of , is

Isaiah 59:6, the only one that is given. It gives no other evidence there is such a

thing as a po1 el. It says, the breath of the Lord drives his apti, compare hiphil 2.- y
And under the hiphil there is a word drive hastily to a safe place. Now to drive to a
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safe place is certainly fleeing isntt it? But to drive a river down, it is not at all

related to fleeing. So that i would look to be just a guess that this word could ever

mean drive. The word is used very frequently to mean escape, flee. But I don't remember

any case am where it means to drive exceDt that one case in Exodus where it means to

drive hastily to a safe place where it is actually to cross the street. So that there

is a matter of a guess as to that the word ever means drive. To cause to flee - you

might figure we talk about the wind making the river go fast, causing the river to

flee. Yet that it is a rather unnatural way to speak - about the river fleeing. You

think more of the rivers as going (8k) overpowering might and running

away for help. Fleeing.

So you have a difficulty in getting the meaning of drive out it, but how about

the other. Getting the meaning of lift up - like abandon, how often does that occur?

I recommend that you use Brown, Drivers and Briggs, the best lexicon we have, and if

you use a little one they are just guesses. Rather than use a little lexicon anytime,

I'd rather use the Englishmen's or Hebrew concordance, because that gives you the

usuage with the context. Or even use Youngs. Youngs is not a lexicon - but Youngs

will give you the words with all the cases where it occurs in the King James Bible.

And if you find that a particular word is translated thirty times in a certain way,

in the King James version, that's pretty good evidence that that is a possible meaning.

Where as if you find it is only once, it is merely a guess. Of course it doesn't mean

to say the guess may not be correct. At least we don't need to feèluite as (9-)

on it as something that occurs a lot. Dr. Robert Dick Wilson was very much impressed

with a young man once was hearing two great professors discussing a Theological

argument, and they were basing it on the dictionary, and he said the dictionary they

were basing it on was written by a Unitarian. And it seemed to him that if we are

going to find out what the Bible means we have to see how often a word occurs and what
is the evidence from it, rather than simoly taking somebody word. Because his word.

may be based on hundreds of cases and absolutely solid, or it may be just his guess.

We have to in any case, we have to go by context a great deal. I found out what this

word terrific means, not because everybody (10) but they

asked me three years to sDeak at the University of Pennsylvania here to a student group,
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and they suggest ;Lat I thouit Would 1e a good subject and I told the young fellow

a courle of subjects,'one from (iO-). Why, he said, thatts

terrific. Boy, I thought, they certainly don't want me, if they think my subject of

choice is terrible, But I found out later they liked it, so I decided that terrific

meant good, instead of the way Ive always thought of it as being bad. But that's t

way we learn what words mean is com',rised. the only way actually, you can tell

what anyword means, it is how it is used. And if youve got lots of cases that is

pretty good proof. But if you only have a few it may be good, but you'd better examine

the context of each one before you are sure. And of course if one absolutely sure case

is proven, but it has to be absolutely sure.

So that we have this word - the other suggestion was from )C) J and the trouble

with that is we have no other case of the use of the word c) . There is a place
oO ?

in Zechariah q:l, participle, hibhoo'el, with a question? Now in chapter 16: 6 there

is one ease of the hithpo'el of c)cT .77)C))J1' which according to some is

the denominative from , that it may be dislay. Well, there is once, so there

is one case as evidence for the possibility of being like the authorized version, and

that's not a very good case, because with the hithpo'el instead of a (11:75)

and for its being the way the King James version takes it, that there is the way the

American Standard takes it - there's north. But there is absolutely no evidence of the

use of any o'e1 ja from So that with this word we have a problem in

(12).That is we have a case where we perhaps have to do a bit of conjecturing.

Because we have much evidence to lean on. But we have a little more evidence tlian

the King James. But not much to lean on. So that thus far it does look to me as if

a n our biggest difficulty with the American Standard - well, we have a number of

difficulties with that. We have the difficulty that a 1 does not agree with

We have to change the sentence. You have the difficulty that does not

mean rushing - it means narrow, or it could he a narrow stream that the Soirit of the

Lord drves. Certainly, instead of rushing, if you want to say that. But when they

sy rushing, I don't know of any evidence you can o on. You have the difficulty that
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the word as a role' of to ear to cause to flee is hardly describing

a river. And you have your difficulty that theret s no other case used. But over

against that is the King James usuae has a difficulty with this word, too, that there

is no case of it except that one hithpo'el, (13) like the river.

So as you compare the two it looks as if you have to go by context Dretty much

here. You do not have a strong grammatical evidence which way you take it. But what

grammatical evidence you have seems to lean - let1s say that out of a possible ten

roints of grammar in one direction or the other you have only say four towards the

King James or two toward.s the other. Your grammatical evidence is not strong. But it

certainly looks towards the King James direction. So that I think that we mast say

that the American Standard lets the views of the translators as to what fits into

context play a big part in their interretation. Now that's not to say that sight not

be a correct possibility. But ib1 at least, that's what you should say, that's what

the word means, (iLk). It is largely conjecture in the light of context and

once you know that for sure then we consider the context and see - is the evidence from

context sufficient to overcome the slightest (iLi), in favor of the King
proof on it.

James. If there was a great pm ctrman, we would say context doesn't matter. Grammar

'Droves it. But if there is only a slight -)roof on it, then we say context may be

sufficinet, to overrule. So iba I guess that covers it. One more?

(Mr. Watt:) But the American Standard Version takes it as an understood

object for the driver. Drives upon it. The river which - it drives it. And then

they just - we just don't need the idiom in English. So as far as the boat is

concerned, it could be. It is nerectly all right like the King James to translate

a±ainst. But it is also erfectly all right th like the American Standard Version here,

that the recaitulation in this relative clause of the clause before, making it up, -a

river which it is driving - driving it. So as far as both are concerned it is not an

argument either way. Well thank you very much Mr. Watt. I'm afraid we won't be able to

hear from somebody else today. Our time has run out. Think Darticularly about the context

for tomorrow. And go on from there.
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The beginning and end of our session of the revenge of the Lord aairt His

enemies. The Lorts sin1e handed interosition by His divine Dower to rut down

His enemies. And that surely is a great event at the end of this age. Surely it does

not refer to anything in the middle of the age, Certainly it is not a -picture of

the atonement. It is a picture of the Lord's revenge against His enemies, and putting

down these things. Then right after that in the beginning we have this picture of

which if you accept the King James Version of it in 59:19b you have a standard raised

aainst an enemy there and you have the same thing happening in 62:10, which is just

before the end of the section, previous to that very last section. T0 me there is an

even greater parallel between 11 and 12. 62:11-12, and 9: 20, and 21. You notice

there that 9:20 and 21 - "The redeemer shall come to Zion, and unto tham that turn

from transgression in Jacob, - As for me this is my covenant with them - my spirit

shall not deDart -My spirit that is upon thee, and my words which I have -out in

thy mouth, shall not dert out of thy mouth, nor out of the mouth of thy seed, - from

henceforth and for ever.' And. the end of 62 just before that and 63 - Beheld, the

Lord hath Droclaimed. unto the end of the world, say ye the daughter of Zion, Behold

thy salvation cometh; behold, his reward is with him, and his work before him. And

they shall call them, The holy people. The redeemed of the Lord. And. thou shalt be

called, Sought out, A city not forsaken." Verbally the two are different. But surely

the idea is very similar. fury upon His enemies. His destruction of evil,

beginning and end of our passage here, and next to that the raising of a banner in
should be so interenreted.

59: l9b but at any rate the next two verses in each of them,

God's spiritual blessings upon Israè. His word to be in their mouth forever. They

to be known as the city not forsaken. The one whom his blessing remains with

permanently. The redeemer comes to Zion - and this verse 20 is interpreted by the

Apostle Paul as describing the conversion of Israel at the end of this age.

So you would have then two passages dealing with the end of the present age.
At ?
After which the first issae deals with His revenge upon His adversaries, the next

Iis spiritual blessing upon Israb - and then it ends with His spiritual blessings

upon Israle, followed by His revenge upon Zeb1on.
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So you have here tI is e ave lone structure there. Now how much further does the

envelon structure go? Between these two there is a section which is all of blessing,

isn't it? From chapter 60, the beginning up to the end of 62 is all blessing. Now if

we take the last three verses of 62 and nut them here as the Darallel to these verses in

S° then in between we have a section which is all of blessing and in this section of

blessing it seems to be blessing upon God's people with a great emphasis upon physical

asDects, doesn't it? There is much emphasis in it, upon agriculture. Unon having

nlenty. Upon being served by the Gentiles. Upon Godts great blessing upon His people

daring a time of unparalleled orosperity and freedom from danger. And this time which

is described there in chapter 60, verse 3 on, one and 2 is the introduction and 3

perhaps. That goes all through chapter 60 and through 62 certainly, and through

61 from verse mm on. But I would incline to ask the question whether 61 - 1 to 3

really belongs in this section. 61: 1-3 has some marked differences from most every

thing else. The rest of the section is speaking of God's blessings upon His people.

Largely physical blessings. But in 61:1 we have someone speaking and saying, "The

S'irit of the Lord is upon me.' I don't find anything parallel to that, in 60, 61 and

5"2. There's an individual speaking, saying "The Spirit of the Lord God is anon me."

I'm going to declare these wonderful things. "He hath sent me to bind un the

brokenhearted, to nroclaim liberty to the cantives, There's an individual

sneaking, and it seems to me that that rather stands out, it seems from the other.

It is not God's intervening, because the Spirit of the Lord is upon him, and the Lord

has anointed him. It is God's reDresentative. It is God's servant. And he is telling

the message that God has given him. And this in a way interrupts the section that

goes from So to 62, because what you talk about in the rest of 61 is pretty similar to

what you talk of in 60. But these four verses are surely quite different. Particularly

the first two of them.

And so I uld incline to think that we must make a further observation on the

chart in suggesting that in the middle we have this section from 61: verses 1 to 3.
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In other words, that you start at both ends, with odIs fury against His adversaries.

Then you move in to God1s sDiritual 'blessing on Israel. Then youlook on largely

material blessings. The land greatly blessed. A great increase of agriculture. All

sorts of assistance from all the nations in the world. And then in the middle you have

this brief section of God's servant sneaking and telling how the Spirit of the Lord is

upon him to proclaim the acceptable year of our Lord. It impresses me that we thus have

a sort of envelope structure with three on both sides, coming in ascending order. It is

like this - it is A B C D a B A. And of course the C is pretty long, so you can trust

that it is parallel there, too. But it goes from that sort of structure.

Then if that is so we would understand each of these better by comparing it with

its Darallels, seeing what goes on the other side of it. And soit might be of value

to put further study on the Lord1s fury upon His enemy. We have noticed some of the

marked similarity between the two sections there. Then the next one - about the

Siritual blessing for Israel, is a very interesting section though it - both of them

are quite brief sections yet they are very interesting. And "they shall call them the

Holy people" we read in 62:12. While in 9:2l we read, "As for me, this is my

covenant with them, - My spirit which is upon thee, and my words -shall not dert

out of thy mouth, nor thy children of thine - thy children's children." There is a

continuing rresence in their mouths of God's word. It is a great promise of blessing.

Now when we see that promise of blessing Itm sure we immediately think of Jeremiah 31:33,

which is quite similar to this. Jeremiah 31:33 we read the statement that "Behold the

days come says the Lord. I'll make a new covenant with the house of Israel. Not

according to the covenant I've made with their fathers, the day I took them by the hand

to bring them out of the land of Egypt, which covenant they break. But this shall be

the covenant I'll make with the house of Israel. After those days, saith the Lord, I

will nut my law in their inward Darts and write it in their hearts and I will be their

God. and they shall be my people. And they shall beach no more every man his neighbor

and every man his brother saying know the Lord for they shall all know me, from the
least of them to the greatest of them saith the Lord for I will forgive their iniquity

and I will remember their sins no more." God's new covenant with Israel. He will put

His law i their inward. aart arts and. write it on their hearts.
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Isaiah says here that they will "be a Holy people in the second section and n

the first of them he said, that his word wtht which is in Isaiah's mouth will renin

in the mouth of Israel. It will not de-)art out of their month nor of their seed nor of

their seed's seed, from henceforth and forever. Does that mean that it will not depart

from the day when Isaiah is writing or does it mean from the day that is described in

the previous verse? The day when the redeemer comes to Zion? Is this the picture of

the conversion of Israel of which all are converted when we s-oeak of - a redeemer shall

come to Zion and so all Israel shall be saved. They are spoken elsewhere as a nation

born in a day. Well if so, then the next two passages could describe the great

kingdom blessings to be upon God's people, with the outworking in material blessing

of that which is in the heart. With all that injures and interferes with removed.
could.

And then right in the middle we/have the statement of the one xlim to whom it is done.

Who accomplishes it all. "The Spirit of the Lord God is upon me. But the Lord has

anointed me to preach good tidings unto the seek. He sent me to bind up the broken

hearted, to proclaim liberty to the catives and the opening of the prioon to them

that are bound." Now Christ quoted these words and. if I recall correctly that this

statement was prophetically fulfilled. But did he mean - this day all tese things

are done or did he mean this day the one is here who will do these things. This day

this is fulfilled. You see before you the one who can properly save. The Spirit of

the Lord God, is upon Him. Because He has anointed me to preach good tidings unto the

meek. Surely Christ was doing that. "He sent me to bind up the broken hearted."

And He was doing that. "To proclaim liberty to the catives, and the opening of the
He

Drison to them that are bound." Who was doing thatl. IT proclaim the acceptable

year of the Does that mean, this is the acceptable year now? Or to declare

that He is coming? "And. to proclaim the day of vengeance of our God." Christ

predicts the day of judgment. It wasn't there at that time. "To comfort all that

He didn't comfort all that mourn, when He was here. He said, I came here to

not bring eace but a sword. But he predicted the time when they will do so. The

time when all that mourn shall be punished. "To apoint unto them that mourn in Zion,

to give t.nto them beauty for ashes, the oil of joy for mourning." Is not this
looking forward to the full outworking of His grace in that age, when the blessing will
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be upon all Israelas predicted at the end of chapter 62 and at the end of . (l2).

Mr. Sutton? Paul reference to - you mean to Jeremiah? No, to Isaiah 9. That

is Romans 11, towards the end of the chanter, he quotes this very verse. That is, that

the redeemer shall come to Zion and so all Israel shall be saved. Now if it wasn't for

Paul's quotation of Isaiah, I might say this would refer to Christ. But Paul is telling

about the olive tree in chanter 59 from which some natural branches are torn off, and

the wild branches are put on, and then he says, eventually that the natural branches will
tearing off ?

be graffed. in again, into their own olive tree, and if the carrying out of them meant

a blessing to the nation, wxg what would the story believe but life from the dead? And

so all Israel shall be saved, as it is written a Redeemer shall come to Zion. If he

builds this on that verse, that would seem to me to prove that that is what this verse

means. That he is inspired of God to say this. And so that would give us - I don't say

it is at all contrary to what you would get from Isaiah but apart from

the stamp of the imression you would get from these verses.

Isaiah L5.

It means the one who was fulfilling someone or who would fulfill.

Why did he stop in the middle of verse 2? Did he stop in the middle of verse 2?

You think that Luke records everything that he says? Yes, let's see now - where is it?

Luke - Yes, he says, "He opened the book of Isaiah and he found the place where it is

written the Spirit of the Lord is upon me, but he has anointed me to oreach the Gospel

to the oor and to heal the broken hearted, to preach deliverance to the cative,

recovering of sight to the blind, and delivering them that are bruised, to preach the

acceotable year of the Lord,"and he closed the book. And he gave it again to the

minister and sat down. And the eyes of all them in the synagogue were fastened on him

and he began to say unto them, this day is this Scripture fulfilled in your ears. And

all bear him witness and wondered at the gracious words which Droceded out of his mouth.
they

And then he oroceded to give them words of real strong rebuke and thy turnd agairt

him. But it seems to me that it is possible that he read thus far and stopoed. It is

also possible that he read a longer section. We don't know for sure. But if He read

a longer section it may be that the inspired writers stopoed at that which dealt with
what He was doing then. And the continuation of the passage describes what he was
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relating to them, was just not quoted. Now it may be that He just stopped there.

But I think that is at least why this is why w this is all we have quoted. here.

From what he read, is that this is the part which was all fulfilled already. He was

then -proclaiming the accetable year of the Lord. But He also proclaimed the day of

vengeance. He proclaimed of His coming in this verse. But it did not

in Israel at His return before. 59 describes what He is going to do, and then describes

what He does at His first coming, and then goes on to discuss the second coming. This

Luke just quotes what He does at His first coming but whether He (3*)

I don't think we know.

But - yes? I would think so - yes. Yes, He proclaims two different years - the

acceotable year of the Lord, and the day of vengeance. Well, in a way, the return of

Christ is the most acceotabe day of the Lord, but it is based upon that day when He

made His (L). So that it may be that when it says the accetable year of

the Lord it is specifically that to which He is then referring. It may be. The

acceptable year of the Lord. And then the day of veangeance, of our God. is later.

To comfort all that mourn. I don't think He did that. He comforted some, that mourned

but He warned others that there was still greater mourning ahead for them. But

eventually He is going to comfort all that mourn. So that the icture of His delaration

about Himself and what He is going to do on the first and second coming is contained

in the middle of this passage. And then the picture of His kingdom is contained in the

long passage before and also in the long passage after, before these two ends of time.

Now maybe we should take a few minutes now to look a little further again at this

- 5Qd9b and ask the question - which is correct, the authorized version or the

revised version? The American Revised, which is substantially followed by the Revised

Standard Version. And we iotice that the question of whether it is when or for - the

word can mean either when or for. And then the ouestion of whether it is the

enemy - litnrally it is an enemy - not the enemy. But we can use the enemy in a gamral

general sense. But when the enemy shall come in like a flood or when or for he shall
come like a certain type of river. There is a great difficulty there that the Hebrew

has as it stands has the river definite and the adjective is indefinite. 'here is a
great fm difficulty. But it is a difficulty that would be easily resolved
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1y making - by changing the vowels. You cannot make it the narrow river wthmwith

just changing vowels. You would have to chan,e consonants, but you can make it a

narrow river by siumly changing vowels and making it instead of 1

Though we should not do that without very careful consideration, but we can do it.

So that the authorized version on that regard is nearer to - It follows the Hebrew as it

stands much more than the Revised but that is a change which we are justified to make

to (6k). In that case it will be - when he shall come in

like a narrow river. This word which is translated - which can be the word for enemy.

It is three times eendered being narrow. And. to say that it means rushing it seems to

me is quite unwarranted. We have no evidence that it ever means rushing. New one

explanation of where it may have come from is the fact that the Seotuagint says it.

That he shall come like a ft-Lˆ river. And I haven't look up re.L"S in

But it may be that the Septuagint has something

I have a translation of the SeDtuagint here which renders it an impetuous

river. Now if q(oS means imoetuous it is an unusual word to use for a river. But

I wouldn't trust the man's translation too much. I would rather look up what that

word means. But if it means - but it may be that that is where the idea came

from of taking the adjective here as meaning rushing, but I know of no Hebrew

of the adjective meaning anything other than narrow. So I think that is a serious

objection to the Revised Version reading.

"When the enemy shall come in like a flood," or "For he shall come like a narrow

river." Then the next oart of it can be taken as the Revised Version takes it as a

relative clause. Immediately the question is raised of course if you are going to take

it as a iima relative clause - where is the relative oronou.n. ?(-). And the answer

to that is quite simply given that the relative pronoun may be gm omitted in Hebrew

as in English. The - He saw the man lie had killed. Where is the relative clause?

There is no relative clause there because it is understoo:1. He saw the man that he had

killed. }ore fully it would be the man whom he had killed. But we can say, he saw the

man he had killed. Now in English you can only do that when the relative is the object
of the verb. The man he hated came to dinner. You. can say that in English. You don't
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have to say, the man whom he bated came to dinnèr. The man he hated came to dinner.

But if you say the man who hatec him came to dinner you can't give up the rules.

In English it is clear that way. There are certain cases where you can omit the

reltive, but if my impression is correct, if we all know English but very few of us

understand anything about it. We learned to use it by hearing others. Our subconscious

has becoLle accustomed to certain usuages, Many many words we use correctly but he was

great at (10). And here is a usuage just like the matter of the

adjective used as a substantive in German, in French, in Latin, in Greek, in Hebrew.

We can use any adjective as a substantive. l0

The hungry soke to the aibaI fatted. You can say that. You can say that the

hungry man spoke to the fatted man. You don't have to put in the word. man. You can use

the adjective as a noun. In English when we do it, I think we pretty well made th the

adjective into a noun. The tall and the short in German would be the tall man and his

son. In English we can use a adjective as a noun if we are using it in the plural, not

the singular. The unconverted came by droves to hear the man sneak. The unconverted

ones. We wouldn't say he spoke to an unconverted. We might say he spoke to some

unconverted. He stoke to the unconverted, but he wouldn't

(1?). Now that's a peculiar English idiom. I don't know of any other language

that has it. But in English that seems to be the principle. You can use an adjective

as a noun if it is nlural not singular. And in most languages you can express a relative

clause without using the relative pronoun. But in English I believe you can do it only

when the relative pronoun would be in the accusative. The man whom he hated came to

dinner, but not the man he bated came to dinner, represents the man whom he hated came

to dinner. But the man who hated him came to dinner you can say. Him came to dinner

you can't say, but you can in Hebrew and in many other languages.

And so in this case your last part of it can be a relative clause without the

relative pronoun being expressed. And consequently the usuage of it in the - the

grammatical usuage of it there is not impossible, in the Revised version. But of course

the usuage which is in the King James is also possible from that viewpoint. So

grammatically they both are possible for the last clause. "The Sirit of the Lord will
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raise up a standard againsrt him, or which with the relative ronoun understood th

which the Sr,irit of the Lord drives. Well now the Spirit of the Lord is the same in

both and against him can be drive it, though the if is just there to express it in

English. That is all right in both, but then of course the verb, does it mean to

lift UD a standard or does it mean to drive. Unfortunately the form doesn't occur

anywhere else. So you are left with out certainty between the two. Whether it means

lift a standard or whether it means drive. But that it could be lift a standard seems

very reasonable because is the common noun for standard and it would be quite a

natural

Isaiah 46.

natural usuage to develop a verb from the noun, like we do. Anybody 30 years ago

would be horrified to use the word contact used as a verb. It was a noun - make a

contact. Today we don't say make a contact, we say contact. Here is the standard

which could become a noun but to make it a standard km would. be to lift a standard,

because that's what you do with a standard. To make the standard visible. To make

the standard stand out. So it is quite a reasonable guess that from j a verse

might be formed and: we have one case as Brown, Driver, and Briggs points out, where

we have a different form - to lift a standard, which is suggested to be derived from.

So we have a parallel t it but not a precise one. Now the other suggestion - the

suggestion of the Revised Version that it means to drive is deriving it from the verb

O').Jwhich means to flee and to make a hiphil, to flee to cause to flee, he shall come

in like a stream which the Spirit of the Lord causes to flee. And that doesn't seem to

e very natural - to cause the stream to flee. You're more apt to cause the stream to

be of force to do something, then to cause it to flee. Though it is not impossible, but

cit
it seems unlikely, and there is the only parallel they can or it, is an entirely

different form than the hiohil, and there it actually means to cause to flee. It doesn't

mean to drive in quite the sense here. So it does not seem to me on the basis off words

or of grammar that you can prove that the King James is right, and the Revised wrong, but

it seems to me that it could be balanced very definitely in that direction.

And I think also that it is very definitely in that direction that the adjective
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doesn't fit very well, because he tomes in like the narrow river, but the Sirit of

the Lord drives him. That - the wide isn't the Spirit of the Lore drive a narrow river.

And if he woulc. say a rushing river it is all right but the word doesn't mean that.

And why does he come in like a narrow river rather than a broad river. It is not

impossible. It could mean a river that is so small that it could become a cutting edge,

a force to it, with all its water coming into it in a brief space, rather than soread

out, but it is rather uncertain. But then beyond that you look at your American Standard

Version. The A.S.V. and the R.S.V. which are identical here say that he will come - so

shall they fear the name of the Lord in the west and. His glory from the rising sun, for

He will come jfl as a rushing stream which the breath of the Lord drives. It is a rather

reculiar figure isn't it? The Lord - why will they km fear the name of the Lord?

Because the Lord will come, with force. How will he come? Like a stream that the

breath of the Lord drives. The Lord comes like a stream that the breath of the Lord

drives. It seems to be a very oeculiar phrase. That the Lord is like a itream that

the breath of the Lord drives. It doesn't mean that. The King James seems natural

here. When the enemy shall come in like a flood the spirit of the Lord shall lift up

a standard against him. As it fits with the context the American Standard would.

connect it with the first part of the verse, making it a better unified verse, than the

authorized. But after all, the erse divisions are not original. If the authorized

version is correct, it seems to me that it is a rather crazy verse division. But there

ought to be a verse division after the first half of verse 19. But the second half

if the authorized is right should be a new verse. And. it would suggest that whoever made

the verse divisions had the other idea in mind. But it seem to make it a great

deal better, as the Revised does it. If it is like the King James here, there should. be

something of a break.

So shall they fear the name of the Lord, oeriod. Then, when the enemy shall come

in like a flood, the Spirit of the Lord shall lift up a standard against him, and the

Redeemer shall come to Zion. It seems to go with the verse that follows it. So I
incline to feel that the best translation is with the King James here rather than with

the others, and then when you note that the next two verses have a very marked parallel
in -over here in the end of 62, and that they are preceded with - oreoare the y, lift
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up a standard, this would make the -earallel go further to have the standard here, too.

And that would I think, be a further suggestion favoring the King James version. So I

incline to think that the preponderance is here with the King James even though its

(6k) is with the Revised Standard in that the Septuagint is more m±h

likely right. And the older interpretations are that way.

Well then, we have chapters 60 and 51 and 62, after this, and I think it would be

fine if you could look at these two for next m time, and make a study of mbnmtam the

verses of chanters 60 to 62, and consider it this way - what does the first verse say?

The first verse is simply introduction isn't it? Look - something wonderful is going to

happen here. Isn't that about all all that verse one says. Verse 2 repeats it. Verse

' says though there is a period of light, it is going to be preceded by a period of

darkness. And then from verse 3 on, you are describing that which i5 coming. Look at

each verse and ask yourself, does this verse show who is talked about. Is it the

Israels, is tap it to the Gentiles. Who is it that is receiving the blessings? Then ask

yourself, is this talking about material blessings, or how much is there about spiritual

blessirgs? Is this verse dealing with agricultural blessings? Is it dealing with some

rticular type of blessing? And I think that you could see how much of a pattern there

is through these two verses. How much of the same thoughts are stressed in this Dart.

How much mft is there of specific spiritual in them? Is there any time that has yet

occurred which would seem to fulfill what is promised in 60 and 61 and 62, that is leaving

out those three verses. Is there any time that when it was fulfilled, or is it something

that is still future? Then you might do some fu±ther study on 63:1. Do you think that

it is right what I incline to feel right now, that up to this point it is the first

coming and from there on it is the second coming? When I looked at it a few years ago,

I inclined to feel that the two were mixed together. Now I incline to think that

everything up to proclaim the acceptable year could. be fulfilled in the first coming

and that everything from there on in the second coming. I incline that way at the

moment. But think it through. And let's look into this then and go on from it the

next time, next Tuesday.
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Next class.

We1re still on this passage which goes from Isaiah 59 to 63 and we have noticed

that in this passage, the beginning and end of it are the Lord's intervention to

thhe Lord's intervention by Himself to bring vengeance against His enemy. This certainly

does not fit in with the idea that everything is going to become beautiful and all are

to be restored. That is to say, God is going to make the world beautiful but the

Scripture seems definitely to teach that there will be those who will be ultimately

reprobated. That seems to be definitely taught. The Chain and the Encyclopedia

Biblica in his discussion of Isaiah refers to the beginning of 63 as a very beautiful

but ethical repulsive passage. Now of course that is basma because it depicts God, as

bringing terrible vengeance upon wickedness. But it is a fact of Scripture if we take

the Scripture as it stands, that God's vengeance upon wickedness is definite, it is

positive, it is certain. And of course we see it in writing. We see the results of

wickedness. Wickedness in the world today affects all of us. It has - the wickedness

of the world injures everybody in the world to some extent. And the - among Christian

circles as th a rule we see it not in its gross side but in its more subtle side. But in

the world we see i in its gross side. And then - but the eventual forceful act in

God in vengeance is surely taught in the Scripture. This long passage begins and ends

with that note. It starts with it looking forward to that as that which is certain,

which he is going to do, and then it comes back to it, in the end and completes the

section with it.

Mr. Smitley, you had a question? piie Cheyne, who is the editor of the

Encyclooedia Biblica, and it is in the article on flit Isaiah in this section, that

we are dealing with, that he makes that statement. Then we find that the statement

with the passage is immediately followed, the first passa,e, and the last immediately

preceded, by a section of two or three verses a which are quite parallel to each other.

And in these two Dassages, as they are translated in the King James version, each 0±' them

begins with a raising of a standard. We notice that there may be some question about the

translation of the end of 19. The King James translation is not absolutely certain, but

in my mind, the preponderance of evidence is somewhat greatly in favor of that, then of
the way the American Standard and of the way the Revised Standard dol it. But since there
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is this lack of positiveness as ositive certainty that the King James is correct

there, I wouldn't wish to put too much stress on the raising of the standard. But it

would impress me that while this may not be the correct translation, I certainly don't

think the Revised Js. I think it is much more

Isaiah Lk7.

But whether the raising of a standard is parallel in 'both of them or not, it is

true that the main version of 'both passages, gives the conversion of Israel. The

Redeemer's coming to Zion. The covenant of God with His people, that His spirit will

not never depart ii out of their mouth. That His word will always be with them. The

say to the daughter of Zion, 'behold thy salvation cometh. His reward is with them.

He shall called them the holy reo-ole, the Redeemed of the Lord, and thou shalt be

called, Sought out, A city not forsaken. Sometime it would be very valuable to take

these two passages and to take the passage in Jeremiah of the new covenant, and to

put them together and to study them, and of course see what Hebrew says about them.

But to see the light they throw on God's promise to Israel. It is true that the

Dromises in the Old Testament of Spiritual 'blessings are fulfilled in Christ. And

that the promises of God's people, God's work, the center of God's activity which is

centered in Israel, &a the Old Testament, centers in the church in the New Testament

which is predominantly Gentile. nd the church is the successor of Israel. But to

say that Israel is done with as some do, Israel had its part in bringing Christ into

the world, and now it is finished, that is the end of them, which is something which

an not be supported in view of the teaching in the Scripture that there is a great

future for Israel. That God has His blessings for His covenant people. As Paul says,

a Redeemer will come to Zion. These words alone, you might say, what does Paul build

all this on a redeemer shall come to Zion. How can he build on just those phrases.

That phrase, the fact that all Israel will be saved in the end, Isn't that 'building it

also on a few words? Well, the fact of the matter is, Paul isn't building that on a

few words. Prul is not saying - these words prove this. Paul is saying, Isaiah says,

not simply a Redeemer will come to Zion, 'out - and the redeemer will come to Zion, and

on to them that turn from transgression in Jacob, saith the Lord, as for me this is my
covena with them saith the Lord, My spirit which is upon thee, and my words which I

2-
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have put in thy mouth shall not bt de'art out of thine rout-h, nor out of the iouth of

thy seed nor out of the mouth of th:j see"- seed, saith the Lord, from henceforth and

forever, and also I think Paul undoubtedly had the parallel Dassage in mind, Isaiah 6?;

10; 12. "Behold the Lord hath proclaimed unto the ends of the world, Say ye to the

daughter of Zion, Behold thy salvation cometh. Behold, his reward is with him, and his

work before him. And they shall call them, The holy people, The redeemed of the Lord.

And thou shalt be called, Sought out, a city not forsaken."

You take these six verses together I believe Paul is referring back to the

sixth verse when he says, So all Israel shall be saved. Now there are those today

who say that when Paul says, All Israel shall be saved, what he means is any in Israel

who are to be saved are to be saved in this way. So all Israel shall be saved. There

is no other way any Israelite can be saved, exceet through the death of Christ. And so

all Israel shall be saved, means any in Israel who are saved have to come and escape

Christ and join the church. That's what some say that phrase means, and that phrase

could be so interereteci, standing alone. But in the context, Paul is using of the
time ?
calling to come when the branches which were graffeC.. out of the olive tree will be

graffed back into the olive tree. I think that in the context it is clear that's what

he means, and the evidence he gives for it, is not simply four words from which he

draws a lot, but it is a reminder of six verses, which clearly teach God's continuing

blessing to Israel and Gods promise that upon Israel He will pour out His spirit, and

make them a great center of His mercy.

So that these two passages which are worthy of considerable study and study with

relationship to Romans 11 and to Jeremiah 33, and to other relevant passages, that they

come second in this passage, and next of all in this (5).

(Question:) Now that's a good question. It is from very little of no mm

importance of what I said, but it is of considerable importance, what I should have

said. And it is the passage about the new covenant in Jeremiah. 31 and 33. I was

readin a Theological book today and he was referring to something which he says is

proven in Romans 9:32, to 3L.. I looked up Romans C):2 to 14, and that's nothing to

do with what he said. Nothing. Arid, then I koticed Romans . But it is very easy for
tyeorahical errors. Chapter 33, Jeremiah 33 might also be worth looking at in this
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connection. Jeremiah 33 vcrses 1)' following. It's quite aDlropriate verses. But

31 is the more vital passage. Although 3 here, "Thus saith he Lordj if my covenant

he not yith ay and right, and if 1 have not anpointed the ordinances of heaven and

earth, then I will cast away the seed of Jncob and David my servant, so that I will

not take any of his seed to be rulers over the seed of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob."

That's mighty strong lanugage, definitely. The family hysical of Israle. That's not

involved. But 31 is the wonderful new covenant passage which is often misunderstood,

but which is very important. But I don1t know that we will take time now unless some

of you are quite anxious to go into it now. Later on, if some of you are anxious to,

you can go into this further or It you can go further on in Isaiah. But perhaps for

the moment we should look at what is between these two passages. We have a, b at the

beginning, 'o a at the end. What's in between? And in between we have a long passage

which appears to be very much one piece. There's considerable repetition of thought

in it, but there is a constant stress throughout, on the fact that great glory is

coming to God1 S people. The fact that they are to receive much valuable -property

from outsiders. That they are to be served by the Gentiles. That their land is to be

rebuilt. That they are to have great prosperity. All of this is to be brought about

by the activity of God. These themes are stressed and stressed and touched and retouched

throughout these passages. But right about in the middle of the section, there are

three verses, three long verses hich are quite isolated from the rest. Instead of it

being talked about Israel, it is in the first erson, and talks particularly about an

individual. And the thing that the individual predicts while related to what is

contained in the rest, are most of them not directly elated.

The other day I made a list here. I went right through these verses. I said,
60?

Isaiah 6, what do we find in connection with each verse, trying to see how much we would

find the same thoughts carried right through. I noticed for instance that verse 1 says
that there is ±mm glory coming. And I noticed that that theme you will find in one,

two, and three. Perhaps in 9 and 10. Then in 15, 19 and 20 and over n 62 and 63.

Something that is rather definitely that. Glory ahead. For his people, not for an

individual. Then references to previous darkness are contained all through it.
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Then we find that valuable Droperty is corning, a number of verses under that. That they

are to be served, by the Gentiles. We find many references to general Y)rosoerity. You

take these things that I jast rentioned. and you get perhaps two thirds of the thoughts

of the passage. There are also many references to the praise of God, and there is a

stress on the righteousness and holiness of sod's people towards the end, more than

towards the beginning. And there is a stress on the city of Jerusalem which he is

building, more towards the end than towards the beginning, though there is a section

upon it in the beginning. But I did not notice anything that is dealt with any great

extent in chai,ter 60 without being dealt upon in 61 and 62. Or any great theme that is

dealt with to any great extent in 61 and 62 that is not also touched upon at least in
3?

oO. There is a great deal in between these two chanters.

But in the midst of the three chapters you have this section of three erses which

doesn't seem to have much direct contact. Take the themes that I mentioned which are

stressed and repeated over and. over. And. what do you find, out about any of these themes

in verses one to three of chanter 61. Well, one thing of course is that it is used in

the first person. Now it is, just as you have the first person over in 61:10. "1 will
for ?

greatly rejoice in the Lord, when he hath clothed wthbi me with the ra garments of

salvation. He hath covered me with a robe of righteousness." That may have a close

relationship with verse 3. But it is also can fit in more than one, two and three do,

with these themes as a section as a whole. But it is the I which will greatly rejoice

in the Lord for he hath clothed me with the garments of salvation, hardly seems likely

in verse 10, it is very possible it is the city rather than an individual anyway. But

it is very unlikely that it is the se I In 61:1-3. You have very few first persons

saying in the rest of the chapter and they are quite different from 61:1-3. So I think

we are justified in saying we have a section A B C D C B A. That you have that progress.

Up and down. And if you have D in the middle which is distinct from the rest. D in the

middle has nothing to speak of about this being of - It has nothing whatever about the

Gentiles serving. It has nothing - it ± has very little about the city being rebuilt,

being established. Nothing whatever about the at regathering of the people. Nothing
about the Gentiles serving them, nor about their receiving the riches of the Gentiles.

These themes which are so very common than the rest, seem to be pretty well omitted in
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these three verses. But the three verses -Present someone talking here in D, and who is

it that is talking? Is it Isaiah who is sneaking? "The Spirit of the Lord. is upon me."

Could Isaiah say that? He certainly could. There is no reason why that might not be

Isaiah, the Lord has anointed me to preach good tidings until the nations."

That very well might be Isaiah. "He has sent me to bind u the brokenhearted." Well,

maybe he bound u the brokenhearted. He certainly tried to help them. And "to proclaim

liberty to the captives." Well, Isaiah predicted return from the exile, 'out erbai,s

I think this goes a little beyond that. What is the Hebrew here translated Droclaim?

Let's look at that. That's a beautiful word. in English, but - a man who announces the

fact that God. permits Isaiah to predict the ththmE fact that the time is coming when the

ca'tlves will be released. But I think is more the proclamation. The herald

goes out with the proclamation, says captives you can be released. See what I mean?

It is not a prediction - something is going to happen in the future, but a declaration

that it is here now. The herald goes out, the herald doesn't go out in the Greek cities

to proclaim the fact that next July we're going to have a town meeting. The herald goes

out to say the time of the town meeting has come. Let everybody assemble. I think the

iDroclaim is quite different from simply to predict, or to inform people that something

is going to hapen. And this verse, is translated m proclaim, about 25 times,

lamt cm in the Old Testament, but only 2 of them are in Isaiah. There are in Jeremiah

there are 10 of them. But I don't think that means mnm mm near as much as the word

caotive in T Isaiah

Isaiah L8.

You see how it is useful to have different books, different reference books. I

look in Young's Concordance. I find the word proclaim here. There are 5 words trans

lated proclaim in the Old Testament, of which one is used once, one is used once, another

once, oh yes, there are only four in the Old Testament. There is one in the New

Testament is translated that way twice in the New Testament. It shall be

proclaim upon the house top, as he saw a strong angel proclaiming with a loud voice,

in Revelation :2. The angel wasn't proclaiming that something wasn't going to happen

in the future either, delaring what is bapDening. But this commonly proclaimed in the

Old Testament from ] ij:I , to call, and it is of value to look at Jt "7 (1 , in
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the back, and. there you have to look at the transliteration. And you find. there

that it is that it is - it is translated proclaim 36 times, cry 19 times,

make procla±ation 22 times.

Now another useful tool here is the Englishman's Hebrew and Chaldean Concordance,

and anyone who is going to do serious work in interpretation of the Bible should have
I was so happy

this book. And it so happened when it was reprinted in England about 6 years ago, that

made it available again other than in second hand stores. It is an extremely useful

work. But looking in this book, you look up directly and then you have

the English translation. Here unfortunately there are two roots put together which

Young's has separate. One means ncaith befall, and the other means to call, and. these

two are mixed together here, which of course in a way - no it isn't. It looks the same

but we have to distinguish the meanings which are different. Now this is used.

to designate, - it is used Solomon his brother he called , it is used to

invite. But in Isaib.h one cries to another, in Isaiah 6. See that's quite different.

I have also called my holy one. I the Lord have called thee. I have called thee by

thy name. Jeremiah, go and cry in the ears of Jerusalem. You see this is something

quite different from Jeremiah, from Isaiah's ordinary work of predicting or of preaching.

T0 proclaim liberty to the captives. I think we can proclaim liberty to the captive

today. We can declare bat God has done and the basis on which he delivered us. I

think in that sense, Isaiah could too. But it would seem to go beyond what Isaiah

would ordinarily do, this statement, to proclaim liberty to the captives. And. the

opening of the prison to them that are bound, that Isaiah might do in the same sense

that we do today. But I would think that it goes beyond.

But then verse 2, proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord. Was Isaiah able to

proclaim the acceptable day of the Lord? Surely that is pointing to one specific time.

Not merely saying such a time is coming, but saying such a time is here. And surely

that could not be fulfilled by Isaiah. To proclaim the day of vengeance of our God..

Isaiah predicts the day of vengeance a hundred years after his time, in one reference.

I don1 t think he is proclaiming it. To comfort all that mourn. Isaiah perhaps comforts

a good deal of them. Then 3, to appoint unto them that mourn in Zion, to give unto
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them beauty for ashes. Could Isaiah do this? Surely this third verse goes beyond

Isaiah, definitely. Give them the oil of joy for mourning, the garment of praise for

the spirit of heaviness; that they might be called trees of righteousness, the planting

of the Lord, that he might be glorified. Surely that goes beyond what Isaiah predicts.

So I would think, even apart from New Testament references, we are justified in saying

that in these three verses the Messiah is speaking. That here we have the Servant of

the Lord. speaking, declaring the Spirit of the Lord upon him to do this great work.

And. so we have that as the climax of our present passage. His declaring these things

that he is going to do. That they might be called trees of righteousness, the

planting of the Lord, that he might be glorified. Surely it is the wonderful statement

of the work of Christ in His first coming and in His second coming, and, it is placed at

the very center of these wonderful declarations.

So we have this paasage which Messiah speaks right in the center as the climax

and before it we have, you might say, we have a picture. We look forward. We see that

we've been rebuking for sin. Now we look forward. God. is going to bring vengeance.

Punishment. Then we see in connection with that, God i going to bring blessing to

Israel. Conversion of the nation. Then we see a great passage of prosperity coming

to Israel. Then we see what's all this coming from? What brings it on? The center of

it is the Messiah. Then having reached that climax, then we go back to it again, and.

we sky, because Christ speaks, because Christ is sacrificed, because He comes, he brings

prosperity. And then we say this prosperity which He has brought to Israel will not

come except as Israel receives the spiritual blessing, which is promised. when the

standard. is raised. and they are made to see His righteousness, and a new covenant with

them and before or at the same time that this comes there will be the outpouring of

blessings. So you have this very interesting envelope structure in this passage where

the work of the Messiah in the crucial point. And you have this wonderful teaching of

these three chapters, three verses here, of what He is going to do. And. you have the

- you have what He is going to do and then before and. after you have Its outworking

upon the nations of Israel. I think that there are others who enjoy the blessings of

the periods before and after but the interest centers here on the Christian.
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Vow should we look a little more at the statements of 61? What the Messiah

is to do. And here we have the Messiah is to speak, d.on1t we? We have the prophetic

work of Christ. The messiah is going to speak. I wonder if in a mm g.neral way we

could say that the picture in this passage starts with the prophetic work of Christ,

goes on to His priestly work and. then goes on to His kingly work. Whether that is a

possible division of these three verses, I wouldn't say you necessarily divide them

exactly as the verse divisions are, They are perhaps all put in by uninspired men,

or necessarily that they - that the passages are mutually exclusive, but that the

emphasis is in the first part on the prophetic books. The spirit is on Him. Why?

To preach good tidings to the nations. To give the news. To explain the truth.

To proclaim the message to the people. He is declaring the will of God. It is His

prophetic work. Then He is not merely proclaiming, preaching good. tidings, He is

binding up the broken hearted. He is bringing liberty to the captives. He is opening

the prison. He is proclaiming the acceptable year of the Lord. He is comforting those

that mourn. Surely this is His priestly work. His opening up the way of salvation,

for all of His people. His rthth bringing liberty to the captive. His priestly work.

And then He does the priestly work, and makes it acceptable before the Lord. But then

He works out the outworking of that which is won through His priestly work. He

appoints unto them that mourn, He gives them beauty for ashes. He gives them the oil

of joy for mourning. He gives them the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness.

So that they might be called trees of righteousness, the planting of the Lord, that he

might be glorified. This is of course the outworking of His priestly work, but all

of His kingly work is the outworking of His priestly work. It is earned by His active
seat

and. passive obedience. His death on calvary cross secures the 1fIW of David, and to

establish of His place of authority. Which is exerted in our behalf through Him. And

so I think in a rough way you can say that the three offices of Christ are stressed here.

And. in the center of course is His atonement. T0 proclaim the acceptable year of the

Lord. Proclaim liberty to the captive. It is not made very specific. It is not a

clear prediction. But it certainly implies it in view of its being taught else where.

And the last implies the exertion of power. The appointing, the giving of them beauty

for ashes, giving them the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness. This is the
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exertion of the Divine power upon those whom e has redeemed.. So I think we have t1

three phases of His work stressed here, and of course all phases of His work enter into

His first coming and. His second. coming. But in His first coming the stress is on the

prophetic work until toward the end. on the priestly, it seems to be the main thing.

In the second coming, the stress is on the kingly work, which is based upon His

priestly work.

12 (Question: The day of vengeance. I would incline to think that that probably

is a specific time and probably looks forward to the future. In between these two

things which probably, well, to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord, probably is

tied up with what proceeds. Liberty to the captives. He opens the prison to them that

are bound. The acceptable year. Of course it may a refer back to the idea of the
debt 7

Jew believing. There was the year in which the people were released from death. The

year in which the people were freed from slavery. The year in which the land lay

fallow. But of course it lay fallow every sabbath, but here it is particularly the

Jubilee year in which there was these, the acceptable year of the Lord, when all of

these changes, which we in view of our knowledge of other passages of the Bible, would

say, is used here as a symbol of looking forward. The year when he wins our freedom

from our debt to His justice. J'rom our obligation, from our position as captives,

bound. by sin. He wins us through His death on the cross. So that could be the

acceptable year of the Lord..

I would think that the acceptable year of the Lord is then a specific time

referring to calvary and if that is so, then I would think that the day of judgment

is looking on to His second coming, to the beginning of His kingly work, when He
in by

overcomes the forces of evil. The victory being won principle His death

on the cross, and now, performs the work through which His interposition would

follow. And of course that would. be a reference to the passage a at the beginning and

end. That He performs vengeance alone. Yes?

Thats a very good question. If this refers back to the year of Jubilee what is

our definite evidence of it, or i it merely based upon the general similarity?

How letts look at the Jubilee passage. What is it? Anybody remember? It seems to me

that it is only in - well is it in Leviticus or Numbers. I think it is Leviticus.
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When I didnt remember what the reference was of the Year of Jubilee, why did. I

say In Leviticus? Why did. I say Leviticus rather than Exodus? I said Leviticus or

perhaps Numbers. I Why did I say that rather than Exodus or Deuterno7 That's a

point of criticism. Maybe some of you haven't had it yet. We have in the Bible

- we have the Torah, Leviticus, Numbers, (hard to hear,) and we have the code of

Deutemnomy. And of course the critics say these codes contradict one another. Now

there are differences there. I don't believe they do. But there are differences there.

But the critics say you. have the simple code in Exodus. You have the developed. code,

in Deuteronomy. Then you have the complex code developing after the exile, in Leviticus.

The Priestly Code. Well, now, the priestly code of Leviticus deals mostly with

agriculture. And you are more apt to look for matters of land laws, dealing with

slaves and. that sort of thing. (Hard to hear.) Why would the priestly code, rather

than one of the others contain the teaching of the law of Jubilee? Well, I think it

is very important. You take the critics. (Hard to hear.) Exodus gives for instance,

the simple law that God, made with the people at that time, at the start of the

wilderness journey. Now this law in Exodus, law of the Covenant, the book of the

Covenant, Exodus 21 to 24, in which some sections are a little later. This book of

the covenant is supposed to tell the people what is necessary to know what is necessary

for their wilderness journey. There are ten commandments are given, vital principles

that are effective all through the history of the people are given. But principally

vital on matters during the wilderness journey. During all that time they have Moses

right there to solve particular problems that come up. So it doesn't have to be

extensive. Then in Leviticus, there is given the law for the priests. God gives Him

.(3-). This is the detailed. law for the amm priest. Then in

Deuteronomy as they are about to enter the land, Moses declares the law to the people.

The word Deuteronomy means second law, the second giving of the law. In that he

proclaims the law to the people. Declares to them what they need to know as they go

into the promised land, and stresses it and drives it home, and it is full of

exhortation. They are going into the promised land. They are going to be scattered.

around. They don't have Moses with them every day to deal with matters that need it.

They are scattered around the land. It is very important that the law be driven home
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to their hearts. And so under these circumstances, t)*y say Deuteronomy is in a

different style. Well, the exhortation is needed there. Anyone of them may use the

hortatory style, if they are situated where the exhortation is needed. But in

Deuteronomy there are certain changes of law because they are no longer living in tents in

the wilderness. They are ii.-in" going in the land. and building houses, and so

the law is naturally adapted. to the new conditions, which they are soon going to enter

into. So that is one reason for a change.

But why is the law of Jubilee not in Exodus or in Deuteronomy, but given in

Leviticus where you have all these details of the law for the priests. The answer is

that it only comes once in 50 years. They are in the wilderness 140 years. There is

no particular point in telling about a jubilee. It will never occur while they are in

the wilderness. I'm not sure that it occurs 10 years after they enter the land. The

Jubilee may start at the entering the land. The conquest of the land upset things and

changed it around. But there is certainly no pCtnt in giving it in Exodus. Now how

about Deuteronomy Deuteronomy is driving home the law, its importance to those

who remember that IM to drive home the law that would be active that year, so they

remember that after 7 years that land (5k). But there is no use

of giving the people a big exhortation about what they are to do 50 years from now.

They won't remember that long.

Leviticus gives the written formula the priest has on hand. which they can look

at the qualifications rather than the exhortation of the law that is to be driven home

to the people's minds. And Leviticus tells about the Jubilee and when the time comes

they proclaim it through the land and the people know about it, but there is no

crux to proclaim in Deuteronomy when it is 50 years later. So that is why though I

did. not recall where it was I immediately decided it was more suited to Leviticus,

than either Exodus or Deuteronomy. My principle was borne out by the fact that Miss

Correll pointed out, that the place was in Leviticus 25. So there in Leviticus 25,

he gives this command, that He spoke to Moses. It is not Moses speaking to the people,

exhorting them, because you can't expect them to remember that in 50 years. It is the

law that is in the book. We don't teach the children. We make the children, though we

don't stress it. How old a president's gotta be, before he can be elected. He must be
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at least 80 old. And what day the election is to be and. all that. That's in the

constitution. You. can look it up. But it isn't the sort of thing you would try to

remember, I don't try to remember when school (7). We decided..

s pit it in the catalog. I go through the catalog to look it up. The things that I

have to have on hand for any emergency that a may arise, but I have to have to be

able to answer questions of importance you should have those 1411 mind. But the things

that are not relevant for a certain length of time, when they come a up a particular

time, I can leave them in a code book where I can look them up. And Leviticus is the

code figure rather than the (7-). And, so here we

find that He says to Hoses, that the seventh year is a year of rest. He explains that

year in the laws of Moses, in Leviticus here, verses 1 through 6. This about the land

1y11 silent, there is no point in giving in Zxodus because they are wandering in the

wilderness. They can't leave the land fallow. In Zxodus4i$m they give about the

servant being released after seven years, because that applies to the wilderness as

well as anywhere else. But the land lying fallow applies after they come into the

land, when Leviticus is the codified law, to keep for after they are in the land.

But then after giving that, and. in Deuteronomy it is repeated again, and driven home

to people's minds. Then after giving that, then in verse 8 he begins that they are to

- the priests, Moses, those who are in general direction are to cola, seven sabbaths of

year. And when it comes to that time when they've had 49 years. Then they south the

trumpet of Jubilee. In the 7th month of the 49th year. And. then when people k hear

the Jubilee trumpet, and. they hear the proclamation, then you shall hallow the 50th year

and proclaim libety throughout the land. and. to all the inhabitants therein. It will be

a Jubilee year. Now you see the phrase. Ye shall proclaim liberty throughout the land.

And. here we have in Isaiah 61:1, he has sent me to bind, up the broken hearted. To

proclaim liberty to the Gentiles, To proclaim liberty throughout the land. It shall be

a Jubilee unto you, and you shall return every man unto his possession, and you shall

return every man unto his family. So the Jubilee is a year that they look forward to for

a long time, and then they forget all about when it is coming, but as it gets nearer the

timed comes when the declaration is given. Now is the time when things that have gotten
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into a bad, condition, through the years are set right, it is the time of release.

It is the time of rest, through the land.

This is the occasion we come to, and. Ezra repeats it 50 years by 50 years. It is

not only periorma the service, but it drives home to our hearts, the fact that if we

look forward to something that occurs once every 50 years, that we can know that God.

has that to which we can look forward which is a great event that He is going to

perform when the i proper time comes for it. So when Jesus Christ proclaims liberty

to the captive and. proclaims the acceptable year of the Lord, it is the 1.im

declaration of the Jubilee, but it is the declaration of the Jubilee not itself which

has valuable economic purposes, but of that which the Jubilee suggests and, typifies

the actual release from sin. And, so it is the declaration of Ask the Jubilee, using

this very phrase, to procitim liberty to the captive. But it is - and then it continues

to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord.. But Jesus Christ announces it, declares

it. He announces it prophetically. He produce. it. His priestly work. Re carries out

its effects. So all through the results are suggested here in this. And. yet it is dons

as you can see, not in an absolutely clear manner. It is somewhat vague. He is gradually

giving us an insight, and gathering an idea into our minds, opening them up, preparing

the my, so that when Christ comes again, comes back and sees how all these different

ways open our hearts. But as we gather from this passage, to learn about God's

plan, we find right in the middle of it the work of Christ. Right in the middle of the

whole passage. It I. based upon what go does.

And so then around. this passage, this short passage in the middle and in side of

the short a and b passage, we have the long c passage. .$IiI. And we look at the
C

long passage and find that it id a description of a period which is yet to come and in

the description of this period, He follows a (12) which we find in Isaiah,

quite generally, that God. deals with our physical situation. With our economic means.

With our present problems, first, and then he goes on to show the relationship. T0

call our attention to the deeper passages of sin that i. back of it. The spiritual

problems that have to be not. And so we have in the second section, considerable stress

on the ethical and on the righteousness of that which He is bringing. Not so much in
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the first, though it is touched upon.. And in the first part we have more of the

irthii.*bringing of the property from the Gentiles to them, of the production, giving

then of that which is to contribute to their great prosperity during this period. ahead..

So we find this begins with those wonderful words, "Arise, shine: for thy light i come,

and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee." And then we find in verse 5, "Then

thou shalt see, and flow together, and thine heart shall fear, and. be enlarged: because

the abundance of the sea shall be converted. unto thee, the forces of the Gentiles shall

come unto thee." Now what does this mean? The forces of the Gentiles. Does that mean

that he Gentile armies are going to come. Well, the Israelites don't feel happy today

if the Arab force of the Arab armies come in. They don't feel happy about it. Does

it mean these Gentile armies are to become subject to the Israelites? 10 that what it

means? Or does it mean, his words for here - that's one thing I wish you would look

into for tomorrow. It seems to me that that word occurs twice. Am I right or am I

wrong? That it occurs twice in the chapter. The forces of the Gentiles. Or does it

only occur once? Verse 11. The forces of the Gentiles.

Now here you look in Young's. He says forces, strength force, army

II Chr. 17:2. He placed forces in all the fenced cities. That's clearly armies isn't

it? Jeremiah 40: 7, 13. All the captives of the forces. Obadiah 11. Strangers

carried. awey captive his forces. You look at the eight or nine references given here

in Young's for this word. forces and. all of the others except these two. These two are

the ones we are studying. But all of the others seem quite definitely to be armies.

Is this army also That's the question I would like to ask you. Take Young's, and

see whether Young's gives you evidence in itself, aka without any other help. Can

you find in Young's any proof that this must mean armies, or can you find in Young's

proof that it may mean something else? Then look into Brown, Driver, and Briggs and see

what evidence it throws on it, and then look in the context and see what the context shows.

That is one thing I wish you would. do for tomorrow for sure, and. use additional time for

looking into the passage.
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We were going to look particularly at certain. elements of this today. And. I

suggested that you look into certain specifial verses. Let's look at Isaiah 6, and

let's start at the beginning, and look a little more into detail at it. I hope that

you all have your Hebrew here, and we look Kong at the Hebrew and at the English,

and then take up special problems that may be of particular significance.

(Silent.) Well, who is the woman that is here addressed? It is quite definitely

not a literal woman. There is nothing in the context before or after to suggest that

he is speaking to a literal woman, Therefore it must be a figure of speech and what

would woman be used as a figure of speech for? ?or a nation or for a city. So it

might be Israel or it might be Jerusalem. It could be one or the other. In the

general context I would incline to thing that it is probably Israel. But it is

certainly one or the other. In the context. Now of course the possibility might be

suggested that it is the church. That's a possibility. Of course, tt is something

that can be addressed in the feminine. But I would feel that it is much more likely

that it is either 'Israel or Jerusalem, and most probably Israel in the context.

But that e immediately shows us that it is not an individual man, or that it is not a

group of men addressed literally. Something that includes men can be thought of as

men in the feminine.

And so we have, arise, shine, 7Jj? and then ' because

for or when. And. then pL has two meanings. Well no, the word is either

come in, enter, or go in. But this particular form. - The form, it is third

masculine singular, perfect. It is one of those two. Woman would not be a translation.

It might be a representation of what a form is. but I wbuldn' t put in the word, woman.

No. It means a rock, but who is he speaking to? He is speaking to one woman. Or else

something that an be personified as a. woman. Now I think that that is the Israelist.

If you said in English, arise, woman, it would confuse somebody, for they wouldn't think

of it as Israel, they would think of it as some woman. But you might say that the form

is feminine. But I wouldn't put in the word woman, unless in the context it is a literal

woman. In such a case it might not be out of place considering the word woman, to make it

absolutely clear. If you had a woman and a man stressed and he is addressed in the feminine
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you might insert the word. woman, just to make it clear to others. Or insert the name,

woman. How would you translate it if it was third masculine singular, QplZ Yes, to

come in, or to enter. Well, come perhaps in Knglish. But it isn't just come in the

sense of just making progress. It is actual arrival. Now of course, I guess when you

say have come we do show that the destination has been readied. It has come. Your

light has come in, but how would you translate it 11 it was a participle? Yes,

your light i come. Your light was coming. Your light is coming. Your light will be

coming. Past, present, or future is not indicated by the participle, but that it i*

continuous action. Arise, shine, for your light is coming. Now there are two possibilities

here. Arise, shine, for your light is come. Arise, shine, for your light is coming.

By the way this word. >hlf' (shine) or something practiaally the same occurs in the

New Testament. Does anybody recall? There we have then, arise, shine, for your light

has come in, or is come in? What about the your light? Is that your light, David's

light. Is it David and. Jonathan's light? Who's light is it? Can one speak positively

and. categorically on this? It is second feminine singular. It is not a group of men's

lights. It is not a group of women's lights. It is not one man's light. It is one

woman's light. And. of course that fits with the and. the >

Your light is referring here doubtless to something that is personified as a woman.

Now which do we prefer here? Arise, shine, for your light is coming, or for your light

has come? Our King James says which is come, which is the same meaning, as has come.

Which is best of the two here? Is coming, or come? Why?

I could say that, Mr. Auckland has promised that he will hand my wife a dollar

bill to take down to the store for me. And. I the door could open and my wife could

step in, and I would say, please give her the money she has coming to her. Or I could

look out the window and. I could see her here and. I could say please give her the money.

She is coming. Zither would fit equally into the context wouldn't it? There would be

a different meaning. But the context, the words alone, either would be equal. And in
J4j grab ?

most verbs you can tell which it is. If it was qatal, if I would say, drag

him beause he has killed that horse, you'd say he is a murderer, he's killed the horse.

Now we want to grab him. Or I could say, grab him, he is killing the horse. I mean I

want you to stop him, and sève the horse's life. If I said, grab him because he has
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killed, the horse, I would say '?LJ11 " e has killed, him. but if I say, grab his,

because he is killing the horse, I would sa grab bum, because he La CL)I " the

forms would tell you immediately which I meant. And in most Hebrew words, the form

will tell you whether it is perfect or participle. But unfortunately in this

particular verse, in most verbs of the ayin way class, the form is identical, whether

it be the third masculine singular or the participle, And that is true also - no, it

isn't the niphal. the question is, which of the two is it? Is it arise shine,

because your light is comel Or is it, arise shine, here your light is coming. Get

up and celebrate. You can't tell. Yes, that's an logical argument. You have to get

the light before you can give it out. But simply, on grammar, you might have a second

battery coming, and. you see it coming, so you can afford to use your first battery now.

Arise, shine, for your light has come, and the glory of the Lord 11 1 1 And of

course, T7 is a causal form. It it wasn't causal it would be flI. . And

is perfect, it has risen. If it was participle, it would be 71 l . And

consequently the ( ) here, is pretty definite evidence that it has two

equally possibilities, if you take it in this case, in line with the second one. Now

there is the possibility that something in its meaning, would show you that there is a

possibility of taking it the other way. But ordinarily speaking the two would be

parallel, And in this case the meaning fits the parallel, very definitely. So your

second form gives you pretty good assurance that it is the correct way to do it. The

first one. So our King James is quite dependable here, even though the first half of

the verse wouldn't prove it. The parallel in the second shows that they made a correct

selection. lor the glory, and the glory of the Lord upon you has arisen.

Then would you read us the second verse, Mr. Sutton? How many of you think that

60:1 is followed by 60:27 Does Isaiah say, suppose that Isaiah is here, and he is

looking at the people of Jerusalem, and he sees the people of Jerusalem Bad. Because

they've gone through the terrible siege of Sennacherib. But he says to them, arise,

shine, for your light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen on you. Sennacherib's

hosts are destroyed. This trouble is at an end. We've got wonderful prosperity and

happiness and. joy ahead. The glory of the Lord. has arisen upon us. Arise and shine.
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And. then he goes right on and. says, for the thick darkness will cover the people,

darkness will cover the earth, and. thick darkness the people. And you say, what on

earth does be say rise and. shine for if he goes right on to say that thick darkness I.

going to cover us? There is no reason to say that the light will shine. Suppose I

mey to you, go and. buy some ice cream. Get a big dinner. Have a good time. Because

you are going to find, it awfully hard. to get enough money together, to eat anything on

the morrow. Well, you'd say, that is perfect nonsense isn't it? I should spend. a

lot of money today because I won't have any money to eat with tomorrow. It would. be

more sensible to save ur money to eat tomorrow. Arise and. shine, for your light is

come and the glory of the Lord has risen upon you, because behold, thick darkness is

going to be on the earth, and. thick darkness is going to cover the people. Well, it
mentions ?

doesn't make much sense does it? If this is Isaiahs day and. he imagines what is here,

and then speaks of what is coming next and. {what is coming next Is flatly contradictory

to what he says here, it doesn't make sense. Or if he looks forward and says in l9:M 62,

we say this here because in 19:63 it is going to be that. Now there are those who say,

eat, drink and be merry for tomorrow we die. That we are going to lose all our money
80

anyway basman we ema might as well spend it. But that isn't a very Christian attitude.

It certainly is not that which we would expect from Isaiah.

It seems to me that there is something a little more involved in that in the

relationship between these two verses. What do you think about the first verse here

anyway? In the whole situation, is not Isaiah looking forward to the future. He is

giving us a picture of God's vengeance upon, single h4nded vengeance, and. then he gives

us apicture of the calling, Israel's conversion, which is either a symmataneous with it,

or about the same time. But then he says, arise and, shine, for your light is come.

Well, now, he is looking forward and saying a time is going to come when this is the

appropriate thing to say to Israel. Don't you think so? He is not saying it in his

day, but he is making a prediction that the time is coming when this is appropriate.

Arise and. shine. But then he says because thick darkness will cover the people. Don't

you think that what he is doing is telling us that he is giving this prediction that

the time will come when the appropriate thing is to say to Israel, because before that
èime comes, there is going to be a period. of darkness, and then this darkness is going
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to end. with a change that light will come in and therefore he is now predicting a

wonderful time of happiness at the end. of that period of darkness. So that be looks

forward to a certain point, and then he comes back to tell you why he looks forward,

by describing what comes first. It is a sort of a dramatic manner bf presentation.

He gives this to them and then he turns to the people and says, the reason I'm doing

this is because there is going to be an opposite time first when it will be very

appropriate to do that, and then the opposite time will end with the outpouring of

God's glory and. so I exhort them to rise and shine. So it would impress me that

the time of verse 1 is later than the time of verse 2. That one gives us the conclusion

like reading a newspaper story. You read the story in the first verse, and in the

second sentence you go back and give the background of it and show what led up to it.

You can begin a newspaper story and say -

Isaiah 51. (0)

You can begin a newspaper story and you can say last night a little girl was

burned to death, in her home in North Philadelphia. The next sentence says, her

mother had gone out to buy something at the store for the next morning. She was on

her way back when she yaw flames shooting out. She rushed up and. rushed. in to try

to save the little girl's life but she got there too late. Your first sentence is

later than your second one. Your first sentence is a summary, and then you go back

and. tell about it. Well, this isn't exactly identical to that but it is quite a bit

similar. He gives the statement that sets the picture. Instead of saying there is

going to be a wonderful time of glory some day. He imagines the time and says, arise,

shine for the glory of the Lord is come upon us. Then he says, why, am I saying this?

There is going to be a period of darkness. There is going to be a period of

But this period is going to end with the wonderful outshining of God's mercy. Therefore

I'm saying arise, shine for your light is come. not saying it's now, but he is

saying, look forward now and be happy of what is going to come. Be happy that this

exhortation can properly be addressed to you. So I think we can safely say that

we have that relationship between these two verses.

And then what about verse 3? Let's look at 3 in the Hebrew. The brightness of
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the rising. It is construct before a noun that is definite. Now in this case the

ng1ish said. the Gentiles shall come to t1 light. The nations shall come to t)'

light. This word, come here, does it mean come in? Does it mean entrance? Yes, it

means rather to walk, ? :7 means to walk. That is to come or go in the sense of

walking. It does not mean to go in the sense of a particular goal reached. And. it is

possible to mean Gentiles will walk to your life. It is altogether possible to mean

that but it is equally possible that it means they will walk in relationship. That

their walk, the force of their life will be determined and effected by this light.

The Gentiles will walk in relation to the light and kings to the relationship of the

brightness of your rising. Like the rising sun. Well, now, personally I would say

that seems a more reasonable interpretation. It may be the other. You raise the

light and they will come to you. It is altogether possible. But it is at least

possible that it means, I would think to come to you would be quite natural, but to

come to your light and to come to the brightness of your rising it seems more apt to

be that the light is the thing that regulates their conduct in which the course in

which they walk, than the thing to which they come. Now it can be determined either

'y in the light of context, but as far as the use of the word I?JA in relation

to light is concerned I think there is a definite edge to the saving of this light.

It is doubtlessly waw conversive. They will do this. I don't think it is apt

to mean this simply that they eome and that they regulate their conduct with proportion

to his glory, in relation to his glory, that God, has given to Israel. Now some

interpreters invariably insi*t that this is the church. This is the glory of Christ

going out. That certainly on these verses taken by themselves is a possible

interpretation. But another possible interpretation is that it points to Israel

during the millennium as God's representative. Those agents through which he brings
the lost to " To which he carries the message of how they should carry out

their assignment. Either one would be possible as far as this verse is concerned.

Now the next verse. Number four.
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Terse I.e.. j c seems to me that in this case vavor would be Ia antecepted

a long time before. It probably fits in *ith the context here. It was in the
meaning tied up for wealth, that the wealth will come to you. The abundance of the sea
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will be onverted to you. The wealth of the entiles will be turned to you. The

wealth of the enttLes will come to you. You are to fear and your heart will be

enlarged. That doesn't suggest that they will win a great victory in combat does it?

It seems to me that it fits into the idea more of God bringing great wealth to them

to establish great propperity, for His people. I don't think you could be dogmatic.

I Akhak at this point as between those interpretations, but that seems to me to fit

better than the other. Now is this word. fl used again in the chapter? Terse 11.
septuaguint 7

And what does the subject do with it there? Yes, stretch forth, and bring to you

the strength of the Gentiles. That perhaps fits the context more there than in this

earlier place. I don't know if wealth fits the context so much in the next and yet it

might. The glory of Lebanon, the fir tree and. the pine tree. They're all coming. That

might fit wealth. Also, in 61:6. The riches of the Gentiles. Certainly there it is

not the armies of the Gentiles. That's quite definite.

Between five and 7, they put the same words, 5 and. 11, they use the same words for

both of them. But when you get over to chapter 61:6, it makes that different. Where it

says, you shall eat the riches of the Gentiles. And it is true that even in English we

will use the word in two different senses, some times three senses. So that while

it is used. in a certain sense in the near context to suggest but it

doesn't prove it. But I think it suggests that and. it is good to try it in this sense.

Well, we didn't get over to 61. There are some problems there I asked you to look

into. I think we would get more value to go ahead this way, don't you? Thus we are

getting more positive experience of how to get into the Scriptures and see m exactly

what is there. So let's go on but let's put some very special attention to 61, the first

few verses. What would you think of that Of taking first. See what you can do on

61:1-6. And then spend as much time as you can on the rest of 60 and the rest of 61 and

62. But take that section of 61 first before going on in these other sections. t would.

suggest first that you look at it in the English and study the general context. The

general meaning. Then that you look at the Hebrew with the English before you, and. try
to recognize the form. What the forms are, what you can tell by common endings etc.

And then that you take instances where as you've looked at the English you feel that

the meaning might be effected by the precise indications of words, and. then look at the
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Hebrew. That way you will get over much more ground than if you are just taking a

verse and. translating it. I would suggest doing it that way. That way, trying to

get all the light you can from the Hebrew, without spending a lot of time, simply

looking at words. And of course if you can have the American Standard Version and

the Revised Standard Version, or almost any version in front of you, that can suggest

places where the meaning of Hebrew may be variable and. where you perhaps could get

further light by careful. examination of the words.

Isaiah 51. (Next class.)

We were looking last time at chapter 60 there. We a noticed. the general content

of this passage, and in the a, b, c, d section we were looking at c, which is chapter

- all of chapter 60 is probably involved in it. And we looked specifically I believe

as far as verse 5. We looked into the verses and we saw that the Hebrew for forces is

(1 which is used I believe of Job, of Boaz, he was a man of 777 , and it i.

used. for excellency, for that which k is worthy or is helpful and outstanding, and as

used. for a king it is probably going to be used. for his army. Used of a private

individual it is apt to be his wealth. And so in this context whether it means - whether

you think Of the strong thing that the Gentiles have that gives them worthiness, its their

armies, or whether you think it is their wealth, or whether you think it is something

else about them, 1 don't think you can tell Les simply from the word, Gentiles. The

word can also be translated heathen, depending whether you use Germanor a brief word.

for the same meaning. The word, could. be translated simply nation, but it means of course

the nations out side of Iemael.

Isaiah 52. (A blank record..)

Isaiah 53.

It surely doesn't mean that all of the hostile armies are going to attack. You say

that the Germans in the last war, all the forces of Russia are going to come to

you " and then you see the great Russian armies sweeping across east Germany,

v& 'Berlin. They came to them, but here it certainly doesn't mean that because the

abundance of the sea will be converted. Well, thou shalt see, and flow together, and.

thine heart shall fear, and. be enlarged. Year might suggest an attack, but I think the
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context is one of blessing rather than attack. Xe it the forces of the (lent ties that

is there. They come under their control. They have them to use for their purpose.

Or is it forces at all? In the context it seems to me we have the bringing back of

their children in verse 4, thy sons come from afar. Thy daughters are carried in the

arms at thy side. The gentiles come to thy light, to gather themselves together. They

come to thee. I imagine somebody may have quoted these verses lately when they saw

atrj,ianes coming from Palestine about four or five years ago bringing Jews from south

Arabia, from the land of Yimman, southern Arabia, where these Jews had lived for 1500

years. Some of these Jews there from Yimman, they were under sized, under nourished,

they were oppressed by the Arabs there and never had much opportunities, and the

arrangements were made that they would be allowed to leave the country and take nothing

with them and. it was the flying tigers airplane flight that Israel hired for the job.

And. many of those Jews, the first wheeled vehicle they've ever seen in their life was

an airplane. They never saw a bicicle or a wagon. Nothing with a wheel on it. Until

they saw these airplanes, that came from America, to transport the Jews. And they

carried them up there across to Israel. They knew so little about modern transportation

that I'm told that some of them, this has actually happened, that they would see them

get into a bus, " and the bus driver would. bollar Shiloh, or

whatever the name of the place was and a person here has gotten up, stepped to the

front opened the door and. stepped out, not realizing that it was a thing with wheels on,

and went forward at a certain rate, and had to wait until it stopped. That was so great

was their ignorance of that part of our modern civilization.

I can imagine as they saw them coming in to think of these verses. Lift up thine

eyes around about and see, they gather themselves together. Thy eons shall come from

afar, and thy daughters shall be nursed at thy side. Here were the forces of the
Gentiles. The American airplanes bringing the oppressed Jews from South Arabia.

Which is one of the few remaining absolute monarchies in the world today. It is

absolute control. These Jews had been mistreated and oppressed for 1500 years.

Now they were taken back.
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Well, this certainly is fulfilled in that, except that I do&t think that is the

sufficient , I think that this is much larger than that suggests.

So that when it says the forces of the Gentiles shall come to thee does it mean armies?

Or does it mean wealth? In the context there we have the transportation. We have them

bringing these things. Verse 6. The multitude of camels shall cover thee, the

dromedaries of Midian and. Iphab. They bring gold. and. incense. The flocks come and the

rams. All that would seem to me to suggest that wealth x rather than armies. It would.

seem to me to suggest property rather than military power. It might refer to military

aid.. So my own inclination is to think that this verse 4 is not the best translation.

The word as you see has an arm area of meaning that can be included. but in the light of

context we should decide which aspect from the area of meaning of the word is that which

is involved. in the context. And I don't think we can rule out of course, but I think we

can find that the other is more like that which the prophet had in mind in relation to

it. Therefore even though Professor Beaver of Duke Seminary translated it wealth

rather than forces, my inclination i. to think that in this particular instance it is

correct.

Well, all, the forces of the Gentiles come to thee. Then let's look at the next

verse in the Hebrew, verse 5. We look at the English and it starts with then thou shalt

see, What is the word. then usually translated in the Hebrew. I would guess, I haven't

looked. it up, but I would guess that the English word then more often translates a way

than anything else, in the Hebrew. That would be my guess. But here in Young's it says

then or so, in Aramaic and. Ezra it is , which would be used in Daniel also, but

that's Aramaic. Then in is used of course. And he gives just three instances here,

And then is used. and he given three .nstances, and is used, twice.

And that day is translated in I Samuel 22:15. And is translated then in

Jeremiah 8:22. we usually think of as for. br or that. In Jeremiah 8:22 it is

translated as then. He doesn't refer to the law here, but my guess is that there are
more cases where the waw is translated. by then, than of any other word, I'm quite sure

I've come across many, although I don't think of any at this instance. But in this case

is it yaw or what is it that is translated then? In this case it is " In this

case that the noun is not derived from the verb but the verb from a noun, because it is a
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common fact in life, that river, one would have the idea of flowing and then see a

river and call it something that flows. Re is much more apt to have an idea of a

river and then see something else and say it is like a river flowing. It would seem

to me that it is much more likely that in this case that the noun comes first and then

that the verb is derived. from it, rather than vice versa. There have been those who

have assumed that in Semitic languages that everything has a verbal root. But I don't

think that it fits with life. After all, there are many things. Now there is no

verbal root for brother or for a father. Or sister, not a verbal root. That is

definitely a noun. And there are many things to which there are no verbal roots.

In this case you have a good. verse, flow, and you have a good noun, river. But the

river to me seems to be the more fundamental concept, in the form. So I would incline

to think that this shows pretty good. light on what kind, of flowing. It is like a river.

More like a stream. You will see and you will flow and you will fear. And he shall

dread. And your heart shall dread and it shall be dry. Now it is interesting isn't it,

how you have these aa thens. Then this and this and this and this.
". Dread ?
Stretch can be fit in here with not in the sense of fear, of being

afraid of something but in the sense of a sort of awe. :$ort of being overwhelmed. with

the tremendous effect. The Bible says, shall fear God. Does that mean you are going

to be afraid. Thrill seems to me to be quite different. Your heart shall see and be

filled with awe. Something like that would be thrill. I notice that B,D.B. here gives

a noun derived. from , which is called. dread or religious awe. From Jeremiah

2:19, no awe of and unbelief. And. then this dread, to be in dread. as Mr.

Awkland pointed. out, there are 21 times where it means a real fear. But this one, number

two, they say here, be in awe. That's the Lord's favor, actually. Isaiah 65. To be

in awe. It seems to me that that is quite a good. suggestion, but to get thrill out of

I must say that I don't quite see.

Yes, but I think in order to prove that, we want a case where it has more the idea

of a motion, and whether, now there is a noun used. 49 times, which means to dread,

translated dread. A noun . Brown, Driver, and Briggs gives the meaning of it.

number one, dread,, terrifying, unfitting for action. Number two, the object of dread,

and number three, as denying of God. The fear of Isaac, designating God. That God is
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the dread of Isaac. The fear of Isaac. But I do t think that there is any

evidence as far as I know- to connect the idea of physical motion. It is my * impresesion

that the jmrtictlar word. is more the idea of - the attitude of awe, or of terror rather

than of " The idea of thrill seers to me to be something more of a pleasant

thing and. of course awe before God is not unpleasant, but you might say it is too deep

for pleasure to be the outstanding element. It doesn't seem to me to be thrill.

Isaiah 51i.. (0)

Well, that's very interesting that use of the R.S.Y, in this beginning of this

fifth verse here. It makes as you read better sense, but it is not the original

meaning, the thought of awe. It is something of the feeling I had yesterday morning.

It wasn't quite like that but 1 mean thrill wouldn't be the word at all. Yesterday

morning I had a queer feeling. I came into the office and I'd. been in there a few

minutes and. Mrs. Martin said. the sound scriber isn't - I think you'd better phone t

down *own and. get the man to come out and fix it the sound Scriber. I said what's t1

matter. Why she said, the first few minutes of it, the first five or six minutes

doesn't stay in the groove. It roves in towards the center. She said, I can keep it

there if I hold it with my finger but then I can't type. She said, I think you ought

to get a man to come out and fix it. Well, it seemed to me there ought to be some

simpler way to do that that, rather than calling clear out of town, for that. Of

course, we have a contract for the maintenance contract. If something goes wrong he

is supposed to come out and fix it. I bate to bother him with that. I would rather

wait until some thing more important happened, and have the two things done at once,

so I went ahead and looked at it and tried a few records on it, underneath each other,

and it didn't make much difference. It made a little difference. And then I took the

foot of it, lifted it up with paper, so as to turn it over a little on the side, and then

that held it back until it was just about airight. Not quite, but pretty good. And I

said, let's see bow that goes. I went back and sat down and five minutes later a man

stuck his head in the door and said, I'm from the Sound Scriber company, making a routine

maintenance check every six months. Jive minutes after we thought of calling him to try

to get him up. Well, we both had. the queerest feeling. You can imagine. So he fixed the

thing, with just a little adjustment.
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you might call it a thrill, but I dontt know if it would be as much a thrill as a

bewilderment. Here they were and. they - there is a holy awe. I don't think thrill would

be the best descriptive word. Mr. Ritter, would. you read another line? Well now, this

word. abundant. I think is more literally multitude. It is used quite commonly for

multitude. And. I think that would fit more better rather than abundant. The multitude

of camels. The word that is translated. show forth here, is the regular word, in Aramaic

for evangelizing. For preaching the gospel. The Gospel of Mark is the .(5)

And so basar is more than show forth. It is to bring good tidings. To bring the Gospel

message. In chapter 61 it is to preach good tidings and. here it is simply to show forth.

I think it would. give a good. bit more meaning in it, when it brings the good tidings into

it. Than just to show forth. It is more literal. To bring the good tidings and the

praises of the Lord.. So here you've got the camels and. the dromedaries coming to

carry material. Now maybe this will be fulfilled, instead of having camels and.

dromedaries by having tanks and trucks, which would. be a perfect literal fulfillment.

They are instruments of transportation. And. it is not a figure of speech, to use a

different type of an element of transportation. It is not a figure of speech. It is

simply the same thing done only using another sort of instrument, that is used. at that

time. They beat their swords into plowshares. Their spears into pruning hooks. We

can't fulfill that because we don't have any swords and we don't have any spears.

But when we take all of our - if we tear up all of our armaments, and. turn it into

civilian use. We are exacting fulfilling. That is not a figurative or spiritual

fulfillment. It is exactly literal fulfillment. During what those things mean today.

So here they, these are the instruments of transportation. The camels and. the

dromedaries. But in verse 7, we have another kind, of animal. What are the animals for

in verse 7? Let look quickly at verse 7. a very interesting phrase, isn't it

there? That is extremely interesting, that this word. which is used. to proclaim

the year of , of the Lord, in 61:3, 61:2 is tsed here with these rams and.

sheep. They will come up upon the of my altar. And means favor or

acceptance with great or good pleasure. They will come up upon the of my

altar, the year of
J1T..is

what the Lord proclaimed. The word is used. there in this

connection. It is very interesting that this word.
111

used once in the bihpae1.
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And the case where it is used in the ipbpael is one where Drown, river, and riggs

gives the reference to it, no, I mean it is the verb, from which the noun )

is derived. Which is used in the hithpael. But it is used in I Samuel 29: 4. And let's

look in your English Bible at I Samuel 29: Li. and. see what the meaning is of the hithpael

of ) &$7 there. I Samuel 29: 14 is where David is in the Philistia. And the

Philistines gather their armies together to fight against the Israelites, and David and.

his men are with Acash, one of the Philistine chieftans, with whom David was serving.

And the princes of the Philistines say, what are these Hebrews doing here? And Achash

says, Is not this David, the servant of Saul, who has been with me these days, and I

found no fault in him, since he came to me till this day. And. the princes of Phulistia

were angry at him, and the princes of Philistia said unto him, Make this fellow return

so that he may go again to his place which thou hast appointed to him, and. let him not

go down with us to the battle, lest in the battle he be an adversary unto us, for where

with should he hithpael of himself unto his master, if not with the head. of

our men. In other words, they said, here is David, and David is a rebel against Saul.

Saul is trying to kill David, so David has fled from Saul and David is now here with no

in Philistia. Well now, suppose David wants to get back into the good. favor of Saul.

How better can he do it, than by turning on his dide in the middle of the battle and.

bringing us to reconcile Saul to him. Look here. I've won you this victory. live

brought you the heads of these Philistines. And what a picture it is, to win his favor

by bringing Saul, which shall receive his favor and which shall atone for that which be

has done in the past which has disp'eased Saul. How it fits exactly. The year of

acceptation. The year in which something is done, which can remove the wrath of God

upon them. Something is done which can atone from our sin, which can win us again,

the favor of God. Not something which we can do, as it would have been in his case

here, David's favor in that to win the favor of Saul. The figure is not identically

close, but tbe similar idea is there. Something which we should do and. which we can,

but we are unable to do it, but something which the Lord does and. He provides that

which wins for us acceptation with God. And. so the acceptable year of the Lord, I

think has much more to the phrase than just the words in English convey. The year of
lot the Lord. All of these wonderful rams and sheep. They will come up on
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the of my altar. They will come up to win acceptation with od. They will

come up to win the favor of God. because they represent that which alone can win his

favor: the spotless lamb of God. who was slain in the acceptable year of the Lord.

And just as the Jews proclaim the year of Jubilee, here the land was given its rest,

and when the people who were bound in slavery were permitted to go home, Jesus proclaims

the year in which he will provide our acceptance with Him, and. He will do that which

will the favor of God, to make it possible for God. to show us the favor that Re desires

to show without being unjust. Because it satisfies His wrath against us. So I think

that phrase the acceptable year of the Lord has much more to it in chapter 6]. than

the English can be. I do&t know of any way - there may be some phrase in English that

would get exactly the idea across. Someone may think of it. But so far as I know, no

body has now. But it is interesting to note how similar it is to this over here, as we

looked at the previous chapter. Come up upon the
J)7.

of my altar. Now the best the

King James could do with that was to come up with acceptance mu this on my altar. To come

up on the altar with the Lord's satisfaction. How did the R.S.V. do with that? Does

anybody remember? Just like the King James.

Isaiah 55.

Here is an interesting problem. At this chapter 60 and. most of 61, and. all after

the first few verses seems to me to be definitely a picture of the millennium. And

in the pictures of the millennium there are statements which suggest sacrifices. The

continuation of sacrifices. And then the question of whether Ezekiel 14.1-148 is a

picture of the millennium is one on which there is some discussion. But if it is a

picture of the millennium it has a considerable section on sacrifices. And there are

those who advance as a very strong argument against pre-millennialism. They say

pre-millennialism is impossible, for i these passages describe a millennium, they then

are describing a time when there will be sacrifices restored and that would be contrary

to the Christian teaching, Jesus Christ has performed the sacrifice, and it would be

wrong to have sacrifices again. Therefore there ant be a millennium. Now that's an

argument that some a-millennia.lists make a great deal. And personally it has never seemed

to me a very strong argument, because it has seemed to me that after all, the sacrifice
of Christ is performed once and cannot be repeated, And the Roman Catholic idea, that they
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repeat the sacrifices is wicked. and unscriptural. But when we have the communion

service we donlt repeat the sacrifice, but we remember the sacrifice. We recall it.

And. the sacrifices in Old Testament times did not m win anything in themselves. They

suggested the sacrifice they symbolized. They looked forward to it. And. O it would

seem to me that there would. not be contrary to Christian teaching, if it N should so

be that in the Millennium, there would be sacrifices, as a means of looking back to the

one great sacrifice, and of reminding of that. And. on the other hand it doesn't seem to

me that these passages necessarily have to be so interpreted. It seems to me that it

is altogether possible that the figure here is used. here to represent the reality which

is represented. And that when it says they will have sacrifices upon the altar, that

what they mean is that which the sacrifice represents will be present, and that the

blessings from the sacrifice which the Old Testament people sought to receive, they will

receive through what Christ has done whether it is symbolized to them by a continuance

of sacrifice or in some other form. That would. be the basic idea. So that it seems to

me that an argument against pre-millennialism would not be valid.

34 (question: Now in verse 7, the Kittel Bible suggests that we read. with four

manuscripts and with the Greek and. the Latin and the T.rgums Syriac. 7or.; 1S a'? upon.

Instead of upon the of it. And you say the newere Kittel Bible has the Isaiah

scroll in it. That has it also. The older one has instead, of
'y)kJ?

?)J

That is to come up instead of upon the acceptance of my altar. To say to come for

acceptance upon the altar. It is not with the altar. It is for it. It doesnt seem

to me it would make a tremendous difference. I don't think for (4).

br is perhaps from late manuscripts. Then of course it does seem that it has been

translated in the literal meaning by the ancient Greeks, and. by the Targums, with

acceptance upon, which would be a possible way of translating it. Upon the acceptance

of.*m Iusmm Perhaps it would be a more literal way.
in

5 (question: Well, the question there . There is a form/which the

qames is not - that is there is a possibility of a form in which the qames would, be

preserved in the context, but in this particular case, Brown Driver and. Briggs give

àmàm instances where the construct occurs with the shewa. With )ie~ in the more
usual form. And consequently that would, look very much what you have here. So perhaps
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that is for acceptance upon my altar which perhaps here is more readable rather than

upon acceptance. But to come up to my altar, it is possible - it doesn't have to have

a pre$position but it more usually does have a preposition. SO I don't think it is

nclusive, but I think that it is possible. Well, I guess our time is up for today.

And we can spend - we ought to go over together these next few verses anyway. I mean

at least these first few lines in 61. So we'll continue with the same material on

Monday.

(The rest of the record and records 56-60: 9, are blank. They carry no sound.
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106

L07/1-8

107/9-10 At God's command His mess, written down conc."the Egyptians"
BUT

108/1-6 The character of the Egyptians, rebellious. . . in correct;
rather the Israelites'.

108/7-10 The seat row in class and one's class participation and grades

109/1-4
" " " " It 11

lG9/5- 10 ch. 30 deals with the immediate situation, the XgdçaxRx Egyptiax

110/9-10 Relation between chs 30 and 31

111/1-4 ch. 30 starts exactly like 31, rebuking those who are looking
for their help from Egypt... ends exactly like 31... God
the deliverer.

111/5-10 30:1 The futility of seeking help from Egypt, (v.7)

112/
" They prefer comfort to truth




113 30:1 God's rebuke for their indifference
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114 301,14 Religion, breaking of potter's vessel




115/1-5 : This is not double fulfillment

115/6-10 30:9,10 Condemnation of ignorance (29:11L

116/1-3 30:15 A wcnderful motto(or returning and resting

116/4-10 Heb. perfect tense and its significance w/waw

117/1-5
II U U of U It to II ft

117/-10 " In quietness and in confidence shall be your strength

118/
" The incorrect translation of K.J.V. at this point

119/1-8 their dependence on foreign powers rebuked

119/9-10 30: '6 Heb. words discussed

120 30:10 flee,

121/1-6 An illust. on "flee" ; Miss Pankhurst; Frederick the Great

121 Fleeing

122 fleeing

123 30:18 Transition from rebuke to blessing

124 30:19-20

125/1-3 Material blessing

125/4 30:25

125/6-10 Reiteration of the summary of the chapter division

127/1-2 3U25 the greater slaughter

l21134 30:26 Sounds like amillennial picture; chronological relation
of 19-24,25,26

127/5-10 vv 17,18 Millennial? Unlikely; reserved as quedtions

129/1-6 Sennacherib, the Assyrians30: & 31: are in symmetry

129/7-10 30:33 The utter destruction of the Assyrians

130/1-6 Ahaz's sacrifice of his son in the valley of Hinnom
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130/7-10 Sennacherib's assassin's death

130/10 Nineveh

131 Nineveh
30:=31: The Divine destruction of the enemies of His own

132/1-3 The Lord whose fire is in Zion




132/4-6 Reiteration of Is. 7: on Immanuel, Virgin Birth, etc

132/7-10 32:1,2

133 32:3 Goes back tothe wonderful promise of spiritual blessings
in conversion, e.g., Peter and John; vv. 5 &r6... millennium..

134 32:6
135 Sin is called by its right name

32:4 "tongue of the stammerers" Three explanations
136 32:9 contrast similar to end of ch. 10 and beg. of ch. 11

Church in the OT
137 32:5-8,9
138 picture of coming destruction

Baptist minister at Occidental spoke of going after the
Kaiser till hell freezes over, then we'll go after him
on skates."

139 32:15 "till" doesn't mean it will stop then. Illustrations given
141 32:20
142 32:15 Looks forward to Pentecost

Nature of cbs. 55-56
143 56 Not 'ethical instruction' SR.B

Prophets commonly start their messages with rebuke
144 Structure of Isaiah's prophecy. Breat at ch. 40
145 chs.40-55 Looking to the people who imagine themselves alreadyin exile

54:2 Carrey's verse. Relation of ch. 54 to 53
147 57
149 57:17
150 30-33
151 33:19 cf. 28:9
152 Dance have bitter feeling toward the Germans. Conversation

with a Dutchman about the German occupation and the
German language sounding like stammering.

153 People won't take the simple exhortation from God's prophets
so will hear the harsh commands of conquering hordes.
AAX in Maintz, Germany in 1927

French signs all around
154 33:17
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